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4.3 NUCLEAR DESIGN

4.3.1 Desi.gn. Bases

The overall nuclear system shall be designed such that•safe•
operation is achieved through a controlled nuclear reaction. This
Controlled reaction will result in the generation of 975 MW of thermal
power. .

The fUl.l'spectrum of plant conditions that are considered as
"desi:gn bases for the plant.is divided intofour categories in:accordance.
with their anticipatedjfrequency of occurrence (see Section 1.1). These
four categories are:

a. Normal Operation.

.b. Anti:cipated Faults

c. Unli kely Faults..

d. Extremely Unlikely Faults

The General Safety Design Criteria (GSDC) for CRBRP,.as described
in Section 3.1, have been considered''in establishing the followingdesign
bases for the nuclear design of the reactor core.

.4.3.1.1 Core Design Lifetime and Fuel Burnup

The fuel rods are. designed to remain in the core for two
calendar years. The.first-core fuel rods achieve a peak pellet burnup
over the first two operating cycles (328 equivalent full power.days) of
74,000 megawatt,.days per metric ton of heavy metal (MWd/T). Under
equilibrium conditions (550 fpd), the peak pellet burnup increases to,
110,000 MWd/T.

4.3.1.2 Reactivity Control

Primary reactivity control shall be achieved through moveable
control absorbers:. Their design shall provide the required reactivity
for full power operation, lifetime considerations, shutdown requirements
and associated uncertainties. Inherent reactivity control shall beachieved through. the negative feedback coefficients of the nuclear system.
Their magnitude shall be confirmed experimentally inappropriate critical
exper-iments such that.controlled operation is assured through all operating.conditions. and is compatible wi-th.safety considerations.

4.3-1 " •Amend. 51
Sept. 1979



4.3.1.3 Power Oscll~lati:ons

The reactor and -assoclated cool anti control and protection systems shal I be
designed to assure that power oscililations .which.may result In conditions
exceeding specified acceptable fuel design limits are. not possible or can be
reliably and readily detected and suppressed.

4.3.1.4 Reactivity Coefficients

The reactor and associated coolant systems shall be designed so that in the
.normal operating range, Including anticipated overpower transients, the. net
effect of the prompt Inherent nuclear feedback characteristics mitigate the
effects of a rapid Increase In reactivlty-.

4.3.1.5 Fuel Management and Power Distributions

The nuclear system specifies a fuel and blanket management scheme which will
maximize the average discharge burnup and minimize the fuel cycle costs.. The
arrangement of fuel and blanket assemblies In the core shall be selected.to
minimize the power peaking factors. The resulting radial and axial power
distributions shall be compatible with the maximum allowable linear power
rating In the fuel and blanket assemblies.

4.3.1.6 Excess Reactivity

The fissile fuel loading at the beginning of each operating cycle must provlde
sufficient excess reactivity for lifetime considerations and associated e
uncerta intiles.

4.3.1.7 Fuel Buildup In Fertile Material

The reactor fuel and blanket assemblies will utilize the uranium-plutonium
cycle to breed fissl 1e fuel.

4.3.1.8 Shim! Control

Reactivity shimming In the CRBRP will be..accomplished by movement of the
primary control rods.

4.3.1.9 Annual Refueling

An annual shutdown.for refueling Is planned for all, operating cycles. The-
fuel management scheme described i:n Section 4.3.2.1.2 calls for the,
replacement of all fuel and inner blanket assemblies as a batch at two-year.
intervals. In alternating years, under equilibrium conditions, six Inner

:blanket assemblies are exchanged for six fresh fuel assemblies. The mid-term
refueling is designed to add sufficilent-excess reactivity to the system to

4.3-2
Amend. 54
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complete the two-year burnup Interval. Rad:IaI blanket assemblies In the first
anhdsecdndi rows are replaced as a batch at four and five,-year intervals,
respectively." The number,' location, and :type of' core assembl ies replaced at
the end of 7each :cycle must be compatible .with., excess reactivity, power
peaking, and. assembly lifetime requ~irementfs.- .

4.3.1.10 Rýactivlty Insertion Rates.

The maximum controlled reactivity insertion rate due to the withdrawal of one
primary contro'l rod at thedesign speed of .9 inches/minute :Is 4.1 cents/
second. Thinsl rate of reactivity insert ion maintains the peak clad temperature
below the maximum allowable value at overpower conditions.:

4.31.24 Descrllt1lon

This section provides the detailed description of the nuclear characteristics
of the CRBRP design using FFTF grade plutonium fuel (low Pu-240 content:. =12%)
in all operatIng cycles.- Light'water reactor discharge grade plutonium fuel
(high Pu-240 con-tent: =19%ý) may be employed In the CRBRP in later operating
cycles. , The Nuclear Design Description subsection presents nuclear
characterlstics not described In subsequept subsections. This Is fol Iowedby
subsections on Power DI str ibution, Reacti vity Coefficients., Control,Critical ity of Fuel Assemblies, Stability and Vessel Irradlation.

4.3.2.1 Nuclear Design Description

The nuclear design is concerned with four major components: (1) the fuel
assembly, (2) the blanket assembly (employed in both Inner and radial blanket
locations), (3) the primary control assembly, and (4) the secondary control
assembly. These components are made up of hexagonal assemblies containing
elther fuel (mixed plutonlum-uranium dioxide), blanket material (depleted
uranium dioxide) or control material (enriched boron carbide). The pertinent
characteristics of each of these assemblies are presented In Table 4.3-1. All
dimensions and volume fractions are based on cold (room temperature)
conditions.

4.3.2.1.1. Fuel Enrichments and Loading•s

The CRBRP core configuration Is shown In Figure 4.3-1. The 156 core fuel
assemblies contaln a single fuel enrichment zone of mixed plutonium-uranium
dioxide. The :i sotopic composition of the low-240 feed plutonlum is given in

..Table 4.3-2.. Eighty-two Inner blanket assembl ies (76 plus 6: alternatejfueI/
bblanket 'assemblies) are dispersed heterogeneously throughout the central
regions of the core. The core is surrounded by 126 radial blanket assemblies
and 14-inch thick upper and lower axial blankets. Depleted uranium dioxiede
(0.2% U-235) Is used throughout the fuelI and blankets.

The fuel enrichment requirements in CRBRP are based upon guaranteeing hot-full
power criticality at the end of each burnup cycle. The nominal excess
reactivity requirement, which :determines-the required fuel enrichment, is

4.3-3
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based on the cold-critical elgenvalue (k ) plus the cold-to-hot temperature,
defect plus the fuel burnup reactivity deHcit. The enrichments are further
increased to Include criticality calculation uncertainties, fuel burnup
reactivity swing uncertainties, power (Ctemperoi-ure) defect uncertainties,
fissile loading and core geometry tolerances, modeling and refueling worth
uncertainties. These uncertainties are~statistically combined and added to
the nomlnal excess reactivity requirement resulting In a one-sided probability
distribution which gives an approximately 84% confidence that the fuel
loadingswill supply at least enough reactivity to meet the stated design fuel
burnup (lifetime) requirements for that cycle.

Table 4.3-3 summarizes the excess reactivity requirements at the beginning of
the first cycle. The CRBRP fuel management (Section 4.3.2.1.2) Involves.a
batch refueling of the fuel and Inner blankets at two-year Intervals. The
mid-term i-nterchange of. three fresh fuel ,assemblies.(six assemblies under
equilibrium conditions) for one-year burned Inner, blankets Is designed to add
sufficlentlexcess reactivity for the second burnup cylcle. The burnup
reactivlty swing.values In the first and second, cycles are 0.59 and 2.24%Ak,
respectively. The end-ofcycle-one exchange of three fresh fuel assemblies
for burned: row-6 inner blankets adds 1 .53%;&k. Since.these three refueled
assembilies do not supply a reactivity excess equal to or greater than :the fuel
burnup reactivity depletion in the second cycle (see Tabl e 4.3-3), additional
excess reactivity must be supplied ln the begInning-of-ýcycle-one enrichments
in order to maintain the system critical throughout thei full *2-year cycle.,
The uncertainty In the burnup reactivity swing it composed of uncertainties in
lumped filssion product worth (±25%) core conversion ratio uncertaintiesI
(±7.5%)i, the maximum reactivity dejJit at the end-of-life 2.°om the 2.3-day
.delay in the production of bred Pu from the decay of Np and
Irradiation-induced fuel swelling. The Sum of the aforementioned parts
results.in a maximum burnup reactivity swing uncertainty of ±20% at the end-
of-cycle-two. Insofar as this value Is derived as a limit, the effective 1
burnup reactivity uncertainty Is taken to be ±10%.

The cold (room temperature) critical elgenvalue uncertainty Is derived from
the analysis of ZPPR-7 critical experiments:(Section 4.3.3.9). Using CRBRP
design methods (2D, coarse mesh, XY diffusion theory) and data (ENDF/B-.I.
cross-sections In 9.energy groups) resul.ts In a systematic underprediction-of
the ZPPR-7 elgenvalue with an, average calculati.on-to-experiment,(C/E) ratio of
0.9900 ±.0019(MO). The Inverse of, the average C/E ratio (1.01) Is! applied
directly as ablas In the calculation of the.CRBRP crit:ical eigenvalue (k
and the 1 variation Is included as an uncertainty In the start-of-cycle

51. excess reactivity requirement. An additional uncertainty of ±0.2% Ak Is
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included to account for potential ..systematic- uncertainties In the.
extrapolation.of the heterogeneous plate-geometry ZPPR-7 Keff bias to the
nearly homogeneousp1 n-gecmetry-. of ,the. CRBRP..'..

CRBRP critical.ity cal-culations areperformed In :hot-full-power geometry wIth.
cross-sections corrected for nominal Doppler reactivI ty feedback. .The: nomiUnal.
hot-full-power temperature defect of about 1.7%.Ak from Doppler.:and core:
expansion effects Is therefore lmplictltiy Included in the cri.tical'ity
calculations. The lo- uncertainty In the Doppler and expansion feedback
reactivity between room temperature and hot-full-power conditions results in a
+ 0.19% Ak uncertainty in the hot critical state of the reactor.

The tolerance on batch fissile content, arising from variations in plutonilum
Isotopic composition, fuel enrichment, and pe'llet dimensional and densi'ty
tolerances, results in an uncertainty in theireactor critical state of +0.15%

Ak' (Mo equivalent). The manufacturing tolerance on the core pellet stack

height and the relative position of each fuel rod with respect to the average
core height results In a +0.1% k uncertainty In core reactivity.
Additionally, the worst combination of pellet and steel Impurities results in•
a potential reactivity deficit of less than 0.1% Ak.

The total. excess reactivi.ty requirement of, 1,.76%,Ak at the beginning of cycle
.one in Tabl.e 4.3-3 Is obtained from the difference.between the two-cycle
burnup reactivity swing and the mid-term refueling worth, plus the root-rmean-

square sum of the uncertainties. The fuel loading requirements for the first
core In CRBRP are determined by searching the plutonium enrichment to an

)elgenvalue (k. equal to 0 plus k lessthe ZPPR criticality bias.541 Th teutne•uol o "ees
54 T rsoniýT chment Ise 5? w/o0 which corresponds to a

fissile plutonium (Pu ) loading of 1498 Due to the characteristkcs
of the batch core refuel Ing scheme, the equIlibrIum enrichments of 33 w/opu+U
are only slightly higher than the first core values because of the longer

burnup interval. The heavy metal mass inventories at the beginning and end of
the f irst five cycles are summarized in Table 4.3-4.

4.3.2.1.2 Fuel and Blanket Management

Annual :refueling Is planned for all operating cycles. The first cycle is
based on operation at 975 MWt for one calendar year (365 days).at:35% capacity
(128 equivalent full power days). The capacity factor is Increased to-55%
(200 equlvalent fu'll power days) during the second cycle andjfurther to.75%
(275 equivalent full power days) during the third and subsequent cycles.

The CRBRP fuel management is a batch refueling scheme with a 2-year lifetime

4.3-5
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for fuel and inner blanket assemblies. Under equilibrium conditions, the
fresh fuel. batch i~s burned. for: one cyc¥le (275 fpd)_, at which tfime- sIx inner

Sblil~anket 'assembliesare replaced byý sJix-:f resh-fuel assemblies In: -order to :add
sufficient add itiona[I •:excess reacti)v:tyfor the :next -275 fpdburnup cycle.

Thei,'s i*x efuel-ed asseýmbi fes are of' the same, enri-chhment as the preceeding 'feed
batch. :The entire fuel and.inner blanket batch is replaced at the'end of: the.
second cycl'e.. and the scheme: is repeated Un two-year intervalsi. -The radlal,ý
blanket assemblies reside t n-place (that is, no shuffling or. rotation) fOr
four and f ive cycles, respectively, In the f irst, and second "rows".

Table 4.3-5 summarizes the essential:features of the CRBRP batch fuel
management scheme throughout the first five.:cycles of operation. The 1nitlal
core load (see Figure 4.3-1) contains 156 fuel assemblies, 82 inner blanket
assemblies, and 126 radial blanket assembllis.: At the end of the first cycle
(128 fpd),,,three :Inner blanket assemblIIes in alternating row 6 corner
positions (600 removed from the row 4 control channels In Figure 4.3-1) are
replaced with fresh fuel assemblies for the.second burnup cycle (200 fpd). At
the end of, the second cycle, all the fuel and Inner blanket assemblies are
discharged and replaced with,156 fresh fluel assemblies and 82 fresh inner
blanket assemblies. At the end of the third burnup cycle (275 fpd), six inner
blanket assemblies in row 6 corner are replaced by six fresh fuel assemblies,
and a fourth burnup cycle of 275 fpd follows. ,At the end of the fourth cycle,
all .the fuel and inner blanket assemblies are again discharged and rep~laced'
with a :fresh load. The fuel and inner blanket management scheme for cycles
5-6, 7-8, andsubsequent repeats that for cycles 3-4. The first row of radial
blanket assemblies are discharged and repladed with fresh assemblies at the
end of cycle four and every fourth cycle thereafter. The outer row of radial
blanket assemblles are replaced at the end of cycle five and every fifth cycle
thereafter.,

4.3.2.1...3 Deolayed Neutron Fraction and Neutron Lifetime

Delayed-neutron data are required for the evaluation of the reactor core
transient (Chapter 15) and stability (.Section 4.3.2.8) characteristics. .The
six delayed-neutron group parameters are calculated by weighting the Isotope-
dependent delayed neutron yields by the relative fission rates in CRBRP.
Table 4.3-6 shows the resulting effective delayed neutron fractionaand decay
constants by precursor group. ýeff varies less than 1%°over the first four.
cycles.

The p rompt neutron lifetime, *, Is the mean time from the birth of a neutron
until It Is absorbed or leaked out of the system. V* ranges from 0.34 x 10-6•
to 0.41 x 10-6 seconds for beginning-of-life and end-of-life conditions,
respectively. The Increase in I* is due to a softening of the average core
spectrum with burnup.
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4.3.2.1.4 Multi-Group Nuclear Cross Section Data

A complete description of the method used to generate the multi-
group-neutron cross sections is given in subsection 4.3.3.2.

4.3.2.1.5 Source Range Flux Monitoring System

The basic function of the source range flux monitor (SRFM) system
is to follow the reactor low power neutron flux and to provide that informa-
tion in a usable form so that a determination of the neutron flux status

541 of the reactor from shutdown to low power (a few Kw) can be made during
normal plant operation.

The following two operational requirements have been imposed on
the SRFM system to achieve successful operation. First, the instrumentation
must provide continuous flux monitoring during low power and normal shutdown
operation. Second, during any subcritical operations, other than intentional
approach to criticality, it must provide a warning to assure that the reactor
does not approach criticality anycloser than the worst single refueling error.

*The SRFM instrumentation satisfies the first requirement by
providing a means of following the reactor flux at both low power and shut-
down conditions. This includes the capability for normally measuring
the shutdown neutron flux level at all times while fuel is in the core as
required for operational control and safe reactor operation. The design and
operation of the SRFM will assure.that significant changes in the reactor
flux level can be detected. The SRFM will also accurately and reliably follow
the reactor flux from full shutdown to low power operation. The SRFM
provides an output signal that is proportional to the reactor power level
from hot standby conditions (zero neutronic power) up to the top end of
its sensitivity range.

The second requirement specifies that during refueling, the SRFM
must provide a warning to the operator and thereby assure that the reactor
does not approach criticality any closer than that level from which criti-

541 cality could be attained by a single refueling error, with adequate
margin for the associated uncertainty. An alarm sounds in the control room
if the minimum shutdown reactivity based on this criterion is exceeded.

The source range flux monitoring system consists of three redun-
dant channels that will monitor the flux level of the reactor core from
shutdown power through low power. The measurements will be performed at
the reactor midplane by three redundant BF neutron Counters located in

51 graphite blocks and spaced approximately 120 degrees apart in the reactor
cavity external to the guard vessel.
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The inherent neutron source in the core, due to spontaneous
fission and (c,n)- reactions, is multiplied within the core and is the
source of neutrons at the ex-vessel. SRFM locations during shutdown
(source multiplication). The count rate at the SRFM is inversely propor-.
tional to the subcritical reactivity and directly related to the inherent
neutron source strength in the fuel. Consideration will be given to the
effect of control rod insertion to achieve shutdown and changes in the
spatial source importance during refueling on-the proportionality constant
(calibration constant) when required. The derivation of the source multi-
plication equation is given later in this subsection. SRFM calibration
measurements using the CRBR control system will be required for relating
subcriticality. and count rate. This calibration is performed with a control
rod of known reactivity worth. The derivation of the inverse kinetics rod
drop technique, which is used to establish the worth of the control rod,
is also presented later in this subsection.

When fuel assemblies are present in the Fuel Transfer and Storage
Assembly (FT&SA), no core component exchanges of-any kind are anticipated.
Under these conditions, the only requirement placed on the SRFM detectors
is that they must provide continuous monitoring of the flux status of the
reactor. The FT&SA and SRFM are being designed so that for FFTF grade fuel,
the nominal background count rate from one maximum discharge and one .fresh
fuel assembly in the FT&SA will be one-fourth (1/4) of the nominal foreground
count rate from the core at the two SRFMs not adjacent to the FT&SA. For
LWR recycle fuel, the nominal background count rate will be one-half (1/2)
of the nominal foreground count rate at the same two detectors with the59 same two assemblies in the FT&SA.

Five primary nuclear characteristics of the SRFM design were
investigated to justify its use in the.Clinch River Breeder Reactor. These
characteristics are:

a. The expected count rate at the ex-vessel location. This
count rate is a function of the neutron flux spectrum and
instrument sensitivity.

b. The proportional relationship between reactor power and
count rate at the instrument location. A principal
function of the SRFM is the monitoring of reactor power
through neutron flux detection. Non-linearities between
neutron flux at the detector location and reactor power
could be introduced by the presence of fuel assemblies in
the Fuel Transfer and Storage Assembly or control rod move-
ment.

c. The ability to isolate-the detectors from neutron flux which
may arise from sources other than the reactor core.

51
During periods of reactor operation which required SRFM operability,

the Flux Monitor System Mechanical Components (FMSMC) shall provide moderator
and shielding to maintain the following neutron foreground-to-background

59 ratios:
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1 o For reactor startup, with no core assembly of any kind resident
in the FT&SA; or normal refueling with no core assembly of any
kind in the FT&SA, and with any core assembly being exchanged
within 64 inches of its fully-inserted core lattice position,
all three SRFM Detectors shall have nominal foreground-to-background
ratios greater than:

"FFTF Grade" Fuel 10:1
"LWR Recycle" Fuel 7:1

o In the fully shutdown condition, with a maximum of one spent and
one fresh core assemblies resident--in the FT&SA, and with no core
assembly being exchanged two-out-of-three SRFM Detectors shall'have
nominal foreground-to-background ratios greater than:

"FFTF Grade" Fuel 4:1
"LWR Recycle" Fuel 2:1

These foreground-to-background ratios shall be calculated based on
the following nominal conditions as applied to the last core assembly inter-
change during a particular refueling period:

o The discharge fuel assembly with the highest neutron source
strength is withdrawn from the central core matrix position 64
inches above its fully inserted position, and

o All the other fuel and blanket positions in the core are loaded
with fresh assemblies.

With all the nuclear and shielding uncertainties applied in the
most conservative manner, foreground-to-background ratios at the SRFM
Detectors as small as 1.4:1 for FFTF grade fuel and 1.0:1 for LWR recycle
fuel (all three SRFM Detectors with no core assembly in the FT&SA); and
1.0:1 for FFTF grade fuel and 1.0:2 for LWR recycle fuel (two-out-of-three
SRFM:Detectors with a maximum of one spent and one fresh core assemblies
in the FT&SA) may be possible. These lower ratios will not degrade the
reactivity monitoring capability below minimum requirements nor cause spurious
alarms for operations allowed under the.above stated conditions. This
requirement applies to the range of subcriticality below that level defined

59 by the alarm setpoint.
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d. The. gamma background at the detector location. The gamma background
will- be a prlmary factor In determining instrument sensItivIty at a
given, location.,

e. The ability of the SRFM to accurately determine the reactivity worth

of In-core control rods by means of the Inverse kinetics rod drop
technique. The application of this IKRD technique, at the ex-vessel
detector locations isirequired to properly calibrate the SRFM system
for sub-criticality determination.

Extensive analyses at ARD and both analyses and experiments at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (Reference 1 and 2) have been performed in support of the
ex-vessel SRFM system. Particular emphasis was placed on Investigating the
five nuclear characteristics listed above. The significant results of the
analyses and experiments performed to date are summarized below.

Calculations 'were performed to assess the magnitude and spectrum of the
neutron flux at the ex-vessel SRFM location during shutdown conditions.-These
calculations were performed for beginning-of-life conditions (all fresh fuel,
FFTF-grade plutonium In the core). The minimum shutdown flux at the SRFM
locations (beginning-of-life conditions) was calculated to be approximately
0.1 nv, which corresponds to about 4 counts per second at each BF '
proportional. counter. The magnitude of this'count rate which is smaller than
during any subsequent refuel.Ing sequence, assures good counting statistics for
monitoring subcriticallity and refueling operations. Additional calculati.ons
have shown that the neutron flux Is almost ful~ly thermalized ( 85% ýbelow 0'.1:
ev) at the SRFM locatlon,:elght Inches behlnd the front face of the ,graphite
block. This enhancement of the thermal flux Inside the graphite block has
been confirmed by experiments performed by ORNL at the Tower Shield Facility
near Oak Ridge, .Tennessee (Reference 1).

To Investigate the effect of core configuration on count rate, the homogeneous
core configuration was modified by employing different banks of control rods.
to maintain a fixed reactor power level and K e For these reactor
configurations, the flux level at. the SRFM vatted by less than,10%. This
result shows that the ex-vessel detectors are not sensitive to changesin the
homogeneous core configuration during constant power operation. The detector
response Is proportional to the power level of the reactor. Similar
calculations will be repeated for the present heterogeneous core layout and
the results willi be reported.

Regarding the possibility of the detector monitoring neutron flux from sources
other than the core, analyses have shown that the flux monitoring requirements
for the SRFM can be satisfied with the background associated with a maximum
discharge fuel assembly withdrawn to a point 64 inches above its fully
inserted position for any core lIocation.
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The count rate due to background Is minimized by shielding In the form of
boron carbide slabs.whlch surrounds all, sides of the graphite block except the
front face. The shielding Is used to reduce the count rate from neutrons
which are scattered Into the graphite block from the reactor cavity walls.
Normal refueling procedures will require that no assembly of any type be In
the FT&SA while any assembly Is being Inserted the last §4 Inches into the
core or withdrawn the first 64 Inches from the core so that all three SRFM
d etectors will have-an unhindered view of the core. For this case, the
requirement of (c) above are Imposed.

The gamma dose at the SRFM location immediately after shutdown has been
analyzed In detail to assure that the sensitivity of the BF3 neutron counters.
is not adversely affected. The type of BF neutron detectors to be used In•

CRBR have a minimum sensitivity of 40 counts per second/thermal equivalent nv
for gamma dose rates less than 100 R/hr. When the gamma dose exceeds 100 R/hr
the detector sensitivity falls off rapidly. Calculations have shown thatjthe
local gamma dose rate at the SRFM location Is less than 100 R/hr with
appropriate shielding In front of the graphlte block and in the other
locations as required.

A prlnclpal function of the SRFM 1is to determine the subcritical reactivity of
the CRBRP based on proper calibration of the Instrumentation near critical.
The recommended method for calibrating the SRFM detectors is a two step
procedure. First, a known value of negative reactivity must be established.
ThIs Is accomplIshed by us-Ing the SRFMcount rate trace that results from
scramming one or more cQntrol rods to determine the reactivity worth of the
scrammed rods, This Is known as the inverse kipeticS rod drop (IKRD)
technique. Second, the callbratlon constant, which relates the subcritical
reactivity to the count rate, must be determined. This Is accomplished by
Inserting the previously measured reactivity worth (the same control rods
described above) and noting the corresponding count rate, This same
calibration constant is then used t9 Imply subcrltical reactivity when all the
control rods are Inserted andthe reactor is fully shutdowp.

This procedure depends strongly on the accurate determination of the negative
reactivity worth of the scrammed control rods by means of the I.KRD technique.
ORNL has performed numerous rod-drop experiments (Reference 2) In the Tower
Shield Facility in addition to analytical calculations and both have supported
the conclusion that reactivity Interpretationsp based on the change in count
rate at the ex-vessel detectors, are consistent withinrcore detectors. The
experiments and analyses performed to date have not Included the effect of
neutron. streaming In the reactor ;vity. Future analyses will Investigate
.these reactor cavity, effects and the results will be Included, in the.FSAR.

The neutron source multiplication technique is employed to monitor the
subcritical reactivity state of the reactor during the loading to critical and

.all subsequent fuel reloadings. The relationship between the steady-state
SRFM detector count rate and the subcritical reactivity is derived from the
point kinetics equations:

4.3-10
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ýM

dt p(t)- n(t) + ýZ Ai (t) + S (1)dti= i

and dCi (t) _ .i

d t - n ( t ) : x iC I (t ) (2 )

where
n(t) = total neutron population

Ci(t) = delayed neutron precursor density for delayed group i

= delayed neutron decay constant for delayed group i
ai = effective delayed neutron fraction for dealyed group i

M 0
i=l i

A = neutron generation time
51 p(t) = reactivity

S = extraneous neutron source

M = number of delayed neutron groups
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For steady-state conditions, in
are in equilibrium

d()= 0
dt

which the delayed neutron precursors

and
dCi.(t)
-T- =0

Equations (1) and (2) become
M

+In3 + sIC;
A i-I

+ S = 0 , .(3).-

and at
T--n - ýiCi =0,

Substituting (4.) into (3)

n=_S
A

:-SA

pwt

.which is the source multiplication equationi.

(4)

(5)

51

•In practice, the detector count rate, CR, rather than thetotal neutron population, n, is measured and conversion of 'the measuredcount rate is required. This conversion, for a given neutron generation,is accomplished by determining the ratio of the detection efficiency, W

ie f etectorvd(rE) O(r,E) drdE

olm(6)
coe vEf(rE) D(r,E) drdEcore vo 1 umef
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where

Ef(rE) = macroscopic fission cross section

d(r,E) = macroscopic detection cross section

This ratio is essentially the number of neutrons counted in the
detector per neutron produced by fission in the reactor. Therefore

W (CR)A on (C)A_"_
n/v or n = W

where

v average number of neutrons produced per fission.

:Substituting this result into (5) we obtain
•~w S

Rearranging this into the following form
CR W - S _W S
R p"(7)

VP

relates the subcritical reactivity (in dollars) to the count rate in
the flux detector.

Equation (7) can be rewritten as

CR =

where ( is the calibration constant and Q = WS/vý. This calibration
,constant is determined in the following manner: (1) the,countrate, CR1 , is recorded which corresponds to the initial subcri~tical•
reactivity state $i, (hot standby), and.(2) a control rod is dropped and

54 the reactivity transient is allowed to decay completely.
Analysis of the inverse kinetics rod'drop (IKRD) algorithm will
provide a reliable estimate of the initial subcritical reactivity
state, $ This data is substituted into the above equation and
the foll wing relationship results:

51 CRI :
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This equation can then be solved for the unknown Q in terms of the
known. quantities CR1 and $1. This value of Q, calculated at hot standby
conditions, will be different from the value of the calibration
constant at the full shutdown refueling conditions due to the change
in detection efficiency associated with theinsertion of-all the
control rods. A corrected value of Q,: based on calculations and/or
measurements at full shutdown, will be employed during refueling.

The derivation of the three-point IKRD technique is also
based on the point kinetics equations (see Equations (1) and' (2)
above). Rewriting these equations in terms of count rate at the
detector rather than neutron population gives:

M
vA d[CR(t)] p(t)- vCR(t) Ci(t)+S (8)

.and

dCi.(t) vait - CR(t)- ACi(t) (9)

These two equations can be used to calculate the reactivity
worth of a control rod based on the count rate trace Which results from
scramming the rod. This procedure is explained below. Assume that
the.reactor is initially,,subcritical at po. A. control rod is dropped
at. time t=O and stops moving at time t . The subcritical count rate
approaches the final asymptotic value &hen time is much greater than t
Equations (8) and (9) may be combined and integrated over time greaters
than t until the reactivity equals Pf. The resulting equation has two
unknowns, Pf and the source term. By integrating over two distinct time
intervals in the range of the rod-drop transient, a system of two
equations in two unknowns is generated. The solutions to these two
equations can be Written as

S=(AjAt: A2 Atj ) (10)

and

S BA 2.. - B2A1 - (11)
'BjAt 2 - B2 At1  •" .051 •..
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whe re

A =

A2

B11

M

M

it=
/-ti

cri
I

(tj) -C (t. OJ

Ci (t 2) -i C(ti)]

)t CR(t)dt

CR(t)dtB2

Ati

t 2

=Jtl

= t1-to

At 2 =t2-ti

W C(t)
Ci M

*) 561
to a time slightly greater than t; t -t: = 0.5 seconds.

o s

ti

t 2

=.a time greater than t_ which occurs while the count
rate-transient is stil decaying; tl-ts= 25 seconds.

= a time near the end of the transient when the reactor
is approaching its final steady-state-condition;

s = 240 seconds.

The initial, reactivity state po is .calculated .by solving Equations (8).
and (9) at steady-state, or

ws (12)
.0 = v CR(O) (12

Substituting Equation (11) into Equation (12) we have

(B1A 2 . B2 A, ) R(.) (13)

Equations (10) and (13) are evaluated for
critical reactivity states, respectively.
based on a recursive solution of Equation
details.

the final, and initial sub-
The values for Ci I(t) are

(9); see Referencd 3 for
51
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A study has been performed to assess the uncertainty in control
rod worth as inferred from IKRD experiments due to the statistical uncer-
tainty inherent in the observed count rate of the detector (Reference 4).
The IKRD experiments were performed by ORNL-personnel at the Southwest
Experimental Fast Oxide Reactor. Two analytica~l methods were applied to
the results from these experiments. First, a propagation of error analysis
technique was applied to three-point IKRD subcritical measurements. The
second verification method was an error analysis based on repeated rod-
drops which were simulated from observed count rate vs. time data. In
both cases, the assumption was made that the uncertainty in the reactivity
estimate was due solely to the detection process itself. The reactivity
uncertainties for various experimental rod-drop data sets were computed
by both of these methods and the results were in good agreement. Both
techniques yielded errors of approximately 0.6% in the initial and final
reactivity states when control rods worth 1 to 2 dollars were inserted from
a near critical state.

Additional analyses have been performed to determine the uncertain-
ty in control rod worth as inferred from the IKRD technique which results
from the uncertainty in the kinetics parameters 0i and Ai (Reference 3).
These analyses were based on rod-drop experiments performed on the Fast
Flux Test Facility-Engineering Mockup Critical loaded into ZPR-9 at ANL.
For this configuration, the uncertainty in the final reactivity measurement
is 1.8% due to uncertainties in B. and 0.6% due to uncertainties in X..
Similarly, the determination of t6e initial reactivity state is uncertain
by as much as 3.0% due to uncertainties in ai and as much as 2.0% due to
uncertainties in A.. Adding together the a. and X. related uncertainties
and statistically .ombining the result withI the O.h% detector count rate
uncertainty yields the following: the minimum uncertainty associated with
theadetermination of the final reactivity state is 2.5%, and the minimum
uncertainty'associated with the determination of the initial reactivity state.
is 5.1% (minimum.= theoretical, no systematic error included).

The precision of the IKRD technique depends to a large extenton
systematic uncertainties, i.e., the ability to reproduce the same initial
reactor conditions when a rod-drop experiment is to be repeated. Reference
4 discusses a particular rod-drop experiment that was repeated'four times
in SEFOR under nearly identical reactor conditions. The standard deviation
,(one o error) for the control rod worth, which is based on the difference
between pf and po' is approximately 0.7%.

During refueling, the SRFM must provide a warning to the operator
and thereby assure that the reactor does not approach criticality any
closer than that level from which criticality could be attained by a
single refueling error with adequate margin for the associated uncertainties.
The uncertainties associated with.the subcritical reactivity monitoring
technique fall into three categories: (1) the uncertainty in the calcu-

51 lated reactivity worth of the single worst refueling error, (2)'the
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ýuncertainty in the application 'of the source multiplication equation tech-.
nique.and (.3) theuncertaipnty: in the count rate ýhistory. during refuelingifrom the SRFM detectors.

The highest reactivity worth *refueling error is the inadvertent
withdrawal of a control assembly near the end of a refueling sequence.
An estimate of the calculational. uncertainty in the refueling.error is
approximately 10% based on critical experiment analyses and the loading
tolerence of B-lO in the boron carbide. The reactivity worth.of-the single,
worst refueling error plus the appropriate calculational uncertainty will.
be used to establish the count rate alarm set point during each refueling
sequence..

The second uncertainty. which must be considered is that associated
with the use. of the source multiplication equation to.imply the subcritical
reactivity state. This uncertainty is based on the calibration of Equation
(7) with a control rod of known. reactivity worth. As previously developed,
the uncertainty in the worth.of the control rod is in'the range of'5 to 7%,
based on the inverse kinetics rod drop (IKRD) techrfique described above.
The uncertainty assigned to this item.has been conservatively increased, to
10% in order to. account for additional uncertainties which might.occur.in
the actual calibration procedure as. performed.in CRBRP..

The.,last category of uncertainties is specifically' related to
changes in the core configuration during refueling operations and how
those changes.are reflected in SRFM cpUnt rate uncertainty. First,.. is.
the uncertainty .in count rate due to spatial flux distribution changes
in the core during refueling. This uncertainty will be established.by.
calculating the effect of typcial refueling operation on the .count rate'at the three ex-vessel SRFM locations'. Current estimates of this uncertainty
are approximately 10%. Second, is the uncertainty due to changes in source
strength during refueling. The count:'rate, history during refueling is:
dependent on the decrease in the inherent neutron source strength which
tends to decrease the count rate.. The uncertainty. in the change i.n. inherent
source is estimated to be approximately 25%. Third,.the uncertainty..
associated with.the counting rate statistics is assumed to be 5%. These
uncertainties Will be combined into an overall uncertainty factor applicable
to the SRFM count rate.

Preliminary evaluations indicate that sufficient .subcri ti cali ty.
exists to assure that the worst single refueling error will not result in
inadvertent.criticality during refueling using the above described sub-
critical reactivity monitoring technique*. A complete description of
this~subcritical reactivity monitoring: technique, including the.
treatment of-all .the appropriate uncertainties, will be included .in the

51 FSAR.
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The operating characteristics of typical SRFM flux detectors will be
experimentally determined in ZPPR critical experiments (using an expanded
matrix) which will mock-up the actual CRBRP installation as close as
practicabIe. MuI-t.id imensIona: transport theory calculations will be employed
to account for the neutron streaming effects in the-reactor cavity which
cannot be mocked up In the ZPPR.

4.3.2.2 Power Distribution

4.3.2.2.1 Calculational Method

Figure 4.3-2 summarizes the CRBRP power distribution calculational sequence.
ENDF/B-lll neutron cross section data are resonance self-shielded, group
collapsed, and gamma-coupled with ENDF/B-IV coefficients In XSRES/1DX (,SPHINX)
to result in a 9-neutron/13 gamma energy group, region, composition and
temperature dependent CRBRP master cross section library. This cross-section
library is used in two-dimensional diffusion and burnup calculations with the
2DB code in hexagonal-planar and RZ (cylindrlcal) geometry to determine the
radial and axial power distributions, respectively, throughout the first 5
years of operation. The RZ calculations, employing an effective'volume
cylindrical model, result In axial blanket power contributions, normalIzed
axlial.power 'shapes for the fuel and blankets, and, axial leakage (buckling)
factors for applIcation to the hex calculations. The fuel and inner blanket
rod power distributions are determined by two-,dimensional least-squares
•flttng the'2DB power density by (triangular) mesh interval for eachwassemb-ly
wwith the POWPIN code. Due to the Importance of +he plutonium buildup
distribution, the radial blanket power distributions are determined from PUMA
calculations. The.PUMA calculations utilize least-squares fitted fluxes,
cross-sections, and gamma heating (from 2DB burnup calculations) to'determine
the power and burnup characteristics for each blanket rod. The product of.
normalized radilal and axial power factors, the region.power fraction, and the
reactor therma~l power determines the fuel and-blanket power distribution
throughout the core. Application of power bias factors (methods/modellng
.correction factors), overpower trip margin, and power uncertainty factors
.produces a conservative peaký linear power envelope for the evaluation of'
limiting fuel and blanket capability.

4.3.2.2.2 .C Lyou ."

Figure"4.3-3 shows the heteroge.neous'core. layout and fuel and blanket assembly
numbering scheme. The initilal core Includes 156 fuel assemblies, 82 inner

.,blanket assembli.jes-and 126 radial blanket assemblies. Nine fully enriched
(92% B-lO) primary control assemblies. are lqocated.in the six row 7 corner
(6-R7C, positions 129 and 131 in Figure 4.3-3) and three row 4 (3-R4, position
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130 in Figure 4.3-3)Ypositions. Six fully enrichedisecondary control
assemblies are located In the six row 7 flat (6-R7F, positions 7 and 35 In
Figure. 4.3-3) positions. The-6-R7C primary control rods, .operated as a bank,
serve to control the reactor throughout each cycle. The 3-R4 primary and
6-R7F secondary control rods -are normal ly ful ly withdrawn for atl Ipower
operations.- The core containsza single fuel enrichment zone. The fuel, Inner
blanket, and radial :blanket power distributions are reflectively symmetric In
60 degree sectors through-the R7C positions. The fuel and blanket management.
is discussed In Section 4.3.2.1.2.

4.3.2.2.3 Region Power Fractions

Table 4.3-7 shows the fuel and Inner blanket power fractions over the central
36-inch high reglon atrthe beginning and end of the first six cycles of
operation. This power split Includes the distributions of both the Isotopic
fission rates and gamma heating in the system, determined with the 9-7neutron/
13-gamma group coupled cross section set and 2DB neutron gamma heating
calculations.. This capability makes possItble an explIcIt representatIon of
the gamma di:ffusion from the source zone In the fuel assemblies Into the Inner
and radial blanket zones.

4.3.2.2.4- Normalized Radlal Power Shape

Figures -;*ý.ý4 through 4.3-15 show :the norma] ized radial- power factorS,*FI for
the peak and average-power-ýrods in each fuel and:inner blanket assembly in a
120 degree sector of the core at the beginning and end of the first 6 cycles
of-operation. The location of the peak power rod in each assembly Is
Indicated by a small circle In Figures 4.3-4 through 4.3-15 to highlight the
radial/azimuthal power gradients throughout the core. The reflective core
symmetry through theR7C control rods Is evident in the radial power shapes.
One can note the changes In the power gradients throughout life which are
caused by the refueling In the R6C location and by the buildup of plutonium In
the Inner blankets, as well as by the effects of control rod withdrawal.

The just-critical R7C primary control rod bank withdrawal at the start and endý
*of each cycle is also shown in Figures 4.3-4 through 4.3-15. The effects of
criticality uncertainties, control rod worth uncertainties and control rod
banking tolerances on the power distribution are Included In the power
uncertainty assessment.

*Radlal power factor is defined as the power In a particular fuel (Inner
blanket) rod divided by the power In the average fuel (Inner blanket) rod In
the whole core (inner blanket).
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4.3.-2.2.5 Axial Blanket (Extension) Power

Tab le 4.3-8 lists the 64/36 •inch** power normal izationjfactors Ifor the fuel,
Inner blanket and radial blanket assembl:ies., Tfese factors, when multiplied
by the 36-inch core region power obtained from the powers'fracti.ons In Table
4.3-7 and the radial power factors discussed above, produce-full. 64-Inch rod
or assembly powers including theicontributions from:the upper and lower axial
blankets (UAB and LAB). Also listed in Table 4'3-8 are the normalization
factors to Include only the power contribution from the Ilower axial blankets
for the determination of thermal conditions at the inlet region to the core.

4.3.2.2.6 Radial Blanket Power History

Tables 4.3-9 and 4.3-10 are summaries of the radial blanket total assembly
power and peak rod power histories, respectively, at the beginning and end of
the first 5 cycles of operation for the 12 unique assembly locations
Identified in Figure 4.3-3. The powers In Tabl:es 4.3-9 and 4.3-10 are total
values over the full164-inch blanket length (that is, the normalization
factors in Table 4.3-8 have already been applied). The total radial blanket
power Is listed Inthe last column in Table.4.3-9. Table 4.3-11 shows the.
power. and burnup history for the average and peak rod, as well as the peak
kW/ft and peak pellet burnup history, for the highest power radial blanket
assembly (assembly #.1 In Figure 4.3-3) for both• initlal 'and "equil.ibrri-um'"
operation'.ý The limiting equilibrium radial blanket reaches, a (nomInal) peak
l i:near :' power of 46.6 kW/m (4.,2kW/ft): and aa peak (peillet) discharge'::burnup of.
3.63 a/o, after: 4 full years of operation (1100 fpd)..

4.3.2.2.7 Normalized Axial Power Shape

The axial..power factor (normalized axial power shape), F•, defines the Ioca]l
axi;al power density distribution-relative to the average power density in the
same axial channel. Figures 4.3-16 and 4.3-17 show the normalized axial power
distributions in the core fuel assemblies at the beginning and end of the
first and second cycles. The decrease In axial peak-to-average power with
burnup in the core is attributable to preferential fuel depletion near the
flux peak at the core midplane. The local distortion In the axial power
shapes from partial control rod insertion is clearly evident in Figure 4.3-17.

**Actual hot-full-power core height dimensions are: central core region

.9204 m (36.24 inches), lower axial blanket .3568 m (14.05 inches), upper
axial blanket .3574 m (14.07 inches).
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The distributions in Figure 4.3-17 labeled, "fuel zones with control rod
influence", are applied to those fuel rods in the fuel assemblies directly
adjacent to the R7C control rod only. The "cliean fuel zone" distributions in
Figure 4,3-16.apply to the remaining fuel rods In thecore. A comparison of
this technique with anýexplTclt three-dimensional (VENTURE) benchmark
;calculation demonstrated agreement within a few percent in the power
distribution around the inserted control rods as welt as throughout the
remal:nder of the core as. discussed in relation to the modeling uncertainty In
Section 4.3.2.2.9. The detailed three-dimensional power differences are
enveloped In the power' uncertainties. Thedifferences In the primary control
rod bank Insertion in cycles other than 1 and 2, shown inFigure 4.3-17,
result In additional perturbations to the axial-power shapes which are also
treated in the nuclear ýuncertalnty assessment.

Figures 4.3-18 through 4.3-20 show the normalized axlial power distributions in
the inner and radial blankets, respectively, at the beginning and end-of-life.

:The blanket axial power shapes are normalized to 1.0 over the central 36-inch
high region. The Increase in the axial peak-to-average power with burnup In
the blankets results from the peak in the axial distribution of the
accumulated plutonium near the core midplane.

Figure 4.3-21 shows typical axial power distributions lin the upper and lower
axial blankets at the beginning and end-of-life. The steep axlal power
gradient is caused by a combination of the axial flux and neutron spectrum
gradients. Plutonium accumulatlon tends to flatten the end-of-life axial
power gradients since Pu-239 fission Is less sensitive than U-238 fission to
the fast-neutron component of the neutron spectrum.

Table 4.3-12 summarizes the axial peak-to-average power ratios for the fuel,
inner, and radial b hankets throughout the first four cyclesNof operation. The
reduction In peak Fz In the core and the increase in peak F in the blankets
with plutonium burnup/bulldup, respectively, is evident In Table 4.3-12.

4.3.2.2.8 Synthesis of Power Distribution Throughout the Core

-The synthesis of the three-dimensional power distribution throughout the fuel
and blankets Is accomplished by the application of normalized radial and axial
power peaking factors to the average fuel or blanket power generation as

51 follows:
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Linear Power (kW/m) =975,000 * Power Fraction * FN * FN (1)
No. of Rods * Length of Rod. R Z

Where "975,000" is the nominalreactor power level in kilowatts,

"Power fraction" is the fuel or inner blanket .(36") power
54 fraction from Table 4.3-7,

"No. of Rods" is the number of fuel (217) or blanket (61) rods
per assembly. times the number of fuel or inner blanket assemblies in
the core (.note that the number of fuel and inner blanket assemblies
changes at the start of the even numbered cycles due to the refueling
at the R6C locations),

"Length of Rod" is 0.9204 m over the central 36" region in all
cases,.

,,N,
"FR is the normalized nuclear radial power peaking factor for
the fuel or inner blankets from Figures 4.3-4 through 4.3-15, and

" is the:normalized nuclear axial power peaking factor from
Figures. 4..3-16. through 4.3-.20.Th ntgatd ',4".3-0 i v e

.The integated (64") total 'rod. power,. on the other hand,, is.given.
by:

Rod Power (kW) 9Fraction * 64/36 Power Factor.* F 2'No. of Rods R(2)

Where, "64/36 Power Factor" is the ratio, given in Table 4.3-8, of the.
54 power in the full-length fuel or blanket rod (that is, including

the power:in the Upper and lower axial blankets or axial extensions,
respectively) to the power in the central 36" region (from Table:
4.3-7).,

54 The remaining terms are as defined in Equation 1.

4.3.2.2.9 Power Uncertainty Evaluation

The total power or burnup uncertainty is composed of nuclear
design methods uncertainties and/or biases (based on comparisons of
cal~culations and measurements of isotopic fission and capture rates and
gamma heating in ZPPR-7), CRBRP design uncertainties relating primarily
to absolute power normalization and fissile content variations, and a

51 general class of modeling uncertainties. in the fuel, the power uncertainty
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is broken down into a statistical part which is combined in quadrature
(root-mean-square) with other.statistical uncertainties,..and a nonstatistical
bias and.uncertainty which is applied directly to envelope, the upper limits
of the peak power density. Due to the limited scope'of the available blanket
data, only a nonstatistical uncertainty is developed. Uncertainties are
provided for the fuel, inner blanket, and radial blanket assemblies. Where
a basis exists for such, a spatial :distribution of.the uncertainty. is
provided (e.g., adjacent'to, and removed from, the influence of inserted
control rods, and by assembly-row in the radial blanket)'

Experimental verification of the Calculational methods and data
used to predict the power distributions in CRBRP is provided by the
measurements performed in the ZPPR critical facility.. ZPPR *is a zero
power critical mockup of.the CRBRP consisting of a matrix of rectangular
drawers containing fuel, steel and sodium plates loaded.to simulate the
average compositions of the CRBRP core and blanket regions. CRBRP design
methods are verified, and.design bias factors and uncertainties are derived,
by direct, comparison of calculated and measured ZPPR parameters. These
parameters include isotopic fission and capture rate and gamma heating
*distributions in support of power distribution predictions. The design
(methods) bias factors and uncertainties are subsequently applied to the
calculation of these parameters in CRBRP predicted with the same calcula-
.tional tools and data.

The results presented herein are based primarily on the. analysis.
of ZPPR-7 (phases A-E) measurements. ZPPR-7 modeled .the basic character-
istics of a heterogeneous CRBRP core with.annular rings of inner blanket
assemblies. The analysis of the ZPPR-7.experiments is presented in Section
4.3.3.9.

4.3.2.2.9a. Core Fuel Assembly Power Uncertainties

Table 4.3-13 lists the statistical and nonstatistical uncertain-
ties applicable to the predictions of both local and rod or assembly-
integrated power density in the core fuel assemblies. The uncertainties
are divided into those. applicable to fuel regions directly adjacent to.
the, partially inserted R7C control. rods, and those applicab]e to allother
core locations (,designated "clean" fuel Zones). The uncertainties grouped
under the, "Fuel Zones Adjacen.t to Inserted.R7C Control: Rods.". heading are:.
intended to be applied to all fuel assemblies surrounding. the R7C control
rod positions where the local power density is strongly influenced by the

541 inserted poison.-Where the power uncertainty is strongly space dependent,
as in the'modeling bias in the vicinity of the control rods, it is so
indicated in Table 4.3-13. Uncertainty values are presented for the peak•
power density (near the core midplane), the power density at.the top ofthe

51 core (core/upper axial blanket interface), the rod-channel integrated power
and the.assembly integrated power. As a general rule, the uncertainties in
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Table 4.3-13 have been derived to best fit the high-power locations in the
fuel The uncertainty in the"power density at the top of the core"
(cor. e/UAB interface) in the -vicinity of the R7C:control rods .is an end-of-
cycle valbe.with a substantial portion of the'R7C control rods withdrawn.

The peak and integrated power densities in the fuel are well
predicted with the standard 2D-synthesis nuclear design techniques.
However, the "'power density at the top of the core" is relatively poorly
predicted due to difficulties in simultaneously modeling the behaVior,
in this region while preserving the integral and peak (core midplane) power
in two dimensions. In addition, the accuracy of few group diffusion
theory is poorer in the presence of the steep flux gradient and in the
region of the core/UAB material discontinuity. These factors are reflected
in the larger "power density at top of core" uncertainty.

The statistical uncertainties consist of experimental uncertain-
ties (fission rates and gamma heating) at the 3o level, criticality and
control rod insertion uncertainties,.and local fuel fissile content vari-
ations.

Experimental:

The experimental power uncertainty consists primarily of Pu-239
and U-238 fission rate and gamma heating uncertainties. The experimental
(statistical) power uncertainty is derived from the ±2% (I.) root-mean-
square deviation between calculated and measured core fission rate (Pu-
239, U-ý235) distributions in ZPPR-7, covering a variety of reactor critical
configurations. "There is an'observed radial-tilt in the calculation-to-.
experiment ratios for Pu-239 fission in Phases A and B of ZPPR-7 which tends
to overestimate.(by 3-5%) the Pu-239 fission rate in the area of the fuel
"islands" in rows 7, 8, and.9 and,specifically, around the R7C control
locations in the beginning-of-life configuration. This overprediction,
coupled with the application of + 3a power uncertainties, would result
in an overly high estimate of the peak powerin these locations.. Conm-
sequently, the beginning-of-life (BOC1, BOC3, and.BOC5) power in the rows
7,.8,. and 9.region of the core is biased doWnward- in Table 4.3-13 (.footnote
f) by.1-3% to remove the basic tilted characteristics in the fission rate
.(power shape). This radial tilt was.not observed in the Phase C, D,5 or E
ZPPR-7 experiments with plutonium loaded in theinner blankets, so the
aforementioned bias-iis not applied to the end-of-life power shape.

The analysis of the ZPPR-7 experiimental U-238 fission rate
distribution showed substantial fluctuations in the calculation-to-experi-
ment ratios between fuel and inner blanket assemblies, possibly.attribut-
able to the infinite medium cross-section preparation scheme, coarse-
mesh effects,'transport.effects,. and the iike. Based on these ZPPR-7
results, a one-sided + 20% U-238fission uncertainty is indicated in the
core fuel assemblies (although U-238 fission only accounts for about
6%.of the total power in the fuel so that this uncertainty accounts for

51 approximately 1% on the high side of the total power uncertainty).
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Analysis of the preliminary ZPPR-7 gamma heating measurements
show a scatter of + 10%iin the calculation-to-experiment (C/-E) ratios in
the core regions and a consistent 15-20% underprediction in the radial
blanket. There was some evidence in the ZPPR-4 gamma heating measurements,
however, that this underprediction behavior at the core/blanket interface
is at least in part an anomaly caused by the comparison of homogeneous
(cell-average) calculated heating rates with point-measured.values in re-
gions of substantial gamma fine structure. This uncertainty is therefore
considered an upper. bound. Gamma heating accounts for about 10% of the
total fuel assembly power, so the + 10% uncertainty accounts for approx-
imately +1% of the total fuel assembly power uncertainty.

The direct combination of ±6% (3a) plutonium fission rate uncer-

tainty (=85% of the'total core power), ±20% U-238 fission rate uncertainty
(=6% of the total core power), and ±10% gamma heating uncertainty (=i0%'of
the total .core power) results in a ±7% (approximately 3a) total experimental
power uncertainty in the fuel, in addition to the space-dependent. beginning-

:of-life bias discussed earlier. This uncertainty applies equally tolthe local
pellet, rod and fuel assembly power predictions.

Criticality Uncertainty:

The uncertainty in the prediction of the hot critical state of
* the reactor results in an uncertainty in the depth of primary control rod

insertion which,,in turn, affects the local power distribution (,principally
the radial and axial distributions in the immediate vicinity of the inserted
control rods, and to.a lesser extent throughout the remainder of. the core).
This~uncertainty is derived from a bounding value of the criticality uncer-
tainty of ±0.5% Ak developed from the clean (unrodded).critical configurations
in ZPPR-7. The resulting power uncertainty is- derived parametrically by
varying the control rod bank insertion by an amount corresponding to the

541 0.5% Ak to produce power perturbation maps. -The criticality-power uncertain-
ty applies approximately equally to the beginning and end-of-cycle power
distributions due to a partial cancellation between the lesser. influence
of the nearly-withdrawn primary control, rods and the larger magnitude.of
the criticality uncertainty which includes burnup reactivity swing un-
certainties near the end-of-cycle.' This criticality (rod insertion)
uncertainty results in a ±1%. powe.r uncertainty throughout the core with
the exception of those assemblies directly adjacent to the inserted controlrods. The power distribution in thefuel assemblies directly'adjacent to
the inserted-control rods is strongly influenced by the position (depth
of insertion) of those rods so that the criticality uncertainty in these
assemblies is both larger and space-dependent across the assemblies as
indicated in Table 4.3-13.

Pellet Fissile Content Tolerance:

The fuel pellet fissile content (manufacturing) tolerance
results in a local fission rate uncertainty of ±3%. Because the pellets
are fabricated, in batches, this uncertainty is not reduced for groups of
pellets comprising a single fuel rod or a single fuel assembly. Very
large numbers of fuel assemblies are, however, subject to a smaller ±0.5%

51 fissile content tolerance.
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Modeling.Uncertainties:

.. Specific model uncertainties in: the CRBRP core power distribution
predictions incl:ude parametric uncertainties arising from 3D effects, rod
power interpolation and radial and axial burnup.modeling. The aforemen-
tioned modeling *.uncertainties are derived parametrically,- so no specific
d level.,can be. assigned. The. values quoted do,.however, generally• co.ver
the. rangeof variations noted. Modeling uncertainties are combined with
other nons.tatistical uncertainties directly rather than statistically.

CRBRP power, burnup and reaction rate distributions'are
predicted by a tao-dimensional (2D) synthesis technique whereby "radial"
shape.fa'ctfrs,.FD, derived from hexagonal calculations, and axial shape
factors, F7, derived from RZ calculations, are superimposed on.average
power, condftions to result in the three-dimensional (3D) power:distri-
bution throughout the core and b.lankets. A.benchmark calculation with
:consistent 3D and 2D-synthesis models has been used to infer the geometric
modeling biases introduced by *the 2D-systhesis-technique at the beginning-
of-life. In general, the agreement between, the twomodels is good (with,
the exception of the regions strongly-influenced by the partially. inserted
R7C control rods as noted in. Table 4.3-13) with the peak power density pre-
dicted within the range of ±3% and rod or assembly-integrated power predicted
'withifnf. ±iv inf.the -core. The polynomial fit to power-by-rod., performed with
:input from 24',, mesh-per-assembly '2.DB .hexagonal calculations, introduces
an additional uncertainty of ±1% i'n the radial power shape within an
assembly. Bu.rnup..modeling 'in the. core generally introduces little error
in the'power, distribution in high-power locations, although some uncertain-
ty is necessarily introduced in the end-of-life axial power shapes due to
smoothing.. The axial peak-to-average power has been .shown to b.e nominally
overpredicted: by 2% in ZPPR-4 and ZPPR-7. The net peak power .density
modeling uncertainty throughout.the core (with the exception of assemblies
directly. i.nfluenced by inserted control rods) is'therefore ±2% (±3%3D'
.effect plus ±1%.intra-assembly radial power shape uncertainty less ±2%

541 axial P'eak-to-average power overprediction), .This value increases to
±10% on .the high-side for the "power density at the top of the.. core" with
the inclusionhof 5% fall-off in the prediction of the axial power shape
indicated in the ZPPR-4'and ZPPR-71iexperiments and with some additional,
uncertainty.:in the. tail of the..axial power shape. The ±2% integrated rod
power-uncertainty is made up of ±1% 3D effect plus the ±1% radial shape
.uncertainty,,.whereas the.±1% total assembly power modeling uncertainty
is entirely 3D effect.

The radial and axial power shapes in the vicinity of inserted
control.rods are particularly sensitive to control rod modeling.
Partially. inserted control rods in the CRBRP are modeled with an "effective"amount of control volume fraction'which results in. the same reactivity
worth inserted in the 2D hexagonal calculations as would result from an

51 explicit'3D'representation. This technique results in a good representation
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of the average power in the surrounding fuel assemblies but necessarily
introduces some spatial bias in the radial. power shape very close to the
inserted-control rods. In addition, the axial power shape is selected-to
best represent theassembly-average power so that the shape is somewhat
more perturbed -in the region of the fuel pins directly adjacent to the
inserted control rod, and likewise, somewhat less perturbed on the side
of the assembly farthest from the inserted rod. The combination of thes'e
radial and axial shape perturbations, derived primarily from the 3D-2D
synthesis comparison, results in a space-dependent modeling bias, (uncer-
tainty) which varies across the assembly as indicated in Table 4.3-13..

Control Rod Banking:-

The maximum control rod out-of-bank-tolerance of ±1.5 inches
introduces a power asymmetry in the core. The power uncertainty resulting
from the control insertion asymmetry is estimated from full-core parametric

..calculations to be ±2% except directly adjacent to the inserted rods where
the uncertainty is increased to ±4%.

Reactor Power:

The absolute reactor power normalization is required to be. ±3%
I"nCuing 'plant heat balance, control dead band, all measurements and
any.other uncertainties. It should be noted that for the evaluation of
limiting linear power (temperature) at 15% overpower conditions, the 15%
overpower margin is intended to include the 3% power normalization un-
5 certainty.

4.3.2.2.9b Inner Blanket Assembly Power Uncertainties

Table 4.3-14 lists the uncertainties applicable to the predic-
tions of local and rod or assembly-integrated power uncertainties in the.
inner blanket assemblies. Blanket uncertainties are divided.into beginning
and end-of-life values primarily as a result of the large change-in iso-
topic fission rates. Values are presented for the peak power density
.uncertainty (near the midplane at the location of the peak linear power),
the power density uncertainty near the top of the 36-inch "Core" (the
approximatelocation of the peak clad temperature), the rod-channel
integrated power uncertainty (for application to the total channel enthalpy
rise and to the total rod burnup), and for the assembly-integrated power
uncertainty (for-the mixed mean coolant outlet temperature). The blanket..
uncertainties have been derived to best fit the respective high power loca-
tions.

Experimental:

Due to the somewhat limited scope of the measured blanket data
in. Phases A-E of ZPPR-7, it is recommended that the experimental fission
an.d capture rate and gamma heating uncertainty component be combined
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directly .(rather than.in quadrature as with the purely statistical uncertain-
ties) with'the other.uncertainties in the inner, blanket assemblies which
.is a conservative approach. The experimental uncertainty component is
defineddtO be three times .the root-mean-square combination of the.Pu-239
fission rate, U-238 fiss'ion rate, U-238.capture rate and gamma heating
rate deviations weighted by their respective fractions of the total'inner
blanket power for any.particular locationand for any particular time-in-
1 i fe.

The beginning-of-life blanket power experimental uncertainty is
..dominated by the ±10% (%3*RMS) uncertainty in U-238 fission rate which
contributes nearly 60% of the total -fresh blanket power (compared to less
than 30%.of the end-of-life power in the burned blankets). The remaining
uncertainty a.t the beginning-of-life results *from the 15-20% uncertainty
in the predicted blanket gamma heating which constitutes nearly 40% of-the
beginning-of-life blanket power and about 20% of the end-of-life blanketý
.,power. .Pu-239 fission calculation-to-experiment ratios vary ±3% to ±5%
(3*RMS) at beginning and end-of-life, respectively, in the inner~blankets.

.-In addition,the U-238 *capture rate (Pu-239 production rate) is substan-
tially (9 ±.4%) overpredicted,.necessitating the application of an end-.of-
life fission rate bias of less than unity. Pu-239 fission comprises roughly

.50% of the end-of-,life inner. blanketpower. The 2% overprediction of axial
peak-to- .average power, as well as the -..5% underp~rediction of power density
at..,the extremities of the (36'.") "core", are biased out of the inner blanket
experimental uncertainties in Table 4.3-14. Combining the aforementioned
reaction rate and. gamma heating, uncertainties with their fractional con-
tributions to the total blanket power results in the time dependent biases
and uncertainties shown in Table 4.3-14. In particular, the peak power .
density uncertainty is ±1,0%. at beginning-of-life and -5 ±5% at end-of-life.

Manufacturing Tolerances:

The ±i% blanket heavy metal theoretical density tolerance gives
rise to.a similar ±1% uncertainty in blanket power generation.. The U-235
content tolerance in the depleted uranium blanket feed material results in!
a small (±1%) uncertainty, in' the beginning-of-life blanket power and a
negligibl.e uncertainty in the end-of-life power where U-235 fission
contributes onlyabout 2% of the total blanket power.

Modeling Uncertainties:

Blanketmodeling uncertainties consist of power-by-rod interpo-
51 lation uncertainties, intra-assembly burnup uncertainties, axial power shape
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and buildup uncertainties, and 3D geometric effects. Theleast-squares
fit to power-by-rod in the :inner blankets is performed with input from
24 mesh-per-assembly 2DB calculations. Pin-by-pin burnup does not
substantially. increase the peak end-of-life power in the highest power
assemblies.. The fitting uncertainty in the inner blankets is ±5% at
beginning of life (where the fresh blanket power is sensitive to both
the total flux and neutron-spectrum gradients), and.±1% of the end-of-
life (where the peak inner blanket power is relatively flat and less fast-
spectrum.sensitive). The axial peak-to-average power shape uncertainty,
reduced from RZ burnup calculations, is ±1% near the core midplane and
±5% at the top of the 36 inch "core" region, primarily due to smoothing
at the end-of-life. Additional three-dimensional effects do not con-
tribute a substantial uncertainty in the inner blankets (±l to 2%).

Criticality andControl Rod Banking Uncertainties:

Criticality and control rod banking uncertainties primarily
influence the inner blanket power distributions. In addition to the effect
of criticality uncertainties on control rod insertion, and hence, on power
distribution as. discussed earlier, the uncertainty in fuel enrichment
specification results in a flux level uncertainty which ultimately results
in a ±1% plutonium buildup and end-of-life blanket power uncertainty..

Reactor Power:

The absolute reactor power normalization uncertainty-is ±3%.
54

Non-Pellet Heating:

For purposes of evaluating the upper limits of the peak.pell.et
ýpower density (or. peak linear power), the blanket power data is. reduced
by..5% and 2.5%-3% at beginning and end-of-life, respectively, to account
for the fraction of power which is attributable to gamma heating in the non-
pellet constituents of the blanket assembly .(clad,, sodium,-and duct).
This reduction is, of course, not used in thedetermination of total heat
load in the assembly.

4.3.2.2.;9c Radial Blanket Assembly Power Uncertainty

Table 4.3-15 lists the uncertainties applicable to the predic-
tions of local and rod or assembly-integrated power.densities in the
radial blanket assemblies.

Experimental:

51 The.radial blanket calculation-to-experiment ratios of fission
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and capture rate 'data in ZPPR-7 (Section.4.3.3.9) exhibit a characteristic
space dependencej falling-off of. the order of 10% in the radial direction
from the core-blanket interface out to.the blanket-reflector interface.
Due to the limited number.of radial blanket measurements and the space.
dependent nature of the-data, the-radial blanketexperimental uncer-
tainties:are treated non-statisticaily.foreach blanket row. The radial
.blanket experimental power-uncertainty is derived from the limits of. the
observed, variations in the blanket fission and capture rates and gamma
heating.. The observed variation limits in the isotopic blanket fission

541 and capture rates are doubled to result in approximately 3a-equivalent
uncertainties. The total power uncertainty is obtained from the* root
mean squarel sum of the Pu-239 fission rate, U-238 fission rate, U-238
capture rate and gamma heating rate uncertainties weighted .by their
respective fractions of the.total blanket power at any particular radial
location and for any particul:ar time-in-life.

The beginning-of-life row 1 radial blanket power..experimental
uncertainty is again dominated by the + 6 + 8% (-, 3a) uncertainty in
U-238- fission rate which constitutes approximately 60% of the fresh
blanket power. "Inthe second row, the beginning-of-life U-238 fission
rate uncertaintyis + 23 + 20%,(3o) due to an apparent misprediction of
the blanket spectral, gradient. The remaining uncertainty results from
the. 20% uncertainty ih the blanket gamma heating rate which constitutes
about 40% of the fresh blanket power. The 2% overprediction of axial
peak-'to-average power, as well as the nu 5% underprediction of the power
density at the extremities of the 36-inch "core", are biased out of the
radial blanket experimental.uncertainties. The net resultant beginning-of-
.life radial blanket peak power density experimental uncertainties are
therefore + 2 +9% (row 1) and + 10 +14% (row 2).

At the end-of-life, the U-238 fission rate (15-25% of the total
radial blanket power) uncertainty increases to.+ 13 + 12% (row 1),and
+ 33 + 20% (row 2). The U-238 capture rate (Pu-239production rate) is
.again..overpredicted (+ 10 + 8% in the first row and + 4 + 8% in the
second row).: Additionally, the end-of-life Pu-239 fission rate uncer-
tainty ist +.4%.(row 1) and + 7 + 4% (row 2). The U-238 capture rate
(buildup) and Pu-239 fission rate uncertainties are both applied .to the
60-70% of the.end-of-life radial blanket power attributable to Pu-239
fission. Combining the Pu-239 fission rate U-238 capture:rate, U-238
fission rate, and gamma heating rate uncertainties with their fractional
contributions to the total radial blanket power,,and applying the
aforementioned 2% axial peak to averagetbias, results in the time and
space dependent experimental biases and uncertainties in Table 4.3-15.
The resulting net end-of-life radial blanket peak power density experi-
mental uncertainty is -4 + 7% in the first row and +5 + 8% in the second

51 row.
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Modeling Uncertainties:

Radial blanket modeling uncertainties consist of power and.
burnup-by-rod (PUMA). uncertainties, axial power and buildup uncertain-
ties, and.3D geometric effects. The rod-fitted flux, cross-sections;
and gamma heating, and the resulting composite power and burnup (buildup.)
distribution uncertainties are taken to-be + 5% at the beginning-of-life
and + 2 to + 3% at the end-of-life based on a comparison-of PUMA
calculations.with fine-burnup-zone 2DB benchmark calculations.. The
axial power shape uncertainty in the radial blankets is + 1% at the
core midplane at the beginning-of-life., + 2% at the core midplane at
the end-of-life based on a chopped cosine approximation, and + 5% at the
top of the 36-inch "core" region due to smoothing of the burnup distri-
bution at end-of-life.- The 2D power synthesis is arranged to. best
predict the radial blanket power (+ 1%) near the highest power locations
on the sides of the assemblies closest to the core. The net blanket
modeling uncertainty is + 7%.

.Miscellaneous:

The manufacturing tolerances (blanket heavy metal and U-235
content), criticality and control rod banking.uncertainties, reactor
power normalization, and non-pellet heating biases are as discussed
in the preceeding sections.

4.3.2.2.10 Peak Linear Power

The peak fuel linear power is determined from Equation 1,
using radial and axial.power peaking:factors from Figures 4..3-4 through
4.3-15 and Table 4.3-12. At the beginning-of-cycle one, the peak.fuel
linear power in the Row 8 fuel assemblies adjacent to the R7F secondary
control rod channels is 40.6 kW/m (12.4 kW/ft). Application of the
upper limit (3a) uncertainty of +10.7% from column 1 of Table 4.3-13,
and 15% overpower conditions results in a maximum power of 51.6 KW/m
•(15.7 KW/ft). Figure 4.3-22 summarizes:the peak linear power distri-
bution (3D + 15% overpower conditions) throughout the core in-the fuel
assemblies at BOCO and in the inner blanket assemblies at EOC4. The
peak linear powe.r in the fuel assemblies surrounding the inserted R7C
primary control rods, after application.of 3o uncertainties, space-
dependent modeling biases arising from the control rod influence and 15%
overpower conditions, is only slightly lower than the 51.6 kW/m maximum
around the secondary control rod channels. The highest calculated.fUel"
linear power of 52.2 kW/m (15.9 kW/ft) occurs in the freshly refueled
R6C assembly (#62 in Figure 4.3-3) at the beginning of the second cycle.

'The peak end-of-life inner blanket linear power of 54.1 kW/m
(16.5 kW/ft) occurs in the Row 6 assemblies adjacent to the freshly
inserted fuel assemblies at the end-of-cycle four (550 fpd). Applica-
tion of upper limit end-of-life uncertainties of + 8% from Table 4.3-14

51 and 15% overpower conditions and reducing the peak power density by
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2.5% to account for non-pellet heating, results in a maximum inner blanket
linear power of 65.6 kW/m (20.0 kW/ft). Similarly, the peak radial
blanket.linear power of 46.7 kW/m (14.2 kW/ft) occurs in blanket
assembly #1 (see Figure 4.3-3) at the end-of-cycle 8.'Application of
the end-of-life Row l radial-blanket peak power uncertainty of + 13%
and 15% overpower conditions and reducing the peak power density by 3%
to account for non-pellet heating, results in a maximum radial blanket,
linear power of 59.1 kW/m (18.0 kW/ft).

4.3.2.2.11 Burnup

The fuel burnup is a function of,the power history and accu-
mulated full-power-days irradiation, the fuel management, and the.
heavy metal loading. The local burnup is obtained from the product
of the accumulated core average burnup and time-averaged radial and
axial power peaking factors as follows:

BURNUP (MWd/kg) = 975 MW _ *PF i Ri FN fpd
HM/ass',.y. (kg) i 2 No. Assysi. . , (3)

where the subscript "i" includes the beginning and end of consecutive
cycles, /

"'HM/ass'y." is the total kg of heavy metal (uranium plus plutonium),
per assembly (33.2 kg for fuel assemblies over the central 36-inch
high core region and.100.9 kg for blanket assemblies over the full
64-inch height),

"PFi" is the fuel or inner blanket power fraction at the beginning
or end-of-cycle (the power fraction for the 36 'nch core height is
given directly in Table 4.3-7.for the fuel, whereas PFi for the
inner blankets.is the 36-inch power fraction from Table 4.3-7 times
the 64/36 power normalization factor from Table 4.3-8),

IIF/ is the radial rod power factor for the fuel or blankets from
Fi•ures.4,3-4 through 4.3-15,.

FN." .(included.only in the calculation of peak pellet burnup):is

tho axial peak-to-average power fact~r.from Table 4.3-12 or from
Figures 4.3716 through 4.3-20 (the F Zfor the fuel are normalized
Over the central 36-inch cornheight in Table 4.3-12 and.Figures
4.3-16 and 4.3-17; whereas F for the inner blankets must be
multiplied by the 64/36 poweý factors in-Table 4.3-8 and by 1.776,
the ratio of 64/36 inches, to produce a renormalized peak-to-average
-axial power factor with: respect to the power in-the full 64-inch
blanket rod),

51
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"fPdi" is the full power.days per cycle, and

"No. Ass'ys.i" is the number of fuel.or inner blanket assemblies
in the core in each cycle.

From equation 3, the core-average and peak (nominal) pellet
discharge burnups in the fuel at the end of the 1-,?, 3-4, and 5-6 cycles
are 49.4 and 74.2 (fuel assembly #10), 76.9 and 110.2 (fuel assembly #37),
and 78.2 and 113.8 (fuel assembly #37) MWd/kg, respectively. Similarly,
the peak pellet (nominal) inner blanket discharge burnups at the end of
these same cycles are 13.5 (blanket assembly #67), 23.0 (blanket assembly
#67). and 24.1 (blanket assembly #103) MWd/kg, respectively. Burnup
values in MWd/kg can.be converted to atom percent fissioned (a/o) by
multiplying by. 0.106 in. the fuel or by 0.090 in the. inner blankets
at the end-of-life.

Figures 4.3-23 through 4.3-25 show the distribution of peak-
rod and assembly-average burnup* (MWd/kg) at the end of the 1-2, 3-4, and
5-6 cycles, respectively. The location of the peak burnup rod in each
assembly is indicated by the small circles in Figures 4.3-23 through
4.3-25. Radial blanket burnup was summarized for the peak and average-
rod in the highest-power blanket assembly.in Table 4.3-11.

In-core instrumentation to determine and monitor the power
density distributions (radial and axial peaking factors) associated with
normal operation is not provided in the CRBRP. Both the radial and.axial
power distributions are relatively flat, symmetric and predictable during
normal operation in a fast neutron spectrum reactor as indicated in the
preceding paragraphs. Factors which contribute to the overall power
flattening and symmetry in the CRBRP include: (1).the radial and azimuthal
placement of fuel and inner blanket assemblies, (2) the selection of
operational control rod banks to minimize perturbations in the radial
power distribution, (3) operation of the control rods.in the banked
mode, and (4) in a fast spectrum, the absorber materials do not cause
severe local flux depressions. Thermocouples. located at the outlet
of selected fuel and blanket assemblies are provided to monitor gross
thermal power. output and to detect gross asymmetric radial power
d " distribution.

• Burnup values in Figures 4.3-23 through 4.3-25 are total (36") rod

51 values for the fuel and total (64") values for the inner blankets.
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4.3'.2.3 Reactivity Coefficients

Reactivity coefficients.couple the response of the neutron
multiplication process in the.reactor to several parameters which are
set. by. conditions external to.,the core such as plant conditions or
operator adjustments during.the steady state and transient.modes of
operationý. The total reactivity feedback effect of these coefficients
between refuelingand operating conditions. is termed the power defect.
Since the reactivity coefficients change during the life of the core,
a range of coefficients is employed in detailed simulations to deter-
mine the response of the overall plant throughout its life and to
establish the design of the reactor control system and other parameters.
The individual reactivity coefficients are discussed inthe following
sections.. The analysis of accident conditions (presented in Chapter 15)
uses conservative values of the appropriate reactivity feedback
coefficients. In these calculations conservative assumptions are
also made with regard to the modeling of the reactor conditions.

4.3.2.3.1 Doppler Constants

The Dopp-ler constant, Tdk reflects-the change in .reactivity
as a function:of the :,fuel •temperakre. IA rise in fuel temperature
results in an increaselin the effective resonance absorptifoncross
sections. The predominant (strongly negative) reactivity effect is
the..Doppler broadening of-the U-238 capture resonances, with a smaller
(positive) "effect attributable to the Pu-239 fission resonances. The
Doppler-effect is thenmost important negative reactivity feedback
mechanism in'the ýCRBRP. It is a prompt feedback mechanism and its
large magnitude contributes significantly to the safety and stability
of the CRBRP.

Figure 4.3-26 shows a flow chart for the calculation of
Doppler constants in the CRBR. ENDF/B-III cross.sections are collapsed.
from*30 energy.groups to 21 in the local reactor spectrum using the
XSRES and 1DX programs. These.cross sections are then used i~n 2DB
to generate-flux and adjoint distributions for use in the perturbation
theory program PERT-V. The integral reactivities from.2DB calculations
and the integrals and distribution of Doppler rpactivity from PERT-V

..are used to calculate the Doppler constants, Td.,. assuming a T 1 tempe-
rature dependence. dT

dk Table 4.3-16 shows the region-average Doppler constants
(_Týg) for.the fuel, inner blankets, radial blankets, and upper and
low• axial blankets at the beginning and end of the first four cycles
of operation. Cycles three and four.are indicative of equilibrium
conditions. The changes in region Doppler constants with burnup in
Table 4.3-16 generally reflect a combination of 1). flux redistribution

51 toward the center of-the core resulting from inner.blanket plutonium
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buildup, 2) the mid-term row 6 refuel ing, and 3) control rod bank withdrawal
effects. Equivalent Doppler constants at the beginning-of-cycle one and at
the end-of-cycle four in a sodlum-voided environment are shown In Table
4.3-17. The "effect of the removal of sodium is to harden the neutron energy
spectrum and substantially reduce the magnltude of the Doppler constants.

Table 4.3-18 presents a typical nodal-average Doppler distribution In the
fuel, Inner, and radial blankets at the beglnning-of-cycle one. Each reglon
contains a total of seven axial nodes; five equal-volume nodes In the 36-inch
high "fuel" region and one node each In the upper and lower blankets
(extension). The row I and row 2 radial blanket Doppler constants have been
combined additively into a single region. ThTs combInation results In a
slightly conservative (less negative) feedback reactIvi/ty due to temperature
differences in the two rows of radial blankets.

Figures 4.3-27a a nd b show the distribution of Doppler constant by assembIy in
the 36-inch active fuel and inner blankets at the beginning of cyc.le one and
the end of cycle four, respectively. The values In Figures 4.3-27a andb..are
condensed from three-dimensional (VENTURE) first-order perturbation theory
calcul atlons which were used to develop nodal feedback coefficient Input to
SAS analyses (see Chapter 15).

The temperature dependence of the4 Doppl:er constant is discussed In Reference
5. The Doppler contri butlon .of thef fissl e material is a smallV positive-
effect, and general I y foll ows alT-3 7 2 dependence. However, the LU-238.
contribution is strongly- negative and overrides the smalI p•osl ti ve
contr ibut ion from the 'f issile nucl --ides.-', Calculatl:ons of the' temperature
dependence for a 1series of U-238 resonances result.lin a Doppler temperature
relatiobnshi p of T-T. Se lf-shieldl ing effffects will tend to decrease the
absolute val:ue of the temperature exponent, but for a fast reactor .having a
fertil e/fissile content slmll ar to CRBRP, th-e overall Doppler constant has
approximately a T-T variation.

The temperature dependence of the Doppler coefficient is in general
characterized by the expression dk/dT,.= AT-n, where the theoretical limits of
n are 0.5 and 1.5 :and the expected value for CRBRP and other LMFBR's Is close
tol.0 (see Reference 6). Analysis of the SEFOR results (see Reference 7)
Indicates a val ue of n between 0.9 and 1.0; however, the temperature
dependence of-the SEFOR Doppler feedback in the range:of -the measuremients is
Insensitive to the value of n for n between 0.8 and 1.2. For extrapolation to
higher temperatures, calculations indicate a value for SEFOR of n = 1.0.
Variations In n of 20% over the fuel temperature range of the SEFOR measure-
ments lead to 10% variations in the Doppler feedback extrapolated from LMFBR
operating conditions to HCDA conditions (see Figure 4.3-27a).

The one yiruncertainty In Doppler feedback reactivity due to the uncertainty In
n was estimated (see Reference 7a) to be r.7% for temperatures characteristic
of an extreme (HCDA) accident. This uncertainty is Independent of and
uncorrelated with the uncertainty in the value of the Doppler reactivity
constant. When estimating the total uncertainty In Doppler feedback
reactivity, in accident conditions, these uncertainties should be combined
statistically.

4.3-35
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The ± 7% (Ior) uncertainty In temperature dependence when stati.stical ly
combined with the ± 10% (-00) uncertainty In Doppler constant (see next
paragraph) yields a total uncertainty in Doppler feedback reactivity at.
elevated temperatures of 1.12 (10T). This additional component on the Doppler
feedback, uncertainty would only apply ,to the highly unlikely condition of an
HCDA type of event, For static or operational and design transient
evaluations, the:Doppler feedback, uncertainty is characterized by the + 10%
(1.) uncertainty In the CRBRP Doppler constant.

Doppler Uncertainty:

The uncertainty in the CRBRP Doppler Constant has been developed from the
analysis of the SEFOR Core I and I.I experiments. The Southwest Experimental
Fast Oxide Reactor (SEFOR) was constructed specifically to determine the LMFBR
Core Doppler feedback through a series of power coefficient (VIMWth) and sub-
and super-prompt trans Ient energy. coef f Iclent (4/MWth.sec) measurements.
SEFOR Core II had a material composition, .resultant neutron energy spectrum
and fuel temperature that was reasonably characteristic of that In CRBRP. The
SEFOR experiments are described in, for example, .Reference 8. The SEFOR Core
II Doppler con stant derived from these measurements (T dk/dT = -0.0060) is in
good agreement with the value of -0.0062 calculated by GE inReference 9. GE
estimated the SEFOR Doppler constant uncertainty as ±9% (1dequivalent) In
Reference i9. The principal contributions themselves, are estimated
uncertairntles in the fuel temperature-power relationsh Ips (fuel to coolant
thermal conductance and fuel specific heat) required to extract ;the Doppler
constant, .- T dk/dT, from the measured ,power an.d energy coeffici ents "(:/MWth
and the .sec, respectively). Additiona. uncertjainties in theI extrapolation
of .,fhe.,SEFOR power and.energy coeff I clents to ,LMFBR power reactors arei
attrI'butable to effects which are significantly different between the two.
reactors (uncertainties irn fuel thermal properties, delayed neutron data,. and
the I Ike are hIghily correlated between SEFOR and popwer_ reactors so that these
uncertainties largely cancel i n the normalization). The net extrapolated
uncertainty In LMFBR power or energy coefficient was determined to be ± 11%
(0o1 In Reference 9. This extrapolatlon accounted for differences In the
SEFOR and LMFBR core composition and spectrum, fuel thermal property
differences, and spatial temperature and importance weighting uncertainties.
The neglect, of spatial temperature and importance weighting (that Is, the use
of region Doppler constants.,with average fuel temperatures) tends to
(conservatirvely) underestimate the Doppler feedback in CRBRP. Reducing the
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Reference 9 uncertainty for the already conservative neglect of global
temperature-importance weighting results In, an extrapolated Doppler
uncertainty of less than ± 10% (1d) for CRBRP.

Further confirmation of the accuracy of LMFBR Doppler constant predictions Is
provided by the small-sample measurements In zero power .critical mockups.
Small,..heated-sample Doppler constant measurements have been performed In the
Zero Power Plutonium Reactor (ZPPR) critical assemblies simulating theCRBRP
core configuration.- The analysls of the Doppler constant experiments in.
ZPPR,-2 3, and 5 are reported ln-References10, 11,'and 12, respectively.
Although these small-sample measurements do not represent a direct
experimental determlnatlon of-the total core Doppler constant, the good
agreement between calcu.lated and measured'values does provide substantial.
confidence that the-U-238 resonance parameters in the core'spectrum.arel
accurately predicted. From-the total of -52 small-sample-Doppler measurements
throughout the core under a variety of reactor conditions (flooded, voided,
control .rods inserted and withdrawn, etc.), the mean calculatlon-to-experlment
ratio is:O0.98 (slightly conservative underprediction of Doppler) with an
uncertanty,: of :: 5.4%,,(IS).
The CRBRP;-Doppler-.costant uncertanty, basedprincipally On the

aforementioned SEFOR evbluatlon, and supported by thde ýsmal -sampIe:
measurements in ZPPR, is± !10% (100). This value Is intended for use In
oper-+aional and design transient-evauatonswith ln the -rea&ctor desIgn duty
cycle. The minimum Doppler eedback in anticipated desgn transients and-the
extremely unlikely class of events-are based on Doppler constants with,-2or
(80% of -nominal 1Dopplerl) and U-30 (70% of nominal Doppler)'uncertalnties,
respectively-.!

4.3.2.3.2::SodiumVold Worth " -

The:sodium void worth relates the change in -neutron multiplication:to the
presence of voids in-the sodlum coolant. Small,, distributed voids -such as
gases entrqined In the coolant (see Section 4.4.4.1) are adequately treated by
use.of the sodium density coefficlent:(Section-;4 3.2.3.3). The amount of
entrained gas at equilbrium shall be- limited to less than 1%$ volume t to,
maintain reactivity changes below 5e. (This limiting entralnment leVei is
lower-than the level that would Impair reactor heat transfer to the extent
that fuel lifetime would :be :shortened.) Large.'vo.-ds in.ha regIon. of the
reactor or complete voiding Is an extremely unlikel y situation. In the
f6l lowIng dIscussion, the reactIvity assocIated with th:is latter type of
voiding Is developed for use In accident analysis in. Chapter 15. -

,Figure 4.3-28 is-a flow chart showing'the method for-,calculating the'.: sodium
voiding reactivity-worth. Cross .sections aree,',processed both with sodlum.. and.
without sodium-to properly account .for resonance self-shIel[dIng and the change
In spectrum when sodium Is removed.
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Table 4.3-20 lists the regionwise sodium void worth, at the
beginning and end of the first four, cycl.es. These data were developed
from a 21 group, two-dimensional; RZ geometry core model using first
order perturbation theory and serves primarily to illustrate the
change in void worth distribution with burnup. The total sodium
void worth is the sum of positive (moderation) and negative (leakage)
components .where the moderation component, generally. dominates in
regions of. little or no, flux gradient (near. the center of the core)
and' the leakage component dominates near the,.core periphery. The
totafl.fuel assembly void worth at the beginning',,of cycle one in
Table .4.3-20 is.nearly zero due to a,.near cancellation between these

two terms. .The maximum positive sodium void worth (sum of ,all
Apositions which havea net positive. worth) is also shown in Table 4.3-20.

The increase in the.-maximum positive void worth in the fuel- from
$1.51 at the beginning of cycle one to $2.31 at the-end of cycle four
.is attributable to the flux redistribution toward the center of the
core due, to.- plutonium accumulation- in the inner blankets and. due' to
the net fuiel. depletion..

,,Figures. 4.3-29a and .,b show., the sodium.: void worth distribution
..by assembly -in the, fuel,:. and inner, blankets at. the beginning of cycle
.,one and ,at the end of 1cycle four,;.respectively. The assembly void
,.worth includes the 36-inch active fueled region plus ;the smaller
contributions from the upper and lower axial blankets. These data
were developed from explicit three-dimensional (VENTURE) calculations,
again treating the sodium removal as a first-orderperturbation.
These spatial void worth distributions were developed as detailed
nodalIdata.-(20 axial nodes per assembly in the fuel and inner blankets)
for the. third level designimargin .(SAS) analyis. discussed in Chapter 15.

-The uncertainty in sodium void. -worth. is .developed, from the
analysis of .large-zone voiding experiments. in ZPPR. This evaluation is
di~scussed inSections 4.3..15, 6, and 8. ..

4.3. 23.3 Sodium Density Reactivity Coef ficient

The sodium density reactivity coefficient relates a change in
reactivity to changes in sodium density brought about by bulk coolant
temperature changes. The'sodium density.reactivity feedback is

.,-generally smal.l when, compared.tothe Doppler effect. The sodium density
worth calculations were performed using 21-group, first -order pertur-
bation theoryin JRZ geometry., The. change in sodium density with
temperature was linearized over the range-,from 800 to 1000IF.so that
ttb sodium density reactivity feedback could be expressed in units of
0/ F. Table .4..3-21 shows the regionwise'sodium density reactivity co-
efficient (O0 F of bulk region coolant temperature change) at the

51 beginning and end of the first four cycles. The distribution.and
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F magnitude of the changes in sodium density reactivity with burnup are
similar to those in the sodium void worth in Table 4.3-20. The
uncertainty in the sodium density reactivity coefficient is taken to
be the same as the sodium void worth uncertainty.

4.3.2.3.4 Expansion and Bowing Reactivity Coefficients

Physical changes in the overall reactor configuration will
result in corresponding reactivity, perturbations. The reactivity co-
efficients discussed in this section are: (1) uniform axial fuel
expansion (fuel surface temperature dependent), (2) uniform radial
core expansion (inlet coolant temperature dependent), and (3) relative
radial motion of fuel assemblies (bowing):resulting from a combination
of temperature gradients and long-term swelling, the latter being
highly dependent on irradiation history.

a. Uniform Axial Expansion Coefficient

The axial expansion coefficient defines the relationship between
reactivity and changes in the-length of the active core (fuel
pellet stack height). It should be noted that the axial
expansion is assumed to be dependent on the temperature at the
radial surface (shoulder) of the dished fuel pellets. Implicit
in this definition of the uniform axial expansion coefficient
is the assumption of free movement of the fuel pellets within
the clad tubes. This assumption tends to yield the largest

2: (magnitude) coefficient insofar as degradation of the fuel pellets
under irradiation will significantly reduce the magnitude of this
coefficient. This effect was noted in the RAPSODIE reactor
(Ref. 13).

The reactivity feedback due to core axial expansion or contraction
consists of worth components from fuel and blanket expansion,
stainless steel expansion, and another component for relative core/
control rod motion. The fuel and steel expansion worths are
determined from a perturbation technique whereby the axial
expansion worth is taken to be the difference between the uni-

561 form material worth over the 36-inch active core and the material worth
at the core/axial blanket boundaries. These material worth distributions
are determined from a first-order perturbation theory calculation
in RZ geometry. Table 4.3-22 shows the distribution of the pellet
and steel components of the uniform axial expansion coefficient
(/mil-of uniform expansion) In the fuel and blankets by radial
"row" throughout the core at the beginning-of-cycle one and at the
end-of-cycle four. Axial expansion of the fuel lowers the core
density and removes reactivity from the system. The higher beginning
of life fuel enrichment, and.hence-the relatively high fuel worth, results

51 in a larger fuel expansion:worth in the fresh core at-the beginning-of-cycle
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one than in the burned core at the end-of-cycle four. Expansion
of the blankets removes absorber from the core and thereby
slightly increases reactivity, except in the case of the radial
blankets where the predominant effect is to lower the reflective
(scattering) worth of the blanket material. Expansion of either
the fuel or inner blanket steel again removes absorber from the
core and increases reactivity. In addition to the direct core
expansion reactivity, there is an added effect of net movement
of the core with respect to the partly inserted control rods.

The axial expansion coefficients in Table 4.3-22 can be converted
to 0/ F using linearized material thermal expansion coefficients
for fresh fuel pellet material (0.181 mils/°F) and for unirradiated
stainless.steel (0.425 mils/°F). However,. these material expansion.
coefficients are expected to be a function-of accumulated burnup
and fluence. In the case of fuel pellet material, the mechanism
of thermal expansion may vary substantially from the fresh un-
irradiated behavior due to pellet cracking. Consequently, the
fuel expansion reactivity feedback can vary from.a minimum of zero
to the value calculated assuming free movement of the fuel column
and thermal expansion driven by the pellet surface temperature.
For this reason, fuel expansion negative reactivity feedback is
generally not included in transient evaluations. At the other
extreme, complete pellet-clad sticking could result in the fuel
column growing axially according to the cladding temperature
change. In this case, due to the higher thermal expansion
coefficient for the steel cladding, the thermal growth of the
fuel column in the startup transition from refueling temperature
conditions to hot full power would increase approximately 20%
(l04 additional power defect) compared to the case of free-
moving pellets. However, such global pellet-clad contact is
unlikely to occur throughout the entire startup temperature
transition,-especially in fresh fuel where the axial expansion
reactivity coefficients in Table 4.3-22 are highest. Therefore,
pellet-clad sticking is not considered in the determination of
the cold-to-hot temperature defect.

b. Uniform Radial Expansion Coefficient

The uniform radial expansion coefficient defines the relationship
between reactivi'ty and changes in the effective (equivalent circu-
lar) radius of the core (fuel/radial blanket boundary). The
uniform radial expansion coefficient is dependent upon the change
in dimensions of the lower core support structure which in turn
depends on the inlet coolant temperature. This definition is
convenient from a calculational standpoint since the detailed

51 mechanical motion of the fuel and inner blanket assemblies need
.5not be known (this detailed mechanical motion is subsequently
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included in the bowing reactivity component)., During the heat-up
.period between-refueling and hot-standby temperature, the core
is essentially.isothermal *and the uniform-radial.expansion
coefficient is applicable.

Calculations of the uniform radial expansion coefficient for the
CRBRP were performed in hexagonal geometry using the diffusion
theory code:2DB with 9 energy groups. The pitch of all fuel,
inner and radial blankets, primary'and secondary control rods
and removable radial shield assemblies is increased uniformly
while at the same time the'masses of structural and fuel
materials are held constant. The mass of sodium necessarily
increases in the expanded.,core,. This calculational technique
for the uniform radial expansion cpefficient duplicates the
results from three-dimensional calculations except for slight
increases in axial leakage which a'company such expansions.
The resulting values, expressed in.'terms of cents per mil .of
outward radial motion of the core/radial. blanket boundary,,, are.
shown in. Table 4..3-,23 for various: .times-in-life. The beginning-
of-cycle(hot standby startup.conditi ons) are best characterized
by the configuration. with 6 Row.7' corner primary control rods
inserted, whereas :the, end-of-cYcle:'conditi-ons are most nearly
simulated bythe all-control-rods-out configuration. The uniform
radial expansign coefficients in.,Table 4.3-23 canbe translated
to. units of 0/ F chan e in coolant inlet temperature by multi-

.plying by 0.415 mils/ F which is derived from the linearized
stainless steel (lower core support plate) thermal expansion
coefficient. At the beginning-of-cycle-one, the reactivity
change from unif rm core radial expansion between refu ling
temperature (400UF) and hot-full-power:conditions (730 F inlet...
temperature) is -58.50.

c. Fuel Assembly Bowing Reactivity

In addition.to structural reactivity changes associated with the
uniform expansion of the fuel and blanket assemblies, additional
reactivity contributions occur as a result of'core assembly
bowing during reactor.startup:and shutdown. Fuel and blanket
assembly bowing is..a complex function of both the local tempera-
ture and.neutronflux irradiation. The temperature dependence
is a function of the absolute temperature within and the tempera-
ture gradients across the assembly ducts-and pins. The irradiation
induced swelling and creep are complex functions of the flux

51 magnitude and spectrum, temperature and assembly residence time.
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RadIal bowing reactivity coefficients are calculated for each row of fuel
and blanket assemblies at various axial' nodes.i First-order perturbation
theory calculations Uin RZ geometry are used to determine the material
worth gradients for fuel, steel, and coplant throughout the core. The
radial bowing reactivi-ty worth coefficients, expressedin units of e/i~nch

of node displacement, are determined frbm differences In fuel,.structural
and coolant edge worths simulating row-by-row radial displacements.

The radial-row model for CRBRP is shown in Figure 4.3-30. Radial bowing
reactivity coefficients were generated'for.Rows 2 through 12; the central
(Row 1) blanket assembly having a.negligible reactivity contribution.
Tables 4.3-24 and 4.3-25 give the radial bowing reactivity coefficients
(4/lnch of inward radial motion) for two core configurations.. The
beginning-of"cycl.e one results (Table 4.3-24) model hot-standby (initial
startup) cond~itions and are characterized by a clean core and blankets and
six Row 7 corner primary control rods partially inserted. The end-of-•
cycle two results (Table 4.3-25) were calculated with burned fuel
assemblies, bred plutonium in the blankets, and with all 15 control rods
fully withdrawn.

The predicted mechanical bowlng displacements, discussed in Section
4.2.2.4.1..3, are super~i mposed on the reactivity worth coefficients, In-
Tables 4.3-24 and 4.3-25 to determine the total reactlvity feedback
associlated w ith 'varlous bowed conflgurations•.experienced by the core
during the approach to power..

d. Uncertalnty In Expansion Reactivity Worth Coefficients

Core expansion reactivity effects are difficult to simulate..
experimentally. However,. an Indirect verification of the core expansion
reactivity worth calculational technique, using small-sample reactivity
worth profiles in the homogeneous ZPPR-5 configuration, is discussed In
Reference 14. Worth profiles from an RZ reactivity worth map, synthesized
from small-sample reactivity worth traverses for major reactor materials
In the fuel and blankets, are Integrated to represent the reactivity.worth
changes due to uniform core axial'and radial expansion, and thereby to
deduce the "1experimental" expanslonwcoefficlents. First-order
perturbation theory calculations of these same expansion coefficients were
compared with~the experimental values i'n order toassess the caliculational
uncertainty." The-experimental simulation of uniform expansion using
measured small-sample worth dl~stributions was validated by using this same
small-sample worth data to predict the measured axial expansion reactivity
worth of a shimmed oscillator fuel drawer In the inner and outer core
zones.
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Having accomplished the validation of the method for a measurable-,
material rearrangement, the small 'sample traverses were used to
determine an experimentally based '(inferred) core expansion
reactivity coefficient. First-order perturbation theory calcu-
lations of the reactor material-worth distributions generally
overestimated the magnitude of the worths themselves, consistent
with the historically observed central worth discrepancy, but
accurately predicted the shapes of the reactivity traverses upon
which the expansion worth coefficients are based. The calculations
of the measured expansion worth components resulted in calculation-
to-prediction (C/P) ratios of 1.01 and 1.11 for axial and radial
expansion, respectively. These differences are not only-an
indication of calculational uncertainty, but also an indication
of the degree of accuracy in the measurement and integration
techniques. In-the expansion reactivity prediction from the
small-sample traverses, two axial reactivity shapes were combined
with the midplane radial worth measurements to create an RZ
reactivity map from which the expansion coefficients were inferred
by integration of the worth distributions over the fuel and
blankets. The potential for systematic errors'introduced by
the approximations inherent in this technique was evaluated.
The stainless steel contribution was found to be very sensitive
to the location of the axial shape measurements and this was a
substantial contributor to the estimated error in the radial
expansion worth. In the case of the axial expansion worth
coefficient, both positive and negative components were over-
estimated resulting in compensating errors-so that the calcula-
tion and measurement agreed very well (C/P = 1.01).

Based on the ZPPR-5 measurements and analysis, the uncertainty
in the calculated expansion coefficient was estimated to be +15%
(la) in Reference 14 for a clean, homogenous core configuration.
This uncertainty has been increased to + 20% (la) for application
to CRBRP expansion calculations to account for extrapolation
effects.

4.3.2.3.5 Power and Startup Coefficients and Temperature Defect

a. Power Coefficient

The power coefficient relates the change.in reactor power level
to a change in reactivity in the power. operating range (40 to
100 percent of full power). The power coefficient consists
mainly of Doppler reactivity feedback. The average power
coefficient incorporates slower acting feedback mechanisms
such as uniform radial expansion (Section 4.3.2.3.4-b) and
coolant density changes (Section 4.3'2.3.3), as well as the
fast-acting fuel and blanket Doppler (Section 4.3.2.3.1) and

51 axial fuel expansion (Section 4.3.2.3.4.a). Between 40 percent
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and 100% of full power, the average.power coefficient is -0.18
O/MWt at the beginning-of-cycle one and -0.21 O/MWt at the end-
of-cycle four. The increase in average power coefficient with
fuel burnup is attributable primari.ly, to the increase:in Doppler
feedback, particularly in the inner blankets.

The prompt power coefficient only incorporates the fast-acting
feedback components: Doppler and axial fuel expansion. The
Doppler reactivity feedback comes from both the fuel assemblies,
where the fuel pellet temperature responds essentially instan-
taneously to changes in power and from the blanket assemblies
where the feedback response is delayed due to the thermal inertia
in the larger blanket rods. Fuel axial expansion, driven by the.
fuel pellet surface temperature, is considered as a fast-acting
feedback response. The prompt power coefficient, averaged over
the range of 40 to 100 percent of full power, is -0.15 O/MWt at
the beginning-of-cycle one (-0.06 0/MWt when only fuel Doppler
is considered) and.-O.17 4/MWt at the end-of-cycle four (-0.05
O/MWt fuel Doppler only).

The hot-full-power prompt power coefficient provides the stabi'-
lizing,.inherently negative, feedback mechanism in response to
power level increases in the power operating range.

b. Startup Coefficient

The startup. (shutdown) coefficient relates the change in power
level to a change in reactivity in the startup and shutdown range
from 0 to 40 percent of full reactor power. The startup coefficient
includes the reactivity effect of fuel and blanket assembly bowing
(Section 4.3.2.3.4-c) in addition to feedback from Doppler, uniform
expansion, and coolant density changes as discussed in Item (a).

The startup profile (Appendix B) indicates that most of the core
temperature gradients will be established during the interval
when the reactor power is being incrementally increased from
near zero to 40 percent at a constant coolant flow rate of 40
percent of full flow. Fuel and blanket assembly bowing occurs
in response to the power-to-flow transitions as the core thermal
gradients are established (Section 4.2.2.4.1.8.3). Above 40
percent power., the reactor power level and the*.coolant flow rate
are increased simultaneously (power-to-flow ratio is maintained
at a value of 1.0) so that no further assembly bowing occurs.

The reactor power ascent is initiated after the reactor coolant
temperature has been raised isothermally from 400 F (refueling
temperature) to 600 F (hot standby) using 100% primary flow

51 (i.e. using pump work) and minimum or no reactor power. During
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thiis.initial; heat-up, Doppler,, uniform core expansion and sodium
densi ty- changes provide a negative reactivity -feedback of ýabout
-900ý'whvich-is :compensated by control rod-withdrawal. Beyond hot-
standby conditions, as the reactor power is increased from near
zero to 40 percent .(at 40% primary coolant flow), the 0 reactor
coolant inlet temperature increases from 600 F.to 635 F and the
265 F core AT is established. Table 4.3-26 summarizes the total
feedback from Doppler, uniform radial and axial expansion, and
sodium density changes between zero power (hot-standby conditions)
and 40 percent -power (40 percent flow). '-The largest negative-,
feedback, :contribution in Table 4.,3-26 is!.that; from Doppler,-;, ranging...
from ,-70..0t at the beginning-of-cycle one ,to ý-95.,5w!at the end-of-
cycle fourý.:. The uncertainty in Doppler, coefficient is + 10t,'(la).
When• the Doppler coefficient uncertainty is combined in-quadrature
with ý,the ,-temperature change uncertainties, ..the total uncertainty.
in.Doppller.r Zfeedback in the 0 to 40 ýpercent power range. is _+12%
(P. al. ..Uniform .,radial-, expansion only contributes about -6j7(+20%
1I.) based -ýon, ýthe -cool ant', inlet ..temperature', change from 600 F-to
635 F. .`,*.-IsUn.i'form axial ,expansio6n:.of -17.;20, at the.. beginning-.f-
cycleb o.neoand ,-8.l•,at the end-of-cyce fqure includes both a
ne.gaitive• ',component from: fuel pelletý expansionandý small er .
positive-contributions from blanket and steel, 'expansion.-- The
uncertainty in axial expansion reactivity is +20% from ZPPR.-5
(+23% when combined in quadrature with thermaT uncertainties
at the lo level). Sodium coolant density changes I::contrJibute .
-I.4j(+_30%) at the beginning of cycle one and +4.8t.,at the
end of cycl e::,four. , The ' total• negati ve,'feedbackl (excl uding
•bowing), over .the. startup range from ý0 to 40 percent power is
•therefore, "94.8. (-76..0t: minimumý feedback with 12a uncertainties)

561 at,'the ;beginning :of cycle:.one and -l105, 30.,(-8L7•! minimum), at
the!/end of,,cycle four.

The net: bowing, reacti vi~ty feedback 'is determined by, superimposing,
the physical motion ý of the fuel. and blanket:assemblies t(as:ý,1... .
descriibed. in Section 4.2.2.4.1.83) on. . the differential reacti-
vity- worth;. disltributions' (Section 4.3. 2.3.!4. throughout the'

core. The -bowing reactivity, response to the. establishmento,0f the
core.. therma.1-gradients with increasing power-to-flow nratio.
(P/F)in nthe Startup-power ýrange is: characterized. by. an initi al

negative reactivity component as the assemblies bow outward and
contact the TCLP (Top Core Load Pad). Further increases in 'P/F
cause the fueled portion of the assemblies to-be displaced inward
toward the core centerline during which time reactivity is added.
to the system. The'inward displacement continues until the
assemblies again contact at the ACLP (Above Core Load• Pad) in
the upper axial blanket. From this point on, the assemblies
assume an "S"-shapebowed configuration in which the fueled
region of the core is again displaced radially outward and the

51 reactivity contribution is again negative. When worst case data
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-uncertainties (maximum positive bowing reactivity coupled with minimum
compensating negative Doppler feedback) are combined with conservative
core compaction assumPptions, the overall net startup reactivity feedback
is predicted to be positive over a limited power range. The significance
of this.tlimited positive startup coefficient to reactor control :and
transient: response Is evaluated in-Section 4.3.2.8 (Reactor Stability),
7.7.1.2 (Reactor Control System), and, 15.1.4.5 (Reactor Assembly Bowing
Reactivity Considerations). In the power, operating range, from 40-100
percent of full power, no additional bowing takes place and the reactivity
feedback is dominated by the strongly negative Doppler.

c. Temperature Defect

The net reactivity loss between zero-power, Isothermal: hot-standby or
refuel Ing temperature. condi tfions and steady-state, ,hot-full-power thermal
conditions Is: called the power .or temperature defect,. The temperature
defect reflects the negative feedback .reactivity contributions: from
Doppl:er., unhiform radial. and axial -core expansion, sodi um ý densl ty/ changes
and net negative bowing. Table 4.3-27 shows the temperature-defect
components In CRBRP at the-beginning of the first cycle,. Table 4.3-28
summar izes the: net, temperature -defect- at .the beginning and -end of the
first four cyci"les- of operation. :The temperature -def ect, In: part,
determinýs the.prirma"y and secondary-control .rod worth (sh~utdown)
requirements:!:;idi:;scussed' in Sectilon 4.3.2..4..t The uncertainties in the
temperature def ectcomponents.: I n Tabl:e 4.,3-27",reflect :the', statistifcali
comb Ination'.,(of both- reactivity coeffici-ent and temperature difference
un certa Int-i es,

4.3.2.4 ControVl--Requlrements.

The reactivity contrtol systems In CRBR are designed In accordance with the
General Safety:DesignrCrIteria given In Section 3.1 and the appropriate design
bases 4di1scussedin Section 4.3., These crilteria assure that acceptable fuel
design lImits -are not -exceeded as a result of any anticipated operational
occurrence or for any single malfunction of the reactivity.:control system,

Two independent .reactlvi•ty control systems are utlized.in. the CRBRP.i The
primary system serves; both a safety and an operatlonal function. This system
must have sufficiient worth at any. time, In the reactor oper.ating :cycl e,
assuming the failure of any, singl-e actlve .componenti,.,e. ia-;stuck rod), to
shutdown the reactor :from- any planned operating condition:to the-hot shutdown
temperature of the cool anti. Al Iowance must- be made for: the maximum reactivity
fault associated-,wIth any. anticlpated occurrence.:. In add ition, .the primary
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control system is-desI.gned to meet the fuel burnup requirements,for each cycle
as well, as to compensate for criticality and refueling uncertainiles. The
other reactivity: control system, which is identif led as the secondary system,
must have sufficient worth at any time in the reactorcycle,, assuming the
failure of. any singlie actve component (i.e., q stuck rod), to shut down the
reactor from any pl'an~ne. operating condition and to maintain subcritical ityS.over the full range of ool ant temperatures expected during 'shutdown.
AIIowance must also be Imade for the maximum reactivity fault associated with
any anticipated occurrence.

The primary and secondary control' systems operate independently such that the
capabiAlty of either system to fulfi.lI its safety function.is not dependent on
the operationl(or failuite) of the other system. Design diversity and
separation are provIded to protect agal nst common mode fal ures, as discussed
in Section 4.2.3.

The aforementioned deslgh criterla are interpreted to define the reactiv.ity
control requirements In terms of the minimum acceptpble control capability
under:'faulted-conditions which wilil assure that the reactor power level -can be
brought down to zero , at either ther refuel Ing temperature (in the case of. the
secondary system) or'th' hot shutdown temperature (In the case of the primary
safe~y sysem). Thefaliited conditions are postulatedto be the simultaneous
falIure of 1one system to, scra•n a stuck rod ln the remai, ni ng system and a
reactivity Insertion resultingg from the .uncontrol Ied w i thdr6wal1 of the highest
worth ,control 'rod I n tho,.r~eactor._

The, contr i butIons tothecontrol rod worth requi rements are listed in Tables
4.3-29 and 30 for the primary and secondary systems, respectively, and are
discussed In the paragraphs. that fol.low.

I a., Hot-,to-Cold Temperature. Defect ".

The temperature defect component of the control requirements compensates
for the net posi.tive reactivity insertion due to Doppler effect, radial
and axial core contraction, bowing, and sodium density changes during
reactor shutdown jfrom hot-fulI -power to zero power isothermal temperature
conditions as discussed In Section 4.3.2.3.5-c,. 'The primary control
syst-em Is desi!gned t0 take the reactor temperature down from hot-full-

power (I ncl ud ng 3d temperature,. uncertaI nt•i es and, 15%. overpower) to 550OF
(the hot shutdown temperature,6OOOF, less 50OF uncertainty). The

secondary control system is designed to take the oreactor temperature down
from hot-full-power (including 3crtemperature uncertaintles and 15%

:,.overpower) to 3750 F: (the refuel Ing temperature, 400°F, less 250 F
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uncertainty). The largest contribution to the temperature defect comes
from Doppler feedback. The uncertainties In the hot-to-cold reactivity
swing, at the 3o- level, are determined .from the statistical combination of
hot-ful l-power and shutdown temperature uncertainties with + 30% Doppler
coefficient, ±60% for each of.othe radial and axial expansion feedbacks,
and+±60% for the sodi um density feedback. Also included Is a worst-case
uncertainty for assembly bowing which, would lead to'an additional positive
reactivity component (.core compaction) during shutdown.

b. Excess Reactivity

.The fuel enrichment requirements In CRBRP are based upon guaranteeing hot-
ful l-power critical ity at the end of each designburnup. cycle as. discussed
in section 4.3.2.1.1 "Fuel Enrichments and Loadings.", Consequently, at
times-in-life other than the end of cycle, some excess reactivity, Is
present in the reactor system. The primary control system Is designed to
suppress this reactivity. Fuel burnup over the cycle is the largest
reactivity deficient which Is included In the hot-full-power excess
reactivity (fuel enrichment) requirements. Excess reactivity
uncertainties Include those in: the burnup reactivity swing determination
(prlmarily core conversion ratio and-f ission product worth uncertainties).,
criticality and ZPPR elgenval:ue bias extrapolation uncertainties, fissile
loading, :core geometry and :Impurity concentration tolerances, and: cold-to-
hot t`emperature (power) defect uncertaintiles.'J" These uncertai nt I es. are
T combined 'sta+t istical.ly and added ýto1 the nominal excess-.' reakctiv Ity
requirement resulting In an approximately,84%-(nomhinalVplus one sigma)
confidence that the fuel loadings will supply at least enough reactivity
to meet the design fue I.burnup (lifetime) requirements. .

The Primary control rod system Is designed to suppress this planned excess
reactivity plus that from uncertainties which could result -in the reactor
system excess reactivity being higher than planned., These uncertainties
are developed at the 3c level and include the uncertainty In the
determination of the ZPPR elgenv.alue bias (section 4.3.3.3) as well
uncertalinties in resonance heterogeneity,, plate homogenization, streaning
and ZPPR experimental eigenval'ue which are treated as uncertainties In the
extrapolation of the criticality bias to CRBRP, .Other uhcertainties
Include the: CRBRP core fisslle content tolerance and burnup reactivity
swing and refueli ng worth uncertai ntIes for times -in Ulfe other than
fresh-core, beginning of I.lfe conditions.

c. Maximum Reactivity Fault

The maximum reactivity Insertion i.n any anticipated operational occurrence
Is postulated to occur upon the withdrawal of the highest worth Inserted
control rod from Its furthest Inserted to the full out position. Although
mechanical and electrical systems are provided to preclude this event, the

.resulting positive reactivity insertion envelopes other postulated
operational faults and is, therefore, Imposed on the shutdown requirements
of both the primary .and secondary control systems.

The maximum depth of insertion of the raw 7 corner primary control bank Is
determined by the Inserted worth required to compensate for the planned
excess reactivity (excess fuel loading) plus a combination of criticality
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(excess reactivity) and temperature feedback uncertainties resulting in
the highest (30) anticipated excess reactivity in the system at any
particular time-in-life. The maximum reactivity fault is postulated to
occur upon the withdrawal of one of these row 7 corner control rods from
the furthest bank insertion to the fully withdrawn position. It will be
shown in Section 4.3.2.6 that the worth of a single control rod withdrawn
from an inserted row 7 corner bank is substantially larger than the
"average" worth of the rods In the bank due to asymmetric flux tilting
effects. This fact has been verified against measurements In the CRBRP
zero power, Engineering Mockup Critical (EMC) (Section 4.343.3).
Consequently, the maximum reactivity fault Is taken from the maximum
excess reactivity divided equally among 6 row 7 corner Inserted rods,
multiplied by the rod Interaction factor. Control rod Interactions are
further discussed In Sectioni 4.3.2.6 and In Reference 33.
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From Tables 4.3-29 and 30, -the maximum control requirements for.the primary
and secondary control systems are determined from'the direct sum of the
hot-to-cold temperature defect, reactivity fault, and excess fuel loading
(primary only.) requirements plus the statistical sum (at- the 30lIevel) of the
hot-to-col d uncertaI nty, critical Ity excess reactiv ity uncertainty- (primary
only) and the-,uncertainty in reactivity !fault (which Is correlated with the
excess reactivity temperatures defect and control rod worth uncertainties.
Therefore, the control rod requirements ,guarantee that at least enough
reactivity worth will be present in each of the respective control systems at
the worst time-in-life to perform their stated safety functions.

4.3.2.5 Control Rod Patterns

The locations of the primary. and secondary control rods are illustrated-in
Figure 4.3-1.

The primary control system consists of 9,control rods whose function,
described In detaIl In Section 4.3.2.4, is to hold-down the start-of-cycle
excess:reactlvlty (plus uncertainties), to compensate for fuel burnup
reactivity changes, and to provide a shutdown margin to hot shutdown
temperature at any time-in-life. The principal components and design
dImensions of 1the primary control system are grouped Into banks,.according to
their desIgnated mode of operation. The 3 priniary control rods In row 4 are
designated .as:startup 'rods which are parked aboVe the core during power
operation. The x' row 7. corner primary control rods costitute the burnupoperat ing group W-hich are partial ly inserted "in the core throughout the cycle
as d'Ictated by excess reactivity requirements. The primary shutdown margin Is

I provided by the three row 4 startup rods plus the remaining worth of the six,
partly Inserted, row 7 corner burnup rods.

The-secondary control system consists of six control rods whose designated
function Is to provide backup shutdown capability. The principal components
and :design dimensions of the secondary control assemblies .are described In
Table 4.3-1. The secondary control rods, located in the row 7 flat positions,
are fully withdrawn and parked above the core during all power operations.

Reactivity compensation Is accomplished with the primary and secondary control
rods by poisoning .the core wlth neutron absorbing boron carbide (B4 C) ful ly
(92%) enriched In the B-1O Isotope. The minimum B-10 loadIngs In the primary

I and secondary control rods are 5.08 Kg and 4.66 Kg, respectively for cycles1-4*

Approach to power from refueling temperature, as described in the start-uppower profile In AppendIx B, will be accomplishedby first withdrawing the six

row 7 flat secondary rods to their parked positions. This Is followedlby
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removing the three row 4 corneriprimary .rods to their parked positions. The
reactor will then be brought to critical by partially withdrawing the six
primary row 7 corner operating bank rods. Subsequent power and burnup
transitions are control led by movement of .this row 7 corner primary rod bank.
Control.rods operated in :the-banked-mode are ganged such. that the bank, or
group of.,rods,, :serves a single function. The rods In a designated bank are
stepped-out successively In 0.025 Inch increments In a staggered pattern such
as to maintain a .symmetric power distribution across the core. All the rods
In a control bank are Inserted within ±1.5 Inchesof.the nominal average bank
height In the core over the full range-of operating powers In order to avoid
local power tilting variations in different sections of the core. The
reference design lifetime for the primary and secondary..control rods Is 328
efpd (cycles 1 & 2). However, there Is a goal to achieve, a design lifetime of
550 efpd,(2 equal ibrium cycles). Consequently, In the control rod-worth
calculations in the following section,. BO depletion from the previous cycle
Is considered In the determination of the primary control system worth for
cycle 4. This results in a smal[l, worth reduction (3% in R7C) compared with
fresh, unburned control, rods at BOC4. If fresh control rods are instead used
In cycle 4, the reactivity worth of the primary control system w II I be
somewhat higher, than the values. quoted.

At the beg inn i.ng of 'the f irst cy~cl e, the expected zero, power. (refuel I ng
temperature) criticaIL row 7. corner control rod. bank is withdrawn 15.0 Inches
from the, bottom of the core (core/lower axial blanket interface).. During the
I sotherma heatup from refuel.ing' temperature. (4009F) tO hot-standbycondltlons
(6000 F), th~e row 7corner prImary control rod bank, is further ,withdrawn to

I 16.2 inches.. in the startup power range from. zero to 40%.'power (40% flow),
the row 7-corner primary control rod bank Is programmed to be withdrawn from

I 16.2 to 18.0 Inches according to power demand and subject to the
characteristics of the Inherent reactivity feedbacks (including bowing) as
described in Section 4..3.2.3.5,-b. Above 40%;power, the reactor power and
prfimary coolant flow are Increased concurrently-so as to maintain a unity
power-to-flow ratio. At hot-full-power,.the row 7 corner primary control rod
bank is withdrawn to an expected, (nominal) 18.9 inches from the bottom of the
core. React1vity balance is maintalned throughout each operating cycle by
Incremental ly withdrawing the row 7 corner primary control rod bank whenever
the lower-I imit on.the control dbad bank. (± 2% power) is reached.. Primary

I control rod bank withdrawal histor.ies for. the first four cycles of operation
are discussed ln Sectlon 4.3.2.6.

In a normal or planned shutdown, the reactor will be brought down to a low
power level by Inserting the row 7 corner operating control rod bank while
simultaneously decreasing the, coolant pump speed to 40% of full flow. Below
40%,power,, the coolant temperature rise across the reactor decreases until, at
essential ly zero-power critical, .,the control rods, are tripped and the reactor
is driven subcritical.
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4.3.2.6: Control RodWorths

The locatlons of the prImary and secondary control rod banks are shown In
Figure 4.3-t. The principal components and dimensions of the control
assemblies are summar:ized In Table 4.3-1.

4.3.2.6.1 Calculational Method

The available control worths in the primary, and secondary systems were
calculated for a-variety of.,control configuratl:ons as a function of time-in-
life. The analytical technique used In these calculations Is summarized in
Figurea 4.3-31.* Microscopic cross sectilons for the primary and secondary,
control rods: weregenerated from ENDF/B-4- data (L ib-4, :reference 34) with the
SPHINX. code (Appendix A)L The cross sections were se,lf-shi elded in. a.-
homogeneous, control, rod..mixture, and collapsed to 9. energy-groups In the
appeopriate row 4 or row 7:spectral -zones of a 10D (radial) .:core model'.
Insofar as the control pin cluster In the CRBRP control -rods is Confined to
the .central, portion, of the assembly, the effective worth per absorber atom is
lower .than It would be in an equivalent, system with the absorber atoms
distributed uniformly over the assembly area. Homogenizatlon of the absorber
cross sections over the full hexagonal subassembly volume Is therefore
performed by flux and volume weighting and macroscopic cross sections In the
pi'.n bundle and surrounding duct'and sodium regions using group'-fluxes from a
D Dtransport (ANISN) calculation with a central control region surrounded by a

mb'ture-of fuel and blankets w:hich reproduces the average CRBRP core spectrum.
Homogenization preserves the isotopic reaction rates in the expllcittand
homogenized systems, but it does not totally preserve the control rod
reactivity worth. For example, the difference between the calculated
reactivity. worth of a primary control rod with the absorber pin bundle
envelope modeled explicitly and one with the materials simply volume

homogenized In 6.1%. Transport flux weighting the cross sections reproduces
3.7% of the 6.1% worth reduction. -Alternative homogenization techniques are
available which Improve the reactivity'worth agreement between heterogeneous
and homogeneous systems (including billinear, flux-adjoint weighting), but we
can have chosen to carry the residual worth difference (2.4% In the case of
the. primary control rods) as a bias applied to the calculated CRBRP control
rod worths. Similarly, In the CRBRP secondary control rods with an even.
tighter absorber bundle, transport flux weighting the absorber, cross sections
reproduces 8.0% of the total 11.8% worth difference between explicit and
volume-homogenized control rod models; the remaining 3.8% difference Is
applied as a bias.

The resulting macroscopic control rod cross sections are used in fine-mesh
(24-mesh per hexagonal subassembly,), two-dimensional diffusion eigenvalue
difference calculations In hexagonal-planar geometry with the 2DB code
(Appendix A) to determine the reactivity worth of the inserted control banks.
-The axial neutron leakage In these 2D calculations was modeled as an energy-
dependent, region-dependent buckling obtained from an RZ model at each time in
reactor life. At each time In life, the Influence of local core burnup
conditions on control rod bank worth was modeled as assembly-burnup-dependent
spatial distributions of fuel and fission products. Absorber-atom depletion
has only a small effect on control rod worth (on the order of 3% worth
depletion per cycle) due to the strong self-shielding In the highly-enriched
CRBRP control assemblies. The worth of the row 7 corner operating primary
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control rod bank Is determined from the elgenvalue 'difference between a clean
core with .all control rods removed (parked) and the R7C bank fully Inserted.
The worth-of the:row 4.primary bank Is determined .with the R7C bank Inserted
so that the. total worth of :the .nine-rod. pr !mary control .system (6 R7C'+ 3 R4)
Is preserved. The row 7 flat secondary-control rod bank worth is determined
for an Initially-critical core-configuration with the R7C primary operating.
bank partially Inserted.

J4.3.2.6.2 -Control Rod Worth Bias-and Uncertainty

The nominal:calculated control rod worths may contain errors attributable to
methods and model ing approximatlons, cross section .uncertaintles, the use of
few-group, two-dimensional, diffusion theory, and others. Consequently,,.the
control rod worth analysis. methods and data' are -biased using calculations and
measurements of control rod worths .in the ZPPR.: crItLcal ,experiments. The
analysis of these experiments using CRBRP desi gn methods and cross-section
data :is presented In Section 4,3.3.3, and summarized In theparagraphs that
follow.,

9t
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ZPPR-11 Is the"En8gineering Mockup Critical for the CRBRP he+erogeneous core.
ZPPR-11B mocked up the CRBRP core at beginning of life with clean blankets.
ZPPR1.1C mocked up an end of life core with pl utonIum "depleted" from the fuel
and buHt up. in. he inner and radial blýankets. ZPPR-11, and the pre EMC
ZPPR-7 ser i es of critical experiments,-(References 30, 31, 36), provide, an
exensive data base -of control rod work measurements (Reference 35).againhst
v which the accuracy of the CRBRP ca l cU:aatIonal methods and cross-section data
are evaluated. Careful selection of the geometry and composition of the.
mockup resultsn a, sim-il itude between the neutronic'sensitivitles of the
mockup and the CRBRP. Calculatlons of key neutron physl cs characteristics
(keff, power distribution, control rod worth)-of the mockup with CRBRP
cal cu I atIonal met-hods ahd cross-section data result in calculation-to-
experiment deviations which can reflect errors in Imodel ing (2D versus 3D, mesh
size, energy groups, ... ), the use of diffusion theory,. cross-section datauncertainties, reactivity scale, etc. Because of the simIlaritieswhichhave
been established between the mockup and the wer react'or, these' I ntegralf

parameter' deVlatlons are expected to be strongly correlated between the ..two
reactor systems and the deviations can be extrapolated (as biases) to CRBRP
physIcs characteristics calculated w Ith the same methodology and crosssecti on

data. Extrapolailon uncertaintles can arise from differ ences w hich still
remain an between the mockup and the power reactor (plate heterogeneity in the

IZPPR mockup,fore, Is significantly different than the more homogeneous
pin fuel environmen characteristic of the CRBRP).

Ca•cu•ti•on of. the, ZPPR-11B control rod ba nk worths with two- dImenslonal (X-Y
geome'try) diffuion theory usn 9-gr oup, ENDF/B-4 cr6ss-sections(Se'ction
4.3.3.3.17); resul+ts in ca I culation-to-exper iment rat los (C/E) near unity i the
in1er3 (4). contro!..rl ng rod bank worths and approximately 4% greater than
un ity the outer., ring (R7C and R7F) control rod bank w'orths. These values are
adjusted parametrically to account for mesh-size differences In the CRBRP (24
mesh .per assembly) and ZPPR (16 mesh per "assembly") control rod worth
calculations. Corrections are further applied to account for the influence of
direction-dependent neutron streaming (Reference 35) on the ZPPR control rod
worth caI c u la otn to. e,6xper iment rati os. s nce "th is iinf Iuence I s. not present to
such a degree' I n the more homogeneous CRBRP pi n envirornment. Control "rod'":
mockups In ZPPR consist of drawers f ll !ed enttrely_ with natural enri:chmenft B4 Cto reproduce the reactivity worth of the CRBRP enriched B4 1pins..
Measurements of equival ent worths of pin and plate c:6ntrol 'rod mockups 4inZPPR
Indicate a tendency for. the des Ign methods to overpredict the worth of
eritr.lched-piln control rods relative to na-tura-enricihment patemockups., The

cal I culi. t 6,-ons of RRP enr6 ched pin control rod worths ar bi ased (reduced in
1woth by 1 to 5%) to cover. th is" observed difference. The final: bias

mul•ipl iers appl ied tothe" CRBRP elgen-val ue difference contro~l rod Worth,
calculations are' 0.912 for the row 4 (R4) bank, 0.920 for the row 7 flat-(R7F
SCA)) bank and 0.951 for the row 7 corner (R7C) bank.' The control rod worth
uncertai nty is 'devel oped from a statistical' combination of .±;2% (1)
uncertainty in ZPPR control rod worth bias' (Reference 35), ±3.5% (le)
uncertainty In the capability. of the CRBRP IKRD techniques with ex-core
detectors to verify the as-built CRBRP control rod worth values (Section,...
4.3.2.1,5), and the 5% B'0 content tolerance.. Thetotal CRBRP control rod
worth uncertainty Is ±12.2% (3n)

The f Inal (bi ased)C.:cRBRP primary and' secondary control rod bank worths are
shown in Tables 4.3-29 and 4.3-30, respectively.
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4.3.2.6.3 Control Rod Interactions

The control rod worthls, reported In Tables 4.3-29 and 30, represent expected 9)
conflguratilonsw wth symimeric bank. Insertion patterns. Significant rod
I nteract.on effe6ts exiist,` between .the rods. withi n a g iven bank and betweenbanks due't6 f lux redi1str Ibut inon in the reactor in response to the insertion
of the highly eniched po6lson .,(Reference 33). Table 4.3-31 summarizes various
control rod interactIon effectT's* for several Important asymmetric banksinsert ed with a stuck rod, determined from a series of parametric two-
dIm ensIonal rod worth: calcuIations w]th 6 f ul Il-core model. Of speclIalsIgn Ificance iS the hgIher. worth of a single row 7 corner rod removed from an
Inserted bank .(f, Irst--out effect) which iTncreases the maximum worth availableIn a rod runout event. Figure 4.3-32 showstlthe varlatlon, in f.irst-out row 7c6rner rod interaction facor f with depth- of banrk ,Inseirtion. The worth of
single rods I nserted• Inn a..ccl~ean .0(or syImmetricaI ly 'poisoned)J, core are•siqgnIfican ly lower than the average In the bank (first-in effect). Them In Imum worth o.f ý5-out-of-6 secondary control- rods is strongy i 0nfl uenced bywhether the StUCk secondary cont ro rod is adjacent to the faulted primary rodwh i ch "has been w ithdrawn (i n which case the stuck secondary rod occurs In a
local flux ,peak and is worthnearIy tw ice as much as the' average secondary
rod)or opposite to"the faulted primary rod (Reference 33).

Cotrol 'rod inUhractions and.flux tlting effects vere inhvest igated in ZPPR-7G(Section 4.3.3.3.6) and in ZPPR-i1 (Section :4.3. .3.7) where it was shown that
.control rod. Interaction factors (ratIos of si ngl e f I rst-In or first-out rod.worths oIr., a s 1ymmti odcust.er. worths to Iaverage, rod wotsif ymtibank,) can be c6alc'ulated With an accuracy better than the rod bank worths
themselves. .Fr a large numberdof measurements, the ratIo "..of 'calIculated tomeasured rodinteraction factors was well Within the statedcontrol rod worth

4.3.2.6.4' "S±ufko-'"
,:The conrol 6reIuirements specify that each of the-primry and secondary
control systems mustperform. their stated safety functiOns assuming the
f fai'lure of 'a slng.e actIVe component. This' isinterpreted to be the failureof 'the•h hIghest : worth sir!ngle •control rod in the system fo respond to the+ tripsignal (i.e.,",a astuck. rod')..

In the. Pr Ima'rybnt C rol Systoem." for the evaluation in Table 4.3-29 of minimum.control.. rod worthcaala ity' (with "a inge stuck rod) compared with max mumexcess reactiit, the, stuck`rod must be taken to be the f6auted (withdrawn)
row 7 jcorner., runout "rod .:in order to realrize, the. I argest net reacti-v Ity- deficilt...(fault pl us s.tuck rod).. This Is not necessarily the. case for design
siLtuations which do not consider a ful l. rod runout fault (complete rod runOutIs not a desilgn .basis eventi)". In the, ilatter, 'the worth of one row- 4 rod stuckin the parked posit-ion ma~ybelarger than the worth of a row 7 corner rod.

*.Interaction dqefýined as the ..ratio of', the worth. oof a aslngle rod, or group-of
rods, Inserted i.n ý an' asymmetric configuration relatIve. to the "average" rod
worth, In a symmeftIc bank where, for example, the average rod worth In a
6-rod i.nserted ::bank. is one-sixth of the total Inserted bank worth.
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stuck partly Insertfedo.. This case wIll I be considered in the. determInatIon of
,minimum worth availablie for scram, later In thIs sectIon.

In the case where. the :stuck rod: is the faulted row 7 corner, rod which, has run
out from some partially insertedposition and .sticks In theful ly withdrawn
posiition, one ful I I-row. 7cor ner:rrod is "missing" from the:9-rod prlmary
shutdown: reactI V I / :(that Is, 3 R4. and- 5. R7C rods are fully Inserted and 1 R7C
is stuck fully withdrawn). The reactivity worth.of the stuck rod/fault
combi nati on .I s. then 1 R7C worth times a full- row 7 .corner i nteract I on factor
(from: Table 4.3-31+).:The, fault/stuck -rod combination determined In this
manner, therefore effectively-: removes from.the -shutdown configuration,. a.
reactivity equivalent to 2.3 hIgh-worth row 7 corner-rods. Thl.s-:is a very
conservative approach for:evaluating the shutdown capability of: :the Primary..
Control System. Sincea a fractlonof ýthls.total reactivity -def icit has already
ýbeen accounted for in the rod runout fau'lt,- the remal.ning f raction associated
:with the stuck rod::can be ,calculated from the fol lowiUng difference:t ..

.'stuck rod =[ worth of average R7C rod * ful I first-out rod Interaction factor]
- rod runout fault,

where the worth of the ;average row,:71 corner rod is one-sixth of ,the-total row
• 7 corneri, bank worth- and the ful l first-out rod nteraction factor, from Table

I 4.3-31- is 2.32.at• beginn l.ng-of-cy cle or 2.18 at:end-of-cycle. This 'resUl4tss
i anh enti reley,: se If-consil stent;: defi n itl on of reactiv.lIVty •fault and the stuck
rod worth, That Is-::,for any smaller ,react•ivi+tfault within te allowed
criticality/uncertainty/band wldth, -the stuck rod. Worthl. woul d be
proportionately l arger, thereby malintaining, the rela'tionship bet.ween the .worth'
and requirement In Table 4,3-29 such that the capability will always exist for

I the Primary Control System to satisfy the stated idesign: shutdown function.

For, the 1eval.uati~on.:.of, minimum secondary. shutdown. capabl I It/: in Table 4.3-30, a
slmilFarly, conservative :.approach I.s ..taken- for the determination .of the. highest-
worth stuck. rod. Because of the strong asymmetry generated in the reactor
flux shape., by the w ithdrawal of one row 7 corner primary :control. rod from.: a
parti.al ly linserted bank (rod.:runout fault), t.he minimum secondary.. .shutdow n.
capablIty In Table 4.3-30 Is evaluated for the case where the stuck secondary
control rod is adjacent to this fully withdrawn.(faulted) primary control rod..
The Interaction factor for. thls -,ýconf iguration with two:asymmetric¢ control
systems Is 2.49 (Table 4.3-31); that is, effectively, the reactivity worth of.
2.49 control :rods are. missi~ng from :the 5. R7F: secondary.. shutdown,.-capabiI i.•ty- due
to the stuck'AR7F secondary rod. adjacent to- a primaryý fault. On the other
Shand, -slnce the rod.withdrawal.,-,fault is :not a desIgn. ,basis. event, the actua I
stuck rod worth Interactlion factor for 1 -R7F, wIth .5 RTF ful :ly Inserted and
the: expected ,6.;R.7C":prilmary.i control rod ;bank partially: inserted Inm a6 symmetric
conf iguracti on,. 'i:.s 1. 6,,. The -latter value wl I I be consi dered Inz Secti on
4.3.2,.6,8- in the determination of minimum ;secondary :control system worth
available for scram.

4.3.t2:.6.5: Minimum Shutdown Capabli I ty

The minimum primary or secondary control rod shutdown capabl IIty Is determined
from the difference between the control rod bank worths (less highest-worth
stuck rod as determined above) and the shutdown reactivity requirements (hot-
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to-col d temperature defect, reactIv i ty f au Ilt, ýland system excess react I v ity fJ
the primary control rods)., less -3c uncertainty. Consideration is given In to
determination of 3o- shutdown uncertainty for the correlation between the
uncertainty .i stuck rod/fault and -the: uncertainties In control rod bank
worth, exces~s'-reactlvity and temperature defect. From the data shown in
Tables 4.0-29, and .30,. the primary: and secondary. control. rod worths meet or
exceed- the, shutdown reactivity requirements, at. al, times In life (that Is,
the "balanceP" worth minus requirements minus 3a uncertalinty is greater than or
equal, to zero),. which- satisfies the design criter.la in Section 4.3.2.4. It
should be noted that these shutdown requirements are satisf ied even under -the
extremely- pessimistic, postulated accident assumptions that: the highest
worth, burnup -and load-fol low. rod Is uncontrollably withdrawn, one of the two
Independent shutdown control systems, fai Is to. operate, and the. highest worth
control: 7-rod .in the ope'rating, system remains stuck "in the ful ly withdrawn

.:position., Iin order .,to demonstrate the level of conservatism in.the primary
and secondary, shutdown capabilities In Tables 4.3-29 and 30, the-cold shutdown
margin has been determined for each system, operating Independently, each with
a :highest-worth stuck rod,.but without the assumed rod runout reactivity
fault. For the Primary Control System, the cold (6009F) minimum shutdown
margin (nominal minus 35) at the beginning of equilibrium cycle (BOC3), where

.:the iexcess.rreact ivity -isrhighest,. Isl.7%tk/k (approximately $4.9) with 6 R7C
+. 2.R4,primaryrods inserted and.1 R4 stuck full: out." Slmll:arly•, 1for the
Secondary:Co6tntrol ,,, System,,: the cold (400 0 F) minim.um shutdown, margi.n (nominal
m inus 3) f•.,th esame "time-. In life is 1.6%Ak/k ý($4ý.6)- wlth 5: R7F rods
insetedin a;,, symmetrica ly-sh mined, core ýwith:-6 R7C pr:imary control rods
partial'ly inserted,' in both of -these-ases,.the mini mum! shutdown margin

Sutn l exceeds 1%Ak/k as an alternate shutdown cr I ter Ion. 6
4.3.2.6.6 Inte.gral Woarth-.Curve --

I The Integral ýrod worth, characterI sti c curve,*. fraction of worth Inserted:vs.
rod-:.bank,.-d Istance inserted, over the;operatng range' -of fuJI y Inserted to
f full1y withdrawn' Is.p resented ln::Figure 4.3-333• The integral rod worth Is
approximately.a si.n function of rod bank height. The Integral worth curve-.
h as -been ver•ified. agal nst measurements In the Engineering Mockup Critical,,
ZPPR,,-1 (Sectlon.-43.3.3.7).

I 4.3.2.6.7 Prlmary Control Rod Withdrawal- Histori2e:

T ,.fhe pri mary .control:,rods, serve:- both as a burnup ;:operational control sy stem and
as the pr imaryý-'sh~utdown system:. ..The fractiron of: the .:totalV prImary system
reactivl.ity worth- which.I s aval I able :for shutdown increases over a cycle as the
rod :banks:.are withdrawn to compensate for fuel burnup., -The' lowest available

I hot-full-power primary shutdown. reactivity worth, occurs at the :beginning of
each burnup-cycle when, a relatively large fraction of the primary system
control worth ls Inserted to suppress:the start-of-cycle excess reactivity.

Figures 4.3-34 and 35 show the row 7 corner (hot-full-power) prImary control
rod bank withdrawal histories for the-,fIrst .:core (CycIes.1 and. 2) and the
second core (Cycles 3 and 4). Control rod histories are shown for the
following condltlons:.
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a. ... Expected control worths (nominal.. calcul.ation) and nominal insertion
r equiyl rements at, .te. beg.linning and .end!-of-cycI~e (that.is, nominal excess
reactivity, hot-tacoid temperatutre defect-,. burnup reacdtIvity swIng,
etc.-). These contditons, reosul t,.f nt..he best' estimate' of, the "expected"
hot-ful -power critlcal rod insertion depths and rod withdrawal historles
throughout each cycle.

b. Minimum primary control rod worths'and"maxIm"u Inse'to I requi rements

-(nom Inal., excess. reactiv.ity plusothe statistical sum of 3T.criticality, rod
worth,. and otheruncertalnties',whitch..:results in.the. highest:excess
react)ivIty:at, any," time i ný. the operating cycl e)..- These hypothetical

conditions would result imn the maximum -primary control rod bank insertlon,
and the minimum shutdown .margn, 1 a. anyti"me-in i1 fe.

There :is,. an additional +1.5 :+ic onuncertainty on th position of any si ngle. R7C
primaycontrol rodwilth respect ',theother' • rods- In :the bank.

I 4.3.2.,6.8. Minimum Worh: Ava.I liable for"Scram

,Table 4.3-32 lists thea hbt-ýfulIý-.powedr 'expected and 3a 'minimum .shutdown worth.
S(wiuh -as•uck rod),as :d•term1.ned above, fpr the prilmary and secondary control
rod systems at the begnning of Ithe first :f.iv.:e.cyclyes. Also shown, n.Table
4.3°3-32 are the expected: and maximum hot-f.u:I-oiwer row 7 cornerpr'imary"
control rod bank. i nsertlon depths. The` r-ow. 4: and. r~ow., 7 flat (secondary),
control rods are ful ly ..withdrawn: durig l-geach cycle as discussed -i.n toSectlion:
4.-*3.2.5. ;The hot-full-power s orthsI n ,Table 4.3-32 are deve l oped ,f-or

,use In" des fgn "raislent analysesi• whic.h .o6 -not'... assume .-aa com:pl eterod :runout:
faut.I As suC, the p imary suck- rod, Is 1•R4 :stuck ful Iout or IR7C•stuck

partl y i.nserted. F urthermoa ,+ •• .he, ýt ck seondary .rod does not see the
enhanced interactýon.factor associated itha:: .:auld Ipr Imary rod which .-is
fully withdrawn. Through outa :brnupJ:lIe, the avai able pr-imary :shutdown

capabl i ty ncreases as e row :7 cor'ner pr•imary control rod ;bank is withdrawn

from the core compensate for fuel1burnuP and fission pr6duct accumulation.
I This Is demonstrated by the high EOC4 shutdown Worth in Table 4.3-32. The row

4 androw 7 flat (secondary) :shutdown 'capabl.i:ity 'also Increases somewhat over
the course of a burnup cycle I n response to 6:bl6anket' plutonium bu II dup and -fl ux

Iredistribution .ef, fect§s. The ;smallest .shutdown worth In Table 4.3-32 occurs in
response. to a combiatIron :of the higheste•xcess reacivitfy requirement and the

I lowest control! rod.: woreths at :.,the beginning of cycl.el three... Tht.s minimum
sh utdow n worth Is! conservati vely Used to evaluate the,capabil Ity for. the

control rod.rsystems to meet, i;mit:ihng scram Insertion requirements (SectIon
4.2.i23) and f 8 rth e ev4u at on f i.jmit+Ing therimai. tjran sie'nt cond itons
(Chapter, 15) wIth miim.u n ctont rodt negative reactivity worth Insert on.

II 4.3.2.6.9 MInlmum., Zero PowerSubcriticality with 15 Control .Rods Inserted

NA:m minimum. subcri.tica 1 '.shutdownmcapabI lIty yat. Zerb 6tpower, ref ue lI ng temperature
.ondlitons .can bedeined fro .mthe mnimvump r'imary and secondary control rod

I" wortlhs and themaximu excess reactivit (conditions: sieilar to the minimum

shutdown.margi. n 1discusseUSed a-bov. e exc`6peie iiept tat" bot+ h the primary and-secondary rod

I banks, are Insertedi -and "no:.stuc(ký' rod worth I'.i included)8., The resul ting m inlmum

subcritical shutdown, with all 15. control rods. Inserted at refueling
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temperature (400 0F), Is Keff = 0.937 :at the beginning of cycle one and Keff
0.947 at the beginning of cycle three.(equilibrium). The expected subcritical
shutdown ca pabilIty at tImes In life other than beginning of cycle Is
substantial ly "higher. than these minimum values (that Is, Keff is less than the
quoted values).

4.3.2.6.10 Maxlmum Ramp Reactivity

The highest worth single contrpolrodlin any hot critical state in CRBRP Is a
row 7 corner primary control rod,. The control system operating mode is
limited to the removal of only one control rod at. a time. The nominal design
rod wIthdrawal rate Is 9 Inches per 'minute, although a rod could, be driven out
of the core at a maximum rate of"73:inches per minute-in the event of a
control ler failure. Control rod outmotlon In the unlatched.condition Is not
considered credible, as is dlScussed in Section 4.2.3, and In any event woul-d
be Ilimited by the out-motion pawl. An uncontroilled withdrawal of the highest
worth control rod (the nominal calculated rod worth with the high side. 3
uncertainty and the maximum B-1O content) at ramp runout rates of 9 and 73
Inches per. minute ("anticipated" and "extremely unlikely" class accidents,..
res _ctivel y) wouil d resul t In peak 4reactlvity insertion rates of approximately
2.3a8nd 18.5 i/sec, respective y,.:at the highest point on the differential
worth curve ne~a-r -the core mI`dpiane."

4.3..2.7 Criticality of Fuel Assemblies

Two as peits of the critica.l i 'of ffuel assembl ies are discussed In this
sectihn, First, .the uncer ta Inty in thep predictIon of the absolute elgenvalue
for CRBRP is considered, This resuIt has a direct Impact on the calculation
of the feed-enrichments hand thecontrOl shutdown marg ns for the f irst and
equil ibr Ium cycles. Seconhd, the critlcality of 'smalll bundles of fuel
as~semb ies 'is discussed in detail. These results impact the safety_-rel ated

aspec-ts. assoc iated wi4th the determination of the m'ini mum number of fuel
assemblies requIred for criticality.

4.3.2.7.1 'Reactor EIgenvalue Predj!iction.

The uncertainty in the CRBRP el.genvalue prediction i s obtained from analysis
of zero ;power fast 'critical, astsrmlibes which mockup the, composition and
geometry of the CRBRP core. . One ."major dif ference I betw~een the, experi mental
configuration and 'the CRBRP core isthe use of.fuel 'plates in a square lattice
In place of 'the cylindrical fuel pinhs Ina hexagonal array. Another
difference I s' the 'exterIap6oli ation nf othe roon. temperature reactivit-y, obtained
In the critical assembly, to that expected In the hot-full-power-reactor.

The accuracy.-of design elgenValue cal"cul ations is :eval uated&`by a comparison of
calculated and measured criticality in ZPPR. Table.4.3-33 li.sts selected
measured. and calculated room rtemperatureelgenvalues.(keff) forI several ZPPR
experImenf.s model inig both hoogeneous(zPPR-4) and heterogeneous (ZPPR-7) core.

configurations. Using *the '2cRBRP design method (coarse-mesh, XY diffuslon,: theory In -th is case) and data: (ENDF/B-il cross-sectIonsI n 9 energy groups)
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results in a systematic underprediction of the reactor eiqenvalue
with an average C/E ratio of 0.996 + 0.003 in the homogeneous
systems and 0.990 + 0.002 in the heterogeneous systems. The inverse
of the average C/E ratio is applied as a bias in the calculation
of CRBRP criticality (using the same calculational methods'and data
base) and the la variation is included as an uncertainty in the
start-of-cycle excess reactivity requirement. In order to use such
an eigedvalue bias, one must consider the sensitivity of the eigen-
value to particular ZPPR parameters (plate heterogeneity correction
as discussed in Reference 16, streaming and the like) which are not
present in the power reactor and which may therefore introduce errors
in the extrapolation of the ZPPR-bias to the power reactor. Conse-
quently, an additional uncertainty of 0.2% Ak is included to account.
for potential systematic uncertainties in the keff bias arising
from extrapolation of the heterogeneous plate-geometry ZPPR keff bias
to the nearly homogeneous pin-geometry power reactor.

In order to establish the criticality of the hot-full-power
CRBRP, a cold-to-hot temperature defect correction is applied to the
cold-critical eigenvalue. The temperature defect accounts for the
net reactivity loss from Doppler feedback, radial and axial ,core
thermal expansion, sodium density changes, etc., in the escalation
to hot-full-power conditions. The calculation of the temperature
defect is discussed in Section 4.3.2.3.5. The uncertainty in the
components of the temperature defect are combined statistically with
the cold criticality uncertainty to establish the overall uncertainty
in the hot-full-power reactor eigenvalue.

4.3.2.7.2 Minimum Critical Configuration

The highest expected fuel enrichment under equilibrium cycle
conditions in CRBRP with low-240 grade plutonium fuel is 33.1 weight
percent. Consideration of worst-case criticality uncertainties,
highest fissile content tolerance, and simultaneous refuelingof
the entire core (including fuel, inner, and radial blankets) results
in a 35.0 weight percent fuel enrichment envelope. A cluster of
fresh fuel assemblies with the maximum fuel loading would contain a
minimum number of assemblies required to achieve a critical configu-
ration. Critical eigenvalue calculations were performed for various
numbers of these maximum enrichment fuel assemblies in a regular
hexagonal array spaced with a reactor pitch corresponding: to refueling
temperature. The assembly cluster was assumed to be immersed in a
sodium pool with no control or blanket assemblies. One-dimensional
SO, Po, 21-group fundamental mode eigenvalue calculations were
performed in ANISN to determine keff as a function of the number of
fresh fuel assemblies in concentric annular rings. Axial leakage was
modeled by buckling factors determined from two-dimensional, RZ

51 geometry, diffusion theory calculations.
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Figure 4.3-40.shows the variation in keff with cluster.si.ze
(number of assemblies) with and without sodium in the system. The,
number of high enrichment..fresh CRBRP fuel assemblies required to
achieve criticality, interpolated between the,19 and 37-assembly
calculations, is about.27. Removal of sodium insideand surrounding
the fuel cluster increases the neutron leakage and significantly.
reduces the multiplication constant (by about 20% for the 27-assembly
cluster in Figure 4.3-40).

4.3.2.8 Reactor Stability

Linear system techniques are usually used to establish
reactor stability. Stability predictions based on linearity assumptions
are valid for small variations about operating points for a reactor
model which includes non-linear reactivity feedback effects. Stability
of the system for large.variations about the operating point may be
inferred if the linear analysis demonstrates that the system is stable
at operating points throughout the operating range.

In a model containing a nonlinear reactivity feedback resulting
from reactor assembly bowing, the assumptions of linearity may not be
valid in predicting stabil:ity. ; In fact,.a linear analysis: ofthe.
system may predict a divergent condition at some localized operating
points (where the bowing coefficient is positive); however, the system
will actually be stable, since it exhibits self mitigating behavior.

A linear analysis of the reactor is presented in Section
4.3.2.8.1. The reactivity feedback due to reactor assembly bowing
is ignored in this analysiS. This is a valid (and conservative)
assumption for small variations about a power to flow ratio (P/F)
equal to one since the bowing feedback coefficient is negative.for
P/F > 0.7. In the power operating range (40 to 100% power) P/F.
is maintained at oneby-either.the automatic control system or the
operator.

.In Section 4.3.2.8.2 a more general stability criterion
(bounded input-bounded output).is applied in a reactor stabil.ty.
analysis which includes the..nonlinear effect of reactor assembly.
bowing. In this analysis-the bounded input is a step reactivity
perturbation which is applied to the reactor simulation. The reactor
power, maximum fuel, maximum clad and coolant temperatures are the
output variables which are found to be bounded within acceptable
steady state levels.

Taken together, both the linear and general analyses
51 establish reactor stability over the normal operating range.%
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4.3.2.8.1: Linear. Stability- Analysis

The CRBR is neutronically tightly. coupled. and. is amenabe.
to point-kinetic analysis. for. stability.. The reactor- is modeled: by
a set of coupled linearized '.first-order differential equations .wi th..
constant .coefficients describing the ,neutronics and temperature
behaviorof the system. The equations which describe the neutron.
kinetics are:

dn* - 1ST 0 6. n 0
- n* + .Ci + - cjTj* + n.(1)

iTl Ta I e

dCi _i. AiCi i l 6, . (2)-(7)

The following notation is used:.

n* Instantaneous. neutron "-density (no rmal.ized power):

T . Total delayed neut ron fraction, T =
j Prompt neutron'lifetime (sec.) . =l

Cf' Concentration.of precursors for. the ith delayed neutron group
(normalized), i"= 1, 6

• . Decay constint of precursors for thegroup (sec-), i.="1, 6 :h elye neutron

.n Steady-state neutronl density (normalized power)

O.j Temperature feedback coefficient (Ak/ 0 F), j = 1, 63

- .* Temperature (°F), j = 1, 63

j Number of temperature feedback coefficients used in the
nodal model

6k Externally applied reactivity perturbation
51 e
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The equations describing the temperature dependence in the
reactor are a simplified version of the ones in the computer code
DEMO (Appendix A). All coefficients are assumed constant at nominal
full-power conditions. The average channel in the core is modeled
with seven axial nodes, one each for upper and lower axial blankets
and five evenly spaced nodes in the fuel region. Radially, three
nodes are used;' one in the fuel, one in the clad, and one for the
sodium coolant temperature at the node exit. Inner and radial
blankets are modeled with seven evenly spaced axial nodes. Radially,
three nodes are used; one in the fuel, one in the clad and one for
the sodium coolant temperature at the node exit. The equations
described thus treat only internal reactivity feedback mechanisms.
Specifically, the effect of control system response, operator
intervention and plant system operation resulting in variation in
inlet coolant temperature and flow, are not included.

The above set of linear first-order differential neutronic
and thermal equations is mathematically expressed as:

X A X + b Ak (8)

where A is a 70 x 70 matrix. The feedback network of this system is shown
in Figure 4.3-41. The various reactivity coefficients used in the
analysis are discussed in Section 4.3.2.3.

The criterion for absolute stability is based on Liapunov's
"first method" (Ref. 17) which reduces the problem of determining
the stability of the system to that of finding the eigenvalues of
the matrix A of equation (8)*. If the real-part of all-roots is negative,
the system is stable. Conversely, if the real part of any root is
positive, the system is unstable. The GASA program (Appendix A) is
used to determine the eigenvalues of matrix:A of equation (8).

The GASA program is also used to generate transfer functions
for various combinations of reactivity feedback coefficients, The
transfer functions at beginning and end of equilibrium cycle are
shown in Figures 4.3-42 through 44. Normalization is at 100 Hz to zero

561 decibels (DB) since at that frequency all feedback effects have negligible
effect and the -20DB/decade roll-off due to the finite prompt neutron
lifetime has not become apparent. The stability analysis was performed
for an early version of the CRBRP heterogeneous core configuration
in which the predominant negative Doppler feedback was slightly
smaller than in the current design. The results of the stability

*The eigenvalues of matrix A are identical to the roots of the

51 characteristic equation of the system.
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analysis presented herein are therefore somewhat conservative and the
qualitative characteristics and the inherent reactor stability are
valid. The interpretation of the transfer functions for the various
reactivity feedback coefficient combinations is 'presented below.

a. Zero Power-Zero Feedback Transfer Function

The transfer function of the system at zero power with no
feedback is shown in Figure 4.3-42, Curve A. The characteristic
equation has one root equal-to zero, which shows up in the
-20DB/decade slope of the curve at low frequencies; i.e.,
the systemacts as a pure integrator at low frequencies.
Therefore, the system is unstable at zero frequency. This is
expected since zero frequency corresponds to a constant reacti.-
vity insertion. In a system with no feedback, the power will
increase indefinitely, thus invalidating the zero power transfer
function. The utility of curve A is that it provides a basis
to compare the stabilizing effect of feedback effects. A
transfer function of lower magnitude than that of the zero
power transfer function will be more stable and one of larger
magnitude will be less stable at the particular frequencies
where these differences occur.

b. Sodium Density Feedback

The transfer function of Figure 4.3-42, Curve B, results if
credit is taken for the sodium density feedback only. The
system is stable since all roots of the characteristic equation
have negative real parts. This transfer function, which includes
only the smallest negative feedback mechanism, already results
in a noticeable improvement in stability as compared to the zero-
power, zero-feedback transfer function.

c. Axial Expansion. Feedback

Considering only the negative feedback due to axial expansion of
the fuel (active core region only) results in the transfer function
shown in Figure 4.3-42, Curve C. This feedback effect is notice-
ably stronger than the sodium expansion feedback.

d. Doppler Feedback.

Curves D and E (Figure 4.3-42) depict transfer functions obtained
when only the Doppler feedback is considered,.with Curve D,
representing the case where credit was taken for only half the
nominal Doppler feedback, and Curve E, the case where the nominal
Doppler feedback was used. It is apparent that the Doppler
constant represents the strongest feedback mechanism, even

51 taken at half its nominal value.
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e. Nominal Doppler, Sodium Density, and Axial Expansion Feedback

The transfer function for all the nomi.nal feedback coefficients
is shown on Figure.4.3-42, Curve. F, which shows excellent,
stable frequency response characteristics. This is mainly
due to the strong stabilizing effect of the Doppler constant'
as can. be seen by comparing Curve F with Curve E. This case
includes all the nominal feedback coefficients (Figure 4.3-41)
and represents a high degree of stability.

f. Nominal Doppler Feedback

Figure 4.3-43 shows several transfer functions previously
discussed along with the transferIfunction with Doppler feed-
back alone. The amplitude scale has been expanded by a factor
of 10 to better show the effects of Doppler only, Curve A,.
compared to the case of Doppler and sodium expansion feedback,
Curve B, and the case of all nominal feedbacks, Curve C.
These curves clearly show the dominance of the Doppler effect.

g. Reactor Assembly Bowing Feedback.

The reactivity feedback due to reactor assembly bowing is a
function of power to flow ratio (P/F) as discussed in Section
4.2.2.4.1.8.3 and in Sections 4.3.2.3.4 and 5. From Figure
4.2-92B the slope of the reactivity curve, with worst-case
uncertainties, is positive over a-limited range, but again turns
negative above.P/F equal to.about.-O.7. This implies that the
bowing.reactivity feedback coefficient is negative above that
point. The nominal P/F ratio'is maintained at a value'of 1.0
above 40% power so that no further bowing occurs. Neglecting
the effect of this coefficient is conservative for variations
in power of up to 30% or variations in flow up to 42% about
nominal reactor operating power and flow levels. The stability
predictions for the nominal power operating range are not
affected by neglecting bowing feedback.

The results of Figure 4.3-44 are obtained with reactor
neutronic parameters that exist at EOC4. The net feedback from
sodium density in this case is slightly positive. The counteracting
negative feedback components are from the Doppler effect and the
axial expansion.

a. Doppler Feedback

The transfer function for:Doppler-feedback only is shown in
Figure 4.3-44, Curve A, to provide a comparison with the.lother
transfer functions.

51
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b. Sodium Density (Twice. Nominal) and Doppler Feedback (Half Nominal)

For the transfer-function of Figure 4.3-44, Curve B, credit is
taken for only half of the nominal negative Doppler, whereas
the positive sodium density feedback is taken at double its
nominal value. The system is stable and the transfer function
'has acceptable frequency response, characteristics. Clearly,
the effects of the Doppler feedback, even taken at a value
well below the smallest value expected, is dominant.

c. Nominal.Doppler, Sodium Density, and Axial Expansion Feedback

The transfer function for all the nominal EOC4 feedback coeffi-
cients is shown in Figure 4.3-44, Curve C, which shows excellent,
stable frequency response characteristics.

Thus, for a wide range of variation of feedback.coefficients,
the CRBR is a stable, well-behaved system in the response of the
reactor to reacti:vi.ty perturbations.. The main stabilizing feedback
is due to Doppler, and even at half-nominal value, in any combination

59 with the other feedback coefficients, a stable system results.

4.3.2.8.2 General' Stability Anal.ysis.,(Bounded Input-Bounded Output)

In the startup range (0+ to 40% power), P/F varies between. 0
591 and 1.0. In this range, the bowing reactivity feedback is nonlinear,

varying from positive toanegative with increasing power/flow ratio as
described in Sections 4.2.2.4.1.8.3, 4.3.2.3.4 and 4.3.2.3.5. Its
change with power/flow ratio.is sufficiently significant so that its
impact on reactor stability must be established. The stability
criterion' which has been applied in this analysis is the following:

The system-is stable if the system output is bounded
for a given bounded input, the- system is unstable
if the system output is unbounded for a given
bounded input (Ref. 18). The system is stable in
the practical sense if the system output is bounded
within acceptableýparameter levels (Ref. 19).

591 Figure 4.2-92C illustrates bowing reactivity responses which
were predicted us-ing.nominal data ahnd' with maximum analytical uncertain-
ties applied. The' maximum positive bowing' reactivity feedback effect
is obtained when a.positive reactivity perturbation is introduced at
an operating point corresponding to. the low end of the positive slope
portion of the bowing reactivity vs. power-to-flow ratio curve. To this
end, bowing reactivity functions which closely approximated the results
in Figures 4..2-92Band 4.2-92C were-input into. the FORE-2M.reactor kinetics

59 51 and feedback model:.
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59

Figures 4.3-46 through 49 illustrate key reactor responses
during an inherent response transient (no control or PPS action) ini-

561 tiated at a reactor startup operating point (9% power; 40% flow)-at
which the reactivity insertion due to bowing would be maximum. The
transient was initiated by a +2t step reactivity perturbation.

The responses illustrate that all parameters rise initially
due to the dominance of positive bowing reactivity at low power-to-flow
ratios. However, when the bowing reactivity coefficient becomes
negative at higher power-to-flow/ratios, all parameter responses change
slowly and approach a new stable equilibrium state. The final values
of the parameters are shown in Table 4.3-34 together with acceptability
limits.

It is concluded that if the limits for acceptability (Table
4.3-34) are selected so as to remain below reactor parameter severity
levels associated with a major incident (Table 15.1.2-1), and para-
meter responses remain below acceptability limits, the reactor is
stable in the practical sense and inherent reactor protection shall
have been demonstrated.

Additional reactor stability (inherent response) transients
have been evaluated which were initiated at other operating states
(i.e., reactor flow, reactor power, etc.). All of these indicate
the response characteristics typically exhibited in Figures 4.3-46
through 4.3-49 and were bounded by the acceptability levels of

51 Table 4.3-34.
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As a result of these studies, it is concluded that the reactor
is stable given the bowing reactivity characteristics exhibited in

561 Figure:4.2-92a since all transient responses are bounded for a bounded
input perturbation. Furthermore,-the reactor is stable in the
practiCal sense since the maximum values of key reactor variables
are below levels which are considered acceptable for the reactor
when responding to its inherent feedbacks. Therefore, reactor inherent
protection is demonstrated and Criterion 9 is satisfied.

.4.3.2.9 Vessel Irradiation

The spatial and energy dependent neutron flux distributions
are utilized in obtaining the irradiated characteristics of the
reactor structural materials and components. One application of this
flux data is in determining the total and fast fluence received by
both replaceable and non-replaceable reactor components. The
neutron fluence must be limited so that the end-of-life ductility
for structural materials exceeds the specified minimum.requirements.

Assembly-by-assembly radial neutron flux distributions
(assembly-average in the central 36-inch active core height) are given
in Figures.4.3-50 and 51 for core conditions reflecting the beginning
of cycle one with the six row 7 corner primary control rods partly
inserted and with fresh fuel and-clean blankets, and for the end of
cycle four-conditions with all control rods fully withdrawn and with
plutonium burned out of the fuel and built up in the blankets. Values
are shown in Figures 4.3-50 and 51 for both the total neutron flux
and for the fraction of the flux with an energy greater than 0.11
MeV. The latter reflects the relative spectral behavior throughout
the core. The shift in the critical flux shape toward the center of
the core with increasing burnup, and the spectral hardening in the
blankets, is evident by comparing the fluxes in Figure 4.3-50 at
the beginning-of-life with the end-of-life fluxes in Figure 4.3-51.
Figures 4.3-52 and 53 show typical axial distributions of the total
flux and the fast flux fraction in the core. These axial distribu-
tions are normalized to 1.0 over the central 36-inch active core
height such that the product of the axial shape factors in Figures
4.3-52 and 53 with the fluxes, in Figures 4.3-50 and 51 results in
the three-dimensional flux distribution throughout the central
core and blankets. The total flux in Figure 4.3-52 exhibits the typical
bell-shaped axial distribution. Figure 4.3-53 indicates that the neutron
energy spectrum (as measured by the fraction of the flux with an energy.
greater than 0.11 MeV) is relatively flat throughout the central core
and degrades rapidly through the axial blankets. These radial and axial
flux and spectrum distributions were obtained from two-dimensional, 21-

51. group diffusion calculations in hexagonal-planar and RZ geometry,
respectively.
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The peak total and fast (E > 0.11 MeV) fluxes in CRBRP
(5.5 x 1015 n/cm2 sec and 3.4 x 1015 n/cm2 sec, respectively) occur
in the •rows 7 and 8 fuel cluster around the row 7 corner primary
control rods.

The peak total (fast) fluences in the fuel and inner
blanket assemblies have been determined for cycles one and two
(first core) and for the subsequent equilibrium cycles. The first-core
peak total (fast) fluences for the fuel and inner blanket assemblies are
1.47 x 1023 (9.20 x 1022) neutrons/cm2 and 1.46 x 1023 (8.66 x 1022)

neutrons/cm2 , respectively. For the equilibrium core, the peak total
(fast) fluences of the fuel and inner blanket assemblies are 2.38 x 1023

(1.45 x 1023) neutrons/cm2 and 2.29 x 1023 (1.35 x 1023) neutrons/cm2 ,
respectively. The most conservative estimate of the neutron flux at the
reactor vessel boundary is obtained at the beginning of equilibrium
cycle. Later in life, the flux has shifted toward the center of the
core and away from the core periphery in response to the inner blanket
plutonium buildup, and therefore, the corresponding vessel fluxes would
be somewhat lower. Table 4.3-35 summarizes the flux and spectrum data
for the core, core and shield boundaries, core barrel, and the
reactor vessel wall at the beginning of equilibrium cycle.

4.3.3 Analytical Methods

Each preceeding section described briefly the neutron data
and computer codes used in the analysis. In most cases, calculational
flow diagrams were presented for the particular analysis. This section
describes the overall analytical techniques used in analysis of CRBRP
and the supporting critical experiments performed in the ZPPR assemblies.

4.3.3.1 Analytical Approach

The CRBRP analytical methodology is summarized in Figure
4.3-54. Specific details about the development of particular nuclear
characteristics were discussed in the preceeding subsections. The
core mockup experiments in ZPPR are analyzed with the same CRBRP
design methods and cross-section data as described in Figure 4.3-55.

The multigroup cross-section libraries for CRBRP (or for
ZPPR) are developed using the Bondarenko formalism (Reference 20).
A generalized cross-section file, consisting of infinitely dilute
fine-group cross sections, inelastic scatter transfer matrices,
and temperature dependent self-shielding factors as a function of

56-1 o (the total cross-section per atom), is obtained from the ENDF/B-.III
data file by way of the MINX* or ETOX* code. Using atom densities

51 Appendix A contains computer code abstracts.
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and cell models from the reactor or critical assembly, resonance self-".
shielding factors are calculated in the-SPHINX* (XSRES) resonance
module for each isotope as a function of temperature and non-resonant
total cross-section (ao) using an iterative scheme whereby the self-
shielding factors are used to calculate 00 for the mixture and
00 and temperature are then used to interpolate new self-shielding
factors. A Dancoff correction is applied to the cross-sections
using Sauer's approximation for a Cylindrical fuel pin in a hexagonal
lattice (reactor design calculations) or Bell's.approximation for
plate lattices (critical assembly calculations). The resulti-ng
cross-sections are corrected for elastic removal and collapsed
(condensed). to the desired few-group structure (9 or 21 peutron
energy groups are generally used in CRBRP nuclear design calcula-
tions) in the SPHINX* (IDX) diffusion module, Both the elastic
removal correction and group condensation are performed over the
local reactor spectrum obtained from a one-dimensional (cylindrical
or slab).diffusion calculation. Due to the size of the fuel plates
in the ZPPR criticals, these cross-sections are further corrected
for the in-cell fine structure in the flux by applying spatial
flux-weighted cell homogenization factors obtained from one dimen-
sional SPHINX* (ANISN) transport calculations with P0 scattering
and S1 6 quadrature.

The resulting 9 and 21-group master cross-section libraries
are employed in the W-2DB* code in both hexagonal-planar and cylindri-cal (RZ) geometry to determine critical reactor eigenvalue ' kiff),

radial and axial power and flux distributions, and control rou worth
parameters and to perform burnup (depletion) calculations. Reactor
depletion and power distribuTtion calculations are performed in two-
dimensional hexagonal geometry with each of the fuel, inner and
radial blanket assemblies modeled as a separate burnup zone in order
to accurately model the spatial dependence of the fuel depletion,
and blanket plutonium accumulation. Axial leakage in the hexagonal
calculations is modeled as a DB2 -type absorption cross section with
a region-dependent, group-independent buckling determined from an
equivalent RZ geometry calculation at the beginning and end of each
cycle. Using these depletion models, control rod worth parameters
are determined using 2DB eigenvalue difference calculations for a
variety of reactor configurations as a function of time in life.
Reactivity feedback coefficients, such as Doppler constants and
sodium void worth, are calculated using first-order perturbation
theory (PERT-V)* and forward and adjoint flux distributions from RZ
2DB calculations.

* Appendix A contains computer code abstracts.
51
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There are particular areas in the nuclear design process
where the two-dimensional synthesis methods are known to be lacking

561 due to spatial inseparability. One of these areas is the prediction of the
local power distribution in the vicinity of partly inserted control
rods as described in Section 4.3.2.2. Another area is the determina-
tion of the sodium void worth distribution throughout the core for
input to design-limiting (margin) safety analyses (Section 4.3.2.3.2).
In these particular areas, three-dimensional methods with the VENTURE*
code (Reference 21) have been employed for the analysis of benchmark
design problems.

4.3.3.2 Neutron Cross Section Data

The cross section data used in the CRBRP nuclear design
calculations is obtained from the ENDF/B-III data file. A description
of the Evaluated Nuclear Data File/B Version III is given in Ref. 15.
The ENDF/B-III pointwise data and resonance parameters were processed
by the ETCX code (Appendix A) at HEDL and supplied as punched-card
output in the Bondarenko format for final processing as described in
the preceeding section. The 30 neutron energy group structure
consists of basically 0.5 lethargy width groups with some subdivisions
to handle the principal resonance structure of the diluents Na, Fe
and 0. Details of this group structure and that of the condensed.
9- and 21-group sets are shown in Table 4.3-36.

.... The inclusion of axial and radial blankets is a primary
design feature of LMFBR's. Therefore, the prediction of in-core gamma
heating has become an important post-FFTF LMFBR design problem..
LMFBR gamma heating is calculated for CRBRP by the neutron-gamma
coupled diffusion method in which the coupling between neutron and gamma
groups, which occurs due to gamma production by way of neutron inter-
actions, is mathematically represented in the cross sections in the
scattering matrix. The scattering matrix contains gamma energy yield
data from fission, capture and inelastic scattering sources. The
gamma energy yield cross-section matrix is developed and coupled with
a neutron cross-section data set, producing an N plus G group master
cross section library in a module of SPHINX*. The SPHINX neutron-
gamma coupling libraries currently contain data from three basic sources:

561 (1) Westinghouse's local coupling library designed for use in the APPROPOS*
code, (2) ENDF/B-IV coupling data processed through AMPX by ORNL, and
(3) particle energy release data (MeV/fission) from M. F. James (Reference
22).

*) 51 * Appendix A contains computer code abstracts.
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1 4.3.3.3 Critical Experiments in Support of CRBRP

The LMFBR design methods and cross section data are verified
by direct comparison of calculated parameters with integral measurements
in critical mockup experiments. In the following sections, we will
discuss the historical application of these integral experiments as
benchmarks against which the accuracy-of the design methods and data
are evaluated and design bias factors and uncertainties are developed
for application to the CRBRP (Reference 23).

4.3.3.4 ZPPR Assembly 2 and ZPR-6 Assembly 7

ZPPR Assembly 2 was the first demonstration plant benchmark
critical assembly. It was designed in accordance with the general
LMFBR design features envisioned by the major LMFBR contractors,
including Atomics International, General Electric and Westinghouse

,Electric Corporation. The experimental program was developed by the
Argonne National. Laboratory for pin versus plate measurements in order
to assess the influence of the critical assembly plate environment,
which generates local heterogeneities that are significantly different
than those found in the nearly homogeneous pin environment in power
reactors. Special emphasis was placed on reactivity, reaction rate
ratios, Doppler effects and sodium voiding. The ZPPR-2 program on pin
versus plate experiments and analyses was essential to the verification
of the general applicability of the plate critical experiments to
the design analyses of pin geometry power reactors. Prior to the
ZPPR-2 pin measurements, the only experimental data for testing
heterogeneity estimates involved plate bunching experiments wherein
reactivity effects of varying plate drawer arrangements were made.
The pin replacement experiments provided a more direct test of hetero-
geneity effects even though the experimental pin cells are somewhat
more heterogeneous than an LMFBR fuel assembly. Similar measurements
were performed in ZPR-6-7 which is a large single-zone assembly with
a cell structure and composition nearly identical to the inner core
zone in ZPPR-2.

The pin versus plate measurements in ZPPR-2 and ZPR-6-7
were performed by replacing small regions of the normal plate core
with pin calandria containing 16 fuel rods (0.410 and 0.348 inch cladding.
and mixed oxide fuel pellet diameters, respectively) within each
approximately 2x2 inch drawer. Figure 4.3-56 shows a cross section
view of the ZPPR-2 assembly which outlines the central pin region
(69 matrix drawers) and the radial pin sector. Initial pin versus
plate measurements were performed in the central 69 drawers and the
pin calandria were then rearranged into the radial pin sector for
later measurements. Figure 4.3-56 also'shows cross sections of the

51 ZPPR-2 inner core zone plate arrangement and of the pin calandria.
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.In ZPR-6-7, the pin sector was comprised of 25 drawers. Axially, theZPPRR2'pin region-Included the full 36 inch core height and extended.
6-iinches into the axial, blankets, while the ZPR-6-7 pin region included
only the central 24 inches of the 60 inch core height.

The evaluation and analysis of the pin versus plate ZPPR-2
measurements-have been reported elsewhere (Ref. 16, 24, & 25). This
.data is summarized in Table 4.3-37. With the exception of the pin
versus plate interchange reactivity-effects, calculations at both
ANL and ARD accurately reproduced the measured values for pin/plate
ratios including sodium void, Doppler effect, reaction rateratios
and.central Pu23 9 worth measurements (Ref.16). These results gave
considerable confidence that biasesand uncertainties derived for
these quantities from the plate-critical integral experiments could
be applied to the-power reactor. .However,.there was a substantial
!discrepancyin the capability to calculate.the pin versus plate
interchange racti vi tyeffect in ZPPR-.• comparec to ZPR 6-7 6 (CI/E

561 rati o .64• in.ZPPR-2 compared to 1.07 in ZPR-6-7). The axially
Slonger region of pin versus plate replacement in ZPPR-2 .(48 inches•)
compared wi thK ZPR-;6-7 (24: inches), was pointed out (Ref. 24'):as a possible
cause'for the significant-effects in ZPPR-2 due to rod/plate streaming
diýfferences. A difference of-, about 5-6% in, diffusion coefficients
between pin and plate environments was shown to be sufficient to
explainthe .inconsistency between ZPPR-2 and.ZPR-6-7 pin versus
plate•reactivity effects (Ref. 16 &.24). The direction-dependent
streaming-in the conventional pin versus plate reactivity analysis
in- ZPPR;-2 has been confirmed by Zoltar, etc.:(Ref. 26). Application
..of Beno ist's streaming'corrections,(Ref.. 27) to the analyses of
ZPPR-2.,and ZPR-6-7 :put the two comparisons in reasonable consistency.
The:ratio of calculation to experiment for 'the pin versus plate fuel
replacement reactivity is about.l.2 for ZPPR-2. and 1.07 for ZPR-6-7.

4.'3.3..5 ZPPR, Assembly 3.

ZPPR-.3;.was a two enrichment zone- assembly with -each zone,
containing approximately .50% of the :core volume. Axial, and radial
blankets surround the core. The drawer.fuelloading pattern remained
the same as ZPPR-2. .. The. major difference between ZPPR-2 and ZPPR-3
was the simulation of'a control.system in ZPPR-.3,"

A series of critical experiments were performed in ZPPR
Assembly 3 to investigate the effects of the control system on core
nuclear characteristics as a part.of the Demonstration Plant Benchmark
Critical Program. The experimental configuration of ZPPR'3 (shown
in Figure 4.3-57) was separated into 3 phases corresponding to the
end-of-cycle (Phase lB), middle-of-cycle (Phase 2), and beginning-51 of-cycle (Phase 3) reactor control conditions. The principal
reactor parameters experimentally studied in ZPPR-3 were power.distri-
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distribution, control worth and sodium void reactivity effects. ZPPR-3 was
used primarily to provide a preliminary estimate of the Demonstration Plant
power and control rod worth uncertainties.

4.3.3.6 ZPPR-3 Modified Phase 3 Sodium Void Benchmark

The Modi"fled Phase 3 configuration of ZPPR-3:was designed to more closely.
mockup the homogeneous core design of the CRBRP with seven Inserted control
rods. An extensive series of sodium void measurements were performed In
ZPPR-3. The primary purpose of these experiments was to measure the
reactivity effect of large sodium vold zones with a number of control rods
Inserted. One-of the measurement configurations, the 632 drawer reference
void In the Modified Phase 3 configuration-as shown In Figure 4.3-58, has been
chosen to be the basis for the sodium vold benchmark.

This series of experiments provided considerabl'e Insight Into the ability of
the design :methodology and cross sectlon-data"to predIct the maximum positive
sodium void reactivity worth in a CRBRP-size LMFBR. Sodium voiding was
accomplished.inZPPR-3 by replacing a number of steel-clad sodium plates with
empty steel cans:such that only a change In sodium content occurred. The
axial height, of, theNvolded zone was ± 12 Inches about the core midplane which
Is approximately thelvold height which Is predicted to result in the maximum
positive reactivity effect. The sodium-vold reactivity worth was determined
for void.zones: extending from the core center I me out to a total of 632 matrix
drawer'sý:I(approx4imatel y;80%: of the core cross:sectional area).

Figure 4,3.-59.shows the two-dimensional RZ calculational model which was used
for the analysis oflthe ZPPR-3 Modified sodlum vold worth experiments. First-
order perturbation calculations were performed using 21-group ENDF/B-lll cross

section data.:: The results of this analysis. are shown 1in F ilgure 4.3-60 for
228, 466': 5101,- and 632-drawer..volded zones. Experimentally, the maximum
positive vold -worth occurs at approximately 510',drawers voided where the ratio
of the calculatedd void reactivity worth to th~emeasured value Is about 1.33.
All of thetcalculated void worths lie.wlithin ± 50 percent of the measured
values_ýup to. and IncludIng the point of maximum positive void worth, and In
-fact, the RZ calculation conservati,,vely over predicts the-positive vold.,
react-ivity worth. The experimental voiding patterns did not lend themselves
particularly well to the cylindrical modeling In two dimensional RZ geometry.
This was particularly evident In Figure 4.3-60 where the calculation-to-
experiment :ratios 'were somewhat divergent in the-vicinity of the smeared row
seven control ring. Consequently, a serles of three-dimensional (VENTURE)
perturbation calculations were performed for the sodium voiding experiments in

51 both ZPPR-3 Phase 3 and Phase 3 Modified configurations. The results of these
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calculations are shown In Figures 4.3-61 and 62, respectively. The three-
dimensional calculations produced void reactivity, worth results which were
within +10 percent of the measured values for the Phase 3 experiments and +4
percent of the measured values for the Phase 3 ModIfied experiments., This
overall good agreement suggests that the design method and data can Indeed
accurately predict the worth of large-scale sodium voiding so long as the void
zone is confined to the strongly moderation-driven positive void worth regions
of the core.

4.3.3.7 ZPPR-4 (Pre-Engineerlng Mockup Critical for Homogeneous CRBRP)

The primary objectives of the ZPPR-4 program were to verify the homogeneous
dRBRP core nuclear characteristics Including power margins for the first and
equilibrium cycles, control rod worth characteristics andthe effect ofcontrol insertion patterns on the core power distribution, and radial and
qxlal blanket effects. The reference ZPPR-4 configuration is shown in Figure
4.3-63. The drawer fuel loadings and core layout of ZPPR-4 closely simulated
the CRBRP first-core configuration.

The detailed resul'ts of the analysis of the ZPPR-4 experiments are presented=in Re ferences28andP29. Table 4.3-38 summarizes the measured and calculated
eeigenvalues..for the four phases of ZPPR-4. The calculatlons systematically
under'predict the critical elgenvalue resulting in a keff bias of 1.0036 and an
uncertainty of +0.0031 (1).

P239  2 n35 ) 238 3
Foil activation measurements of Pu2I9(n,,f), U)3 , U1 (n,f), and U23 8

(n,) (for the prediction of blanket piutoniumhbuildup and core conversion
ratio) reaction rates and TLD measurements of gamma heating rate support the
.determnation of the power distribution uncertainty throughout the core and
blankets. Foil and thermoluminescent dosimeter (TLD) irradlations are
performed at a large number of locations throughout a symmetric core sector at
both the core midplane and for axial dlstrlbutlons In selected fuel and
blanket drawers. Special emphasis Is placed on enrlchment-zone, blanket and
reflector Interfaces, as well as regions surrounding Inserted control rods.
The pointwise foil data are corrected for cell flne-structure through a
combination of cell calculations and drawer-averaging measurements, making the
measured reaction rate data compatible with homogenizqed-draWer calculations.
In order to avoid a first-order uncertainty in the normalization to ZPPR power
] evel, the cal!ated reaction rates are normalized such that the total
calculated Pu fission rate in the fuel Is equal to the total measured
value. This Is.nearly equivalent to a power level normarizatIon since Pu2

51 fission accounts for 80-90% of the total reactor power. The' remaining
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reaction rates are then compared based on this same power (flux level)
normalilzation. Complete details of the analysis of the ZPPR-4 reaction rate
measurements are given In References 28 and 29., Table 4.3-39 summarizes this
anal ysis' i:n termsý of a mean" or average: ca I culation-to-experIment (C/E) ratio

ý:and :a 1 -varltion about thi s mean, _ with lc ,cal cu lated d I.stributlon being
power (fIux) normal ized to' the measured PN fission rate as descri-bed above.
TUe normalzation2 3Actors 3ndicate5 b.ftULJ fission -is overpredIcted by about

'2%:relative to Pul fIsslon, and Uz~0 fission Is unpredicted by nearly 7%,
suggesting an underpredic gn of the high-energyf fluxes in the few-group
dl;Aslon calculation. U capture Is overpredicted by nearly 6% relative to
Pu fission, Indicating an overprediction of the end-of-life blanket
plutonium content.ý Several general trends ;are noted in the: data. Most
Importantly, itappears that the standard power reactor design calculational
metod .does a good job of pred cti ng the power disrIbutions throughout a
great majorri of the core'. 'The RMS varlafion in the Ci/E 'ratio for the
important Pu-P9 f ission rate is l1ess than ±2%. There does tend to be some
degree of :mi1sprediction of the C/E rafios ýacross the Inner core/outer core
.boundary, and the core/blanket interface. The largest differences show up In
the'radlal blanket where the C/E ratios consistently fall off approximately 10
to 1t5 In the vicinity of the blanket/reflectborinterface which is Lgenerally a
Low; power region. The normalitzed axlal reaction rate distributions indicate a
2-3 over proed cion of the midplane values with respect to the core-average,

resulingI. i'nan :overpredIctIonmý of 'the axil61 -peaik-to-average.raio-.
Correspondingldyhese same' :6/E ratioas areIe iowb y about 5% in• the vicin.ity, of
"he core/axiaflblanket interface.

The abll:Ity to accurately-and rellably predict the minimum available control
rod worth In a varlety of reactor configurations is clearly important in the
.design of reactors. Consequently, a substan'tia"l amount: of effort has been
e.xpened i. the 'recent ZPPR iprogram' , commenci ng w.Ith ZPPR-3' and. 4, toward
:cnfitmatl on o. f, cOn6trol :rod worth calcuiatona I methods and the establishment
of calculationa i:bl as factors and-uncertainties." The *ana l ysis of the ZPPR-4
c ontrol rodworth measurements Is contained in References 28 and 29. Table
4.3-'40' summarizes the results of ZPPR-4 control rod bank worth calculations
us.ing the standard power reactor 'coarse mesh, two-dimensional diffusion theory
methods with 9-group ENDF/B-i!l' data. Overall,' the control rod bank worths
were weli predicted, confirming the adequacy of the design calculationa[
method, with"calculato-toexperiment ratios anng ro 0.95 t6 1.04.
There' sA ve'ry sli';ght tendency to underpredict theworth o f f•e central and
inner ring (prow 4)iods. The average control rod worth bias"(inverse of the
calculio•n-ton-xperiment-ratio), based on 27 contr:ol -rod: wrth measurements
In al" fourhaZses of"ZPPR-4 Is• 1.01 _0.02(1 ):. In additlon to•.hthe

determlnatlon of'.the control rod-worth biaS and :uncertalfity, a number of
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special experiments were performed to Investigate particular design problems.
Among these special experiments were the determi'nation of the worth as a
function of B-10 enrichment (B4C loading), the measurement of several data
points on the Integral, worth curve for partly Inserted rod banks:(ZPPR-6), and
the-conflrmation of the worth reduction assoclatedwith a tightly clustered
control absorber bundle !(ZPPR-4).

4.3.3.8 ZPPR-5 (HCDA Engineering Mockup Critical for Homogeneous CRBR)

Upon completion of the ZPPR-4 program, an Engineering Mockup Critical program
for CRBRP was Initiated. The program was to consist of measurements and
analysis of two distinct configurations. The first, 2PPR-5; was designed toprovide HCDA related measurements, and the second, ZPPR-6, was to provide
measurements of basic design related parameters such as power distributions
and control rod worths. Dueto the Implementation of the"ZPPR-7 program for
the heterogeneous core (Section 4.3.3.9), only the ZPPR-5 resul.ts:are
considered herein.

ZPPR-5 investigated such HCDA related parameters as:sodium voiding, steel..
slumping, fuel slumping and Dopplerjfeedback. The sodium voiding experiments
encompassed portions of the core and the upper axial blanket in a sequence
representatlve of ahypbtheti'cal power. reactor voiding pattern.. Two-.
dimensional RZ analysfi indlcated-a non-tstatistical uncertainty of j20% In.
regions of large posiltive-volding worths"(central core regions). :The'.error:is
much larger in the laxial 1bankets2 due.to the inability of the method to
accurately predict neutron streaming In the plates*. Three-dimensional (XYZ)
perturbation theory analysis has been performed-in the voldingsequence .In
ZPPR-5 but has Indicated no significant Improvement In.the uncertainty. It.
should be noted that the voidIng was not confined axial l.yJ to +_ 12: Inches ast
'was the. case In theZPPR-3 experiments but extended In-to the'6axial blankets In
order to model a-representatlve-sodi um volding sequence. Voiding was
performed In the axial'blankets: prior to the fuel height region.
Consequently, the uncertainty in these predictions are larger than ZPPR-3 due
to the enhanced neutron streaming. The neutron streaming effect due to plate
heterogeneity In the criticals wll not be-so predominant ln power reactors--

561 because of their more homogeneous materla distribution.

4.3.3.9 ZPPR-7 (Pre-Englneerlng•Mockup Crltlcal for CRBRP Heteroeneous:Core)

The purpose of the ZPPR-7 program was to provide pre-EMC design support for
the heterogeneous CRBRP core arrangement.: Information obtained from this
program was used to valldate and provide preliminary design bias factors and.
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uncertainties for the CRBRP heterogeneous core physics characteristics, and to
affect•the selection of the CRBRP core layout and fuel. management scheme. The
experimental program was divIded into.a number of -phases, hi ghllghted by a
clean benchmark configuration with annular, blanket rings and no control rod orcontrol channel heterogeneities; si mull atidons, of both 'a clean, begfining-,of-

life,, core wiith: fresh blankets and a burned, end-of-.ilfei core wlthý dep leted
fuel and plutonium buildup in'the internaliblankets; and various simulations
of control pattern effects on core character'istics. The Initial ZPPR-7
configurations modeled an early version of the CRBRP heterogeneous core
layout. These measurements .were followed by a brief series of experiments
whilch validated the eariHer results ina mockup-of the final CRBRP
heter~ogeneous' ,cor.e.l conflguratio0 nIn Figure.4.3-,. The anal.ysis_ and
description of, the: ZPIR-7.measurements Is contai.ned In References 30 and 31.
Figure 4.3'64 sihows. the. core. layouts- for.. the.princ i pa I`.-ZPPR-7 conf i gu rations.

ZPPR-7A was a benchmark, con'figuration with%.clean; (no plutoniuim) annular
blanket: rngs Inside a s;ingle enrichment core,with, no control rods or control
rod channels which was Intended to Isolate the.characterlstics of the.
heterogeneous core geometry. The principal experiments Investigated
cri.ticali ty-,..,key. isotoplc ...neutron reaction rate dlstributions and sod I um. voI d
w orth,.

.The Phase B core.was, rearranged to .provilde* a .be6teriý silmu Ulat•ion .of a 6RBRP
f esh core-.with 12 control rod channels (6. in row and 6in ow 1 .7 corner) and
Sirnne`rb•l:anket Is Ilands in .the. outer. fuel zones.. .Theobjecies of" this
conf"iguratifon, .nc luded-.,an examInation':of: criticaI , 6control rod. bank -worths
and'.fuel/biahnket..I nter~change worths, and- I sotop.i~c f I s sion and capture rate
distributions in ,the-fuel and blankets.

Many O) f t.h ::Phase B measurements.were.repeated in the Phase C c'onfiguration
wich. simuiated .end-of-ife core condfitions wi th depieted -fuel and pl utonium
loaded in the Inner 'blanke'ts. This ser ies of experjments provided informat Ion
on. the fux and power shift assoc.iated wi'th b l-anket- pl[utoni um. bu I Id.up and its
effect.,on Pcritica Ity, react Ion rate distributions•,and .control rod worth.

'The.Phase D configuration more closely si:muiated the-CRBRP contro, .pattern
wIth a total of 15 control..rods (6 row .seven corner rods,, 6, row. sevenflat.,
rods, and 3 row 4 rods) in the end-of-,life .mockup... The PhaseE configuration
exami nedtethe effects-,-of the Inserted row seven corner control rod. bank on the
core power d'istribution.-

After•.the completion of: theZPPR matr Ix expansion to: -.1.4 feet by 14. feet to
,.accommdat.e l.iarger core configurations, the%: ZPPR-7B 1confi guration was
reassembled as a -normalization ,to the earlier: measurements (designated Phase

51 F).
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Extensive control rod worth measurements were performed in
Phase G. The Phase G core configuration was the same as that of Phase D
with 15 control rods except that no plutonium was loaded in the blankets
in order to simulate.beginning-of-life clean core conditions. Control
rod interactions and flux tilting effects were investigated through
a series of symmetric and asymmetric rod-cluster and individual rod
insertion measurements.

561 In Phase H, the row seven corner control rod bank.was half inserted
and extensive foil irradiations were performed in order to simulate

the three-dimensional power perturbations encountered in a clean,
beginning-of-life core with partial control rod insertion.

Following a series of non-CRBRP thorium-zone measurements in
ZPPR-8, the Phase 8F configuration was assembled to simulate the final
CRBRP heterogeneous core configuration at the beginning-of-life with
fuel islands surrounding both the row seven corner and the row seven
flat control rod banks (Figure 4.3-1). The experimental program was
structured to verify the power shape and control rod worth biases and
uncertainties which were determined in the earlier ZPPR-7 experiments.
In addition, the power tilt associated with an out-of-bank control
rod was measured as was the control rod/fuel assembly interchange
worth in the shutdown configuration.

The ZPPR-7 Critical experiments provide a valuable integral
data base against which the accuracy of the CRBRP design methods and
cross section data can be evaluated for application to the hetero-
geneous core configuration. Because of differences in geometry,
composition, size, and temperature between the zero power critical
experiments and the CRBRP, the measured integral parameters obtained
from the critical are not applied directly to the reactor design.
Rather, the accuracy of the design calculational methods and cross
section data are evaluated by comparing calculated and measured
critical parameters. The resulting biases and/or uncertainties from
this comparison are then applied to the calculation of these same
parameters in the reactor design using the same calculational methods
and data. In the paragraphs that follow, the development of the
preliminary design bias factors and uncertainties from the ZPPR-7 and
8 data base will be summarized for application to the heterogeneous
core configuration in the principal design areas of reactor eigen-
value prediction., power distribution accuracy, control rod worth
uncertainty and sodium void.worth., Complete details of the ZPPR-7

51 and 8 analysis are included in References 30 and 31.
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ZPPR-7 and 8 Eigenvalue Prediction:

Table 4.3-41 summarizes the measured and. calculated critical-
eigenvalues (keff)for. ZPPR-7 and 8. In.order to avoid mixing the
control rod worth biases in with the development of the reactor eigen-
value bias, only the clean (unrodded) phases of ZPPR-7 and 8 are
included in Table 4.3-41. The calculations systematically under-
predict the critical eigenvalue, resulting in a keff bias of 1.0101,
and an uncertainty of + 0.19% Ak (1a). Within the stated standard
deviation in the calcuTation-to-experiment ratios in-Table 4.3-41,
there is no statistical difference between the eigenvalue bias in
the beginning-of-life and end-of-life phases of ZPPR-7 and 8. The
ZPPR-7 and 8 eigenvalue bias is included directly in the determination
of the CRBRP critical loading and the lI variation is included as an
uncertainty in the excess-reactivity requirements for both the cri-
tical fuel loading and control rod worth requirements determinations.

Power Distribution:

The integral data from the ZPPR experiments supporting the
power distribution analysis consists of foil activation measurements of
PU2 3 9 (n,f), U2 35 (n,f), U2 38(n,f), and-U 2 3 8 (n,y)(*orthe prediction of

blanket plutonium buildup and core conversion ratio), and TLD measure-
ments of gamma heating rate. Foil and TLD irradiations are performed
simultaneously in a large number of locations throughout a symmetric
core sector at the core midplane and axial distributions in selected
fuel and blanket drawers. Special emphasis is placed on blanket and
reflector interfaces as well as regions surrounding inserted control
rods. The pointwise foil.data are corrected for cell fine structure
through a combination of cell calculations and drawer-averaging
measurements, making the.measured reaction rate data compatible with
homogenized-drawer calculations. In order to avoid a first-order un-
certainty in the normalization to ZPPR power level, the calculated
reaction rates are normalized such that the average calculated
Pu2 39 fission rate in the fuel is set equal to the average measured
value. This is nearly equivalent to a power normalization since
Pu2 39. fission accounts for between 80 and 90% ofthe total reactor
power generation. The remaining reaction rates are then compared
based on this same power (flux level) normalization.

Table 4.3-42 summarizes the analysis of the. ZPPR-7 reaction
rates in terms of an average calculation-to-experiment (C/E) ratio
and a lh variation, with each calculated distribution being power
(flux level) normalized to the measured Pu2 3 9 fission rate in the fuel
as described above. The normalization factors indicate that U2 35

fission is overpredicted by about 4% relative to Pu2 39 fission in
the heterogeneous critical assemblies. U2 38 fission is underpredicted
by nearly 20% in the fuel and about 6% in the inner blankets, indica-
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ting both a general underprediction of the high energy fluxes and sub-
stantial errors in predicting the spectral gradients between the fuel
and blanket assemblies with the coarse-mesh, few-group diffusion
calculations. U2 3 8 capture is overpredicted by nearly 10% relative
to Pu2 39 fission, indicating a general overprediction of the end-of-life
blanket plutonium buildup, and hence, the end-of-life blanket power
generation. The important Pu2 3 9 fission rate is, however, well predicted
with the standard reactor design methods, with an RMS deviation of
less than + 2% in the C/E ratios throughout the core and blankets.

Figures 4.3-65 and 66 show the normalized distributions of
the midplane Pu 2 39 fission rate calculation-to-experiment ratios repre-
senting the general radial distribution trends at the beginning-(Phase
B) and end-of-life (Phase C). In the beginning-of-life core (Phase B
in Figure 4.3-65) with no plutonium in the blankets, the C/E ratios
tend to be low in the central core regions and tilted toward 3-5%
higher values around the outer ring fuel clusters especially around
the row-seven corner control channels. Theimpact of refinements
in the power distribution calculation methods, and the sensitivity
of this tilted characteristic to cross section data variations is
discussed in Reference 32. The CRBRP power predictions in comparable
regions are biased downward 1-3% as described in Section 4.3.2.2.9
to compensate for this inherent overprediction. This tilt is not
observed in the end-of-life (Phase C in Figure 4.3-66) simulation
with a more homogeneous distribution of plutonium throughout the
core.* The largest differences in both phases occur in the radial
blanket where the C/E ratios consistently fall off 10-15% or more
in the vicinity of the blanket/reflector interface (which is generally
a low power region). This fall-off, which is similar to that observed
in the homogeneous*ZPPR-4 experiments, is included in the blanket
uncertainty assessment in Section 4.3.2.2.9. The normalized axial
reaction rate distributions indicate a 2% overprediction of the
midplane reaction rates with respect to the channel-average and a
corresponding 5% underprediction of the reaction rates at the core
extremities in the vicinity of the core/axial blanket interface.

The power-normalized reaction rate biases and uncertainties
(at the 3a level) are applied in the reactor design, with appropriate
weighting for the time and space dependent fraction of power attribu-
table to each reaction type, in order to determine the limits of the
power distribution in Section 4.3.2.2.10 for design margin and safety
analyses.

* The Phase C configuration has plutonium loaded in the inner blankets
and removed from selected fuel locations to simulate an end-of-life

51 burned core.
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Control Rod Worth:

A substantial amount of effort was expended in the ZPPR-7 and
8 program toward confirmation of the control rod worth calculational
methods and the development of calculation bias'factors and uncertainties
supporting the minimum shutdown margin. Table 4.3-43 lists the results
of control rod worth calculations in the heterogeneous ZPPR-7 mockup
for both the beginning-of-life with a clean core and blankets and for
an end-of-life simulation with plutonium loaded in the inner blankets.
In contrast to the generally well predicted ZPPR-4 results in Section
4.3.3.7, the heterogeneous ZPPR-7 control rod worth calculation4to-experi-
ment ratios exhibit a strong spatial bias in the beginning-of-life
core (Phase B), varying between 0.91 in the inner ring (row 4) rod
worths and 0.99 in the outer ring (row 7 corner) rod worths. The
end-of-life worths (Phase C) are consistently underpredicted by
nearly 10%. It would seem that the close prediction of the beginning-
of-life row 7 corner rod worths is an anomaly associated with the
calculated reaction rate tilt (overprediction) in this same region.
Transport and mesh effects no longer compensate in the highly-loaded
ZPPR-7 control rods as noted by the much closer overall agreement
obtained with'a finer mesh diffusion calculation in Table 4.3-43.
The coarse-mesh (1 mesh per ZPPR drawer corresponding to 4 meshes
per control assembly) control.rod bias is therefore not directly
applicable to the power reactor control rod worths, calculated with
6 triangular meshes per control assembly, without adjustment for mesh
sensitivity. Although the consistent underprediction of control rod
worths in ZPPR-7 may not be fully understood at this time, the
experiments do seem to indicate that the unbiased power reactor
calculated rod worths are probably conservatively low (that is,
final resolution of a set of heterogeneous ZPPR-7 control rod worth
biases will tend to raise the calculated-power reactor rod worths).

Due to the importance of the control rod withdrawal event
(reactivity fault) in the design of the heterogeneous CRBRP where flux
shifting and control rod interactions have been foundito be substantial,
a series of experiments.(ZPPR-7G) were performed in which a large number
of asymmetric control rod insertion patterns were studied. These
patterns included single and small clusters of rods inserted asymmetri-
cally in the core, five-out-of-six rods inserted in a bank (simulating
the stuck rod condition), and five-out-of-six secondary control rods
inserted in a core containing five-out-of-six inserted primary rods
(simulating the limiting coudition where the.stuck secondary control
rod is adjacent to a faulted-withdrawn-primary control rod). The
patterns produced substantial flux shifts in the reactor, resulting
in control rod interaction factors* exceeding a factor of two. Pre-

* Control rod interaction factor is defined as the ratio of the rod worth
in a particular asymmetric pattern to the average worth in a symmetric51 bank.
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liminary analysis.of these experiments in Reference 30 indicates that
the grosslyasymmetric patterns (or control rod interactions) are
predicted with approximately the same accuracy as the symmetric bank
worths in Table 4.3-43 using the standard-power reactor design method
and a full-coreltwo-dimensional calculation model, thereby confirming
the adequacy of the maximum reactivity fault values used in the
development of the heterogeneous power reactor control requirements.

Sodium Void Worth:

A series of sodium void worth measurements were performed in
the-clean benchmark ZPPR-7A configuration. The voiding was more
confined to the central core regions than the HCDA simulation in
ZPPR-5 (Section 4.3.3.8). The voided region extended stepwise from
the central blanket out through the second fuel ring (see Figure
4.3-64) at a radius of about 50 cm, and the axial void included
parts of the axial blanket (+ 60 cm from the core midplane) in the
central blanket and first fuel ring, and only the central core regions
(+30.5 cm) in the first blanket ring and the second fuel ring in
Figure 4.3-,64. Two-dimensional (RZ) first order perturbation theory
calculations indicated that the positive (moderation) component of
the void worth is reducedicompared to the.homogeneous ZPPR core values,
confirming the lower positive sodium void worth characteristic of the
heterogenous core, and the calculation-to-experiment ratios for the
positive void worth regions were somewhat lower than the comparable
ZPPR-3 and 5 values.

4.3.3.10 Computer Code Abstracts

Nine computer codes were used to support the nuclear analysis
described in the previous sections. They are: ANISN-W, W-2DB, PERT-V,

561 ETOX,.XSRES-WIDX, PUMA, SPHINX, VENTURE, and POWPIN. A.-brief
abstract of each of these codes is found in Appendix A.

4.3.4 Changes

The design features of the Clinch River Breeder Reactor can
be compared with at least four different sodium cooled, fast reactors
bdilt or currently under construction in the United States. These
include: .(1) the Experimental Breeder Reactor (EBR)-II, (2) the
Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Plant, (3) the Southwest Experimental
Fast Oxide Reactor (SEFOR), and (4) the Fast Flux Test Facility
(FFTF). These four reactors were all designed to test and verify

51 specific features and components of fast breeder reactors.-
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The EBR-II was originally designed as a .demonstration of the
feasibility of operating an LMFBR power plant.with integral closed fuel
cycle provided by an on-site fuel reprocessing and refabrication plant.
Although not.specifically designed for the purpose, it was designated
as the nation's principal fast flux irradiation facil.ity. Samples
are irradiated in high temperature sodium and high fast neutron
flux environment. The reactor core employs metallic uranium fuel
surrounded by radial and axial blankets and produces 62.5 MWt and
20 MWe.

The Fermi reactor was designed and built to serve as the
first full-scale mockup of a large,, sodium cooled, fast breeder reactor.
More specifically, its objectives included the testing of such compo-
nents as the steam generator, sodium pump and fuel handling equipment
and to demonstrate the economic feasibility of the LMFBR to produce
power on an electric utility grid. The Fermi reactor also employed
metallic uranium fuel, radial and axial blanket assemblies. The rated
power of.the first core loading was 200 MWt.

SEFOR.was a ceramic fueled, sodium cooled fast flux reactor
intended .to provide data in support of a test program to demonstrate

561 that fast.power reactors could be des:igned with desirable operating
and safety characteristics. In part.icular,.it was.designed for the
systematic determination of the Doppler coefficient of reactivity
at temperatures up to the vicinity of fuel melting. SEFOR employed
a mixed uranium-plutonium oxide fueled core with a nickel reflector
and was rated at 20 MWt.

The FFTF, currently under construction, was designed to
provide a fast neutron, sodium cooled environment typical of a large
LMFBR. This reactor will act as a full size test bed for both
current and advanced fast reactor fuel, absorber and structural
materials. These samples will be irradiated in both open and closed
test loop locations within the reactor core. The FFTF employs (U-Pu)02

561 fuel in two enrichment zones surrounded by a nickel reflectorand
has a nominal power rating of 400.MWt.

The"CRBRP has particular design objectives which set it apart.
from previous fast reactors built in the.United States. Principal among
these is the requirement that CRBRP must breed fissile plutonium-with a
breeding ratio in excess of 1.2 to demonstrate the potential for large
scale commercial LMFBR operation. A second distinctive feature is
the nominal power capability of 975 MWt which is more-than twice as
large-as any of the four reactors described above. In addition,.CRBRP
is the first sodium-cooled LMFBR in the United States to incorporate

51 the heterogeneous core configuration.
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These requirements imply that the fuel and blanket regions of
the CRBR must be designed to maximize both the breeding-of fissile material
and the thermal power-output. But at the same time the reactor must
be maintained-and operated in a safe and reliable manner throughout
its thirty year design life. In the following discussion a detailed
comparison will be made between the CRBRP and the FFTF designs with
particular emphasis on safety related features and components.

Pertinent nuclear design features of the two reactors are
compared in Table 4.3-44. It should be noted that the dimensions included
in Table 4.3-44 are based on cold (room temperature) conditions.

For the initial core loading, the CRBRP fuel pin and fuel
assembly designs take the maximum advantage of the FFTF fuel experience.
Essentially, the same design has been employed with a slightly larger
assembly pitch. Because of-the increased power capability, the CRBRP
fuel volume was increased by approximately 2.3 times compared to FFTF.
Since the demonstration of breeding was not an FFTF design objective,
axial and radial blankets were not employed.

The fuel enrichments, compositions and loadings are also compared
in Table 4.3-44. In the early operating cycles the CRBRP fuel assemblies
employ the same type of low-240 plutonium fuel as the FFTF. In later
cycles the CRBRP may employ light water reactor discharge grade-plutonium
which has a fractionally lower relative amount of Pu-239 and larger
concentrations of the higher plutonium isotopes. More than twice
as much fissile plutonium is employed in the first core loading of
the CRBRP as in FFTF.

The designs of the control rod systems for these two reactors
are summarized in Table 4.3-44. Both the primary and secondary control
systems in CRBRP. and FFTF employ boron carbide as the neutron absorber.
All CRBRP control assemblies are fully enriched in B-10 to meet the
control requirements (see subsection 4.3.2.6 for details).

The operating conditions, including burnup limits,, refueling,
power distributions and peak flux for these two reactors are also
listed in Table 4.3-44. The overall radial power peaking factors
for the CRBRP are smaller than those quoted for FFTF. This is due to
the larger core radius, .different control rod-patterns and the
heterogeneous fuel and blanket arrangement.

The reactivity coefficients for the CRBRP are discussed in
detail in subsection 4.3.2.3. Table 4.3-45 compares the different

51 reactivity coefficients of CRBRP and FFTF.
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The Doppler effect in fast reactors with a large U-238 content
provides a reliable, prompt negative reactivity feedback to mitigate
the effects of reactivity transients which can lead to rapid power
increases. Consequently, the magnitude of the Doppler coefficient
has special significance in the safety analysis of fast reactors. The
Doppler coefficients in Table 4.3-45 are listed by reactor zone for.,
four different times in the life of the plant.

In all four cases the CRBRP Doppler coefficient summed over all
core zones is at least 60% larger (more negative) than the FFTF value.
The fuel and inner blanket Doppler constant is nearly 40% larger than
the FFTF value. The fast-acting fuel Doppler contribution alone is
.about half the comparable FFTF value.

The remaining reactivity coefficients compared for these two
reactors are all associated with mechanical motion due to temperature
changes in the fuel, coolant and structure. The average sodium density
coefficients for the CRBRP and FFTF during the first cycle are given
in Table 4.3-45. These results are based on changing the density of
the coolant in all fueled zones, including the inner and radial
blankets in the CRBR. The sodium density coefficient is significantly
smaller (less negative) in the CRBRP because of the positive contribu-

561 tion from the fuel zone.

The uniform radial expansion coefficients for the two reactors
during the first cycle are also shown in Table 4.3-45. These values
are based on the:expansion of the lower core support structure, which
changes the average assembly pitch with changes in the coolant inlet
temperature. The uniform radial expansion coefficient for CRBRP is
smaller than the FFTF value because of the heterogeneous fuel and
blanket arrangement in the CRBRP core. Radial bowing effects, including
those imposed by the core restraint mechanism, are discussed in Section
4.3.2.3.4.

Finally, the uniform axial expansion coefficients for the
two reactors at beginning-of-life are listed in Table 4.3-45. These
results are based on the expansion of the fuel pellet stack with'
changes in the average surface temperature of the dished fuel pellets.
It is assumed that the pellets move freely within the cladding tubes
and that the axial motion is governed solely by the linear expansion
coefficient of themixed uranium-plutonium oxide. This assumption
tends to yield the largest (magnitude) coefficients; fuel pellet
sticking to the clad or degradation of the fuel pellets under irra-
diation will significantly reduce the magnitude of this coefficient.

Additional safety related features and components of the
51 CRBRP are compared with selected foreign buil.t LMFBRs in Section 1.3.
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TABLE 4.3-1

REACTOR DESCRI PTION

FUEL ASSEMBLIES

Fuel Height

UNITS

M

DESCRIPTI ON

0.9144

Geometry

Number in Core (BOCl)

Rod Array

Rods per Assembly

Rod Pitch (Fully Compacted)

Hexagonal

156

Triangular

217

MM 7.264

10
CA)

Ln)
CD~
-0 MD

k- V
Iýou

Overall Assembly Dimensions:

Flat to Flat Distance Outside Edges of
Hexagonal Duct (away from load pads)

Flat to Flat Distance Inside Edges
Hexagonal Duct

Pitch

Volume Fractions in Fuel Assembly (Drawing
Dimensions)

Fuel

Sodium

Gap

Structure

Total Heavy Metal (Plutonium and Uranium)Weight in Fuel (BOCl)

M

M

M

0.1162
0.1101

0.1209

0.325

0.4 19

0.0.22

0.234

Kg 5189.

51



TABLE 4.3-l (Continued)

FUEL RODS

Number in Plant (BOCl)

Clad Outside Diameter
Diametral Gap
Clad Material

Clad Thickness

Pitch/Diameter Ratio

Smear Density

FUEL..PELLETS

Material

UNITS

MM

MM

DESCRIPTION.

33852

5.842

0.165

20 Percent CW-Type 316 SS

0.381

1.24

85.5

MM

%theoreti cal

S

I

-a

-~ en
0~

-a

i.c~oi

51

Density (Percent of Theoretical)

Plutonium Weight Fraction (First Core)

Plutonium Weight Fraction (Typical Equilibrium
Core)

Pellet Diameter

Pellet Length

Isotopic Composition of'Feed Plutonium
(Low.- 240 Grade)

Pu-238

Pu-239

Pu-240

MM

MM

Plutonium Oxide and
Uranium Oxide

91.3

.0.328

0.330

4.915

6.096

%/
%0

by weight

by weight

by weight

0.06
86.04

11.70



TABLE 4.3-1 (Continued)

FUEL PELLETS (Cont)

Pu-241

Pu-242

Isotopic Composition of Depleted Uranium

U-235

U-238

BLANKET THICKNESS AND COMPOSITION

0/

UNITS

by weight

by weight

DESCRIPTION

2.00

0.20

/% by

by

weight

weight

0.2

99.8

'.0
".

Top Axial (Fuel Assemblies)

Bottom Axial (Fuel Assemblies)

M

M

M

Sodium, Stainless Steel
Plus Depleted Uranium
Oxide (0.356)

Sodium, Stainless Steel
Plus.Depleted Uranium
Oxide (0.356)

Sodium, Stainless Steel
Plus Depleted Uranium
Oxide (--0.28)

Radial

TOP AND BOTTOM AXIAL BLANKETS

Geometry Same as Fuel

(A>
eD~
-o rn
t-I- =

'.00~

'.0

Blanket Pellets

Material

Density (Percent of .Theoretical)

Diameter

Length

Total Heavy Metal (Uranium).Weight in.Blanket
(Upper and Lower)

0/

MM

MM

Depleted Uranium Oxide

96.0

4.826

10.016

Kg 4225
51



TABLE 4.3-1 (Continued)

I NNER/RADIAL .BLANKET ASSEMBL IES

Number In Plant, Inner/Radial (BOCi)

Rods Per Assembly
""ROdPItCh"

A sembly-Dcrawng DOImensons

Flat-to. Flat Distance Outside Edges
of Hexagonal Duct.

Flat to Flat Distance Inside Edges of
Hexagonal .. Duct

Volume FractI.ons In Blanket (Drawing Dimensions)

DESCRIPTION

Hexagonal

82/126

61

13.778MM

N

M

0.1162

0.1101

.4.*

Fuel .

Gap

Sod I u

Structure

TotaI Heavy Metal (1uranlum)
Weight I.n.Blanket, Inner/RadIal (BOCI)

INNER/RADIAL BLANKET RODS

Number In Pl:ant, Inner/Radlal (BOCI:)

rClad'Outslde Diameter

DTiaetral: Gap

0.539

0.014

0.278

0.169

8270/12707Kg

5002/7686

12.852

0.152

a-

-oo.

(t~



TABLE 4.3-1 (Continued)

INNER/RADIAL BLANKET RODS (Cont)

Clad Material

Clad Thickness

Pitch/Diameter Ratio

INNER/RADIAL BLANKET PELLETS

561
40bo-

Material

Pellet Density (Percent of Theoretical)

Pellet Diameter

Pellet Stack Height

CONTROL ROD ASSEMBLIES

Geometry

Number in Plant
Primary Rods (Startup, Burnup and Load Follow)

Secondary Rods (Safety)

Neutron Absorber

Fraction of Theoretical Density
B-10 Enrichment in Boron Carbide:

1) Primary Rods (all cycles)

2) Secondary Rods

UNITS

MM

MM

M

DESCRIPTION

20 Percent CW-Type 316 SS

0.381

1.072

Depleted Uranium Oxide

95.6

11.938

1.626

Hexagonal

15

9

6

Enriched Boron Carbide

92.0

0 0

CD atom percent

atom percent

92.0

92.0

51



TABLE 4.3-1 (Continued)

CONTROL ROD ASSEMBLIES (Cont) UNITS DESCRIPTION

Rods Per Assembly

Primary System 37
Secondary System 31

Clad Material 20 Percent CW-Type 316 SS

Clad Outside Diameter

Primary System MM 15.291

Secondary System MM 14.036

Clad Thickness

Primary System MM 1.270

Secondary System MM 0.699
L.

Pellet Diameter

Primary System MM 11.659
Secondary System MM 11.951

Pellet Stack Height M 0.9144
51
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TABLE 4.3-2

FUELý ISOTOPIC,,-COMPOSITION

•Isotope Weight Fraction

PU238- .0006

Pu239 .8604

Pu240 ..1170

Pu24l. .0200

Pu242 .0020

.Depleted Uranium

U235 .002

U2,38 .998
51
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TABLE 4.3-3

START-OF-CYCLE EXCESS REACTIVITYREQUIREMENT

FIRST-CORE FUEL

IAk ±la

Ak Cycle 1 (128. fpd)iBurnup 0.594 ý-.059

Net Refueling Interchange Worth -1.526 .061

AkBurnup, Cycle 2 (200 fpd) .240 .224
• -. . .. 2.24 . 22

Room Temperature Criticality Uncertainty" .

Uncertainty in. ZPPR Bi.as .2

Room Temperature to Hot-Full-Power .19
.Uncertainty

Fissile Loading Tolerance .14

Pellet Stack Height Uncertainty + .1

Impurities

1..30.4 - .457

Total Requirement .1.761. % Ak

51
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TABLE 4.3-4

HEAVY METAL* MASS•(KG) INVENTORY IN THE CRBRP

Inner Radial Lower Axial Upper Axial
jiakj( a) nk ) Blanket alanke-

Beglnning-of-FIrst-Cyct e

Pu-239 1468.

Pu-240 199.7

Pu-241 34.0

Pu-242 3.4
SU-435 7.6•

U-;-238- .3476.

Fission Products ---

Total Heavy Metal 5188.7

End-of-First-Cycle

Pu-239 1384.

Pu-240 217.7

Pu-241 32.9

Pu-242 3.9

U-235 6..9

U-238 3432.

.Fission Products. .108.5

Total Heavy Metal 5185.9

*Heavy metal excludes oxygen.

(a) Including axial extensions.

16.7

8253,

8269.7

60.5

0.6

15.6

8184.

9.1

8269.8

25.7

12681.

12706.7,

48.5

0.3

24.8

12629.

4.4

12707.0

4.3

.2108.

2112.3

8.6

0.1

4.1

2099.

0.6

2112.4

00

4.3

2108.

2112.3

5.0

4.2

2102.

0.4

2111.6



TABLE 4.3-4 (Cont.)

HEAVY METAL* MASS (KG) INVENTORY IN THE CRBRP
" Inner Radial Lower Axl Upper.Axial

Fue : jnk (a8) B[lanke(a) BIanket Blanket-

Beg-l nn I ng-of-Second.-Cyc I e

Pu-239 1412. 58.2 48.5 8.6 5.0

Pu-240 221.5 0.5 0.3 0.1

Pu-241 33.6 --- ---

Pu-242 3.9 --- ---...- --

u.-235 7.0 15.0 24.8 4.2 4.3

1U-238 3498. 7885. 12629. 2139. 2 143.

Fission Products 108.5 8.8 4.4 0.6 0.4

Total Heavy Metal 5284.5 7967.5 12707.0 2152.5 2152.7

End-of- Second-Cyc I e

Pu-239 1291. 141.4 116.7 -21.7 12.9

• Pu-240 246.7 3.5 1.8 0.4 0.1

Pu-241 32.5 --- ---

Pu-242 4.5

UI-235 "6.1 13.5 23.5 3.9 4.1

U-238 3432. 7779. 12551. 2124. 2134.

Fission Products 266.2 29.7 13.8 2.2 1.2

Total Heavy Metal 5279.0 7967.1 12706.8 21.52.2 2152.3

SHeavy metal excludes oxygen.

Z " (a) Including axial extenstons.

"co m
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HEAVY

Inner
Fue. ~Blankeh(a)

TABLE 4.3-4 (Cont.)

METAL* MASS (KG) INVENTORY IN THE CRBRP

Radial Lower Axial Upper Axial
Blanks (a) Blanket Blanket

Beg Inni ng-of-Th I rd-Cyc I e

Pu-239

Pu-240

Pu-241

Pu--242

Im-235
U-238

Fission Products

I Total Heavy Metal

1.477.

200.9

34.2

3.5

7.5

3465.

5188.1

I-.l

0-
0K.O

M04

End-of-Th.i rd-Cyc I e

Pu-239 1308.

Pu-240 236.1

Pu-241 32.2

Pu-242 4.3

U-235 6.2

U-238 3377.

Fission Products 218.2

JTotal Heavy Metal 5182.

*Heavy metal excludes oxygen.
(a) Including axial extensions.

16.7

8253.

8269.7

118.1

2.2

14.5

8113.

22.2

- 8270.0

116.7

1.8

23.5

12551.

13.8

12706.8

208.5

5.9

21.8

12438.'

33.0

12707.2

4.3

2108.

2112.3

17.6

:0.2

3.9

2088.

1.6

2111.3

4.3

2108.

2112.3

10.6

0.1

4.1

2096.

1.0

2111.8



TABLE 4.3-4 (Cont.)

HEAVY METAL* MASS (KG) INVENTORY IN THE CRBRP

Inner Radial Lower Axial Upper Axial

Fue Banke (a) Blanke(a). 1lanket Blanket

Beg inn I ng-of-Fourth-Cyc I•

Pu-239 1365. 109.4 208.5 17.6 10.6

Pu-240 243.9 2.1 5.9 0.2 0.1

Pu-241 33.5 ...

Pu-242 4.4 ......

LU-235 6.5 13:.4 21.8 4.1 4.2

U-238 3509,. 7519. 12438. 2169., 2177.

Fission Products 218.2 20.6 33.0 1.6 1.0

Total Heavy Metal 5380.5 7664.5 12707.2 2192.5 2192.9

. - End-of-Fourth-Cycle
W Pu-239 1216. 206.8 285.6 34.9 21.2

Pu-240 273.5 8.0 11.3 0.9 0.3

Pu-241 - 32.7 ............

Pu-242 .5.2 ---........

U-235 5.4 11.6 20.3 3.8 4.0

UI;238 3421. 7381. :12334. 2149. 2165.

F1ssion Products 414.2 55.2 55.7 4.4 2.4

Total Heavy Metal 5368.0 7662.6 12706.9 2193.0 2192.9

*Heavy metal excludes oxygen.

(a) Including axial extensions.

(D
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HEAVY METAL* MASS

Inner RadIal
LU.IL Blanket(a) .a ankcet(a)

TABLE 4.3-4 (Cont.)

(KG) INVENTORY IN

Lower Axial
B I anket

THE CRBRP

Upper Axial

Beginning-of-Fl fth-Cycle

Pu-239

Pu-240

iPU-.241

Pdý-242

U u-235

U-238

Fission Products

ST6ta I Heavy -etal

1471.

200.0

34.1

3.5

7.6

3474.

5190.2

130.1

4.9

16.7

8253.

8269.7

23.1

12531.

18.1

12706.9

4.3

2108.

2112.3

4.3

2108.

2112.3

C.A

-00

m .0b

End-of-Flfth-Cycle

Pu-239 1301.

-Pu-240 235.8

Pu-241 .32.1

Pu-242 4.3

U-235 6.2

U-238 3382.

Fission Products 219.

>. Total Heavy Mietal 5180.4

*Heavy metal excludes oxygen. .

(a) includilng axial extensions.

119.7

2.3

14.5

8111.

22.6

8270.1

224.7

8.7

17.6

0.2

10.6

0.1

21.4

12416.

. 36.1

12706.9

3.9

2088.

1.6

2111.3

* 4.1

2096.

1.0

2111.8



TABLE 4.3-'4 '(Cont.)
HEAVY METAL* MASS (KG) INVENTORY IN THE CRBRP

.Inner Radial Lower Axi al. Upper Axial

fuje :1Blanket(a) nke (a) Blanket Blanket

Beg Inn ng-of-Sixth-Cycle

Pu-239 1358.- 110.7 56.8 17.6 10.6

Pu-240 243.5 2.1 0.7 0.2 0.1

Pu-241 33.4 --- ---

Pu-242" 4.4 ---

U-;255 6.5 13.4 24.6 4.1 4.2

U-238 3518. " 7518. 12617. 2169.- 2177.

Fisslon Products 219.0 20.9 8.1 1.6 1.0

-j Total Heavy Metal 5382.8 7665.1 12707.2 .2192.5 2192.9

.4= End-of-Sixth-Cycle

Pu-239 1205; 211.5 145'.4 34.9 21.2

Pu-240 274.4 8.5 3.0 0.9 0.3

Pu-241 32.7 -.

Pu-242 5.2 ---

U-235 5.4. 11.6 23.0 3.8 4.0

3424. 7374. 12514. 2149.. 2165.

Fission Products 421.1 57.6 21.5 4.4 2.4

1 Total Heavy Metal 5367.8 8773.2 12706.9 2193.0 2192.9

*Heavy metal excludes oxygen..

• (a) Including axial extensions.
.- I.

C0N(4

X idmh



TABLE 4,.3-5

CRBRP FUEL MANAGEMENT SCHEME

S0C1 :

I

E0C1 .(128 fpd)

EOC2 (200 fpd)

E0C3 (275 fpd)

E004 (275 fpd)

E0C5 (275 fpd)

Charg-e 156 fresh, fuel assemblies, 82 fresh

Inner blanket assemblies and 126 fresh

radial blanket assemblies.

Discharge 3-Row Six Corner (3-R6C) inner

blankets.

Charge 3 fresh fuel assemblies In R6C.

Discharge entire core (159 fuel assemblies)

..and Inner blanket (79 blanket assemblies).

Charge 156 fresh fuel assemblies and 82

fresh inner blanket assemblies.

Discharge 6-R6C Inner blankets.

Charge 6 fresh fuel assemblies In R6C.

Discharge entire core (162 fuel assemblies),

inner blanket (76 blanket assemblies)

and first row radial blanket (60 blanket

assemblies).

Charge 156 fresh fuel assemblies, 82 fresh

inner blanket assemblies and 60 fresh row

1 radial blanket assemblies.

Discharge 6-R6C Inner blankets and outer

row radial blanket (66 radial blanket

assembl Ies).

Charge,6 fresh fuel assemblies In R6C-and

66 fresh row 2 radial blanket assemblies.

4.3-104
Amend. 64
Jan. 1982



TABLE 4.346

DELAYED NEUTRON CONSTANTS FOR CRBRP

Delayed Neutron Effective Delayed Decay Constant

Precursor Group (i) Neutron.Fraction, (ýi) (xi) sec.

1 0.836 x 10-4 0.0130

2 0.718 x i0"3 0.0314

3 0.632 x 10O 0,1350

4 0.123 x 10Q2 0.3450

5 0.556 x 10" 1.3700

6 0.183 x 10" 3.7650

Total Oeff 0.340 x I0"2

51

4.3-105 Amend. 51
Sept. 1979



TABLE 4.3-7

FUEL AND INNER BLANKET POWER FRACTION SUMMARY*

Time-In-Life

BOC1

EOCI-

BOC2

E0C2

BOC3

E0C3

BOC4

EOC4

BOC5

E0C5

BOC6

E0C6

Fuel

.8603

.8174

.8208

.7618

.8308

.7526

.7623

.6973

.8351

.7541

.7895

.7172

INNER Blanket
(36")

.0720

.0989

.0967

.1330

.0683

.1190

.1129

.1536

.0690

.1214

.1195

.1639

51 * fraction of full operating power in central 36 inch high region.

Amend. 51
Sept. 1979

4.3-106



K)TABLE 4.3-8

AXIAL BLANKET, AXIAL EXTENSION POWER NORMALIZATION FACTORS

TIME
IN

LIFE
POWER IN CORE + LAB + UAB POWER IN CORE + LAB

POWER IN COREPOWER IN CORE
LIFE

Fuel Assemblies

BOCi

EOCl

BOC2

EOC2

BOC3

EOC3

BOC4

EOC4

1.0137:1.0079

1.0176:1.0102

1.0177:1.0105

1.0247:1.0140

1.0140:1.0081

1.0224:1.0132

1.0229:1.0143

1.0329:1.0192

(a)

Inner

Rows 2,4

1.13:1.07

1.12:1.07

1.12:1.07

1.12:1.07

1.13:1.07

1.12:1.07

1.12:1.07

1.12:1.07

Blankets

Rows 6,8

1.11:1.07

1.11:1.07

1.11:1.07

1.11:1.07

1.11:1.07

1.11:1.07

1.11:1.07

1.11:1.07

Radial

RBI

1.11:1.06

1.11:1.06

1.11:1.06

1. 11:1.06

1 . 11:1 .06

1.11:1.06

1.11:1.06

1 . 11 :1 .06

(c)

Blankets

RB2

1.17:1.09

1.15:1.08

1. 15:1.08

1.14:1.07

1. 13:1.07

1.13:1.07.

1.13:1.07

1.13:1.07

(d)

8

(b)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d),

Cycles 5-6 and subsequent repeat cycles 3-4 for the fuel.

Cycles 5-6 and subsequent repeat cycles 3-4 for the inner blankets.

Cycles 5-8 and subsequent repeat cycles 1-4.

Assume cycle 5 = 1.12:1.07. Cycles 6-10 and subsequent repeat
cycles 1-5.51

Amend. 56
Aug. 19804.3-107



TABLE 4.3-9

RADIAL BLANKET ASSEMBLY POWER* SUMMARY.
..... )

Assembly Posltlon TotlalI. " - - B1anket

CyCle 1. 2 .3 4 5 6 7 8 10 1 . 12 13 Power

BOCI .658 .389 ,502 .492 .466 .347 .222 .142 .206 .197 .171 .132 40.9

EOCI .805 .498 .626 .612 .574 .438 ..298 .192 .284 .268 .230 ..178 52.1

B0C2 .815 .505 .614 .609 .577 .443 .302 .194 .279 .267 .231 .180 52.3

EOC2. 1.017 .657 .763 .760 .718 .568 .410 .267 .378 .361 .312 .246 67.3

BOC3 1.096 .706 .878 .859 .800 .620 .439. .284 .426. .400 .341 .266 74.2.

EOC3 1.309 .880 1.064 1.041 .966 .772 .573 .379 .560 .524 .446 .353 92.4

BOC4 1.222 .821 1.021 .995 .916 .726 .537 .354 .535 .499 .422 .332 87.4

EOC4 1.383 .956 1.143 1.118 1.035 .838 .641 .430 .629 .589 .502 .401 100.8

1BOC3 .664 A4l1 .521 .511 ;484 .370 .668 .445 .663 .619 .524 .416 67.3

EOC5 .955 .630 .770 .753 .702 .556 .764 .516 .752. .704 .600 .480 86.7

* Total 64-inch blanket power per assembly (assembly positions from Figure 4.3-3).

1.0

co~



TABLE 4.3-10

RADIAL BLANKET PEAK ROD POWER* SUMMARY
(kw)

Cycle I
Assembly Position

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 11 12 . 13

8sod

EOC1

80C2

EOC2.

BOO3

00.3

130C.4

EOC4

Bad,

:EOC5

16.6

.19.6

19.8

24.0

25.7

29.7

27.6
30.6

11.1

13.4

13.6

16.8

18.1

21.4

19.9

22.6

15.0

17.5

17.1

19.9

23.1

26.3

25.3

27.2

14.6

17.1

17.0

19.9

22.6

25.9

24.7

26.7

14.3

16.5

16.6

19.4

21.8

24.7

23.4

25.5

10.2

12.1

12.3

15.0

16.5.

19.4

18.2

20.4

5;3

7.1

7.2

9.7

10.3

13.3

12.4

14.7

15.4

17.4

3.2

4.3

4.4

6.0

6.3

8.3.

7.8

9.3

9.6

11.0

5.0

6.7

6.6

8.8

9.9

12.8

12.2

14.2

14.9

16.7

4.8

6.4

6.4

8.5

9.5

12.1

11.6

13.4

14.1

15.8

4.2

5.6

5.6

7.5

8.2

10.5

9.9

11.6

12.1

13.7

3.0

4.0

4.0

5.4

5.9

7.7

7.2

8.6

8.9

10.3

*7Total 64-Inch peak blanket rod power (assembly positions from Figure 4.3-3).



TABLE 4.3-11

RADIAL BLANKET POWER AND BURNUP HISTORY
HIGHEST POWER ASSEMBLY (#l)

Average Rod

Power(kw)+ Burnup(a/o)+

Peak Rod

Power(kw)+ Burnupla/o):

Peak Power

(kw/ft)

Peak Burnup

(a/o)
H. F t I

Initial:

SOO
EOC1
SOC2
EGC2
SOC3
*E0C3
SOC4
EOC4

(128

(200

(275

(275

fpd)

fpd)

fpd)

fpd)
C)

oý C~A

10.78
13.19
13.37
16.67
17.96
21.46
20.03
22.67

10.89
15.65
14.45

17.84
20.97
23.91
22.31
24.59

0.0
0.075
0.075
0.235
0.235
0.536
0.536
0.871

0.0
0.187
0.187
0.430
0.430
0.783
0.783
1.159

16.55
19.59
19.86
24.00
25.68
29.68
27.62
30.65

16.44
22.27
20.89
25.10
29.60
32.80
30.5033.03

0.0
0.114
0.114

0.347
0.347
0.770
0.770
1.227

0.0
0.272
0.272
0.618
0.618
1.108
1.108
1.616

6.37
7.83.
7.94
9.92

10.58
.12.53
11.66
13.11

6.33
9.13
8.57

10.56
12.43
13.99
13.01
14.23

0.0
0.241
0.241
0.749
0.749
1.695
1.695
2.737

0.0
0.580
0.580

.1.352
1.352
2.465
2.465
3.634

"Equilibrium":

SOC5
EOC5
SOC6
EOC6
SOC7
EOC7
soCa
EOC8

(275

(275

(275

(275

fpd)

fpd)

fpd)

fpd)

+ total power and burnup in full 64" blanket rod51



TABLE 4.3-1.2

AXIAL PEAK-TO-AVERAGE POWER FACTORS, FN

(Normalized to 1.0 Over 36-inch Active Core Height)

Time-in-Life Peak FN
14 U I I I

0

-. J

-. J

BOCI

EOCI

EGC2~

EOC3

tE0C3

80C4

EOC4

Clean
Fuel(a)

1.282

1.255

1.262-

1.210

1.271

1.230

1.242

1.186(c)

Fuel
With CR

Influence(b)

1.381

1.309

1.347

1.210

1.381

1.269

1.356

1 193
(c)

Row 2, 4
Inner Blanket

1.280

1.340

1,*342/

1.371

1.276

1.365
1.369

1.375
(c)

Raw 6, 8

Inner io lanket

1.325

1.377

1.395

1.370

1.306

1.377

1.426

1.360
(C)

Radial Blanketl
ROw 1

1.290

1.331

1.334

1.344

1.373

1.376

1.383

1.359

i

Radial Blanket
Row 2

1.273

1.331

1.332

1.353

1.373

1.391

1.378

'0 (

(.0 L

51

(a) applicable to all-core fuel assemblies, excluding those directly adjacent to
R7C control rods.

(b) applicable,to those fuel assemblies directly adjacent to R7C control rods.
Note, first year of life (i.e. cycles 1, 3,...) values should be applied to
freshly refueled R6C fuel assemblies.

(c) cycles 5-6, and subsequent, assumed to repeat cycles 3-4 for the fuel and
inner blankets.



_7.

TABLE 4.3-13

CRBRP POWER DISTRIBUTION UNCERTAINTY (%)
FUEL ASSEMBLIES

CLEAN FUEL ZONES FUEL ZONES ADJACENT TO INSERTED R7C CR

Power JPower Peak Dens i ty
Peak Density Power at Top Rod

Power At Top .. Rod Assembly Denisity of Core Power Assembly
Density Of.Coee Power Power (near/far)a (near/far)a (near/far)a Power

STATISTICALb

Experimental (3a) +7 +7 +7 +7 +7 +7. +7 +7
Criticality T) .+- I T- T1 -41 TT/+3 ±41+1 +2
Fissile Content (tolerance) T3' *.T3 +3 _3 . +3 +3 . +3- 3

SUBTOTAL (R/iS) +7.7 +7.7 +7.7 +7.7 +8.61+7.7 +7.6/±8.2 +8.61+7.7 +7.9

NON-STATISTICAL(DIRECT)c

Model ing . +2 +10 "+2 + +3/-5g e +4/+1 +2
Control Rod Banking d +2 T2 +2 +2 l +4/+29 +1 +4/+2g T3g
Power Level/Dead Band +3 +3 T3 -:3 T3. +3 +3 - 3
ZPPR-7 Tilt (BOL) f 7 T 7 T T -

anear refers to side of F/A directly adjacent to inserted R7C CR; far refers.to far side of F/A adjacent to R7C CR.

bstatlstical uncertainties combine by quadrature.'

anon-statistical uncertainties combine directly
dnot applied simultaneously with 15% overpower.

eEOL value with substantial portion of R7C control rods withdrawn. BOL apply +25+5 on far side of F/A adjacent to R7C CR.

Ci> fdirect bias power down 3% in F/A Os 9. 10, 13-17, 23,?25k 37, 38% 41-45l,51 and 53k biaspower down 1% in F/AftB, 11, 19,
3 4,.39 47, 65, o,, ui andu ,04 %BOBC, B OC3, ,.... un yj, bbias power down
1% in F/A #62'at BOC2 and F/A #s 62 and 98.at B0C4, BOC6 ......

9 for EOC, use corresponding clean fuel zone uncertainty. -

.0 51



TABLE 4.3-14

CRBRP INNER BLANKET POWER DISTRIBUTION UNCERTAINTY (%)56 1

Beginning-Of-Life End-Of-Life

Peak-
Power

Density

Power..
Density

At Top Of
Core (36")

Rod
Power

Assy.
Power

Peak-
Power

Density

Power
* Density
At Top Of
Core (3s")

Rod. Assy.
Power Po-wer

56 1 NOKSTATISTICAL (Direct) (a)

C
CA.~
I'

-I
-J
(~)

Experimental

Heavy Metal Content

U-235 Content

Hodeling

Criticality.

Control Rod Banking.

Reactor Poklar(b)

Non-Pellet Heating(c).

TOTAL

'10

+1

+1

+7

+2

+2

+3.

.5

-5+26

+7.+10

+1

+_1

+11

+2

+-2

+3

-5

+2+10

+1

+1

+6

+2

+2Z

+3

-5

+2 +10

+1

+1
+.1

+2

+3

+2 +20

-5 +5 +2 +5.

*+1 +1.

+4 ±12.

+1 ++

,-2 +2

+3 +3

-2.5 -2.5

-7.5,16 -0o5+24

-2 +5
+_I

+2

+1

+2

+-3

-2.5

-Z +5

+1

+1

+1

+2

+3

+2+30 -3+25 -4. 5+1 4 -2 +13

00
C) 0

51

(a) Nonstatistical-uncertainties combine directly.,,

(b) Not applied simultaneous with 15% overpower.,

(c) Gamma heating In clad, Na andduct. Apply.only to calculation of pellet (stack) power density.



TABLE 4.3-15

CRBRP RADIAL BLANKET POWER DISTRIBUTION UNCERTAINTY (%)

Beginning-Of-Life End-Of-Litfe

Power Power
Peak- Density Peak- Density

Power At Top Of Rod Assy. Power At Top Of Rod Assy.

Density Core (36") Power Power Density Core (36") Power Power

56J NGNSTATSTICAJL (Direct)(a)
ll Ro 1:

Experimental +2+9 +9+9 +4+9 +4+9 -4+7 +3+7 -2+7 -2+i

Heavy letal Con.tent -- 771 _
lU,235 Content +- • -.....

M odeling . 7 n+5 .-275. 2 +7. -3*8 -2+3 -+2

Control Rod Sts~1ng :2 T2 T2 T2 72 72 72 72

Reactor Poweru . T3 IT3 3 T3 3 3 T3 -3.

Non-Pellet Heating -5_ -37' -3 -:: l7-5

TOTAL M+ +1•:l+2 1 T T ll

4ýb Rowe 2:

Experimental +10+14 +18+14 +13+14 +13+14 + +85 +1318 +7 +8 +7+8
* Heavy Metal Content 71 T1 71 7 3 ) T" _--

U-235 Content +-1 -25 T) "Z 7 - 7
Model lng +7 -6+5 -27+ T2 +7 -6+8 -2+3 +2
Control Rod 8aning T-2 22 ;2 T2 T2 T2
Reactor Poer(b) +3 T3 3 T3 T3 73 +3 T3
Non-Pellet Heatingtc) -57 -5- -37 -37 -3 -

TOTAL +52 +7+26 +6+6 *3-+2 72 T uI +-Tj +2+17

a) Nonstatistical uncertainties combine directly.
L.Q

"= b) Not applied simultaneous with 15% overpower.

c) Gania heating In clad, Na and duct. Apply only to calculation of pellet (stack) power density.
00 Jr

51
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TABLE 4.3-16

CRBRP DOPPLER CONSTANTS

(-T dk/dT * 104)

- q . -

Fuel
Inner (a )
.Blankets

Radial (a)
Blankets

Lower Axial
Blanket

Upper Axial
Blanket

BOCI

EOCI

BOC2

EOC2

BOC3

EOC3

BOC4

EOC4

4 I 4

25.8

25.8

25.3

25.8

2403

24.6

23.6

24.2

44.0

47.6

4509

49.3

40.6

47.7

44.6

45*;9

11.8

12.4

11.7

12.0

15.3

14.9

.13.1

12.8

1.90

2.10

2.26

2.38

1.99

2.32

2.68

2.56

0.68

0.74

0.69

• 0.88

0.68

0.83

-1.00

1.16

51 i

0 - * - -

(a) Includes axial extensions

Amend. 51
Sept. 19794.3-115



TABLE 4.3-17

CRBRP VOIDED DOPPLER CONSTANTS

(-T dk/dT * 1O4)

Inner(a) Radial (a). Lower Axial Upper Axial
Fuel Blankets Blankets Blanket Blanket

BOCI 16.6 35.4 9.9 1.6 0.6

EOC4 15.8 35.1 10.8 2.1 0.9

51 (a) Includes axial extensions

Amend. 51
Sept. 1979

4.3-116
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TABLE 4.3-18.

NODAL DOPPLER CONSTANTS
BOC1

(T DK/DT)

UPPER
EXTENSION

'..5110E-04

INNER

BLANKET

-. 4284E-03

-. 7519E-03

-. 1272E-02

-. 1139E-02

-. 6084E-03

LOWER

EXTENSION

-. 1459E-03

UPPER AXIAL
BLANKET

-. 6780E-04

Fuel

-. 2471E-03

-. 4391E-03

-. 7865E-03

7098E-03

-. 3942E-03

LOWER

AXIAL BLANKET

-. 1904E-03

UPPER
EXTENSION

-. 2359E-04

RADIAL

BLANKET

-. 1373E-03

-. 2168E-03

-. 3340E-03

-. 2899E-03

-. 1471E-03

LOWER

EXTENSION

-. 3213E-04

56 I

51

4.3-117
Amend. 56
Aug. 1980 rq

I



TABLE 4.3-19

(INTENTIONALLY DELETED)

4.3-118
Amend. 69
July 1982



TABLE 4.3-20

CRBRP REGIONWISE SODIUM VOID REACTIVITY

($)(a)

. - . I 'S S

Inner(b)
Blankets

Radial(b)
Blankets

Lower
Axial

Blanket

Upper
Axial

Blanket

Maximum
Positive Void Worth

S -

Fuel I InnerBlankets
Fue

Total
-4. 4 4 P - I 4

BOCI

EOC1

8OC2

EOC2

BOC3

EOC3

BOC4

EOC4

+0.02

+0.28

+0.51

+0.82

+0.28

+0.79

+1.20

+1.56

+1.38

+1.43

+1.45

+1.51

+1.36

+1.47

+1.48

+1.61

-0.79

-0.72

-0.67

-0.58

-0.81

-0.63

-0.56

-0.46

-0.27

-0.25

-0.27

-0.23

-0.28

•-0.25M

-0.27

-0.22

-0.15

-0.16

-0.15

-0.17

-0.15

-0.16

-0.15

-0.20

1.51

1.60

1.76

1.89

1.60

1.77

2.10

2.31

1.40

1.46

1.48

1.55

1.36

1.49

1.450

1.64

2.91

3.06

3.24

3.44

2.96

3.26

3.60

3.95

-- - - - 4.

(a) oeff = 0.0034

5.1
(b) Includes axial extensions

Amend. 51
Sept. 1979

4.3-119



TABLE 4.3-21

CRBRP SODIUM DENSITY REACTIVITY COEFFICIENT

(/ 0oF * 103) (a)

Y I I.

Inner(-b)
Blankets

Radial (b)
BlanketsFuel

Lower Axial
Blanket

Upper Axial
Blanket

-t 6.

BOCi

EOCl

BOC2

EOC2

BOC3

EOC3

BOC4

EOC4

-.4.3

+3.4

+8.0

-0.1

+7.5

+13.7

+19.1

+18.2

+18.7

+19.3

+17.6

+19.1

+19.3

+21.2

-13.1

.- 12.1

-11.3

•-9.9

'-13,7

-11..0

-9.7

-8.2

-4.3.

-4.1

-4.3

-3.8

-4.5

-4.0

-4.5

-3.6

-2.4

-2.6

-2.7

-2.4

-2.5

-2.4

-3.2
I. A. .6

51

(a) Cents per degree Fahrenheit of bulk region sodium temperature, 8e-
040034. Correlation of 0.157 x 103 A density/A°F used.e

(b) Includes axial extensions

Amend. 51
4.3-120 Sept. 1979



TABLE 4.3-.22

CRBRP AXIAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT BY ASSEMBLY 'ROW
" .•~(mil)'"-'

PELLET STEEL

RBOC FAC4 Rnr1 ~flfA
EIC4 4.r rni-

Central Blanket

Row3 Fuel

Row 4.: Blanket

Row:, 5 Fuel.

Row. 5 Blanket

Refueling Positions

Row 7• .Fuel

-RoW 8 Blanket

Rows 9, 10, 11 Fuel

Radial Blanket 1

Radial Blanket 2

+.00390

-. 01496

+.01144

+,02057

+.00530

-. 04110

+.02486

-. 17626

- .00208

+A.0015.

+.00266

-. 01644

+.00676

-. 02566.

4+01316

-. 01029

.,02923

+,00896

-. 10135
-. 00532

- .00095

+.00060

+.00221

+ .00189

+'00373

+ 000427

+.00088

* +.00552

.+. 00450

.+.01336

.-.00285

-,00062

001 06

+400320

+.00273

+.00504

+. 00584

+.00181

+. 00609

+.00387

+.01214

-. 00093

-. 00037

________________________ r__j
.L .,,,,

Totall Fuel
Total Inner Blanket
Total;. Radial Blanket
Control Rod

- 25740

+.072207
-. 00193
-. 0494

-. 18298

0.03154
.-. 00627-,.035*

l.02482

+ 01.214
-. 00347

+.02828
+.00130-.. 00.130

*movement of the core
control rods.

(pellets and steel) with respect to inserted

51'..

Amend. 51
Sept. 1979
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TABLE 4.3-23

CRBRP UNIFORM RADIAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS

U.

Cents per Mul of Outward Radial Notion

.BOC-l EOC-2 BOC-3
m 

i

EOC-4
- I I' m I

-0.44l1)WAll Control Rods Out

6 Row 7 Corner Rods In

All 15 Control Rods In

-0.461

-0.427(l)

-0.459

-o.426(2)

-0.448(1i)

-0. 390(')I•IIIIQI

________________________________ J. '7 I

(2)

(3)

Recommended values for end-ofý-cycle conditions.

Recommended values for beginning-of-cycle.conditions.

Refueling conditions.51

Amend. 51
Sept. 1979

4.3-122



TABLE 4.3-24

RADIAL MOTION REACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS
(BEGINNING OF CYCLE ONE '- HOT STANDBY)

AXIAL LOCATION

(Inches above
bottom of fuel
assembly)

CENTS PER INCH OF INWARD RADIAL MOTION

Row 2 Row 3 Row 4 Row 5 ow6A ow 6B Row 7 Row 8A Row 88 ow 8C Row 9 Row 10 Row 1i Row 12
' - , ,

BIkt. Fuel Blkt. Fuel Blkt. Refuel*lFuel Fuel Fuel 1 kt. Fuel Fuel
Radial Radial
Blkt. Blkt. I

00U

C) M

107.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 +0.01 0.0

103.C 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.01 0.0 +0.01 0.0 +0.01 +0.1 +0.11 0.0

97.0 +0.01 -0.01 0.0 -0.01 -0.01 0.0 -0.07, 0.0 +0.05 0.0 +0..08 +0.7 +1.10 +0.29

93.0 +0.08 -0.18 -0.03 -0.39 -0.12 -0.07 -1.44 -0.08 +1.08 +0.19 +1.45 +10.5 +5.30 +1.13

87.0 +0.43 -0.59 -0.16 -1.34 -0.67 -0.47 -4.99 -0.29 +3.71 +1.51 +4.88 +36.0 +11.44 +2.5F

81.0 +0.91 -1.02 -0.35 -2.35 -1.48 -1.07 -9.27 -0.53 +6.79 +3.53 +8.68 +64.5 +15.27 +2.80

75.0 +0.97 -1.03 -0.38 -2.43 -1.67 -1.21 -10.29 -0.58 +7.40 +4.03 +9.14 +67.6 +15.06 +3.42
69.0 +1.02 -1'.13 -0.40 -2.72 -1.87 -1.36 -11.88 -0.67 +8.52 +4.45 +10.34 +76.0 +19.14 +3.75

63.0 +0.55 -0.73 -0.22 -1.79 -1.06 -0.75 -71.95 -0.45 +5.69 +2.34 +6.80 +49.1 +16.56 +3.78

57.0 +0.14 -0.23 -0.06 -0.56 -0.31 -0.21 -2.50ý -0.14 +1.85 +0.46 +2.24 +16.0 +8.76 +1.90

50.0 +0.01 0.0 -0.01 0.0 -0.04 -0.02 0.0 0.0 +0.03 +0..03 +0.05 +0.5 +0.76 +0.19

43.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 +0.02 0.0
- -....- - - - ---------------------

-4.92 -11,59 [-7.23 -5.16 -ý48,401 -2.74 ji-5..13 +16.54 +43,671 +321 .0193.531+19,82

56 1. 51 *Six refueling locations contain blanket assemblies in cycle one.

f U



TABLE 4.3-25

RADIAL MOTION REACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS
(END OF CYCLE TWO -- ALL RODS OUT)

0

....

AXIAL LOCATION CENTS PER INCH OF INWARD 'RADIAL MOTION

(Inches above Row 2 Row 3 Row 4 Row 5 1ow6A Row 6B Row 7 Row 8A Row 8W ow 8C Row 9 Row 10 Row 11 Row 1I
bottom of fuel- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
assembly) Radial Radiai

Blkt. Fuel. Bkt. Fuel Blkt. Refuel*Fuel Fuel Fuel .lkt. Fuel Fuel Blkt. Blkt.

107.0 o0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.01 0.01

Upper 103.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.01 +0.01 +0.01 0.0 +0.03 +0.1 f0.12 -0.01
Axial ' -------
BlanketI

97.0 0.0 -0.01 0.0 -0.02 0.01 0.03 -0.07 +0.06 +0.08 -0.04 +0.19 +0.8 01.22 fO.34

93.0 +0.03 -0.17 -0.05 -0.30 -0.11 f0.35 -0.92 +0.77 +1.20 +0.24 +2.78 +10.4 f5.93 +1.35

87.0 +0.17 -0.55 -0.40 -0.95 -0.79 +0.82 -2.73 +2.31 +3.69 +3.33 +8.58 +32.9 +12.85 +3.02

81.0 +0.33 -0.85 -0.79 -1.46 -1.52 +1.12. -4.06 +3.42 +5.51 +6.69 +13.08 +51.0 +17.31 +3.33

Core
Zone 75.0 +0.32 -0.80 -0.74 -1.37 -1.40 +1.05 -3.69 +3.12 +5.02 +5.98 +12.1 +47.5 +16.88 +4.06

69.0 +0.34 -0.87 -0.81 -,1.50 -1.52 +1.16 -4.06 +3.42 +5.50 +6.37 +13.22 +51.5 +18.05 +4.45

63.0 +0.19 -0.58 -,045 -1.01 -0,84 +O.8& -2.74 +2.31 +3.71 +3.24 +8.79 +33.7 +13,58 +4.50

57.0 +0.05 -0'.19 -0.12 -0.32 -0.23 +0.29 -0.89 +0.77 +1.25 +0.41 +2.97 +11.3 +6.92 +2.25

Lower .
Aial 50.0 +0.01 0.0 -0.02 0.0 -0.03 -0.01 -0.01 +0.02 +0.04 +0.02 +0.10 +0.4 +0.65 +0.23

blanket

"+ .. 43.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 +0.01 -0.01

Row Total 'l.4_4 -•'.4;l.0_2 -3.38 -6.93 -6.45 +5.67 -19.181+16.21i+26.01!'+26.241+61.8d+239.6 +93.53+23;52

tO(D

t0~

00 Cn
51

5 6 *Six refueling locations contain three fuel and three blanket assemblies in cycle two.



TABLE 4.3-26

CRBRP INHERENT FEEDBACK REACTIVITY Cs)
STARTUP FROM HOT-STANDBY CONDITIONS* TO 40% POWER/40% FLOW+

Feedback C$)

BOCi.I EOC4

Doppler

Fuel

Axial Blankets

Inner Blankets

Radial Blankets
Total

Uniform Radial Expansion

Uniform Axial' Expansion

Fuel
Structure (FA)

Blankets

Structure (BA).
Total.

SodiumDensity

Total + la**

-Q.385
-0.008
-0.259

-o.o48
-0.700 + 0.084

-0.062 + 0.012

-- 0.219

+0.023

+0.020
+0.064

-0.172 + 0.040

-0.014 + 0.004

-0.948 +_ 0.094

-0,295
-0.013

-0.547.

-0.100
-0.955 + 0.115

-0.065 + 0.013

-0.126

+0.015

+0.009
-0.081 + 0.019

40.048 + 0.014

-1.,053 + 0.118

B

_____________________________________________ LI _________________________________________ I _________________________________________

51

*60• 0F isothermal

+ 635OF inlet temperature

**Uncertainty in net feedback Includes both nuclear uncertainty in reactivity co-
efficient andthermal uncertainty.

Amend. 51
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TABLE 4.3-27

CRBRP TEMPERATURE DEFECT COMPONENTS

Beginning of Cycle One

I

Temnerature Defect ($)
Refueling Temp. to I Hot Standby Temp. to

HotFull Power Hot Full Power

Doppler

Fuel

Axial Blankets

Inner Blankets

Radial Blankets

Total

uhiform Radial Expansion

Uniform Axial Expansion

Fuel

Structure
Blankets
Structure

Total

Sodium Density

Fuel

Axial Blankets

Inner Blankets

Radial. Blankets

Total

Bowing

-0.879
-0.032

-0.837
-0.177

-1.925 +, 0.258

-0.5841-± 0.11.7

-0..504

+0.X54

40d.Q69

+0.015

-0.366 ±~0.099

-0.622

-04030,
-O.072

-0.051

-0.031 + 0.010

+ 0.300

-0.719
-0.016

-0..564
-0.104

-1.403 + 0.243

l-0.230 + 0.046

-0.407
+0.033

40.042

+0.007

-0.325 + 0.095

-0.013,
-0.017 •
+0.036

-0.025

-0.019 5 0.006

, 0.300
_______________ I

51
Total + Ia.* -2.907 + o0.4 + 0.400
*Net feedback uncertainty includes, both nuclear uncertainty in reactivity

coefficient and.themal uncertainties.

Amend. 51Sept. 1979
4.3-126



TABLE 4.3-28

CRBRP. TEMPERATURE DEFECT SUMMARY

Temperature. Defect ($)
Refueling Temp. to . Hot Standby Temp. to

Hot Full Power J Hot .'Ful l: Power:

BOCI

IOCI

.BOC2

EOC2

BOC3

EOC3

BOC4

EOC4

-20907 + 0.42.5*

l 3.112 + 0.447

-3.046 + 0.402

-3.234 +_0..471

-2.869.+ 0.423

-3.144 +_0.465

-"2.955 + 0.450

-3.106 + 0.468

-1.977 + 0.400*

-20.45 4 0l423

-2,.097. + 0'.395

-2.298 + 0.445

-1.w939 + 0.399

-2.204 + 0.440

-2.063 + 0.426+

.-2.223 - 0.441

4 1.

I

5s1
*U-ncertainties .(at approximately the la leevel ) include• both-nuclear uncertainty in :feedback. coefficients andthermal, uncertainties..

Amend. 51

Sept. 1979
4,3-127



TABLE 4.3-29

CRBRP PRIMARY CONTROL SYSTEM REACTIVITY REQUIREMENTS AND
CONTROL ROD WORTHS (AK/K)

I
REQUIREMERMI BOCI • EOC1 BOC2 EOC2

Hot-TOCOid :Te pera+ure.Defect
Excess Reactivity
React iVity :"Faul t"

PRIMARY CONTROL SYSTEM WORTH

0.74ý +£ 33-,
2.95 A.63;
0.-72 + .25!

6.27 ..77
1 i.63 .20

-1.68 ..41*

ý0.67 •±
1.:59 ±•:
.33 +

.33-

.66

.1 9k

0.66

• -: .,:0.79
:+ .:70.
± .,28'

+ .78
± .24.
+ .43*

0.77
1,04
0.20

5.94
2.42

-2.08

± .35
+ : . 85-
+ .22'

+ .73.
± .30
. .36'

00C..

r-.
I\o

6R7C
. 3R4,:",; .

Stuck Rod.,

6.04 ± .74
1.95 _± .24

-1.99 + .35*

6.35
1..94

-1.64.

(Worth-Requi rements _3o-
Uncerta I nty) 1.81 ± .98 (3o) 3.41 ±1.01 (3a) 2.03 _+ 1.-06 (3,) 4.27.± 1.60 (3a)

'Uncertanties in reactivity fault::and stuck rod are partly correlated w Ith un certa IntIes Intemperature
defect, excess reactivity, and .control rod worth. Therefore, the. magnitude of these uncertal-ntles are
reduced when they- are combinedwith the uncertainties In temperature defect,. excess reactivity and control
rod worth to determine the net uncertainty in worth-minus-requirement.



TABLE 4.3-29 (Continued)

I CRBRP PRIMARY CONTROL SYSTEM REACTIVITY REQUIREMENTS AND
CONTROL RODWORTHS (AK/K)

BOC3 EOC3 30C4 EO04 BOM5

Hot-too-CoI d Temperature-
,Defect

...Excess.ý ReactI v Ity
Reactivity "Fault"

z:.0.7.0 .32
3.57 ± .63
0.95 ± .30*

0.74
0.85
0.16

PRIMARY CONTROL SYSTEM WORTH

± ..34
..77

± .19*

± .71
± .25
± .33*

0.70 ±- .32
3.621 i 87
0.95 ± .37*

6.29 ± .77
2.16 ± .26

-1.46 ± .50*

0.81
1.00
0.18

5.72
2.72
-1 .92

±+
+

.34,
1.15

.28*

0.70 + .32
3.73 + .63
1.00 + .29*

6.25 + .77
1.55 + .19

-1.40 ± .45*

6R7C
3R4..
Stuck .Rod

6.13 ± .75
1.44 ± .18

-1.40 ± ,45*

5.75
2.06

-2.04

+ .70
+ .33
± .39*

C..

'.

BALANCE

(Worth-Requirement ±3 a
Uncertainty) 0.95 ± .95 (3a) 4.02 ± 1.00 (3.a) .1.73 ± 1.19 (3a) 4.53 ± 1.43 (3 ca 0.97 ± 0.97 OCT.)

*tincertalnti.es .in reactivity fault and stuck rod are partly corre[lated with uncertaintles-In temperature
defect,,- *excess .reactivIty, and control: rod worth. Therefores-the magnltude of these uncertainties are
reduced 4when .they are -combined wi thlhe uncertainties In temperature defect, excess reactivity and control
rod worth to determine the net uncertainty In worth-m.inus-requirements,

Io0.

CA)

C. (91



S
TABLE 4.3-30,

CRBRP SECONDARY CONTROL SYSTEM REACTIVITY REQUIREMENTS AND CONTROL ROD WORTHS (AK/K)I

BOCO. EOCl EOC2'

ELQUIBEHENIS

Hot-To-Col d Temperature
Defect

Reactivity "Fault"
1.05 4+ .37
0.72 + .25*

.SECONDARY CONTROL SYSTEM WORTH

0.99 + J37
0.33 + .19*

4.62 + .56
-1.93 .23"*

•0.97 + .36
0.79 + .28*

4.68 4. .57
-1.95 ; .24**

1.08 + .39
0.20 + .22*

4.78 + .58
-1.99 ;.24*

6R7F
Stuck Rod

4.49 + .55
-1.87± .23**

(A•

(J
0O

BALANCE:-

(Worth,-Req'uirsnent :t 3 a
UPncertainty) 0.85 + .46 (3 6 1.37 ± .47 (3a) 0.97 + .49 ( 3 a) 1.51ý± .51 (3a)

•ncerta~nty in r•eactivitl'y fault partly correlated with uncertainty in temperature defect.
**Stuck rod uncertainty :directly correlated with rod bank worth uncertainty.



TABLE 4.3-30
(Continued-)

CRBRP SECONDARY CONTROL SYSTEM REACTIVITY REQUIREMENTS AND CONTROL ROD WORTHS (AK/K)

BOC3 EOC3 BOC4 EON4 BOC5

REQUIREMIENTS

Hot-to-Col d Temperature
Defect 1

Reactivity "Fault" 0

SECONDARYO SYSTEM WORTh

.02 ± .36

.95 + .30*
1.06 + .38
.16 ± .19*

1.00 ± .37
0.95 _ .37*

1.11 _ .39
0.18 + .28*

1.02 + .36
1.00+ .29*

I-.

6R7F
Stuck Rod

4.27 ± .52
-1. 7 8T .22**

4..56 _+.55
-1.90 .2.3*

1.44 ± .48 ( 3 c)

4.63 ± .56
-1077:r .22**

0.91 ± .55 3)

4.72 +_.57
-1.34 .16**

2L09 ± .51 (3 )

4.37- + .53
-1.82.T- .22**

0.53±_ .47 (3)
(Worth-Requlrements ± 3 a
UncertaInty) 0.52 ± .46 (3od

*tuncertal nty n reactIvity fault partly correlated with uncertainty In temperature defect.
**Stuck rod uncertainty directly correlated with rod bank worth uncertainty.

I-b1oo
ko _)

OS (3,



TABLE 4.3-31

CRBRP SUMMARY OF CONTROL ROD -INTERACTION EFFECTS

Interaction factor defined as the ratio of the worth of a single rod, or group
of rods, Inserted In -an asymmetric configuration relative to the average worth
of these same rods when Inserted In a symmetric, banked configuration.

ROW-7-CORNER (R7C) PRIMARY:CONTROL ROD BANK:

o single R7C (faulted) rod removed from a fully Inserted* 6 R7C bank.

fresh core 2.11

burned coreb 1.82

o single.R7C (faulted) rod removed from a fully Inserted 6 R7C bank with 3 R4
fully Inserted.

fresh 2.32

burned cb6ie 2.18

ROW-7-FLAT (R7F) SECONDARY CONTROL ROD BANK:

o single (stuck) R7F rod removed from a ful ly inserted 6 R7F bank wlth a
faulted (withdrawn) R7C In an adjacent PCA channel.

fresh core 2.49

burned core. 1.71

o single (stuck) R7F rod removed from a fully Inserted 6 R7F bank with an-
expected, symmetric 6 R7C PCA bank insertion.

fresh core 1.63

ROW-4 (R4) PRIMARY CONTROL ROD BANK:

O single (stuck) R4 rod removed from a fully Inserted, 3 R4 bank

fresh core 1.10

*Interaction factor for I R7C removed from a partly inserted 6 R7C bank see
Figure 4.3-32.

Amend. 76
4.3-132 March 1983



TABLE 4.3-32

CRBRP PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SCRAM.SHUTDOWN-WORTH FROM HOT-FULL-POWER
EXPECTED (NOMINAL) CORE CONDITIONS (%AK/K)

PRIMARY CONTROL SYSTEM

Time
In

Life

BOC8

Stuck Rod

-1 R4, full out

I R7C, partly'.In

I R4, full out

I R7C, partly.in

1 R4, full out

I R7C, partly 'In

R7C Bank
Insertion
(Inches)(1)

17.3

R7C Shutdown Worth

(%A 4,K/)

3 .32

'2.47

R4 Shutdown Worth
(3A K/K)

1.03

1.63

SECONDARY CONTROL SYSTEM

R7F Shutdown Worth (%,AK/K)
With I Rod Stuck Full Out

3.27

CA)

.A)

CAI

BOC2

BOC3

I R4, full out
8004 .1; 97C, partiyzi-In

'1 R4, full outEOC4

I RTC, partly In

i1 R4, full out
BOCS

1.I R7C, partly In

18.1 -•

20.0

19.6

9.3

20.3

:3.18

2.38

'2.53

1•. 94

'2. 68

2.204

4.72

-.3.21

2. .51

1.93

1.23

1,.94

.91

1.44

1.37

:'2.16

:1.72

.98

1.55

3.41

3.11

3.37

3.44

3.18

( 1 )Core height = 36.2 Inches,(hot)

C. (9



(C. '0
TABLE 4.3-32 (Continued)

CRBRP PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SCRAM SHUTDOWN WORTH FROM HOT-FULL-POWER
EXPECTED (NOMINAL) CORE CONDITIONS (%AK/K)

(3a Maximum Excess Reactivity and Minimum Control Rod Worth)

PRIMARY CONTROL SYSTEM

Time
In

Life Stuck Rod

I R4, full out

1 R7C, partly In

R7C Bank
Insertion
(inches)(1)

.20.2

R7C Shutdown Worth
(%AK/K)

2.27

1.75

R4 Shutdown Worth
(% AKA)

.90

1..43

SECONDARY CONTROl. SYSTEM

R7F Shutdown Worth (%A K/K)
.With 1 Rod Stuck Full Out

2.87

(DA

00

W--

1
BOC2

1

1

BOC3
1

BO0

1

EOC4

1
BOI

100

R4, full out

R7C, partly In

R4, full out

R7C, partly In

R4, full out

R7C, partly In

R4, full out

R7C. partly In

R4, full out

R7C, partly In

21.1

23.3

23.7

15.1

23.6

2.08

1.62

1.50

1.19

1.47

1.17

3.33

2.41

1 .46

1.17

1.08

1 .70

.80

1.26

1.21

1.90

1.51

2.39

.86

1.36

2.99

2.73

2.96

3.02

2.79

( 1 )Core height - 36.2 Inches (hot)



TABLE 4.3-33

ZPPR CRITICAL EIGENVALUE (keff) PREDICTED, BY CRBRP DESIGN METHOD AND DATA

Y F

HeteroQeneous: ZPPR 7 & 8.Homocentouti: ZPPR4
.4

Measured Calculated C/E Measured Calculated C/E

ZPPR-4/1

ZPPR-4/2

ZPPR-4/3

ZPPR-4/4

1.00080

1.00065

1.00088

1.00083

0.99527

1.00049

0.99916

0.99390

Mean C/E

10 7

0.9945

0.9998

0.9983

0.9931

u 0.9964

+ 0.0031

0

I
(...

ZPPR-7A

ZPPR-7B

ZPPR-7C

ZPPR-70

ZPPR-7F

ZPPR-7G

ZPPR-8F

1.00028

1.00064

1.00002

1.00001

1.00058

1.00053

1.00062

0.99019

0.98924

0.99089

0.99348

0.98873

0.98858

0.99156

Mean C/E

0.9899

0.9886

0.9909

0.9935

0.9882

0.9881

0.9901

u 0.9900

+ 0.0019
'0 CD
'.0

_________ ______________________________ .1.



TABLE 4.3-34

5~I
MAXIMUM PARAMETER VALUES DURING A REACTOR INHERENT RESPONSE

TRANSIENT AT A REACTOR STARTUP OPERATING POINT (9% POWER,

40% FLOW)

Parameter
Maximum

Val ue Acceptability Limits

Reactor Power 39%

Maximum Fuel Temperature

Maximum Cladding
Temperature

Maximum Coolant
Temperature

1597°F

984 F

984 F

Less than fuel melting
temperature

Less than cladding melting
temperature

Less than sodium boiling
temperature

.Amend. 59
Dec. 1980
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TABLE 4.3-35

EX-CORE NEUTRON FLUX AT BEGINNING OF CYCLE THREE

Fraction of Neutron: Flux
Total Neutron Flux with Energy Greater than

Core Midplane Location (n/cm2 sec) 0. 1 MeV

:Radial Blanket/Removable 8.5 x 1014 0,37
Shield Interface

Fixed Radial Shield Surface* 4.1 x 1013 0..24

Core Barrel. Surface* 6.1 x. 101Z G0.201•

Reactor Vessel Surface* < 6 x 1011 cO,1

* Design lifetime of non-replaceable components is 30 calendar
years (22.5 equivalent full power years).

Amend. 51

Sept. 1979

403-136



TABLE 4.3-36

GROUP STRUCTURE OF 30, 21, AND 9 NEUTRON ENERGY GROUP SETS

aroup Number f LethargY Width Lower Energy Limit

30

1
92

:13

14.

17

120

21
12
.23

14.
151

126

127.

28

19

2:06

21

1

2

13

14

16

7

18
9

10

11

-12

1i3

14

15•

15

17
18

19

20

ii-'

9

,1

2

3

4

5

0.5

0.5l

0.5

0.5
ll 0.5 ll

-0,25
.0.25

0.5

0'.5
0.50o.5
0.47

0,.0 2 5 -

0.28

0.5

0.5
0.5

0.1,667

.0.1667
0.1667

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0 .75
0.75

1.5
3.0
1.0

6.065 MeV*
.3.679

2.231

1.3453

820.8 KeV

497.9

387.7
302.0
183.2

67.38

40.87

2.5.54.

19.89

15.03
9.119

S5.531

3.355
2.840

l2.404

•2.035
1.234

748.5 eV
454.0
275.4

:130.1"'
61 .44

-13.71

0...6826
0.2511

6

7

9

51
*Upper energy 10 MeV Amend. 51

Sept. 1979
4.3-137



TABLE 4.3-37

COMPARISONS OF W-ARD CALCULATIONS WITH PIN AND PLATE MEASUREMENTS

(Reactivity Units are Inhours)

-Measurement

Plate vs. Pin, (ih)

.ZPPR-2

iExperiment

Plate Minus Pin

75*.8 7.2

Calculation

Ratio of C to Ea

1.64 (1 .2 .)C'

1.07
ZPR-6-7 1.52.3 ± 3.4

So I diumn Voiding (ih/kg)

69 matrices (ZPPR-2),

Plate,

3.23 f 0.02

Ratio of
Pin to Plate

1.05 t 0.01

-0.92 ± 0.11

, Ratio of a
Plate C to.E

0.94

Ratio of
Pin to Plateb

1.05

9 mat6rices (ZPR-6-7)

2 3 3 UDoppler" (ih/kg)

300-:K. toý 1:00 0K (ZPPR-2)

a Calculation to Experiment
b Calculated
c The value in parenthesis results

used.

•6.94 1 0.6 0.97

-0.621 1 0'.009 0.89 t 0.03 0.96 0391

when anisotropic diffusion coefficients for plate geometry were

Amend. 51
Sept. 1979
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TABLE 4.3-38

ZPPR-4 CRITICAL EIGENVALUE PREDICTED WITH CRBRP DESIGN. METHOD AND DATA*

r

ZPPR-ý4 Phase.1

ZPPR-4 Phase 2

ZPPRM-4 Phase 3

ZPPR-4 Phase 4

Measured keff

1.00080

.• 1.00065:

1.00088

1.i•00083 .

0.99527

1.00049

0.99916.

.0.99390

Calc:ulated keff
- 4 9 -

C/E

0.19945r

0.9998,

0.9983

0.9931

- 0.9964

+ 0o0031

Mean

51
* Two-dimensional (hexagonal-planar geometr y) diffusion calculations with •9-greup

ENDF/B-III cross section dataa.

Amend. 51
Sept. 1979
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TABLE 4.3-39

ZPPR-4, REACTION RATE SUMMARY

.- Number of Power Mean RMS
Data Points; ..Normallzatlon* ' C/E Deviation

pU23.9(n fission) '0245 1.00 0997 + 1 .9%.

U235 (n, fission) 234 1.022. 0.989 + 2.1%

U23.8 (n. fission) 8 0.938 0.997 +5.5%

* U238 (n, capture) 291 1.057 1.0011 + 1.9%

_/ Gammna Heating in Steel 32+

* Power normalization normalizes all reactions to the Pu239 fission rate in the core*.

+ Uncertainty in gamma heating estimated from scatter in preliminary data. No statistical
51 significance implied.

Amend. 51
Sept. 1979
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10)
TABLE. 4.3-40

ZPPR-4 CONTROL ROD WORTHS

" ..Con~trol Rod Bank.. :C/E E

Central Rod 0.973

Row 4 0.977

Row: 7 Flat (or C+R7F) 0.981

Row 7 Corn`er (orý C+RC) 0.995

51.,

Amend. 51
Sept. 1.979

4C3-141
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TABLE 4.3-41

PREDICTED WITH CRBRPZPPR-7 & 8 CRITICAL EIGENVALUE DESIGN METHOD AND DATA*

. .. . . • . , T

Measured
keff

Calcul ated
keff. C/E

4A)

ZPPR-7A

ZPPR-'78

ZPPR-7C

ZPPR-7D

ZPPR-7F

ZPPR-7G

ZPPR-8F

1.00028

1.00064

1 .00002

1 .00001

1 .00058

1.00053

1.00062

.0.99019

0.98924.

0;.99089

S0.99347

0.98873

MUM

0.•988s5

0.99155.

0M9899

-0 9886

V. 9909,

:.9935

0.9882

0.,9881:

.0.9909.

•Mean -0.9900

1a,+ 0.0019T; (D

-5i

5.1

__________ .1 . I ii i

* Two-dimensional (hexagonal-ppanar geometry)..diffusion
ENDF/B-IlI cross section data,.

calculatiofis with 9- ( r•oup,



TABLE i4..3-42;

ZPPR-7 REACTION RATE SUMMARY

Number of.
Data Points

Power
ormalizatinn*Core Region RMS

fle4tafinnMean, C/F
,, Mea C

mp

0CD ?

51

pu2 39(n, fission).

U235 :(n, fission) .

U238 (n, fission).

U238 (:n,capture)

Garnma Heating in Steel

Fuel

Inner Blankets

Fuel
Inner Blankets

Fuel
Inner Blankets

Fuel:
Inner Blankets

All

1'06

66;

173

93

148
92

148

92

18

1 .O000

1.0001:

1.040,
1;040

0.832
0.832:

L.097.

1.097

Un-normalized

1.012

1.000

1.001

1.002
1,131

+ 1.8%
:.+ 1.3%

+ 1.6%
+ 1.7%

+ 4.1%
+ 4.9%

4+ 2.6 %

+ 1.8%

+. I0%+

1.002
0.994

* Power normalization nomalizes ail reactions to Pu239 fission in fuel.
+ Uncertainty in gamnma heating estimated from scatter in preliminary data. No statistical significance implied.

0@ . • . ... ..

,QW



TABLE 4.3-43

ZPPR-7 CONTROL ROD WORTH CALCULATION!-TO-EXPERIMENT RATIOS*

Beginning-of-Life
Phase B

0.916 (0.963)Row 4

End-of-Life
Phase C

0. 906. (0.973)

0.887 (0.952)

0.905 (0,986)

Row 7 - Flat

Row 7 - Corner

0.898 (0,987)

0.992 (1.074).

* Calculated with standard two-dimensional (hexagonal planar
geometry) coarse-mesh direct eigenvalue difference diffusion
theory methods using 9-group ENDF/B-III data. Values in (
from four-mesh per ZPPR drawer diffusion calculations.

•
51

Amend. 51
Sept. 1979
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TABLE 4.3-44

COMPARISON OF NUCLEAR PARAMETERS FOR

LAYOUT

Number of Fuel Assemblies
Inner Enrichment Zone
Outer Enrichment Zone

Number of Test Loop Locations
Number of In-Core Control Rods
Number of Inner Blanket Assemblies'
Number of Radial Blanket'Assemblies
Number of Radial Reflector Assemblies
Number of Removable Radial Shields

CRBRP AND FFTF

CRBRP FETE

156

15

82
126

312

73
28
45

9
9

108(1)

DIMENSIONS

AsseTby Pitch (meters)
Core( 2 Equivalent Diameter (meters)
Core(2) Cross-Sectional Area (meters)
Active Fuel Height (meters)
Height-to-Diameter Ratio
Axial Blkt. Height, Upper/Lower (meters)
Inner and Radial Blanket Height (meters)

INITIAL CORE ENRICHMENTS AND FUEL MASSES

Enrichments (PuIU+Pu)
Inner Enrichment Zone
Outer Enrichment Zone

Enrichment Ratio (Outer/Inner)
Isotopic Composition of Feed Plutonium

Pu-238
Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-241
Pu-242

Includes positions for as many as fifteen

0.1209
2.019
3.203
0.9144
0.453
0.3556/0.3556
1.6256

0.1198
1.200
1.131
0.9144
0.762

0.328

N/A

0.0006
Q0.8604

0.0200
0.0020

0.224
0.274
1.22

0.864
0.117
0,017
0.002

peripheral shim rods.

"Core"-includes fuel, Inner blankets and In-core control rods.

4.3-1 45
Amend. 64
Jan. 1982



TABLE 4.3-44 (Continued)

CRBRDFT

Fuel Masses, BOL (kg)

U-235 7,6 13.1
U-238 3476.0 1&62..
Pu-239 1468.0 552.6
Pu-240 199.7 74.7
Pu-241 34.0 10.7
Pu-242 3.4 1. 12
Fissile Plutonium( 3 ) 1502.0 563.3

Radial, Inner & Axial Blanket Fuel Masses,
BOL, (kg)

U-235 51.0
U-238 25150.0

CONTROL SYSTEM DE$IGN

Number of In-Core Control Rods 15 9
Primary (Durnup, Startup, Shutdown) 9 6
Secondary (Shutdown) 6 3

Neutron Absorber Material .C C
Absorber Pellet Height (meters) 0. 144. :.9144
Primary System

Rods per Assembly 37 61
B-10 Enrichment

First Cycle (atom percent) 92 Natural
Equllbrlum Cycle (atom percent) 92 Natural

Secondary System
Rods per Assembly 31 61
B-10 Enrichment

First Cycle (atom percent) 92 Natural
EquilIbrium Cycle (atom percent) 92 Natural

F.3)Flsslle Plutonium = Pu,2ý9 + Pu-241

4.3-146
Amend, 64
Jan. 1982



TABLE 4.3-44 (Continued) 9
CRBRP FFTF

OPERATING CONDITIONS

Total Reactor Power (MWt) 975 400
Cycle Length (full power days)

First cycle 128 100
Second cycle 200 100
Equillbrium cycle 275 100

Peak Pellet Burnup (MWd/T)
First Core 74,200 80,000
Equilibrium Core 110,200 80,000

Residence Time for Equilibrium
Conditions (Cycles)

Fuel and Inner Blanket Assemblies 2 3 and 4
Radial Blanket Assemblies 4 or 5 -

Number of Assemblies Replaced per
EquilIbrium Cycle (Average)

Fuel Assemblies 81 22 or 23
Inner Blanket Assemblles 41 -

Radial Blanket Assemblies 28 -

Power Peaking Factors (Fuel Assemblies
not adjacent to Inserted control rods)

First Core
Radial, BOCI 1.18 1.36
Radial, EOC1 1.15 1.28
Axial, BOCI 1.28 1.24
Axial, EOC1 1.26 1.23

Equil1irium Core
Radial, BOL 1.18 1.4.1
Radial, EOL 1.24 1.32
Axial, BOL 1.27 1.23
Axial, EOL 1.19 1.23

4.3-147
Amend. 64
Jan. 1982



TABLE 4.3-44 (Continued)

CRBRP FFTF

Peak Neutron Flux (4)(neutrons/cm 2sec)
Fuel and Inner Blanket Zone

Total Flux
Fast Flux (energy > 0.1 MeV)

Radial Blanket Zone

Total Flux

Fast Flux (energy > 0.1 MeV)

5.5 x 1015

3.4 x l015

3.9 x 1015

2.4 x 1015

8 x 1015

5 x 1015

(4) Maximum value attained at any time in life and at any point in the zone.
51

'p

Amend. 56
Aug. 1980
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TABLE 4.3-45

COMPARISON OF REACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS FOR CRBRP AND FFTF

CRBRP

Doppler Constant dkT

FFTF.

Initial Core, BOCI

Initial Core, EOC2

Equilibrium Core, BOL

Ecuilibrium Core, EOL

Fuel "
Inner Blanket
Radial Blanket
Axial Blankets

Fuel
Inner Blanket
Radial Blanket
Axial Blankets

Fuel
Inner Blanket
Radial Blanket
Axial Blankets

Fuel
inner Blanket
Radial Blanket
Axial Blankets

0.0026
0.0044
0.0012
0.0003

0.0026
0.0049
0.0012
0.0003

0.0024
0.0041
0.0015
0.0003

0.0024
0.0046
0.0013
0.0004

0.0050

0.0055

.0.0050

0.0055

Core-Average Sodium Density Coefficients (cents/°F)

First Cycle -0.006 -0.049

Uniform Radial Expansion Coefficient (cents/ 0 F)

First Cycle -0.177 -0.21

Uniform Axial Expansion Coefficient(cents/°F)

51 First Cycle -0.038 -0.038

Amend. 56
Aug. 19804.3-149



O 156 FUEL ASSEMBLIES

S76 INNER BLANKET ASSEMBLIES

ýQ126 RADIAL BLANKET ASSEMBLIES

6 ALTERNATE FUEL BLANKET
ASSEMBLIES

O 6 SECONDARY CONTROL ASSEMBLIES

312 RADIAL SHIELD ASSEMBLIES

9 PRIMARY CONTROL'ASSEMBLIES

FIGURE 4.3-1. Clinch River Breeder Reactor Core Layout

5894-22

4.3-150
Amend. 64
Jan. 1982



ENDF/B - III
NEUTRON X/S

ENDF/B - IV NUCLEAR ATOM
DENSITIES, MODEL

COEFFICIENTS

9n/13g X/S

ATOM
MODEL

(HEX)
MESH POWER

(RZ) (HEX)
NORMALIZED AXIAL MESH FLUX

POWER SHAPE

POWPIN

2D LEAST SQUARES
FIT TO POWER-BY-ROD

PUMA

BLANKET POWER/BURNUP
BY ROD

II
FUEL & INNER BLANKETS

RAD. POWER FACTORS

POWER UNCERTAINTY,
METHODS BIAS __

(ZPPR-4, 1).
.3D BENCH MARK

RADIAL BLANKET
POWER-BY-ROD

I 3D POWER.DISTRIBUTION 3D POWER DISTRIBUTION
I

I
PEAK FUEL & INNER BLANKETS

Kw/FT

I
PEAK RADIAL BLANKET

Kw/FT

Figure 4.3-2. Power Distribution Calculational Method.

1544-2 Amend. 51
Sept. 1979
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'-'"FIGURE 4.3-3. CRB3RP Assembly Nlumbering Scheme
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SELF-SHIELDING
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2D CORE MODEL

DTF
CROSS SECTION
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CROSS SECTION
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SDENSITIES,

1D CORE MODEL

NUCLEAR ATOM
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3D CORE MODEL'7
W2DB

TWO-DIMENSIONAL DIFFUSION
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GEOMETRY
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RESONANCE SELF-SHIELDING. FACTORSIRR PHYSICAL 30 G RO UPSDESCRIPTION!
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GROUP & COMPOSITION DEPENDENT CROSS SECTION FILE
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4.4 THERMAL AND HYDRAULIC DESIGN

4.4..l Design Bases

The thermal-hydraulic steady state design of the reactor is
*consistent with and limited by the following design bases. The design
bases and limits for plant transient conditions (e.g., prevention of
sodium boiling and claddina melting, and cumulative cladding damage.
within the permissible limits corresponding to the transient class

54 considered) are discussed in Section 15.1.2.

1, The maximum fuel assembly hot spot cladding temperature
for steady long term power conditions will beconsistent
with burnup objectives and the fuel integrity limits
(Sections 4.2.1 and 4.4.2.5.1). The hot spot long-term
power cladding temperature is calculated for plant
expected operating conditions (see Section 4.4.3.3.1)
applying design uncertainties (see Section 4.4.3.2) at
the 2Y confidence level. The cladding temperature/
pressure history during the entire assembly lifetime
(see Section 4.4.3.3.4) is factored into the structural
analysis to determine the cumulative cladding damage,(,, hence, the maximum burnup attainable in the -ssemblY.

2. The maximum .hot spot cladding temperature in-the blanket(*)
for steady state long term power conditions will be con-
sistent with lifetime objectives. The hot spot long-term
power cladding temperature is calculated as described above
for the fuel assembly. The cladding temperature/pressure
history during the entire assembly lifetime is factored
into the structural analysis to determine the cumulative
cladding damage, hence the maximum assembly lifetime.

3. The maximum hot spot cladding temperature in the control
assemblies for steady state long term power conditions will
be consistent with lifetime objectives. The cladding tem-
perature is also calculated as described for the fuel.
assemblies.

(*)

In Chapter 4.4, "blanket" refers to both inner and outer (or radial)
51 blanket assemblies; if a statement explicitly applies to either

inner or outer blanket, it will be specified.

Amend. 544.4-1 May 1980



4. No fuel melting Is allowed In the fuel assemblies at 115% overpower.
conditions(*), Including design and experimental uncertainties at 307
confidence level. Consequently, the linear power rating will not
exceed the limiting power-to-melt under the aforementioned conditions.

5. No fuel melting Is allowed In the blanket assemblies at 115% overpower
conditions(*), including design and experimental uncertainties at 30-
confidence level. The blanket management scheme will therefore be
arranged not to exceed the limiting power-to-melt under the
aforementioned conditions.

6. No absorber melting Is allowed in the control assemblies at 115%
overpower conditions(*), including design and experimental
uncertainties at 3a confidence level.

7. The sodium temperature exiting the core assemblies will be consistent
with the limitations reported In Section 4.2.2.1.3.2 to assure the
structural Integrity of the upper internals structure during Its
prescribed lifetime.,

8. Mixing In the inlet and outlet plena will mitigate the effects of
thermal transients on the Internal structures, such that the
components structural requirements are met.

J 9. Adequate cooling shall be provided to the shieldlng, core barrel and
core former components to yield a thermal. environment capable of
assuring their structural Integrity as specifled i.n Section 4.2.2'1.3.
Sufficient flow shall be provided to the reactor vessel thermal liner
to Iimit the vessel wall temperature below 900W F during normal
operation. Adequate cool ing shall be`pro'ided 'for the Fuel Transfer
and Storage Assembly to preserve the structural Integrity of stored
fuel assembli es.

10. Adequate heat removal by forced and free convection from heat
producing reactor components shall be assured for all operating
conditions.

i11. During operating conditions, fuel, blanket and control assemblies
total pressure drop along with the rest of the primary system pressure
drop will be within the primary pump head capability at the
corresponding flow.

12. Coolant velocities shall be less (unless test data support higher
acceptable velocities) than the following limits dictated by
cavitation and/or corrosion/erosion considerations: 30 ft/sec for
non-replaceable components; 40 ft/sec for replaceable components in
the high coolant temperature region (exit); 50 ft/sec for replaceable
components In the low coolant temperature region i(nlet).

(*)This definition means a power equal to 115% of rated power conditions. -

4.4-2
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13. The control assemblies flow rate will be such as to assure adequate
margin against flotatIon in case the drivel ne becomes accidentally
disconnected (see Section 4.2.3.1.3).

14. Assemblies orificing will be designed to be consistent wXIth theý
requirement that the lower shield Inthe:fuel, blanket and control
assemblies will have sufficient solid volume fraction to Ilimit
radiation damage to~the core support structure and to assure Its
prescribed lifetime.

15. The thermal-hydraulic design of the control assemblies will be such
as to satisfy the scram insertion requirements during the reactor
lifetime (see Section*4:.2.3.1.3).

16. The sodium temperature shalH be less than;its boilling point during
normal operation and anticipated and unlikely transient conditions.

17. The reactor will meet the aforementioned design bases,,operating over:%
a range of power and flow rates, includlng power ranges and flow..
variations, from 0 to 100% of nominal conditions.

18. Adequate design margins (see Section 4.4.3.2) will be provided to
..account for design, fabrication, operational uncertalinties and
tolerances to ensure meeting the aforementioned lIm.1tations. The,.
semi-statistical hot channel factors approach will be adopted in
combining individual fuel, blanket and control assembly
uncertainties.

19. As explained in Section 4.4.3.3.1, plant T&H design conditions are
consider~d in performance evaluations of permanent plant com-
ponents( ), e.g.,vessel, internals, heat exchangers.Th
these conditions shall! be considered in evaluation of items7to
10, 16 through 18. On the other hand, plant expected operafting:.,: •
conditions are:adopted in steady state performance and ,desIgn 9j:
evaluations of replaceable components such as the reactor assemblti esi.
Therefore, plant expected operating conditions shall be considered .Inz
evaluation of Items 1 through 6, 11 through 15, 17 and 18.

20. The design shall prevent gas entrainment sufficient to cause
significant heat transfer or reactivity changes in the core.

21. The design shall provide features to minimize the potential for flow
blockage of Incore assemblies.

4.4-3 Amend. 77
May 1983
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4.4.2 Description

4.4.2.1 Summary Comparison

This section presents a comparison of general and core assemblies design
parameters for the CRBRP and FFTF reactors.

I. CRBRP AND FFTF GENERAL PARAMETER COMPARISON

(,.

Units .CERER** FFTFE*

Design Life
Reactor Power (Thermal)
Primary Coolant
Primary Coolant Design Flow Rate
Cool ant Temperature:

Reactor Vessel Inlet
Reactor .Vessel Outlet
Reactor Vessel Temperature.Rise

Pressure Drop:
Reactor Inlet Nozzle-to-Outlet Nozzle (0)
Lower Inlet Module to Assembly Outlet Nozzle
Primary Pump Deslgn (static)

Number of Prlmary Loops
Suppressor Plate
Cover Gas
Cover Gas Pressure (nominal)
Allowable Overpower

.Yrs.
MWt

106 I bm/hr

OF
OF
OF-

psi

PSIpsi1

psig
percent

30
975.
Sod I um
41,.45

730
995

:265

123
1t6
160.3ý
3
Yes-
Aragon
.0.36
15

20
400
Sod I um
17.28

600
858
258

110
101
182.5
3
Yes
Argon
.0.36
15

Q
(+)Permahent• plant components are those components which: 1) w l 1 be, desi gned

for 30-year life; and 2) cannot be easily replaced.
*FFTF Initial Condition

**CRBRP T&H Design Values,
CRBRP value includes uncertainties; FFTF value Is nomina~l.

4.4-4
Amend. 69
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(117Units CRBRP FFTF

Maximum Allowable Coolant Velocity:
Replaceable Component (exit/inlet) ft/sec 40/50
Non-Replaceable Component ft/sec 30 30

Heat Transfer Areas.:.
Fuel. region/assembly. ft2 39.2 39.2
Axial Blanket regi-on/assembly ft2  30.5 .2

Blanket assembly • ft 2  43.1 -

Control Assemblies ft 17.5 22.7
Flow Areas: .2

Fuel assembly in 6.72 6.72
. Blanket assembly in 3.96,

, .Control'Assembly-Rod Bundle in 2  2.95 3.03.
Control Assembly Bypass in 2.15 1.82

4.4.2.2. Fuel Rod.Temperature

b Fuel (blanket o.r absorber) rod temperature distributions have

been calculated for fuel, blanket and primary control assemblies.

Analytical methods and tools employed in the calculations are.
* discussed in Section 4.4.3.4; uncertainty factors adopted in evaluation

of "hot" rod temperatures are summarized in Section 4.4.3.2; physical.
properties, data and correlations used in the calculations are listed in
Section 4.4.2.8. A complete core-wide mapping of fuel, inner and outer
blanket relevant thermal-hydraulic;parameters along with preliminary
controlassemblies performance predictizons are reported ir. Sections 4.4.2.5
and 4.4.3.3.

Rod temperatures calculations in .the fuel and blanket assemblies
.are performed employing the Westinghouse Proprietary code NICER (see
Appendix A). The same procedure is basically followed in calculating
absorber temperatures, the only differences being that the CRSSA instead
of the NICER code is used and ad hoc gap conductance (Section 4.4.2.8.6)
and absorber conductivity (Section 4.4.2.8.8) correlations are employed.

The coolant temperature distribution across *the asssembly is
calculated through subchannel analysis codes utilizing a detailed pinýby-
pin power distribution. The coolant channel under consideration is iden-.

Jtified (this may be the one with the highest temperature, or the one next
to the rod with highest power or any other specified) and the axial temper-

***No requirement.

Amend. 55
June 1980
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(j
atureiprofile is used as the coolant temperature boundarycondition-for all .
subsequent calculations. Rod temperatures are then calculated(*) through
one-dimensional Fourier equations, progressively moving across the cool-
ant film, cladding, fuel/cladding gap and fuel pellet to the fuel center-
line. Uncertainties associated with each temperature drop are properly
accounted for as discussed i.n Section 4.4.13.2.

Fuel temperatures can be calculated in NICER utilizing empirical

models of the .complex fuel/gap behavior. Whenever these models have been
calibrated against experimental data, as is the case-for.beginning-of-life
behavior calibrated against the P-19 data (Ref. 37),'NICERkcalculated
pellet temperatures aremquite.accurate. However, in actua.l design calcu-
lations, especially in power-to-melt analyses (see Section 4.4.3.3:6.)
integral calculations performed with the LIFE-Ill code are adopted, using
the cladding ID temperature calculated by.NICER as:boundary conditions,
along with the detailed NICER rod power profile.

In fact, the fuel/gap behavior is a function of the type of rod
(fuel 'or blanket) and of the time in life; therefore, to accurately calcu-

.-late fuel temperatures by NICER for the entire CRBRP core throughout life
would require calibration of'.a large number of empirical fuel/g~ap models'
Since detailed phenomenological models are already available in LIFE, and
since fuel temperature calcul:ýations are actually needed..in'core design
only for a few critical condiltions when the..probability o'f'incipient melt-
ing is greatest, it was decided, that direct LIFE calculations were the
appropriate technical choice, as the one providing the* most.accurate :eva (
luation with' the minimum design effort'. In factthetLIFE.code is conti-

-nuously updated and calibrated against experimental data as they become
available, under an ongoing national effort.

Figure 4.4-1 shows an example of. the axial temperature profile
in a fuel rod calculated by NICER. Specifically, it refers to the hot rod..
(i.e., the-rod.having the maximum cladding temperature,).in fuel assembly
#101 at beginning of the third cycle.. Plant expected. operating conditions
and hot channel factors at the 2a level of confidence were utilized. The
midwall cladding temperature shown in Figure 4.4-1. is a circumferentially
averaged.value and is not the local .(maximum) value located.under the wire
wrap which is generally reported in Section 4.4.3.3.

4.4.2.3 Flux Tilt Considerations

Flux tilt due to burnup effects is' taken into consideration in the
design, as discussed in Sections.4.4.3.2 and 4.4.3.3. Effect of control
rod position is discussed in Section 4.3.2.5 and is directly accounted for
in the detailed, spatial heating. rates utilized. The uncertainties are
accounted for through appropriate hot channel factors, as outlined in

.51 Section 4.4.3.2..

ý*TNOTE: Calculations are performed at each axial level (.30 positions
over the fuel and axial blanket sections are-evaluated) using the . W.

55 proper coolant boundary condition.
Amend. 55
June 1980
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4.4.2.4 Reactor Coolant Flow Distributions

The core fuel management requires that, at six locations within
the reactor core, blanket and fuel assemblies be interchanged from-fuel
cycle-to-cycle (see Table 4.4-1). The interchanging of blanket and fuel
assemblies results in a cycle-to-cycle change in the flow splits through
*the core assemblies. Flow splits associated with components other than
core assemblies are not significantly affected by the blanket-fuel
interchanging.

For illustrative purposes, the flow distribution throughout the
reactor at cycle 4 is presented in Figure 4.4-2. A detailed discussion
of the coolant flow through the reactor components follows.

4.4.2.4.1 Reactor Component Flow Path Description

Inlet Plenum

Coolant enters the reactor vessel inlet: plenum through three 24-
inch inlet nozzles spaced 120 0apart. The inlet nozzle outlets are directed
approximately 600 towards the bottom of the vessel to enhance mixing of
flow from the three loops. Experimental data, obtained at HEDL, in the

do Inlet Plenum Feature Model (Section 4.4.4.1), demonstrated the degree of
mixing in the inlet plenum: i.e., the maximum 2aocore inlet temperature
uncertainty to any fuel, blanket or control assembly is 4.6 0 F based on
a long-term steady state primary loop temperature imbalance of +17°F.
The core inlet temperature uncertainty was based on a Monte Carlo analysis
which made use of the HEDL experimental data and the loop temperature
imbalance analysis. This steady state temperature variation has no signi-
ficant effect on the structural- adequacy of inlet plenum components.;' It
has a minor effect on fuel assembly lifetime (see Sections 4.4.3.2 and
4.4.3.3).

The mixing during a transient in the inlet plenum affects the
thermal stresses of structures located in this region. Mixing during
transients is sufficient to ensure that the thermal stresses in-the core
support structure, lower inlet modules and reactor vessel, when combined
with the other pressure and mechanical load stresses, satisfies the pri-

51 mary, secondary and peak stress criteria of Section Il1 and applicable
code cases of the ASME Code.

4.4-7 Amend. 51
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Core Support Structure

From the inlet plenum, the flow enters the 61 lower inlet modules
located in the core support structure. The flow maldistribution to the
modules will not exceed 2 percent of the specified flow rate, based on
inlet plenum flow testing. As shown'in Figure 4.4.-3, a module may contain
all blanket assemblies, fuel and blanket assemblies, fuel assemblies and
a control assembly, fuel and blanket assemblies and a control assembly,
or blanket and removable radial shield assemblies. There are 306 remova-
ble radial shield assemblies located outside the outer blanket assemblies.
Forty-two of the removable radial shield assemblies are located in the
peripheral modules containing blanket assemblies. As shown in Figures
4.4-4 and 4.4-5,. flow passes through holes and slots in the module. liners.
and enters the module through 1/4-inch diameter strainer holes. Inside
the module (see Figure 4.4-5) the coolant flows.vertically• upward into
the module receptacle region, From the receptacle region the *flow passes
through slots or holes in the fuel, blanket, control and those radial
shield assemblies located in the modules. The core support structure
contains a low pressure manifold to distribute *both the LIM leakage and
orificed bypass flow to the reactor vessel/core barrel annulus (see
Figure 4.4-6). In addition, there are six separate low pressure flow
passages in theCSS which direct flow to six bypass flow modules from
six peripheral LIM modules.

Fuel, Blanket and Control Assemblies .I

Figure 4.4-5 shows the layout of a module ,with blanket orificing.
The distribution of fuel and blanket assemblies results in a variety of
different types, of modules as.shownh:in Figure 4.4-3.. The flow through.
each type is different and orificing is required to provide the correct
flow to all core assemblies. For the fuel, control., inner blanket and
radial blanket zone 9 assemblies, the orifices are located within the
assembly. Because of the requir'ement that radfal blanket assemblies be
capable of being shuffled between zones, the radial blanket assemblies
must be hydraulically identical which precludes locating the differential
orifices in the assembly. For this *reason, the orifices for the radial
blanket'assembly flow zones 10 through 1.2 are located in the inlet
modules, Orificingfor those.radial shield assemblies that are located
in the peripheral modules are similar to the radial blanket assembly

* orificing. The control system consists of the primary and, secondary
assemblies with flows controlled to assure that the maximum Cladding

51 temperature is compatible with the prescribed assembly lifetime.

4.4-8 Amend. 51 (
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Bypass Flow

Figure 4.4-7 shows the bypass orificing which regulates the by-
pass flow that is used for radial shield and vessel thermal liner cooling.
This bypass orificing is located in the .24 peripheral inlet modules.
In 18 of the modules, the bypass orificing feeds a controlled portion of
the flow downward into the low pressure plenum below the module where it
reverses direction and flows upward and is then directed radially outward
through the core support structure low pressure manifold to the reactor
vessel/core barrel annulus. In the other 6 modules, the flow is directed
upward to the bypass flow module where it is distributed to those radial
shield assemblies (264) outside the inlet module region of the core.

Radial Shielding

The radial shielding is made up of fixed shielding attached to
the core barrel and removable shielding supported by the core support
structure as described in Section 4.2. The removable shielding is cooled
by external flow through the inter-assembly gaps as well as internal flow
through the assemblies. The orifices in the assembly are sized to pro-
vide adequate. cooling to meet assembly lifetime requirements. External
cooling alone was found to be adequate for the fixed shielding.

Q Vessel Cooling Flow

The flow from the annulus between the reactor vessel and the.
core barrel passes upward into an annulus -formed by the reactor vessel
and the vessel thermal liner. A horizontal baffle is installed between
the liner and the core barrel; it minimizes leakage from the liner-
barrel annulus into the outlet plenum. From the vessel-line r annulus'
the coolant discharges into the outlet plenum region above the suppres-
sor plate. Two percent of total flow enters the vessel-liner. annulus;
a fraction of this flow appears as leakage at the outlet nozzle and the

57 makeup nozzle penetrations in the thermal liner.

Leakage

Seals between the core support structure and core inlet module
liner, and other mechanical interfacing locations are sources of leakage.
This leakage is estimated to be 1.05% of total flow and is assumed to
pass upward through the core interstitial and peripheral region without

51 contributing to the cooling of any reactor component.

'. 4.4-9 Amend. 57
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~iQulePlenum

All fuel, blanket, control, and a portion of the radial shield assembly flow
discharges Into ths upper Internals structure. The coolant first enters a
mixing chamber before entering the chimneys (Figure 4.4-8). The chimneys duct
the flow vertically upward and discharge the flow into the upper region of the
vessel outlet plenum. The flow is directed Into the upper region of the
plenum to minimize flow stratification in this region during a reactor trip

.transient.

The flow from some of the removable radial shields which, are located outside
of the peripheral skirt of the upper Internal structure discharge directly
Into the outlet plenum. Also, 14% of total reactor flow, from the fuel,
blanket, control and radial shield assemblies bypasses the chimneys through
the gap between the top of the core assemblies and the skirt of the upper
Internals structure and discharges directly Into the outlet plenum.

The coolant leaves the reactor vessel outlet plenum through three 36-inch
diameter outlet nozzles.

4.4.2.5 Fuel and Blanket Assemblies Orificing

4.4.2.5.1 OrIficing Philosophy. Approach and Constraints

Core orificing, I.e., flow allocation to the various fuel: and blanket
assemblies Is an Important step In the core thermal-hydraulic design. Since
the assembly temperatures are directly dependent on the amount of flow and
since the f low a llocation Is the only thermal-hydraul ic des.ign parameter which
can be varied, within certain Ilimits, by the designer, It logical ly fol lows
that the core T&H- design and performance Is only as "good" as, the core
orIf icing. Therefore, much attentlon In the CRBRP core T&H design has been
placed on core orIfIcIng ...

Orificing analyses do not provide the final design results. Following the.
orif Icing, T&H performance parameters of the core assembi les are predicted.
Using these predicted performance parameters, actual design calculations are
conducted to assess the adequacy of the design. If all the design constraints
were already factored in the orificing, no further Iteration would be
necessary. Although exact prognostication and correct representation of all
the constraints Is not always possible, a priori consideration of the design
constraints as orificing guidelines' nevertheless serves as a useful means in
enhancing the efficiency of the analysis process.. This was the approach
adopted In CRBRP core T&H analyses where a systematic orificing analysis was
developed, which accounted for lifetime/burnup, transient, upper Internals
temperature constraints. This new approach represented a change in philosophy
and a sl gnI f Icant Improvement over the previous maxi mum temperature .equal Iza-
tion method. Characteristic features of this approach are determination of
the limiting temperatures (see Section 4.4.2.5.2) for all types of assemblies
and simultaneous orificing of the fuel and blanket assemblies. Finally, both
first and second core conditions were Investigated In determining the orIfic-
Ing constraints and the most restrictive In either core was used in deriving
the orif Icing configuration. This guaranteed, a priori, that the thermal-.
hydraulic performance would satisfy the constraints considered In both cores. .

4.4-10



The following orificing constraints (Reference 1) are satisfied in selecting
the flow orificing for the CRBRP fuel, Inner blanket and radial blanket

assemblies:

o Maximum cladding temperature must be. compatible with lifetime and
burnup objectives, which can be expressed In terms of maximum
allowable i-nelastic cladding strain and cladding cumulative damage
function (CDF);

o Maximum coolant temperature conditions must be such as to assure, with
.,adequate margin, that no boilIng occurs during the worst emergency
transient (e.g., the three-loop natural circulation event).," accounting
for uncertainties at the 3 level confidence;

o Maximum assemblies mixed mean outlet temperature and radial
temperature gradient at the assemblies .exit must be compatible with-
upper Internals structure (UIS) limitations;

o Maximum of eight discrimination zones (fuel plus ihner blanket) are
al lowed;

o Flow allocation to fuel, inner blanket and radial blanket.assembliles
must not exceed 94.0% of the total reactor flow to account for. cooli i.ng
requirements of other reactor components.

Since the heterogeneous core contal.ns a single fuel enrichment zone and
because the number of required discriminators depends .on the unique
combilnations of flow orificing and fuel enrichment zones, .the maximum.unumber
of fuel plus inner blanket assembly ..orific ing zones I is equal 6to te toai.
al lowable number of discriminators (i.e., 8). Inner, bl anket and fuel
assemblies employ Identical inlet nozzles. Therefore, Iboth must be consi'dered
In determining the total number of discriminator zones. The outer blanket
assemblies employ a unique Inlet nozzle and, therefore, are n:rbt considered In
determining.the total number of discriminators. The two 6 corner positions(*)
which alternate between inner blanket and fuel assembli-es .during successive
cycles, form a separate discriminator zone which Is Included among the eight.

To. put. the lifetime/burnup and transient temperature constraints on the same
basis:and to provide-quantitative, comparable orificing guidelines, the
.concept of equivalent limiting temperature Is employed. The equivalent
.limiting temperature Is defined-as that cladding temperature at a specifled
radial position (cladding ID In these analyses) and.time in life (end-of-life)

.which must not be exceeded in order to satisfy the considered constraint..

(*)A map of the 600 core symmetry sector analyzed In the thermal-hydraulic

studies and assemblies numbering scheme are shown In Figure 4."4-9.

,r -AS
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Three equivalent limiting temperatures were defined to represent the lifetime/
burnup and transient constraints, i.e., SELT, DELT and TELT. They are defined
as the end-of-life maximum cladding ID temperatures for Plant Expected
Operating conditions (see Section 4.4.3.3.1), considering uncertainty factors
at the 2 level of confidence, such that accounting for the assembly
temperature/pressure lifetime history, the limiting value of the Inelastic
cladding strain (SELT), or cumulative damage function (DELT), or worst time-
In-ilfe transient coolant temperature (TELT) Is not exceeded. As It appears
from the above definition, the equivalent limiting temperatures are calculated
for each assembly. In fact, all the various assemblies have Individually
different lifetime historles of cladding temperature and fissi.on gas pressure,
and therefore, the limiting equivalent temperatures are necessarily different
from assembly to assembly to stay within a constraint common to all
assemblies. Calculations are performed for plant expected operating
conditions, which are the conditions where the CRBRP Is expected to operate on
a probabillstic basis and the conditions used In the design of replaceable
components such as the core assemblies (see Section 4.4.3.3.1).

As previously mentioned, both first and second core conditions have been
considered in defining the core orlflclng, therefore, the SELT, DELT and TELT
have been calculated for both cores. In the case of the radial blanket
assemblies, where the lifetime spans both cores, obviously only one set of
limiting temperatures was calculated. Using the.0CT0bPUS code, the assemblies
minimum flow In the first and second core necessary to satisfy the most
restrictive of the limiting conditions was calculated for each assembly.
Subsequently, the various assemblies were grouped In zones and the orificing
arrangement was selected such that the flow allocated to each assembly was at
least equal to the larger of the :flow requirements in first and second core.
This assured meeting all constraints for both cores. Final ly, the excess'
flow, if any, is 61llocated among the fuel assenmblies to minimlze and equa ize
the assemblies exit temperature and temperature gradients.

4.4.2.5.2 Calculation of Equivalent Limiting TemDeratures

Assemblies lifetime/burnup goals are achieved when both the cladding inelastic
strain and cladding CDF are within the established limits during steady-state
operation. The ductility strain guideline was set at 0.2% and the CDF gu~de-
line for orificing analyses was set atO.7 In the fuel assemblies and 0.5 In
the blanket assemblies. Since the CDF limit for steady-state plus transient
operation is by definition 1.0, the margin for CDF transient accumulation was
0.3 in the fuel assemblies and 0.5 in the blanket. Both cumulative cladding
strain and CDF depend on the rod cladding temperature/pressure history.: Thus,
using a preliminary estimate of the'assembly flow (but using the proper
physics data), the hot rod (*) in each assembly at end-of-life was Identified

(I.
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using the subchannei analysis code C0TEC. Subsequently, the hot rod.was
followed throughout lifetime and the lifetime temperature/pressure history was
calculated with the NICER code. Uncertainty factors (see Sectlon 4.4.3.2) at
the 2-0level of confidence were used In the cladding temperature/pressure
calculations. Based on the above lifetime histories, a strain equivalent
limiting temperature (SELT) was calculated for each assembly. The SELT serves
as an analytical expression of an orificing guideline. It represents the
end-of-life temperature which, If maintained constant throughout lifetime,
would cause an end-of-life cumulative strain of 0.2% for the particular
assembly relative behavior of cladding temperature and pressure through
lifetime. Accordlngly, the SELT does not depend on any guessed value of
assembly flow, but rather on the relative behavior through lifetime, which is
only a function of the power generation changes during life.

Since the DELT Is the equivalent end-of-life temperature corresponding to a
CDF of 0.7 or 0.5, the method employed in Its determination was to extract it
from a curve correlating the cladding ID temperature at EOL with the
corresponding CDF. Thus, at least three (in some instances more were
necessary) lifetime temperature/pressure histories were generated for each
assembly by varying the flow and the corresponding CDF was calculated.
Typical curves are reported In Figures 4.4-10 through 4.4-14 for the fuel and
Inner blanket assemblies (first and second cores) and radial blanket
assemblies. By Interpolation, the DELT corresponding to the CDF constraint
was then determined.

Regarding the transient constraint, the design guideline is to provide
adequate margin-to-sodium boiling throughout the assembly lifetime during the0 worst transient. This was quantitatively transl'ated Into an orificing guide-
line of 1550°F which was conservatively defined'as the maximum coolant
temperature allowable during a natural circulation transient In any assembly
at any time in life accounting for uncertainty factors at the 3 level of
confidence. This guideline also-assumes plant THDV conditions and a 750°F
reactor Inlet temperature.

(")Each assembly Is characterized by its hot rod at end-of-life, which is
obviously the one with the highest strain and CDF.

4.4-13
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From previous transient calculations performed for the het-
erogeneous core using the FORE-2M code, themaximum coolant transient
temperature at the worst time-in life and the corresponding steady state
coolant temperature were obtained for the worst fuel, inner blanket and
radial blanket assembly. As previously mentioned, the transient considered
was the natural circulation event which had proved tobe the most severe.
Then the temperature..TM4 was calculated,. which is defined as the maximum
*steady state coolant temperature at plant expected operating conditions
and 20hotchannel factors corresponding to a 1550 F transientmaximum
coolant temperature at plant THDV conditions,3a hot channel factors and
750°F inlet. Calculation of TM was quite-straightforward-from ratio-,
ing the transient.temperature rise calculated by FORE-2M, fixing the.
maximumtransient temperature at 15500F for all three types of assem-
blies and accounting for the differences in plant conditions and hot
channel factors. Table 4.4-3 summarizes the FORE-211 and TM temperatures.

Rigorously speaking, the*TMs thus calculated are.only valid
for the three assemblies whose transient behavior was actually investi-
gated; it was conservatively assumed that they apply to all~other assem-
blies of the same type. Since: a) the value of TM essentially~depends
on the magnitude of the temperature swing from steady state to transient;
b) higher swing implies higher TM; and c) other assemblies will have
lower steady state transient swings than the worst representatives in-
ves.tigatedthrough. FRE-2ti; it folloWs.that adoptionof the va~lues of
Tt..1 from Table 4.4-3 in calculation of theTELT's for assemblies'of the
same type is conservative.

Finally, using the lifetime temperature. profile for each' indi-
vidual assembly, the TELT in each core assembly is' calculated by the
equation:

TELT = Tin + (TTM-Tin) (Tcool-Tin)t,,xI+(TiD-Tcool)tt,xI
(Tcool- in. t', x' . (4.4.2.5-1)

where Tin = reactor inlet temperature in first or second core;
51

Tcool = hot subchannel coolant temperature;
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TID = hot spot cladding ID temperature;

t' = time in life when maximum transient temperature occurs;
551 t" = EOL (i.e., EOC2, EOC4 or EOC5);

x' = axial position where maximum transient coolant tempera-
ture occurs;

x1= axial position where maximum TID occurs at EOL.

Again, it should be-noted that since the TELT's depend on temp-
erature- differences rather than absolute values, lifetime temperature
profiles corresponding to first guestimates. of assembly flows are per-'
fectly adequate for an accurate evaluation of the TELT's.

The SELT, DELT and TELT thus calculated for each assembly are
reported in Figure 4.4-15 (first core) and Figure 4.4-16 (second core).•
Since the radial blanket assemblies are refueled only once, their values
are reported only in Figure 4.4-16. No SELT's are reported for the blan-
ket assemblies, nor for the fuel assemblies in the first core since very
little cladding strain occurs, and. therefore, their SELT was very high,
thus being not limiting at all. Actually, an inspection of Figure 4.4-16
shows that even in the second core, no fuel assembly is strain limited.
The limiting constraint in each assembly is given by the ELT with the
minimum value. Fuel assemblies are generally CDF limited with the ex-
ception of the.ones farther from the .core center Which are trans~ient
limited; inner blanket assemblies are transient limited; radial blanket
assemblies are CDF limited jf flanked by at least-two fuel assemblies,:
otherwise, they are transient Timited.

4.4.2.5.3 Results

The OCTOPUS code was used to calculate the flow rate needed in
each assembly to produce an end-of-life cladding ID temperature equal
to the most limiting of the ELT's,.as *discussed in the previous section.
Figure 4.4-17 reports such flow rates for the first and second cores
(cycles 2 and 4, respectively). Obviously, the minimum flow in each
assembly necessary to satisfy all considered constraints in both cores
is equal to the most restrictive of the two flow requirements. The
higher of the two values reported in Figure 4.4-17 is not necessarily
the. most restrictive.- In fact, due to the alternating of fuel-and
inner blanket assemblies in the six row 6 positions, the total core
flow varies slightly from cycle-to-cycle. The replacement of three
inner blanket assemblies by fuel assemblies at the beginning-of-cycle
2 results in "'0.8% flow -reduction in each -of the. remaining assemblies.
At the beginning-of- cycle 4, six inner blanket assemblies are replaced

51 by six fuel assemblies with an "1.6% resultant flow reduction in the
remaining assemblies. Thus, when comparing the flow requirements for
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the first and second cores, minjimum flows must be put on the same basis.
Cycle.4 was chosen as the standard basis since It will require the higher core "
flow fraction (fuel assemblies are in alternating row 6 positions).; When flow
requirements for cycle 2 are translated to cycle 4 equivalent values, second
core requirements are found to be slightly more restrictive In some outer fuel
assemblies, as shown In Figure 4.4-17. Cycle5 ,flows are reported .for the
transient limited second row radial blanket assemb.lies, since their TELT's are
maximum at EOL.

Using the required minimum flows as guidelines, the OCTOPUS code selected, for
a given number of orificing zones, that combination of assemblies grouping
Into orificing zones which among all the various possible combinations,
yielded the minimum value of total core flow and was therefore the most
effective. As mentioned In Section 4.4.2.5.1, a maximum number of eight
discriminators (and orificing zones) Is allowed for the fuel and Inner blanket
assemblies. Four orificing zones in the radial blanket assemblies were
chosen, thus, the total number of core orificing zones resulted equal to 12.
The selected arrangement Is reported In Figure 4.4-18, where the starred
assemblies are the ones which determine the amount of flow allocated to the
orificing zones (they are called zone driver assemblies, or drivers). Also
indicated are the limiting assemblies in each orlfice zone for first and
second core; obviously the driver is the one with the more restrictive flow
requirement (compare with Figure 4.4-17).

As shown In Figure 4.4-18, the orificing arrangement does not have a 300
symmetry because the control rod location and Insertion pattern, hence the
power generation, does not have a 300 symmetry. For example, considering the
assemblies around ,the row 7 corner control assembtlies. (-see Figure 4.4-16),,
f I rst core conditions are.] limilting for -the fuel assembIlies around the control
assembly ..at the .right of,,:the f.igure,, :whIl-:e second !corelcondi tons are
prevalently limiting for the fuel assemblies'surrounding the control assembly
at the left.

The minimum amount of core flow necessary to satisfy the various constraints
and the grouping of the core assemblies Into 12 orificing zones was equal to
93.07% of the total reactor flow of cycle 4 conditions.. Since 94%,6f theý
total reactor flow is allocated.to the fuel and blanket assemblies and since
93.07% Is the minimum required to meet the conservatively selected con-
straints, it follows that slightly less than 1% of the total reactor flow is
available to be allocated as deemed desirable by the designer. Usually, If a
significant amount of excess flow Is available, this Is distributed among the
fuel assemblies to minimize/equal-ize the assemblies mixed mean temperature and
temperature gradient. This was not, however, the procedure adopted in these
studies since the amount of available excess flow Is not enough to signifi-
cantly influence the value of the outlet temperatures. Additionally, the
relative assemblies power generation and the sophisticated orificing, which
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are characteristics of this heterogeneous design, yielded maximum differences
In exit temperature (see Sections 4.4.3.3.3 and 4.4.3.3.5) between two
adjacent assemblies (which generally occur at the fuel/inner blanket Interface
In rows 6 through 8) within the UIS capability. Therefore,.the excess flow
was distributed roughly evenly among the various core orificling zones. The
final core flow allocation Is reported In Table.4.4-4, which shows the cycle-
by-cycle variation of flow In the various orificing zones. Both thermal-
hydraulic design value (THDV) and plant expected operating condition -(PEOC)
flows are reported in Table 4.4-4.

Subsequent performance predictions and design calculations reported In
Sections 4.4.3.3 and 4.2.1 demonstrated that the core orificing so determined
was adequate and that design constraints and objectives were met.

4.4,2.6 Reactor Coolant Flow Distribution at Low Reactor Flows

The normal mode of CRBRP core heat removal upon reactor shutdown is-by forced
circulation fr6m AC powered pony motors (which have emergency backup power
from diesel generators) driving the primary-pumps. However, the CRBRP has
been designed to have the added capability of adequate cooling by means of
natural circulation. This inherent emergency coolant flow is provided by the
thermal driving head developed by the thermal center of the IHX being-elevated
above that of the core (plus the respective elevation, differences in the
intermediate loops and steam generator system).

At thevlI0% pony motor flow level after.shutdown, Insignificant flow redistri-
bution occurs between the parallel flow core assemblies. However, for the
core natural convection cooling mode, the effect of dynamical ly approaching
low flow with worst case decay heat loads results In a-power-to-flow ratio
greater than one. Consequently, core temperatures Increase and natural
convection phenomena such as inter- and Intra-assembly flow redistribution due
to different thermal heads and hydraulic characteristics of the core assem-
blies become Important. In general, the core thermal head becomes significant
relative to the form and friction loss across the core below 5% of full flow.
Coupled with the flow redistribution, significant heat redistribution on an
Inter- and Intra-assembly basis occurs throughout the core due to large tem-
perature differentials and an increased heat transport time (low power assem-
blies can have a transport time of over 20 seconds). These effects (i.e.,
natural convection flow and heat redlstribution) are found to significantly
reduce maximum core temperatures. This has been demonstrated In the EBR-11
and FFTF natural circulation experiments (Ref. 68 and 79).

In addition to the In-pile data, a large out-of-pile data base exists to
characterize the flow behavior of the various components over a wide range of
operation, Including low flow conditions. A listing of the experimental data
references for flow distribution calculations Is provided In Table 4.4-36.

Independent studies outside the CRBRP Project have been published which show a
significant decrease In predicted maximum core temperatures due to reactor
flow redistribution during natural circulation conditions. For example,
Brookhaven National Laboratory (Agrawal, et.al., in Ref. 69), using the SSC-L
code, predicted localized flow increases as large as 20% In the hot fuel
assembly and 40% In hot blanket assembly for the CRBRP during natural
convection cooling. Corresponding reductions In the predicted maximum
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0,
transient coolant temperature on the order of 16 and 22% ( 130OF and 210OF)
were shown for the hot fuel and blanket assemblies, respectively, relative to
the maximum temperatures predicted without flow redistribution. Similar
results were found in Reference 70 using the CURL-L code. For these studies,
inter-assembly heat transfer as well as Intra-assembly flow redistribution and
heat conduction effects were neglected. Incluslon of these effects would
further reduce the maximum core temperatures.

Preliminary studies with CORINTH have been performed to demonstrate the effect
of inter-assembly flow redistribution for the heterogeneous core design. The
effects of inter-assembly heat transfer and intra-assembly flow and heat
redistribution which were neglected are discussed later. Figure 4.4-66 shows
the results of these analyses for the peak fuel,,peak Inner blanket and peak
radialI blanket assemblies. Figure 4.4-67 shows results for a typical
orificing zone for the fuel, Inner blanket and radial blanket assemblies.
Consistent with 'other natural circulation studies, the flow Increase to thea
hotter core regions is apparent. This effect, along with the other natural
convection: phenomena, will :signiflcantly decrease the maximum hot rod
temperatures I n the core.

To assess the effect of all natural convective cooling phenomena (i.e., Inter-
and Intra-assembly flow redistribution and heat transfer) on the maximum
transient coolant temperatures In the CRBRP core, the following system of
three computer codes is used:,

1) DEMO predicts the overall plant-wide, dynamic natural circulation
performance and defines the core boundary conditions;'(

2) C0BRA-WCm- predicts the detailed dynamic, core-wide performance
including all Inter- and intra-assembly flow and-heat redistribution
.effects;.

3) F0RE-2M - predicts the local ized hot rod dynamic temperatures
Including effects of localized rod phenomena and uncertainti"es In
nuclear/thermal-hydraulic/mechanicaI data.

A. linkage between the C0BRA-WC and F0RE-2M codes has been developed to
incorporate the Inter- and Intra-assembly phenomena into the localized hot rod
transient analyses by using the expression for the heat transported to the
coolant for each axial node of the hot element modeled in F0RE-2M. Coupled
with this, the axial mass flow rate.for each axial node is also input from
C0BRA-WC analyses. The heat and axial mass flow rate for each axial node are
based on nominal conditions in the COBRA-WC code. This Is a conservative
approach because these values are lower than those calculated for the hot
channel temperature conditions and thus, result in a conservatively higher
predicted hot channel temperature.

0
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Typical results illustrating the effects of inter- and intra-
assembly flow and heat redistribution are shown'in Figure .4.4-68 for a
high.temperature.fuel rod.. These results are presented as normalized
temperature differences relative'to the steady state temperature difference
In Case 1, i.e.,

ITc(T) Ti= n (A.I i Case 1, 2, 3 or .4
•c(O - in(O J .- " ..

where

T ('T) = maximum hot channel coolant temperature;c

Tin(T) = inlet temperature.

As can be noted by comparing Cases 2, 3 and 4, accounting for
inter- and.intra-assembly flow and heat redistribution effects significantly
decreases the predicted transient coolant temperatures in the hot channel.
It. can also be seen that the uncertainty factors cause a significant
increase in the predicted expected hot channel coolant temperatures (i.e.,
Case 1 versus Case 2)..

In summary, natural convection cooling of the Core represents
one of the few CRBRP core .design transients where low power/high tempera-
ture conditions exis.t. Due to the long coolant.•.transport time and ý'lTow..
pressure drop for the core while descending into and operating in this.
mode, core inter-assembly and intra-assembly flow/heat-redistribution:
a) becomes significant with regard to accurately predicting temperatures;
and b) signficantly decreases the,maximum hot rod temperatures i.n all

54 core regions.

4.4.2.7 Reactor Pressure Drops and Hydraulic Loads

4.4.2.7.1 Introduction

The area of pressure drop calculations has gone through many.:.
improvements and re-evaluations throughout the CRBRP core.design,-such
as:

o More experimental data from prototypic hydraulic .experiments
of Various reactor and assembly components have become avail-
able, thus replacing analytical/engineering estimates with

51 experimentally derived correlations.
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* Uncertainties on predicted pressure drops of several compo- '
nents have-changed from.engineering estimates (a typical.
example being a 20% uncertainty on form l.osses) adopted in
previous analyses to actual calculations based on regression
analysis of experimental data.

a - Several modifications have been factored into the lower inlet
modules (LiW) design. The requirement of a constant pressure:
drop across.the various LIMs, and consequent orificing, has
been. removed. Thus, assemblies belonging to*the same ori-
ficing zone but.to different LIMs will have slightly differ-
ent flows,"depending on the total pressure drop across the
respective LIMs. To retain the capability for future radial
blanket assemblies shuffling, all the blanket, assemblies are
identical and the radial blanket orificing is apportioned be-.
tween the assembly' and the LIM. Thus., in zone 9 (highest
flow orificing zone in the radial blanket) all the orificing
is in the assembly, while in zones 10, 11 and 12, a progres-
sively increasing pressure drop is incorporated in the LIM
orificing to balance the decrease in assembly pressure drop
going to lower flow orificing zones. The amount of orific-

• ing in the LIMs is thus designed to permit shuffling of zone*
.9 assemblies in 10, 11 and 12, zone 1.0 assemblies in zones

11 and. 12 and zone 11 assemblies in zone 12.

A complete discussion of pressure drop calculations during:CRBRP
normal operation isreported in Section 6 of-Reference 3, along with a...
descripltlon of the CATFISH code, used in these analyses.

1.4. 4.2. 7.2 Core Assemblies Pressure Drop Correlations

Preliminary"hydraulic characteristics of the CRBRP fuel, blan-
ket and control assemblies are reported here. Since several test pro-grams are still in progress, the best available information has been in-
cluded in this analysis which will be reviewed as new test data are ob-
tained,

Correlations reported here are valid over the entire range of'
operation,. either turbulent, transition or laminar. However, in this
study,..only full flow conditions are of interest, therefore, the flow
iin all components is in the turbulent regime. This distinction is im-
portant when considering the uncertainties associated with the proposed
correlations, as discussed later.

The data, included inthe characterizations developed herein
are from'tests of FFTF assemblies.and components .(Refs'.:'4through 6),
and tests of CRBR components. (Refs. 7 through 9). Form losses' have

51 .been correlated with the Reynolds number by a function of the type CRe'n..
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Linear regression analyses were performed on the fuel assembly component
pressure drop data. The coefficients of the regression functions were
calculated for the fuel assembly ,components and are presentedin-Table 4.4-5
along with the relevant statistical parameters. Rigorous statistical analyses
will be performed for the blanket assemblies, when more complete data Is
available.

The data in TabIe 4.4-5 may be used to calculate the confIdence band on the
form loss coefficient K at any values of the Independent variables from the
equation (Ref. 10)

AY = to (1+1/N + Z (Xi - xi)Z/Nax2) 1/2X (4.4.27-)

551 i=.

551 where AY Is the one-sided confidence band;

t is Student's T statistic;

a y is the "standard error of estimate" from Table 4.4-5;

N Is the number of data points;

M is the number of independent variables;

JXl is the experimental mean of the ith independent variable from
Table 4.4-5;

X is the value of ith independent variablelatwhich is
calculated; and

Uxi is the standard deviation about X1 from Table 4,4-5

Note that t is evaluated at some desired confidence level and hence,Jthe
551 resulting value of Y has associated the same confidence limit.

Since only full turbulent flow Is of Interest in these studies, the
uncertainties on the pressure drop correlation at 100% flow Is lower than over
th.e entire flow range, as Indicated In Table 4.4-5. In fact, the'data scatter
in three separate flow tests (Refs. 4 through 6) was greater in the transition
region than at higher Reynolds numbers.

The recommended hydraulic correlations for fuel assembly components areý
presented In Table.4.4-6.' All fuel assemblies are hydraulically identical
except for the orifice stack which is unique to,:each flow;orilflcing zone.
Selection of the proper orifice,design from the five orifice correl:ations
requires selection of both the number of plates and the hole diameter~to
achieve the zone flow rate. Selection should be done to minimize the number
of orifice plates while still having adequate margin to cavitation/erosion.(9 5 While final selection must await the results of final cavitation tests, In the
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present analyses a design criterion(*) of 40 ft/sec maximum coolant velocity
In the orifice holes was selected as a first approximation-and the maximum
achievable pressure drop for each orifice configuration was determined and is
presented In Figure 4.4-25 as a functi-on of assembly flow rate. Given an
assembly flow rate, the pressure drop resulting from al I components except the
inlet nozzle/orif ice/shield can be determined from the correl ations in Table
4.4-6. This result subtracted from the total assembly pressure drop Isthe
required Inlet nozzle/orifice/shield pressure drop. The number of orifice
plates for this pressure drop and flow rate can be determined from Figure
4.4-25 and the corresponding Reynolds number-dependent hydraulic correlation
determined by solving for the orifice hole diameter.

The'correlation presented for the rod bundle outlet results from a calculation
of expansion form losses (Ref. 11), since no relevant data are available.
Because the associated pressure drop Is of the order of 1 psi or less, the
inherently large uncertainty of such a calculation Is acceptable for
preliminary calculations. Data from the CIRR fuel assembly flow and vibration
test will be used.

Similarly, the correlation presented for the rod bundle Inlet results from a
calculation of expansion and contraction form losses (Ref. 11), since
experimental data obtained for this component's pressure drop (Ref. 6),"were
ambiguous, as discussed in Section 6 of Reference 3.

The recommended hydraulic correlations for the blanket assemblies components
are presented in Table 4.4-7. The inner blanket assemblies utilize a fuel
assembly type Inlet nozzle, radial blanket type shield, rod bundle and outlet
nozzle, and a unique orifice stack within the assembly. The Inlet nozzle
geometry and hydraulic correlation are identical to the fuel assembly. The
Inlet nozzle/oriflce/shield has not been tested, so the weak Reynolds number
dependence shown on Table 4.4-7 is recommended, based on the Reynolds number
dependence of the four and five plate fuel assembly orifices (Ref. 7) and the
dependence of sample cases of the radial blanket inlet module orificing (Ref.
8). The parameter C represents the geometry of the orifices satisfying the
desired pressure drop/flow relationship and Is uniquely defined once the
orifice stack characteristics are selected. The shield, rod bundle inlet and
rod bundle outlet form losses were estimated based on Reference 11. The rod

(*)Figure 4.4-24 shows typical results being obtained In the cavitation tests
of CRBRP fuel assembly orifice stacks. Following completion of the cavitation
tests, an experimentally verified maximum allowable cavitation number limit

I wll be used with the maximum velocity limit specified in Section 4.4.1
(whichever is more stringent) as the design criterion in sizing the orifices.
It should be noted, however, that the amount of pressure drop allocated in the
or ificing is independent of the particular design criterion selected, which
will only determine the geometry necessary to.satisfy such a limit.
Therefore, all the data reported in Section 4.4.2.7.4Jfor the various
component pressure drops will vary only marginally following redefinition of
the no-cav Itation criterion. .

(~
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0
bundle friction was measured (Ref. 9) over a sufficiently wide range
o.f fiow rates to. cover the full range of blanket flow.rates. The blan-
ket assembly and'fuel assembly outlet nozzles are sufficiently similar
to permit..application.of the fuel assembly outlet nozzle test data
(Ref. 7). with the smaller blanket assembly reference area in deter•-.
mining the blanket assembly outlet nozzle form loss.

Except for the inlet nozzle and rod friction, no data are avail-
able on the blanket assembly component pressure drops. However, because
there is no a priori reason to anticipate worse uncertainties on blanket
assembly components than were found on fuel assembly components once
tests are completed, the same uncertainties as .for the corresponding.
fuel assembly components(*) (Table 4.4-5) are applied. In the caseý of
the. blanket iod.frliction,. where data exist (Ref. 9), .the standard error
on the recommended correlation is 5% over the.entire flow range and 3.3%
over the full flow, design range.

The radial blanket assemblies have low rod bundle pressure
drops and are dominated by orificing located both within the assembly;and
in the lower inl:et module. The o rificing located in the. lower inl~et.
module was characterized (Ref.,8) over a range of flow rates near desi.gn.
condi-tions. A preliminary examination of the test data shows the losses
can be modeled proportional to. Re- 0.05 as. was typically found for the:
four and five plate fuel assembly orifices (Ref. 7).

final characterization of all inner and radial blanket assembly
commponents over the necessary range of Reynolds numbers will result from
the CRBRP blanket assembly flow and vibration test.

In the control assemblies case, approximately 90% of the total
pressure drop occurs in the orifice stack. The remaining 10% is divi-
ded about evenly between rod bundle friction and the combined inlet
nozzle, shield and outlet nozzles form losses. Prelimi~nary pressure drop.
correlations for the various control assembly components are reported.
in Reference .13; since the contribution from components other than'the
ortfice*is qu~ite modest, these correlations are still being used at
present., For the orifice stack, the same correlation as experimentally
determined for the inner blanket assemblies is adopted. in the interim,..

until ad hoc data are available. ýSim'ilarly, the same uncertainties as
for the fuelýaassemblies are used until pert~inent information is avail-
able. Final characterization of the control.assembly components over
the necessary range of Reynolds numbers will result from CRBRP control
assembly flow tests.

(*)t should also be kept in mind that the limiting pressure dropp is rep-

resented by orificing zone 1, thus, the blanket orificing can be easily..
adjusted to accommodate possible discrepancies between predictions and

51 actual test data.
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4.4.2.7.3 Reactor.Internals Pressure Drops

.. The pressure drops for the reactor internals, along with their bases
• are.:presented in Table 4.4-8, which gives the nominal losses for the plant
thermal and hydraulic design.condition. The pressure drops. are based on.
* testing from the Inlet Plenum Feature Model test and the Integral Reactor
Flow Model test and on analysis. The uncertainty in the individual pres-
sure losses are reported in Table 4.4-8.

4.4.2.7.4 Results

Pressure drops were.calculated for all reactor components by the
CATFISH code. CATFISH-.has the capability of accounting for the effect
of uncertainties associated with prediction of the various resistances.
In addition to the hydraulic resistance, an uncertainty als.o exists on
the.pump head/flow Characteristics, i e. a 5% spread between minimum
and maximum pump head capability for the given flow..

Various calculations are discussed'in Section- 6 of Reference 3.
Reported here is the case investigati~ng :plant THDV condi.tions, where the
flow is specified. (!41.446 X. 106 lb/hr). Since these are. the worst pos-
sible conditions from theýthermal performance standpoint,i~e.,minimum

reactor flow, it i<s consistent to assume.posititve uncertainties for the
va.rious hydraulic. resistances and the minimum pump' head curve. As the'
most conservative as.sumption, uncertainties on. all.resistances were.
taken at their maximum val-ue, either3a where a statistical basis exists,(
or at their bounding :.va6lue (generally 1.2) where only an engineering es-
timate.was• available. It Ais, rather obvious that a'ssuming :that al1 the
:resistances in all components are simultaneously at theirmaximum vaalue,
ijs extremely pessimistic, in fact, it is, extremely improbable.. Calcu-
lations were, however, performed forthis set :of conditionst'o provide
an absolute minimum, worst case and the results are reported'in Table
4.4J9. All pressure drops are reported for cycle 4 conditions,,Which
were the ones used in determining the orificing (see Section 4..4.2.5)).
The only obvious'exception.is zone 6 inner blanket, since only fuel assem-
blies are in zone 6 during cycle 4. Flow.and. pressuredrops for zone 6
1.B:areat cycle 2, conditions adopted for orificing of.assembly #98,
the only inner-blanket remaining for two years in zone 6. The distinc-
tion between zones 1OC and.lOP is due to the fact that zone 10 assemblies
are the only assemblies which belong to the sameorificing zone, but toý
t•o different types of modules.' The modules. at the core periphery (see
Ftgure 4.4-26).have. a different geometry from the'other modules (called,
central) and therefore, a different resistance and pressure drop. Assem- "
bl:eslOC are the zone 10 assemblies located in the central modules,
while assemblies lOP are located in the peripheral modules. The lower
inl.et modules have been orificed for zones 10,,11 and 12.to provide the
'capability of shuffling radial blanket assemblies if required at a later

5.1 time. Thus, the pressure drop reported under "LIM upper portion and
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'C./ orifice", for zones 1 through 9 is due to the hardware of the upper por-
tion of the LIM, i.e., .the region where the orificing plates are inserted.
for zones 10 through 12; the plates pressure drops are added for zones
10, 11 and 12. Whether or not orifi.cing plates are. physically in the
LIM is quite obvious from the relative magnitude of the reported pressure
drops. The "LIM, lower portion" AP is attributable to the resistance in
the remainder of the LIM.

The average zone flows thus calculated for THDV conditions by
CATFISH and reported in Table 4.4-9 exactly agree (within 0.05%) with the
flows reported in Table 4.4-4, which is quite a strong indication of the
soundness of the CATFISH model. The vessel, nozzle-to-nozzle pressure drop
was calculated at 126.4 psi, which is""actua'ly'consistent with the 123
psi value reported in Section 5-when one considers that 126.4 psi is the vessel
nozzle-to-nozzle irreversible pressure loss, while 123 psi is the vessel
nozzle-to-nozzle static pressure difference minus the nozzle-to-nozzle
elevation head. The difference of 3.4' psii is therefore. the 'dif'ference
in velocity head between the reactor vessel inlet nozzle and outlet nozzle.
Similarly, the reported value of the pump head., 163.5 psi reported in
Table 4.4-9, is the total developed head, while the value 160.3 psi
reported in Section 4.4.2.1 is the static pump head.

4.4.2.7.5 Hydraulic Loads and Hydraulic Balance

The maximum hydraulic loads on the.core components, considering
steady state, transient and test operations, are shown in Figure 4.4-2.
The reactor-component which is subjected to the highest Hydraulic load
is the core support structure (CSS). During operationwith the core in
place, the maximum hydraulic load on the CSS occurs during steady state
and is 7.37 x 10b pounds. This corresponds to a. conservatively estimated
maximum core pressure drop of 160 psi. This maximum core pressure drop
is based on assumptions that the pump head-flow characteristic is at the
maximum and all non-core pressure losses are at their minimum values.
For all other components, during upset, emergency, faulted and test events,
the hydraulic loads are also less than the steady state values.

H draulic Balance - The function of the hydraulic balance sys-
tem is to equalize (_balance) the pressure forces on the fuel, blanket
'and control assemblies so that there is. little or no force tending to
lift the assembly so that the resultant net force due to gravity is down-
ward and equal to approximately the buoyant weight of the assembly.
Thi.s is accomplished by exposing.a significant .portion of the bottom of
the assembly to the low pressure of the outlet.plenum.

It is unlikely that loss of hydraulic balance will occur, as
discussed in Chapter 15.2.2.1.
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4.4.2.8 Correlations and Physical. Properties

The physical properties and correlations employed in the steady
state thermofluids design of the CRBRP fuel, inner and outer blanket and
control assemblies arejlisted and discussed below.

4.4.2.8.1 Sodium Properties

All sodium properties used in the design studies are according
to Reference 15.

4.4.2.8.2 Film Heat Transfer Coefficient

The fol'lowing correlations, (Reference 16)-based on theoretical
analyses and best fit of available experimental data for sodium flowing
through rod bandles with pitch-to-,diameter ratios between 1.05 and 1.30,
are used:

For Fuel Assemblies:

Nu : 4.0 + 0.33 (P/D) 3 "8 (Pe/100) 0 "86 + 0.16 (P/D) 5 "0 (4.4.2.8-1)

range of validity: 1.2 <P/D< 1.3; 20< Pe< 1000

lower bound of uncertainty for the above ranges:

--12% at 3a level of confidence.

For Blanket. and Control Assemblies:

Nu = -C-16.15 + 24.96 (P/D)- 8.55 (P/D) 2 j Pe0 3  (4.4.2.8-2)

for 1.05 <P/D<1.15; 150<Pe:<300

Nu = 4.496 f-16.15 + 24.96 (P/D) - 8.55 (P/D) 2  (4.4.2.8-3)

for 1.05, P/D< 1.15; 414 Pes 150

lower bound of uncertainty for the above ranges of validity:
-21% at 3 a level of confidence.

In th.e above equations, the following nomenclature applies:

Nu = Nusselt number
Pe = Peclet number
P rod pitch
D = rod outer diameter

(
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C} 4.4.2.8.3 Cladding Thermal Conductivity

The following correlation (Reference: 17) was adopted for the
cladding thermal conductivity, K:

K = 7.645 + 4.187 x. 10-3T (4.4.2.8-4)

where K is in Btu/Hr-Ft 2 F and T in OF.

The correlation for the thermal conductivity of 316 SS was based
on unirradiated data which are reported in Reference 19.

It should be noted that the correlation equation adopted yields
results which are 5% lower than the data given in Reference 18. In addition.,
a 10% uncertainty C3a level) is applied to account for irradiation ef-
fects,.which is very conservative as discussed in Reference 19. It is
important to note that the temperature drop across the cladding wall is
relatively small (of.the order of 600 F or less), so that uncertainties
in the thermal conductivity of the cladding due to in-reactor effects
have only a small effect on temperature. The thin layers of cladding
affected by sodium-corrosion and fuel-corrosion have very small temper-
ature drops so that reductions in thermal. conductivity have only very
minor influence on cladding temperatures. Thus, the effects of these
thin layers were included in the overall 10% uncertainty applied to

* . the cladding conductivity as opposed to being handled separately. It
should also be noticed that the effect of cladding thickness tolerances
(maximum + I mill has been accounted for, and statistically combined
with the Tn-reactor effects to yield a total uncertainty factor *on
cladding thickness and conductivity of 12% (36 level).

4.4.2.8,4 Cladding Linear Thermal Expansion Coefficient

Thefollowing correlation (Ref.: 17) was adopted for the clad-
ding linear thermal expansion coefficient, (x

= 8.33 x 10-6 + 1.67 x 10- 9T (4.4.2.8-5)

where Cis in OF- 1 and T in OF.

An uncertainty of 10% (at 3a level of confidence) applies
to the above correlation, accounting mainly for irradiation effects.

4.4.2.8.5 Fuel and Blanket Assemblies Fuel-Cladding Gap Conductance

The fuel-cladding gap conductance varies during the lifetime
of the assembly, depending on the type of fuel, burnup, power and temp-
erature level in the assembly. The gap conductance is also correlated

51 with the fuel thermal conductivity, and fuel restructuring parameters;
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in other words, gap conductance, fuel conductivity and restructuring par-
ameters are the three components of a unique, self-consistent set which
is determined through irradiation experimental data as they become avail-
able. The LIFE-Ill code provides analytical modeling of the components
of this set. Specifically,. LIFE-Ill models used in fuel behavior eval-
uation are:

* A gap conductance model based on heat transfer and molecular
theory fundamentals;

a A pore migration model which is not tied to any fixed restruc-
turing boundaries (threshold temperature, density), but is
based on migration of the as-Ifabricated fuel porosity into the
central' hole and consequent growth of the central hole;

* A gap closure model which correlates the gap size with burnup,
accounting for operational conditions of the fuel, effect of
thermal expansion, cracking and swelling of the fuel;

* A model to calculate the fuel-cladding contact pressure;

• Updated fission gas release model.

All the above models are explicitly dependent on fuel rod burn-
up, power and operating conditions history. (

Regarding the transient.behavior of gap characteristics,.a
national effort is currently being pursued:.to develop detailed transient
analysis codes in the same manner as the LIFE code ýhas been developed
for steady state analyses-.-. For the time being, until the detailed tran-
sient code is developed and its prediction calibrated against experimen-
tal data, steady state gap characteristics are adopted during the tran-
sients which are discussed in Chapter 15. A qualitative evaluation of

,the cladding/fuel gap behavior is briefly discussed in the following.

During transients characterized by a power increase, the rise
in fuel temperature-will cause thermal expansion of the fuel and a
concomitant reduction in the fuel-cladding gap. Theresultant effect
of the transient will be to increase the gap conductance over its steady
state value; therefore, adoption of-the former during the transient will
represent a conservative estimate, since the predicted fuel temperature
will be greater than the actual,. In this respect, it should be noted that
the fuel temperature is. the most important parameter:sought after in a
power-Increase transient.

The situation is not quite as obvious for the case- of an under-
51 cooling transient. These transients consist of twophases, an initial,
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one before the reactor scram when the coolant flow decreases while the
power remains constant, and a second after scram when both flow and
power rapidly decrease. During the first phase, the cladding temperature
will increasemore rapidly than:the fuel temperature, therefore, the fuel-
cladding gap will increase due to the differential thermal expansion. In
the second phase, the fuel temperature will quickly decrease with sub-
sequent pellet contraction and further enlarging of the gap.. Therefore,
the gap conductance will decrease with respect to its steady state value
and the actual, transient fuel temperature will be somewhat. higher than.
predicted. However, the fuel temperature is of secondary importance in
a loss of flow transient, the critical parameters being the cladding.:
and coolant temperatures. In this respect, adoption of steady state gap
conductance is conservative; in fact, the actual cladding and coolant
temperatures will be less than predicted, since owing to the lower gap
conductance, a smaller amount of heat will be transferred from the fuel.
into the cladding and coolant at the time the.first peak,temperature
occurs. Theleffects discussed above occur in arelatively-short time
when compared with the coolant coastdown period; as the coastdown con-
tinues, eq.uilibr~ium conditions between fuel,.-cladding and coolant tem-.
peratures are reached. The opening and/or enlargement .of,.,the'.gap;. ,.there&..
fore,. has the.ý effect'of delaying the attainment of the thermal equil-;. ..
ibrium conditions. In addition, heat fluxes aresmall in this period
and this results in an insensitivity to gap.conductance variations.

4.4,2.8.6 Control Rod Gap Conductance

The hot,.gap.(g) is defined asthe difference between the pin
cladding inside radius.(Ri) and the B4 C absorber pellet outside radius
S(R,,.at operating conditions, i.e.,

-p (4.4.2.8-6)

Accounting for thermal expansion, the hot cladding insideradius is calculated by,

RI =(Rdcold + cl (Tcl,m- 70)] (4.4.2.8-7)

5. where CR )coldis the cold cladding inside radius;
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"c is the cladding thermal expansion coefficient reported

in Section 4.4.2.8.4; and

Tcl,m is the cladding midwall temperature(*).

The hot absorber pellet outside radius is calculated by,

Rp (R ) [1 + Cabs (Tabs, avg- 70)] (4.4.2.8-9)

where (Rp) is the cold absorber pellet outside radius;

" cabs is the B C thermal expansion coefficient (see Section
abs 4

4.4.2.8.9));

Tabs.,avg is the average absorber temperature (see discussion below).

Of the two radii, the' hot cladding inside radius (Ri) is simply
evaluated by Equation (4.4.2.8-7) upon the calculation of the cladding
midwal 1 temperature.

To calculate the hot pellet radius, an iterative procedure is
followed until the average absorber temperature, and consequently, the
hot absorber pellet outside.radius (R ) calculated in two successive
iterations €onverge-wilthin prefixed ly mits.

.:The average absorber temperature can be defined .as the arith-
metic mean between the absorber pellet centerline and the surface- teemr-
perattures, i..e..,

Tabs +TTa .= : abs,s: " " : " ... "

abs,avg 2 (4.4.2.8-10).

(*) The cladding midwall temperature, Tcim as well as the ID, temperature
.Tc, are calculated based on the Tc-- general equation representing

the heat conduction through the cladding at a radius rfor a height
AZ,..considering separate heat production in. the cladding, i.e.,.. Qabs+ Cr (r- R) = '-Kl 2rrr .Z-.(44288

Q dT
. abs ClR 2 2 cld (4.4.2.8-8)

where Qabsand Q.clr are heat generations in the absorber and cladding,
*respectively;

Kc is the cladding thermal.:conductivity (Equation.:4.4.2.8-4)

5 .. Ro and Ri. are the .cladding outer and inner radius, respectively.
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C) Since the absorber pellet centerline temperaturei.(Tabs,)(*),
is dependent on the absorber pellet surface.temperature (Tabs,'s)
as a boundary condition, the iterative process on Tabs, avg
actually involves Tabs,s. Based on the heat transfer across the absorber.
pellet-to-cladding gap, considering the bond (helium) thermal conductiv-
ity and the (hot) gap size, the surface temperature can be expressed
(under nominal rod operating conditions),-.as the-following:

abss T cl, i abs + ln (Ri)AE (4.4.2.8-11)
gap p

where Tcl ,i is the cladding inside temperature;

Qabs is the absorber heat generation within a length AZ;

Ri is the hot cladding inside radius based on Equation (4.4.2.8-7);

Rp as indicated by Equations (4.4.2.9-9) and (4.4.2.8-10),
is a function of T abs,s;

K is the gap (helium) thermal conductivity (see followinggap Equation 4.4.2,8-14).

The gap thermal conductivity is again dependent on the absorber
.eilet surface temperature Tabs,s, since it is a function of the average

gap temperature which can be defined as,
k~dT +1__ _

T abss +cl,i
gap, avg 2 (4A4.2.8-13)

*The absorber centerline temperature, Tabs,(, is calculated based on the

general differential equation representing the heat transfer through
the absorber pellet,

d 2T Kabs dT " l

56 d"F- + r dr (4.4.2.8-12)

where K a is the absorber (B4 C) thermal conductivity reported in
Section 4.4.2.8.8; and

q"" is the volumetric heat generation rate-in the pellet.abs

51
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0
The iterative procedure on the hot pellet radius (Rp) is initia- (

ted by the first guestimate of Tb 5 from Equation (4.4.2.8-11), assum-
ing Rn = (Rp)cold and T_4anp ,avg -T' This first guestimate value is used

next to estimate values of R by Equations (4.4.2.8-9) and (4.4.2.8-10),
and Tgap,avg by Equation (4.4.2.8-13). As mentioned previously, this
process is repeated until the value R calculated in two successive iter-
ations converges within a prefixed ligit; with the established values
of R and Ri (see Equation 4.4.2.8-7),the hot gap is obtained by
Equa ion (4.4.2.8-6).

Experimental values of the control rods gap conductance have

been determined (Reference 20) to be consistent with the method used.

The helium thermal conductivity is given by (Ref. 21).

K = 0.097 + 7 x 10" 5T (4.4.2.8-14)

where K is in Btu/hr-ft-OF and T in OF.

The above, equation is valid for T >700 OF.

4.4.2.8.7 Fuel Thermal Conductivity

The following equation (Ref. 18) is used in evaluating the.
fuel thermal conductivity in the fuel assemblies: (

K FP [A + CT (4.4.2..8-15).

where K = thermal conductivity, W/m°K;

T = temperature,0K;

FP 1.079 (1-P)

(1.0+0.5P+4.62P2)

P = fractional porosity (1-fraction of theoretical density);

551 A = -6.0656 x 10-

B = 3.04212 x 10"4

C = 0.75137 x 10

A review of the effects of plutonium weight percent on conduc-
tivity revealed that for the range 0.12 'Pu f0.3, such effect was within
the range of experimental uncertainties, and therefore, the thermal con-
ductivity could be considered independent of plutonium content. No ex-

51 perimental conductivity data exist for a plutonium content corresponding
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to the CRBRP heterogeneous core value (33%). However, based-on existing
data, it is believed that.such a slight extrapolation outside the range
.is not significant enough to change the above conclusion. Moreover,
effects of plutonium content extrapolation on power-to-melt, which is
the parameter of ultimate importance., are properly accounted.for as dis-
cussed in Section. 4.4.3.2.2.

Equation (4.4.2.8-15) has .been. adopted also for the radial
blanket assemblies; this. is conservative:for. BOL conditions since the--
conductivity of single-phase uranium oxideis higher than for mixed oxides.

The thermal conductivity of-mixed oxide.fuel is dependent on
the poro.sity fraction,.pore conductivity, and pore shape, size and. dis.-.
• tribution. Thesevariables-are normally accounted for. in terms of a
porosity correction factor in an equation relating the actual conductiv-!
i:ty to that of.the 100% dense material..

The effect of porosity andpore morphology have been the sub-
ject of extensive investigation, with many theoretical and empirical re-..
lationships being proposed to explain and correlate these effects (Ref-
erences 22 through 25V. Most of the available relationships for poro-
sity corrections have been reviewed in the technical literalture.

The experimental studies on this subject (Ref. 24),have shown
that fuel pellets with open, interconnected porosity and microcracks.0had thermal conductivities from 14 to 33% less than pellets at the
same density, but containing uniformly distributed isometric.pores.
The fuel fabrication procedure for the low thermal conductivity pellets.
involved high pressure preslugging of this powder prior to final comr-
paction of the pellets. The-results showed that.the thermal. conductiv-
!ties decreased with an increase in.open porosity, laminar, pores and/or...
microcracks with the major axis normal to the heat flow direction.

However, results from an in-reactor experiment (Reference 26)
showed that the effects of pore morphology on heat rating-to-melting
was small. The heat-rating-to-melting of fuels with laminar porosity,
and microcracks waas only 3-6% lower than the fuels with isometric po.r.
osity, The small difference in the heat rating-to-melting, despite the

. significant differences in the preirradiation thermal conductivity, is
attributed to fuel restructuring and possibly-"radial oxygen redistrib-
ution effects (Reference 26)., The restructuring.of the fuel.in.,the
inner hot region of:the fuel increases the fuel density due to forma-
tilon of columnar grains. and lenticular porosity oriented in the radial
Iirecti~on, thus effectively reducing the thermal resistance to.radial

heat flow.

The results from the HEDL P-20 experiment .(Reference 27) also
51 ilndicate that the effect of fuel microstructure.(primaril.y. .pore morph-
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0
ology) on heat-rating-to-melting is relativelY small. A difference of
:approximately 6% was.observed between isometric and laminar type poros.,
ity fuels.

"In summary,, theoretical expressions for understanding pore

morphology effects and correlating-data are available. Experimental data
• show that differences in pore morphology brought about by differences in
fabrication procedures can cause significant differences in out-of-reactor
thermal conductivities. However, ih-reactor effects, such as restructuring,
substantially reduce.these differences.

4.4.2.8.8 B4C Thermal-Conductivity

The thenmal conductivity of the B4 C absorber in the control
Siassenblios is given by.:(Ref.. 20)-:

AK = 6.87 + .) (- .- 4- ) (.0.1026-1442 (4.4..2. 8-6.)

where
K = B4 C thermal conductivity, Btu/hr-ft-F F
T . B4 C absorber.temperature, 0F

= Porosity
e =irradiation temperature,.6F; for steady state o=T, for

transient analyses the irradiation temperature is equal to
the initial steady state temperature.

The above equation".s valid for:

20
Br-i0 captures .>5 x 10 captures/cc
440 <T <1800 F: "

The maximum uncertainty Was reported in: Reference-.20 to be in the range:
o 6 to 9%. To conservatively accommodate this possible variation, a
36 uncertainty-value of 10% has been incorporated in the thermal and
structural analyses of the:absorber pin. •so, the use of an expression
based on".burnup levels greater than 5 x.10. captures/cc provided further'
conservatism, since, for lower burnup.,.the B4C thermal conductivity is
much:higher than that expressed by the equa'ion.

Since the average PCA.absorber temperature is of the order of'
51 250,Q. F, some extrapolation of the.above.equation is necessary.
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4.4.2.8.9 B4C Linear Thermal. Expansion Coeffic.ient

The following equation (Ref.. 20) is used':

551

551

-.26 0.434106+0 .93 94.= 2.253 x 0 + 0.592 x 10 T - 0.525 x 10'.13T21

(4.4.2.8-17)

where a is in (in/in-°F) and T in (°F)

The temperature range of validity is from 20 0 C to 25000 C.

4.4.2.8.10 BC Density.

The theonetical' density (Ref. 20) of 0natural (19.78 a/o B I)
B4 Cis 2.512;g/cm ; fully enriched (92 a/o Bu) B4C has a theoretical
density of 2.381 'g/cm3 . A linear variation between those two extremes
can be assumed to' calculate B4C density for.intermediate values of en'
richment. B

4.4.2.8.11 Fuel Theoretical Density.

C
The fuel theoretical density is given'.by:

NM

P =AV (4.41.2.8-18)ý

where
p
M
A
N
V

is in g/c.c
is the molecular weight in grams
is the Avogadro's number
= 4 is the number of molecules per
is the unit cell volume in cm3 and
ratio and percentage of plutonium.
Reference 28.

unit cell
depends on the 's toi chi ometric
Values of V are reported' n

4.4.2.8.12 Fuel Melting Temperature

The unirradiated mixed oxide fuel melting (solidus) temperature
(Ref. 28) is 2760°C (5000 0F).' The observed decrease in melting tempera-
ture with burnup (range: 15,000 to 200,000 Mwd/Mt) is approximated by
the following correlation, according to Reference 29:

55 I

.51

-3AT =-M. 0645 x 10 B - 58.887 (4.4.2.8-19):

where AT is the change in the sol.idus temperature in'C
B is the burnup in Mwd/MT
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The melting temperature of radial blanket fuel is (Ref. 30)
2850 C (5162 0 F) for unirradiated conditions and 27600 C (50,O0°F) for

551 irradiated conditions at ,,2 a/o burnup. "'

.. Since the mixed oxide fuel is a.-solid solution, melting occurs
over a range of temperatures. For fuel pin analysis., however, the soli-

. dus.temperature,.i.e., the temperature at which melting starts, is used

as the melting temperature of the fuel., *The melting temperature of the
mixed oxide fuel is a function of composition, i.e., U and Pu content
and the oxygen-tormetal .(O/M) ratio. In addition,.'with.burhup, some
of the fiýsion products form solid solutions with the fuel matrix, which

•decrease the melting temperature.

For unirradiated fuel, the melting temperatures, used in the fuel:
pin. analysis were obtained from thework. of, Aitken and.,Evans (Reference
311,, These data are shown in Tabl-e 4.4-10 and Figure 4.4-27. These.data
were obtained by a, thermal arres.t techn~ique and the accuracy..is..+250 C.
Thesedata show the melting temperature to be independent of the 0/M
ratio in the range of 1.96 to 2.00 within the accuracy of the experiment.

For irradiated fuel, the.melting temperatures were obtained from
551 the work of Krankota and Craig,(Reference .32).. These data:,were obtained

by the:tungsten "V" filament-technique for both thermal and fast flux.
irradiated mixed oxide fuel. An exact interpretation of, these data,
however, i's difficult because: a) distinguishing between s6lidus and
iiquidus'by. this technique is prone to experimental.error; b) decompo-

sition*of the specimens.near the melting temperature cannot be con-
*trolled and c) samples taken from different radial positions could have
different compositions due to. non,homogeneous, distributi ons of fission
products.

To minimize the.uncertainties, the change ..in melting: point
with burnup was utilized rather than. absolute temperature val:ues and
were correlated-with burnup statistically using a least squares tech-
niq.ue. The results are shown in Table 4.4-11 and Figure 4.4-28. These
data are used with the unirradiated melting.temperatures -to determine
the mel ing temperature as a function of burnup.

The solidus temperature-of mixed oxide fuel is a function of
composition, oxygen-to-metal, ratio and burnup. Since theredistribu-
tilo n of actinides changes the local composition of the fuel, the soli-
dus temperature will correspondingly change. Hence, a change in soli-

.dus temperature will depend on the actinide concentration profiles across.
.the fuel pellet. A-detailed description of the actinide redistribution
phenomena-is, therefore, a prerequisitejfor-determining the changes in.
solidus temperature.

511 Migration of uranium and plutonium occur primari ly.by a vapor trans- .

port mechanism. Since thevapor phase composition.. i.e.. Pu/LI ratio in the
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Vapor phase', in equilib rium over the fuel, is different from that in the solid
.fuel, segregation .from an originally homogeneous mixture occurs.. . For
a nearly ýstoichiomretric mixed oxide fuel., . the vapor phase would..be rich
in uranium relative to the solid. Therefore, as the-vapor condenses
in the cooler regions of the fuel, plutonium enrichment occurs near the'
fuel centerline. As the oxygen-to-metal ratio is reduced, the vapor
phase becomes plutonium rich.. Thus, in fuels with a.low initial O/M
ratio, uranium enrichment near the fuel centerline.will occur. These
conclusions are in 'excellent agreement with observations from irradiated
fuel pins (References..33-35) ...Experimental studies (Ref.-.36)
suggest-that the quasi-congruently vaporizing.composition is between .
1.,96 and 1.97. These experiments have also indicated that at lower
O/M ratios, the. rate of.transport is. reduced dand,- therefore, the. total
amount of vapor. transported .down the temperature gradient is diminished.
The net result is'diminished actinide segregation.- The amount.of poro-
ssity in the fuel and .the temperature gradients play an important role
in determining the actinide segregation. In fuels with Tow initial,
density, slightly enhanced segregation is expected because of the large
amount of the porosity available for vapor, transport.

From th.e above discussion, the actinide redistribution and its
effects on solidus temperature can be summarized as follows:

For fuels wth an Initial O/M, >1.97, plutonium enrichmen t will occur
near the fuel., cenhterl ine resulting in decrease in. solidus temperature
(or melting point).

2. For fuels; with.an i•• nit•ial O/M <1.96, uran~ium enrilchment will occur
near theJfuel:cehterline resujlting in an increase in soiqdus tem,-,,.perature (or melting point)..

3. For fuels with an initial O/M in the range of 1.96 to 1.97, li.tt"l
change in actinide distribution isexpected.

Statistically, the fuel is expected to be in an O/M ratio range where
.either no significant segregation occurs, or uranium enrichment will..
occur, at the fuel center resulting inan increase: in the solidus temper-
ature. Moreover, at beginning-of-life conditions; which -is theworst
time for incipient melting, no significant actinide..redistribution would
occur because of the very short irradiation times involved. .This of.
course, applies-also tothe. P-19 tests, conducted, on.prototypicCRBRP
fuel for practically unirradiated conditions.,

4.14.2,8.13" B4 C Melting Temperature

The generally recommended B4 C melting temperature is 245tC ('4442 F)
51 :(Reference 20).
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0
At the present time,: there are insufficient data to correlate the

SBC meltring temperaturew~th irradiation and burnup effects.* However, it
m st .be.considered: teat- op•rating B C maximum centerline temperatures are
:of the. order of 2500 9.l:which is abgut one-half of the unirradiated melting
..temperature.

4e4. 2. 8. 14 Fuel Li~near•. Power-to-Melt

Resul..ts.from the HEDL P-19 experiments (Ref. 37)following corrlio tfte. linear power rating causing

melting in the.f6uel -assemblies rods:

,m •95.5' Kw/ft. ;for diametral gap< 5 mils
... A-14. 95

Q 13.52 + G- 2.77 for diametral gap >5 mils% :m I

indicate the
incipient

I (4.4.2.8-20)

where

is the power-to-melt in kw/ft;

G is the diametral cold gap in mils.

The above6correlation is. valid for FFTF conditions (0.230' diameter
pins and 106O0 F c'add ing I.D, temperature).. Approximately a 0.1 kw/ft
decrease (inclrease) •iinl power-to-melt corresponds.to a20OF increase
*(decrease) in cl'adding I,.D... temperature.

A regressioný analy•is of the HEDL P-19;power-ýto-.melt data (adjusted
uto FTF conditions- , i.'e-., 1-0.6.00oF I.D. cladding: tmperature and .0.23ý -I('pin) h•
performed at ARD yielded the following cubic polynominal as best fit of the
data:

8. 8i44 , 6.828 G - .259 G2 + 0.06549.G3 ;(4.4.:2.8-21)

where

Q = linear power-to-melt (kw/ft)

G= diametral cold gap (miis).

The standard deViation of the data about the correlated curve was 0.31
kw/ft or a 3cavalue of 0.902 k.w/ft.,.

In parallel with ARD analysis, three analytical fits were proposed
:byHEDL: an arc-tangent, a cubic and a hyperbolic relationship. The.cubic
•fit correlation:

Q1 M 9.99 + 5.9.G - 1.09 G2+ 0.056 G3
(4.4.2.M822)1 51 0
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... )was in good agreement with ARD correlation. The root mean square deviation
of the HEDL cubic fit was 0.2643. The arc-tangent curve had a much larger
spread (0.418), while the hyperbolic relationship:

Q m =19.5 G < .5 mils
. 5(4.4.2.8-23)

Q' = 13.60 + 12.96 G>5 mils
mG-37T

had a root mean square deviation of 0.2953, i.e., comparable to the cubic
fit. Finally the HEDL data were officially published (Reference 37), where
the hyperbolic correlation (Equation 4.4.2.8-20) was selected as the most
accurate fit while the numerical constants were slightly readjusted.

Figure 4.4-29 shows Equation 4.4.2.8-20 and the experimental data.
The ±0..92 kw/ft band earlier determined for the cubic polynominal fit is
superimposed. As evident from the figure, the uncertainty band is definitely
overestimated when the optimum hyperbolic fit is adopted.

Subsequent to the P-19 test, additional power-to-melt data on very
low burnup irradiated pins (P-20 test, Reference 38) indicated an improvement
of about 20% in the value of the power-to-melt for pre-irradiated pins to
0.3% burnup, which can be achieved by initial operation at reduced power.
Based on this experimental evidence, several programmed startups (combin-
ations of reduced power and holding time) can be utilized to satisfy the no-
melting criterion in the high power CRBRP fuel rods. A detailed power-to-'
melt analysis and preliminary suggestions for a startup procedure are re-
ported in Section 5 of Reference 3. An optimum programmed startup will
be selected following final analyses.

4.4.2.8.15 Fuel Restructuring Parameters

The LIFE-Ill code features a continuous pore migration model which
supercedes the. previous finite restructuring zones approach, and therefore
no longer requires the definition of threshhold restructuring temperatures

56 or restructured zone densities.

4.4.2.8.16 Fission Gas Release and Fission Gas Yield

The model employed to predict fission gas release from the fuel
pellets is basically an updating and refinement of the HEDL model (Reference7
39).

The correlation for fission gas release from non-restructured fuel
51 as determined in-Reference 39 is:
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FN
1 - exp (-AIB). (4.4.2

= - A A2Bexp(A 3 Q)

fractional. gas release from non-restructured fuel

.8-2.4)

where

B = local burnup (a/o)

•Q =local linear heat generation rate (kw/ft)

A1A2 A3  empirical constants.

The experimental data considered covered the following range of
parameters (see Table 4.4-12):

Peak
Peak
Fuel

Burnup
Lnear Power
Density

Beginning of Life Peak
.Cladding ID Temperature

Diametral Gap Thickness

0.87 - 5.8 a/o
8.9 - 16. kw/ft
0.895 - 0.956 theoretical
pellet density

837 - 1070OF
0.0022 - 0.008 inch

(cold dimensions) (
By fitting the

the empirical constants
correlation to experimental data, the values of
were determinedas follows:

A1 =
A2 =
A3 =

0.5748
0.3745
0.0911

Subsequently, the model predictions of total gas release were
compared with two sets of experimental data not used in the calibration
and equation fitting, thus providing an independent check.

The first set (Reference 40) of data referred to high burnup (up
to 12.7 a/o) fuel, the second set (Reference 41) to high cladding temper-
ature (1160-1170 0 F) rods.

Tables 4.4-13 and 4.4-14 list the additional data for high burn-
up and high cladding temperature conditions, respectively, which were used
to verify the validity of the previously determined constants.

P•mend. 51
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Figure 4.4-30 provides an overall summary of this study by showing
the correlation between predicted and observed fission gas release for each
experimental pin examined. As shown in the Figure, a good agreement was
found between the calibration and verification pins, thus substantiating
the soundness of the model.

The 2caand 3a lines are also identified in Figure 4.4-30. It
should be noted that the +2a calculated release, which was used in CRBR
fission gas pressure. calculations, envelops all, the experimental data.

The overall "standard deviation was equal to 8.62%, the maximum
deviation 17.6% (which is the point near the -2rlTine in Figure 4.4-30)
and a correlation coefficient of.0.9554 was calculated.

The local linear power rating and burnup are calculated from
physics input, adopting the appropriate radial and axial power (and burnup)
profiles. The local gas release from non-restructured fuel is calculated
through the above equation;'subsequently, the total gas released from
non-restructured fuel is evaluated byintegration over the entire pin
length. Finally, the total gas release-from the fuel is obtained by
summing up the. above release (at a conservative 2a level of confidence)
from non-restructured fuel to the release (100% is assumed) from restructured
fuel.

The fission gas plenum pressure is then calculated from the
ideal qas law equation

.pV = nRT (4.4.2.8-25)

where n is related to the total gas release previously calculated.

Table 4.4-15 (from Reference 18) gives the ENDF/B-IV.(*.) fission
yields for gaseous Xe and Kr in:a fast fission spectrum. The, CRBRP neutron
energy spectrum is somewhat softer than the fission energy spectrum on
which the data in Table. 4.4c15 is based. However,.the'lgeneral tendency,
in the data is for'the fission yields to decrease slightly with :decreas-.
ing energy. Therefore, use of these fission energy yields in predicting
CRBRP fission gas pressures is slightly conservative.

The ENDF/B-IV reference data files do not. contain fission yield
data for'the higher. pl'utonium isotopes, Pu-240, Pu-241 or Pu-242. How-
ever, based on published Pu-241,thermal fission yields (Reference 42)
comparedwith the equivalent Pu-239 thermal fission yields, the Pu 241,.
fast fission yield is expected to be slightly.lower than those-for.Pu-239.
Therefore, for calculation purposes, the Pu-241 fission yields have been

51 assumed equivalent to those for Pu-239.
(•)-valuated Nuclear Data Files (ENDF/B).
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Based on a 90%/10% Pu (239 + 241)/U-238 fission rate split, the weighted

average fission gas yield value may be calculated directly from the data
presented in Table 4.4-15. The value of the Xe + Kr fission yield In, fuel
rods resulted equal to 0.249.

For the blanket case, the fuel Isotopic composition, and hence, the isotopic
fission rate, changes significantly with burnup (plutonium-accumulatlon).% For
a fresh assembly In either the Inner or outer blanket, about 90% of the
fissions occur in U-238, and the remaining 10% occur in U-235. Therefore, the
beginning-of-life fisslon gas yield is equal to 0.240;.

At end-of-life, just prior to discharge, the breakdown of fissions is as
follows: In U-238, 33% for inner and 16% for outer blanket; In U-235, 2% for
both inner and outer blankets;.in :Pu-239,:65% for Inner and 82% for outer
blanket. Thus, the fission gas yield calculated from dataln -Table 4,4-15 Is
0.247 in inner blanket:assemblies at EOL and-0.249 in outer blanket assemblies
at EOL.

Conservatlvely, a nominal fission yield of 0.249 constant throughout life for
both-fuel and blanket assemblies was adopted.,

The Isotopic uncertainty in the ENDF/B-IV fission yields results in a
±3.5%(16) uncertainty In the rare gas (Xe+Kr) yield from U-235, U-238 and
Pu-239 fissions. Therefore, the 2cr fission yield adopted Inl plenum pressure
calculations was equal to 0.266.

The substantial conservatism In calculating plenum pressures Is discussed In
Section 4,4.3.2.4, together with a quantitative evaluation of the over-
estimation of plenum pressure for two typical blanket rods.

4.4.2.9 Thermal Effects .of Operational Transienits

..- Current design practice Is that LMFBR components must meet the required
conditions of ASME Code Section III (Ref. 43) and.RDT Standard C-16-1T (Ref.
44)., Transient reactor design events are divided into categories of normal,
upset,- emergency and-faulted according to their l ikelihood of occurrence.
Table 4.4-16 gives: a) the definitions for the various Incidents; and b) the
allowable severity with respect to structural consequences. Note that the RDT
Standard respective terminology for the events are: normal operation,
anticipated fault, unlikely fault and extremely unlikely fault.

* Table 4.4-17 presents a summary of preliminary design criteria (Limits and
:Guidelines) for emergency and faulted events to assure that the core operates
.safely over its design lifetime and meets the requirements of the ASME Code
and RDT Standard. The frequency of occurrence and classification of events is
established by the designer based on Industrial and nuclear experience and
also the special characteristics and differences in LMFBR design (as compared
with an LWR for example).

Under normal steady state operating conditions, the'cladding is: loaded due to
the Internal gas pressure. Fission gases are released from the fuel with
burnup, and thus, the Internal pressure continually increases over the rod's
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S lifetime. This pressure produces very slow and small creep deformation of theC cladding. In addition to this long term creep effect associated with steady
state operations, there are two basic types of transients that could cause
dynamic loading of the cladding. All the upset, emergency and faulted events
which result In a cladding temperature increase coul~d be categorized into one
or the other of these types.

The first type transient results from undercooling or slow overpower events.
This type of transient can cause an increase In the cladding temperature. The
fill gas (helium) and fission gas in the plenum of the rod may have time to
heat up If the transient is of sufficient duration. The resultant gas
expansion Increases the Internal rod pressure, and subsequently, increases the
cladding loading. Simultaneously, with the load buildup, the cladding becomes
weaker due to its Increased temperature. The cladding deformation due to
these effects must be factored into structural evaluations of the cladding.

The second type of transient involves fast overpower events. Worst case
transients of this type are extremely rapid such that the fuel temperature
increases at a much faster- rate than the cladding and coolant temperatures.
This can cause differential thermal expansion between fuel and cladding which
may result in Increased fuel/cladding contact pressures. The fission gas in
the rod plenum does not have time to heat up and expand as with the first
type.

The evaluation of fuel rod damage due to the various design transients over
the rod lifetime comes from in-depth structural evaluatlon of the temperature
and other effects such as cladding wastage, irradiation effects and chemical
effects between the fuel and cladding. The sequence and/or combination of
occurrence of the transients are also considered In the analysis.

A discussion of temperatures that result for several of the most significant
anticipated faults is given in the following sections of chapter 15.0:

o Section 15.1: Accident Analyses.

o Section 15.2: Reactivity Insertion Design Events and Protective
Action;

o Section 15.3: Undercooling Design Events and Protective Action.

As can be seen, they fall Into the two dynamic loading mechanism categories
described previously. The abil ity of the. core to meet the design requirements
for anticipated faults is discussed In Section 4.2.1.3.
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4.4.2.10 Plant Configuration Data

Each core flow path and the total coolant flow within the flow
path is presented in Figure 4.4-2. Primary and intermediate loopflows
are presented in Table 5.1-1 with the number of loop flow paths desig-
nated in Tables 5.1-2 and 5.1-3.

The volume and elevation description of each major plant component is
summarized in Table 5.1-2 and 5.1-3, and in-Figure 5.1-3 for both the primary-
and intermediate heat transport systems. For all nominal operations, the flow
is single phase (liquid) and turbulent. Equivalenit flow path lengths
for major plant components are not explicitly summariz'ed; however,-the
values can be derived from the volumes presented in Table 5.1-2 and 5.1-3,
and the flow areas obtained from the component dimensions presented in
Sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3 and Figure 5.1-2. The reactor core flow path
lengths are presented in Table 4.2-4. See Section 5.1.8 for physical
arrangement.

With the exception of the reactor vessel and primary coolant
pumps, the sodium within each component of the primary heat transport
system completely occupies the volume of the component during normal
operation. In the reactor vessel, the free surface sodium level is
nominally maintained, at an elevation of 794.75 ft. with a minimum safe.
operating level of 781.9 ft. These sodium level elevations provide a
clearance to the bottom of the reactor vessel head which corresponds
to 5.43 ft. and 18"28&ft., respectively, and is occupied by an argon'
cover gas. The primary sodfum pumps are also free surface and are
more fully described in Section 5.3.2.3.1. and Figure 5.3-14..

The location, capacity and sizes of all safety related equip-
ment are presented in Section 6.2 for the Reactor Containment, Section
6.2.4.and 7.3.1 for.the Reactor Containment Isolation System, Section
6.3 for the Habitability Systems, Section 5.2 for the Reactor Guard
Vessel, Section 5.3 for the Guard Vessels of. the Primary Heat Trans-
port System major components, Sections 5.6,
7.4.1 and 7.6.3 for the Residual Heat Removal System, and Sections
5.6 and 9.3 and Figure 5.1-7 for the Auxiliary Liquid Metal System.
Reactor guard vessel characteristics not explicitly defined elsewhere
include a volume of 2800 ft3, minimum-maximum elevations of 741.08. ft.
and.788 ft., respectively, and.a vessel I.D. of 263.5 in.

.The steady state full power-full flow pressure and temperature
distribution throughout the primary-and intermediate systems is presented
in Table 5.1-1 and Figure 5.1-1 for the thermal and hydraulic design
operating conditions, and in Table 5.3-3 for operating conditions used

51 in. structural component evaluations.
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8 The primary pump head flow characteristics and reference operating points are
presented In Section 5.3.2.3.1 and 5.3.3.3 and Figures 5.3-19, 5.3-20 and
5.3-21. The primary pump flow coastdown Is presented In Figure 5.3-22. The
intermediate pumps are Identical to the primary pumps with the exceptions
noted in Section 5.4.2.3.1 with operating characteristics shown In Flgure
5.4-3.

4.4.3 Evaluation

4.4.3.1 Reactor Hydraulics

The total reactor flow rate is one:ýof the primary parameters that affect the
thermal performance of the CRBRP. The hydraulic analyses Include the effects
of uncertainties such as: Instrumentation errors, correlation uncertainties,
experimental accuracy, manufacturing tolerances and primary loop temperature
and. flow uncertainties.

The method used to perform the steady-state hydraul ic analysis consists
essentially of Identifying all possible flow paths in the reactor, establish-
Ing a hydraul ic network and solving the network by use of, such codes as.
CATFISH, HAFMAT and C0BRA-WC. 'Solution of the network .will provide reactor
f Iow rate and f Iow di str I buti on w Ithi n the reactor 4for certaIn speci f Ied ,.p. ant
operating conditions, which In the case'of the CATFISH code are the pump
head/flow characteristics curve. The CATFISH code includes pressure drop
analytical correlatlons obtalned from the results of the out of fIle tests
reported In Tables 4.4-36.

The coolant flow distribution Is determined by the geometry of the regions
through which sodium flows. Their hydraulic resistance establishes the
reactor pressure drop and pressure distribution. These paths Include Inlet
and outlet nozzles, Inlet and outlet plena, core support structure. modules,
annul us between radial shielding and core barrel, annulus between vessel and
core barrel, annul us between vessel and vessel lI ner and the core assemblies
upper Internal structures region. Because of their importance, the resistance
and hydraulic characteristics of the main flow paths are determined by scale
model tests. The tests conducted for CRBRP are discussed In Section 4.4.4,
Testing and Verification. The results from similar tests In the FFTF
Development Program are used where appli icable. Also see Section 4.4.2.7 for a
discussion on hydraulic resistance correlations.

In addition to the main flow path, leakage flow paths exist In the CRBRP;
these are taken Into account In the flow distribution studies, but no credit
i.s taken for leakage flow when satisfying cooling requirements. Seals between
the core support structure and the core Inlet module liner, between various
parts of the hydraul ic balance system, etc., form flow paths for leakage. The
design objective of the seals is to minimize leakage. Where possible, the
piston ring type seal developed In FFTF will be used and others of different
design will be evaluated experimentally with the intent to minimize leakage.0
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4.4.3.2 Uncertainties Analysis (*)

4.4.3.2.1 I ntroductlon"

The impact of theoretical and experimental analyses uncertainties, instrumen-
tation accuracy, manufacturing tolerances, physical properties and correla-
tions uncertainties must be considered In predicting the reactor thermal-.
hydraulic performance to ensure the safe and rellable operation of the CRBRP
core and to guarantee that proper margins are provided so as not to exceed the
design Ilmlts and requirements.

Hot channel/spot factors for all core assemblies have been determined to
account quantitatively for the above uncertainties. Consistent with previous
studies, the semi-statistical hot spot analysis method ls usedfor'the CRBRP
core,•assemblies; I.e., random variables are combined statistically and
.together with the direct bias uncertainties they characterize a hot channel/
spot as the one affected by the simultaneous occurrence of all uncertainties.
Predicted hot channel/spot temperatures are the ones to be compared with the
required Ilmits.

The preliminary uncertainties analysis made certain simplifying assumptions,
such as the overall temperature difference is a linear function of Individual
vari1,ables; statistical uncertainties are normally, distributed, and a large
number of samples are Implicit in the data base. The effect of these assump-
tions have been investigated In a detailed study (Ref. 19) which showed "that
the overall uncertainty analysis approach adopted in these analyses is con-
servative. A full evaluation of the adopted uncertainties, of the confidence "(
levels of the hot channel factors and of the effects of non-linear application
of the hot channel factors, will be performed for the FSAR.

Use :of the semi-statistical method requires the separation of the variables
whi-ch cause the ,ot spot temperatures into two principal groups, one of
statistical' origin and the other non-statistical. The two categories are;
defined below.

A non-statistical (or direct) uncertainty is defined as a variable, the exact
value of which cannot be predicted in advance, but which

(*) The information specified in the Standard Format and Content for Section
4.4.3.2 "Influence of Power Distribution",.is7included In Section 4.4.3.3
to enable the inclusion of this major area of T&H analysis as Section'
4.4.3.2.
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is not subject to random occurrence. ComputationalIly, the non-statistical
factors represent multipliers *applied to the nominal magnitudes. of the
variables to provide the worst possible values which can be assumed. A
variable which has a frequency distribution of occurrence due to its
random character is treated statistically. For example, experimental
data (such as materials properties) are treated statistically since'
their evaluation includessome statistical error.

The following briefly. illustrates the method of combining *hot
spot factors (see Figure 4.4-31 for.a graphical representation).

The. vominal'ltemperatut-e difference AT.,nom Of.component j is

increased by the nuclear radial.and axial peak ng factors to'the peak
temperature difference ATj,peak and successively by the direct.or non-
statistical uncertainties to .the temperature difference ATJdir..Co-rres-
pondi.ngly, the nominal *temperature 17nom will increase to •Tj•eak and-.to
T',dir, which represents the mean vaiue-ifor the statistical-temperature diLs-
tribution by the variables of random origin; in other words•, Tjdir or
T .Tj,Owill be synonymous.

Finally,T-..or T.• 3  will.be determined according to the
desired level of co fi, ence.J3

To avoid any ambiguit in terminology, folIow~i ng is the deffini.r..
tion of the terms "average, nominal, peak and hot" as used in. the CRBRP
core thermofluids analyses.

•"Average -. The. average rod is the one with a power generation
equal to the total assembly power divided by the.numberiof rods i.n the
assembly,. Thus,. it may be a fictitious .rod, .not. exacltly..corresponding
to any of the rods in-the.considered assembly. Temperatures in. the
average rod are calculated without accounting for anynuclear or. engi-
neering hot spot factors.

Nominal - Nominal temperatures are the actual values calculated
for the considered rod, without accounting for *any nuclear or engineer.ing-
uncertainty factor.. Thedifference between nominal and average is that the
nominal refers to the particular rod :investigated, average to a repre-
sentative fictitious.rod.

Peak The peak rod is the one in the assembly with the high-
est power generation, i.e., the highest nuclear radial peaking factor.
No hot channel/hot spot factors are considered in evaluating peakitem-
peratures.

Hot - The hot.(or maximum) rod is the one in the assembly
with the maximum cladding midwall temperature;, due to the.flow distribu-',.511 tion in a wire wrapped assembly,,generally it does not coincide with.
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the peak rod. Hot channel/hot spot factors are added to thenuclear
peaking factors characteristiclof the hot rod. Hot rod temperatures
.at, 0 2a.. or 3a- are generally quoted, depending on the selected degree.
*of confidence..

Separate groups of ..hot, channel/hot spot factors have been es-
tablished for calculation -of:

a. Fuel rod temperature' .(coolant, cladding, fuel or absorber).;

b. -Coolant mixed mean temperature (assembly exit and upper
mixing. chamber-chimney-exit);

c. Rod fission gas plnum pressure .(plenum temperature,
burnup).

The unCertainty factors adopted for the thermal-hydraulic per-.
formanceý predictions: of the CRBRP :core are presented in Tables 4. 4-18

•through:,4.4-27, 'For convenience,' the factors have been tabulated by
assembly type (fuel,. inner/r6adial blanket, control:(*))-, intended appli-
cation (rod temperatures, mixed mean temperatures, plenum pressure.cal-
culations), and type (engineering. - table numbers with *the "A" suffix;
nuclear - table numbers with'the "B" suffix). Note that 3o statistical

.values are presented which are the basis for transient and safetyanaly-
ses. Uncertainties at.,2a level are used in calculation of steady state
thermalS-hydraulic parameters, such as cladding temperature.
and pressure, whi~ch are input to replaceable core assembly lifetime
analyses. These factors represent an adaptation to the heterogeneous
core configuration of tfhe hot channel factors ppreviously used in the
thermal-hydraulic design of. Athe" homogeneouscOre."' Thus, .primary. emphasis
was directed.to evaluate. the nuclear uncertainty factors for the power and
burnup histories reported in.'Section 4.3.2.2.9., The significant features
in the applicationwof the'.nuclear uncertainty .fac-tors to the thermal-
hydraulic analyses are reported in Section 4.4.3.2.3.

In parallel with the studies reported here, a thorough re-
evaluation of uncertainties analyses, their. numerical values and meth-
odology of application was performed. This re-evaluation led to a re-
vised set (Ref. 19)., which. was .approved by the CRBRP Project Office
in December, 1978. It must, therefore, be emphasized that the per-
formance predictions herein contained are not consistent with the

(*)Values reported in Tables 4.4,-24 through 4.4-27 are the same as used in
the analyses of the homogeneous configuration'.. However, the. overall un-
certainty factors for the control. assemblies in -the heterogeneous configu-
ration are not expected to be changed-such that-existing criteria would be

51 exceeded, due to the similarity of the two. designs.
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E uncertainty factors documented in Reference 19, but are actually more
conservative. In fact, temperatures calculated using the factors and'
method of..Reference 19 are lower(**) than the values reported in Section
4.4.3.3 which were predicted utilizing the*hot channel factors from.
Tables 4.4-18 through 4.4-23.

The hot channel/spot factors presented here. differ from those

presented in Reference 19 as follows(.*):

'. pellet-claddingeccentricity hot channel factor. Both a dir-
ectand statistical component were evaluated in Reference 19

as well'as a lifetime dependency, while only a statistical
component unchanged throughout life was considered here. Note

.that. the latter i's conservative when calculating end-of-life
temperatures, which are the ones of utmost importance in steady
state. analyses, since Reference 19 recommends to consider no.
end-of-Iife uncertainty factor, neither direct nor statistical
due to pellet-cladding eccentricity:

inlet flow..maldistribution factor. Detailed analyses conducted
in Reference 19 recommended a split of this factor into a dir-

ect and.a statistical component, in lieu. of the entirely dir-
ect factor adopted here; and again, the latter approach is

more conservative;

0 subchannel flow area. A re-evaluation of the analyses performed
to establis~h this factor led to a reduction in its value;

* cladding circumferential temperature variation.. Recentmodi-
fications totheFATHOM36 code a0llowedi alculation in
Reference 19 of individual.,hot spot factors.representing separ.-
ately the effect of the wire wrap on the film and cladding
temperature drop. Previous practice was to consider only one
factor to be applied to the temperature difference between the.
bulk coolant and the radial.cladding position considered. Of
the two factors reported .in Reference .19, the cladding hot
spot is less than unity, as.it physically should be, since it
represents the beneficial effect of circumferential heat transfer
through the cladding. The film hotspot,"on the other hand,

•**)_Cai6ltions for typical fuel, inner blanket and radial blanket
assembly hot rods 2a, plant expected conditions at end-of-l.ife.showed
the present analysi-s yielding maximum cladding ID.temperatures approxi-
mately 549F, 25.Fand 80F, respectively higher than obtained using Refer-
ence 19 uncertainty factors and analytical procedure.

(,)_Comparison between hot spot factors used here and recommended in
Ref. 19 are limited to the fuel and blanket assemblies (Table 4.4-18

51 .through 4.4-23).
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accounts for the presence of the wire wrap in the channel. The
approach recommended.in Reference 19 is therefore more adherent
to reality than used here, however, the two methods yield the
same overall effect on cladding temperature. In fact, the
film hot spot factor in Reference 19 is higher than the over-

'all factor reported in Tables 4.4-18.A and 4.4-21.A, which
compensates for the less than unity cladding hot.spot factor;

* cladding thickness and conductivity. A critical re-evaluation
conducted in Reference 19 of the correlation adopted in design,.
its deviation from experimental data and the effect of irrad-

*iation led to the conclusion that the.5% under-estimation dir-
* ectly built in the 'correlation is more than adequate to account

for th6 irradiation swelling and cladding thickness effects on
* temperatures and .therefore, no hot channel factor is recommend-

ed in Reference 19. Again, the present analysis conservatively
adopts a 1.12 hOt spot factor;

e fissile fuel maldistribution. The value recommended in Ref-
erence 19 (1.052, is higher than the value used here (1.03),
by a factor of /3: this is due to the use of rectangular dis-
tribution, rather than. normal as adopted in the preliminary
hot channel factors assessment;

* reactor AT and inlet temperature variation. A statistical
analysis performed in Reference 19 showed-hat the value as-
signed here to the uncertainty factor-on AT is actually in-

clusive of:the inlet temperature variation effect.as well.
The result of this more refined analysis was, not surprising since
it was realized that the analysis leading to the values used here
was conservative; as discussed in Section 4.4.3M3.1. The boog-to-
loop imbalance uncertainty recommended-in Reference 19 is 7.4 F,.
higher than the 4.6:F used here, but this is more than offset by
the fact that an inlettemperature uncertainty of 33 F (first core)
or 36°F (second cQre) is adopted here.(see Table 4.4-29):, while
in Reference 19, the inlet temperature uncertainty is included
in the AT factor (1.14), as mentioned above;

sflow distributioncalculational uncertainty. There are several
differences between the values adopted in this study and those
recommended in Reference 19. In the fuel and' inner blanket
assemblies case, the values used for rod temperature calcula-
tions are similar, while the values for plenufm temperature

..calculation adopted in these studies were'conservatively
'assumed to be higher.. In the radial blanket case',;.the values
both for rod and plenum temperature calculations, adopted in

51 these studies are lower than recommended in Reference 19. '
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(5> These discrepancies are attributable to the fact that compari-
son/calibration/verification of the COTEC code is an ongoing
task as more data become available. For example, since issuance
of Reference 19, data have been obtained from the ARD full scale
61-rod blanket heat transfer test in sodium for flow and
skewed power conditions prototypic of the.radial blanket assem-
blies. Comparison of experimental data with COTEC predictions
indicated that COTEC consistently predicts higher temperatures,
both at the hot rod maximum cladding temperature axial position
and in the unheated plenum region, than obtained in thetests..
Preliminary evaluation of this data justify reducing the mal -
distribution calculation uncertainty factor for the radial
blankets from 1.2 to 1.1, at this time. A similarly conserva-
tive approach was taken for the inner blanket; since experi-
mental data for flatter power distributions typical of. inner
blanket assemblies were not yet available, the higher *uncertainty
factors were retained in this study, even though every indica-
tion exists that they can be significantly reduced.

Neither in Reference 19 nor here have results been incorporated
from the recently obtained fuel bundle test data from the MIT
61-rod salt-injection-in water (Ref.. 45), the KFK 61--rod heating

58:1 in sodium (Ref. 46) and the JOYO 91-rod heating in sodium (Ref. 47). Add
58 tionally, the 5:1 air flow tests on a blanket assembly conducted

at the Westinghouse Research Laboratory have just been completed,
the ARD 61-rodbundle blanket heat transfer test is in progress and

"D the ORNL 61-rod fuel assembly bundle sodium heat transfer test is
planned in CY 1979 (see Section 4.4.4.2); As these additional test
data are factored into the code calibration, the basis for the
statistical component of the flow distribution calculational un-
certainty will.be improved and, the direct component.(simulation
bias) will be reduced or eliminated alt*gether, since the forth-
coming data are from larger bundle, more prototypic heated rod
experiments in sodium.

In conclusion, as previously mentioned, the overall effect of
using the hot channel factors in Tables 4.4-18 through 4.4-23 rather -

than those recommended in Reference 19 is a more conservative evaluation
of the core steady state thermal performance reported in Section 4.4.3.3.

Finally, gap and fuel uncertainty factors for fuel temperature
calculations are not reported in Reference 19. since steady state fuel tem-
peratures in fuel/blanket rods are no longer calculated through the NICER
code (seeSection 4.4.2.2)-where individual uncertainties on the tempera-
ture drop through the gap and fuel are required. They are, however, retained
here in Tables 4.4-18.A:and 4.4-21.A since-they-are used. as input to safety
and transient analyses. Uncertainties Ion the fuel/gap behavior-adopted
in power-to-melt analyses, which are consistent with.-the values..recommended

51 in Reference 19, are.briefl.ysummarized in Section C4.43.2.2; for a quanti-
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tative and more detailed discussion see Reference 19 and Section 5 of "
'Reference 3.

A discussion of uncertainties considered in fission *gas plenum
pressure calculations and how they are conservatively accounted for is
reported in Section 4.4.3.2.4.

4.4.3.2.2 Power-to-Melt Uncertainties

The LIFE-Ill code is used to assure that the no-melting criter-
ion at 115% rated power conditions and 3a level of confidence is actual-
ly satisfied.. This essentially translates in verifying that the limit-
ing power-to-melt calculated by LIFE-Ill (which has been-calibrated
against experimental data such as P-19 (Ref. 37.) and P-20 (Ref. 38)) is
equal toor greater than the maximum fuel (or blanket) pin linear power
rating at 3a , 115% power conditions. Of course, uncertainties must
be-properly, considered in such analysis. The first group are uncer-
tainties in LIFE-III predictions of the power-to-meltarising from
data scatter and the overall accuracy of measurements in the EBR-II reac-
tor. They are:

4 Uncertainty on overall power level due to variations in EBR-II

instrumentation and the uncertainty in the neutronics calcula-

tion for a given core loading. This uncertainty causes random
fluctuations in quoted power level that vary with time.

* Uncertainty due to a difference between actual and.quoted over-
all EBR-II power that doesn't change with time. It is known C
that a systematic shift in EBR-II power level exists and a cor-
rection is made by experimenters. An estimate is thus required
ofthe uncertainty on this correction. This uncertainty does
not show up as scatter in the data, but it is rather a system-
atic uncertainty which would show up in the scatter of data
comparing different reactors (i.e., EBR-II.versus CRBRP).

* Uncertainties in the spatial dependence of neutronics calcula-
tions and local inhomogeneities in the EBR-II core.

• Uncertainty due to variation in fuel pin fabrication parameters
*from their nominal values.

* Uncertainty in post-irradiation examination measurements.

A. second group of uncertainties covers the extrapolation from
.the EBR-II data used for LIFE-Ill calibration to CRBRP conditions. They
are:

0 Extrapolation from.P-19/P-20 to CRBRP conditions.

* .Use of fuel in CRBRP with different Pu enrichment •(33%) from.
the 25%.enrichment in the experiments used forLIFE-Ill cali-

51 bration, specifically change in melting point with Pu content.
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klý Finally, the uncertainties directly dependent on CRBRP opera-.
ting conditions must be considered; they are:

* Uncertainties due to tolerances and fabrication parameters,
i.e., fuel pellet diameter, cladding ID., fuel pellet density.

a Uncertainties on actual rod linear power rating, due to reactor
power level, instrumentation and nuclear uncertainties reported
in Tables 4.4-18.A and B, 4.4-21.A' and .B.

* All the thermal-hydraulic engineering uncertainties (not already
accounted for in power uncertainties.), which affect the cladding
I'D temperature and reported in Tables 4.4-18.A and 4.4-21.A.

As previously mentioned, a detailed quantitative discussion of
all the above uncertainties can be found in Reference 19 and in Section
5 of Reference 3, where their application to power-to-melt analyses is
also reported.

4.4.3.2.3 Nuclear Uncertainties

The total power or burnup uncertainty is composed of nuclear
design methods uncertainties and/or biases (based on comparisons of cal-
culations and measurements of isotopic fission and capture rates and gamma-
heating in ZPPR criticals), plus CRBR design uncertainties relating pri-
marily to absolute power normalization and fissile content variations,
and a general class. of.modeling uncertainties. In the fuel, the power
uncertainty is broken down into ae'statistical part.Which can be combined
in quadrature (root-mean square) with other statistical uncertainties,
and a non-statistical bias and uncertainty which is applied directly to
envelope the upper limits of the peak power density. Due to the limited
scope of the available blanket data, only a non-statistical uncertainty
is developed. Uncertainties are provided for the fuel, inner and radial
blanket assemblies. Where a basis exists, a spatial distribution of the
uncertainty is provided (e.g., adjacent to, and removed from the influ-
ence of inserted control rods, and by assembly-row in the outer blanket).
Otherwise, the. uncertainty is developed for the peak power locations and
should be assumed to be applicable throughout the region for the stated time-
in-life. For a detailed discussion, and definition.of all the nuclear
power uncertainties and individual factors, see Section 4.3.2.2.9.

Of particular interest to the thermal-hydraulic design is the
spatial dependence of the uncertainties. Essentially, they are:

a. Radial (i.e., adjacent to, and removed from the influence
of an inserted control rod; locally dependent bias due to
ZPPR-7 flux tilt; and by assembly-row in the outer blanket).51
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b. Axial (i.e., at the peak power density near the core mid- Cplane, and at the core/upper axial blanket interface).

In the case of the radially distributed uncertainties, how and
where the uncertainties.are to be applied is shown in Tables 4.4-18.
through 4.4-23 with 'the Bsuffix. The axial uncertainties are a resultof the nuclear design calculations and modeling techniques. In parti-
cular, the peak and: integrated power densities. injthe fuel are well
predicted with the standard two-dimensional synthesis nuclear design
techniques, while the "power density at the top of the core" is rela-
tively poorly predicted due to difficulties in simultaneously mode-ling
the behavior in the region while preserving the integral'. and peak
(core midplane) power in two dimensions. In addition,. the accuracy of
few.group diffusion theory is poorer in the presence of the steep flux
gradient and in-the region of the fuel/upper axial blanket material
discontinuity. These factors are reflected in the larger "power density
at top of core" uncertainty.

The temperature distribution along the entire fuel rod is nec-
essary for the evaluation of relevant thermal-hydraulic parameters (i.e.,
fuel temperature, cladding temperature, fission gas generation and re-
lease, etc.). As noted above, only two values of the spatially-dependent
Cin the axial direction) factors are provided. Therefore, it was nec-

essary to make several assumptions and approximations. First, it was
WUABi interface also. apply at the fuel/lower axial blanket (LAB) inter-

face. The actual shape of the axial variation of the heat flux uncer-
tainty from the peak power position to the fuel/UAB and fuel/LAB inter-
faces is generally not a very critical item since: :a,) it:does not af-
fect the Channel enthalpy rise (an uncertainty integrated over the rod
length is provided); b) the heat flux. is specified at those positions
of most interest (i.e., top of the core for cladding, temperature cal-
culations, peak power position for fuel temperatures). Thus, the most
imm ,ediate assumption, i.e., a linear variation in both directions, was
assumed. This was also a conservative assumption for plenum~pressure
calculations, as discussed in Section 4.4.3.2.7. In power-to-melt cal-
culations, however, it was discovered that due to the effect of cladding
swel~ing, which is extremely sensitive to the cladding temperature value,
the fuel could be closest to melting not at a location corresponding to
the peak power position. A more realistic definition of the heat flux
uncertainty axial shape was therefore necessary. An inverted chopped
cosine curve fitting the heat flux uncertainties at the peak power and
interfaces positions was therefore adopted in predicting the axial pro-
files of rod temperature necessary as input to power-to-melt evaluations.
For both assumed distributions, linear and inverted chopped cosine, the

51 local values of the heat flux factor are routinely calculated by NICER.
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Finally.,-the uncertainties at the fuel/UAB and fuel/LAB inter-
faces were assumed constant over the respective axial blankets. *.This
*assumption~adopted for simplicity in the absence of an uncertainty.an-
alysis of the axial blankets, is not.seen to be critical, since the pow-
er generated in~the axial blankets is between 1% and 3% of the total
rod.power depending on.the considered time in life.

4.4.3.2.4 Plenum Pressure Uncertainties

The fission gas plenum.pressure in CRBR fuel and. blanket rods
is calculated from the perfect gas law:

n RT
P - (4A.4.3. 2-1)

The physical parameters affecting the pressure value are, there-

fore(*):,

a Fission gas generation, which depends on the rod burnup;

* Fission gas yield, which depends on the type of atom fissioned;"

* Fission gas release to the plenum, which depends on the rod
burnup, linear power rating and temperature;

* Plenum temperature; and

* Plenum volume.

Uncertainties on the above parameters.are accounted for as' follows:

U uncertainties on burnup (see Tables 4.4-20 and 4.4-23; 2oT level
of confidence is adopted for performance calculations reported.
A in nSectibni•h 4.4.3.3.4);

* The adopted value for the fisstion gas yield,. regardless of the
ffssioned atom,, is 0.266. Recommended (Ref. 18) values, are:
0.255 for U-235, 0.238 for U-238 and 0.250 for Pu-*239 (see Table
4.4-15);

* A comparison'between.fission gas release predictions and, exper-
imental1 data from EBR-II irradiation experiments was, performed'.

....for -the fuel assemblies and -the +2,.. release correlation was, a-
dopted in the analyses as discussed in Section 4.4.2.8.16.. In.
the blanket case, since no perti.nent experimental data are avail-
able, nominal1'fission-gas release predictions from'ithe fuel as-,
semblies calibrated model were increased by 15%;

C
51

(N) Discussed here is only the component
by far overwhel.ming'.;especiallyat EOL.,:
initial gases is computed separately'and
nent to yield the total plenum pressure.

4.4-55
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• Uncertainties on.plenum temperature (2a lievel''of confidence is

adopted - see Tables.'4.4-20 and 4.4-23);. and

o Minimum plenum volume was adopted in the calculations..

It is evident from the aboye that while the resulting fission
:gas pressure is labeled as "26", in reality., the level of confidence is
much higher. In fact, 2a uncertainties on the various parameters are.
'superimposed on each other; the uncertainty on the plenum volume is a
bounding value rather than a 2 a:; and, the adopted uncertaintyon 'fission
gas yield is much higher. for U.-238 -and Pu-239.than for U-235 (which is
only a small fraction of the. ,fuel., even more so at', EOL when the plenum

.pressure value is most, important). Predictions of fission gas plenum
:pressure have ,a.dditional conserVatism in the blanket assembli-es case. since:
.a) the. same release model. as for 'the fuel. assemblies is assumed, which is
by. preliminary indications conservative; b.) the release so calculated is
mul ti pl i ed by a 1 . 15. factbr,: thus .very closely. approaching 100. release.
Assumpti on of a li near., rather than- jinverted chopped: cosine.• heat flux .un-
certainty* distribution: (which affects the fuel temperatu.e, hence the gas
release) as- discussed. in, Section 4.4.3.2.3 is- also •conservative,., since, i t
tends to increase the fuel tempera!ture.-and gas :release in the-acentral
region of the rod where..mos-tof,.:-the.gases are -released.

A more proper and.realistic way of calculati:ng.the 2-.a pl•enum.
pressure would be to individually vary each of the.affecting parameters (-by the corresponding 2a level of uncertainty and calculate the induced
change in plenum pressure.• Adding the: rootmean square f the various
,canges in plenum pressure to. the Oo:va.l ue will yield the true 2a value
of t he: fission gas pressure. This. calcullation was per~formed .for the
.:hot P-pin 1in inner, blanket,.ass.embl:y #99 and. radial blanket ,.assembly #201
at :end-of-life, (E0C4) to-quantify the margin of conservatism implicit
in.the.current evaluation 0ofplenumpressure. Factored in this analysis
were also the very recently'obtained fission gas release data. from WBA-
.2.0 .(the first fission gas rel~ease •data for blanket assemblies) which
indicated.a very substantial over-estimation of fission gas release
by the present high burnup fuel calibrated LIFE-III code model. It was.
found thdatfor the inner. blanket rod using the r.m.s. method, the cal-
cul~ated 2yo.total plenum pressure was. 175,,psi, while the. value used in.
design by accounting simultaneously for alll uncertainties was 249 psi.
For. the radial blanket-.pin, the calculated 2a.pressure was 188 psi versus
a design adopted value of: 273 psi. For.comparison, the.total plenum
pressure assuming 100% fission gas release and simultaneously accounting
for all the other uncertainties was, 264• psi for the. inner blanket and
310.psi for the radial blanket. Thus, the design adopted

ýval.ue is quite comparable with the 1,00% release value, a direct conse-quence of the over-prediction of the fission gasTrelease model and'the
addit!ional* 1.5% increase. The above examples therefore show, quite: clearly .
the large amount of conservatism implicit :in the plenum pressure values,:51' u e •.. . . ..
5 sed throughout these analyses.
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4.4.3.3 Steady-State Performance Predictions

Reported In this section are the analyses performed to characterize the
steady-state thermal behavior of the CRBRP core together 6ith highlights of
the results. For a much more detailed report of the results, see Sections 4
and 5 of Reference 3.

4.4.3.3.1 Plant Conditions

Two sets of plant conditions are used [n the thermal-hydraulic design, i.e.,
plant thermal-hydraulic design value (THDV) conditions and plant expected
operating conditlons (PEOC). The THDV condWtions (7300F inlet/995°F outlet
temperature; total reactor flow 41.446 x 10 lb/hr) are the Clinch River rated
plant conditions and are used In: a) analyzing permanent components which
have the same 30-year lifetime as the plant; b) transient and safety analyses,
since they are more conservative than the plant expected conditions and
represent the "worst bound" of plant conditions. The plant expected operating
conditions represent the plant conditions at which the CRBR is expected to
operate accounting for the operating conditions of the heat transport systems,
such as pump characteristics, reactor and primary loop pressure drop uncer-
tainties, fouling and plugging of heat exchangers, etc. During actual reactor
operation, the long-term damage accumulated by the fuel and blanket assembly
components is expected to correspond to the damage which would be calculated
using time averaged nominal temperatures. However, In assessing the effects
of steady-state operation and anticipated faults (normal and upset condi-
tions), fuel and blanket assembly component temperatures are based on maximum
expected plant operating conditions (PEOC) and upper 2a levels. At this

C/• level, there Is a 97.5% probability that the corresponding temperatures are

not exceeded. This is conservative since the calculated damage accumulation
generally Increases with temperature. For the unlikely and extremely unlikely
events (emergency and faulted conditions) an upper limit on plant conditions
(Thermal Hydraulic Design Values- THDV) and the upper 3a uncertainty level is
used, simply to add additional conservatism for the safety analyses. At this
level, the probability of exceeding the calculated temperature IsvO.1%.

The above designated use of plant conditions and uncertainties derives from
the premise that stochastic failures are not a safety Issue and the plant Is
capable of operation with limited fuel rod cladding failures. To support safe
operation with failed fuel, all the safety analyses described in Chapter 15 of
this PSAR are based on continued and extended plant operation with 1% failed
fuel.

The primary heat transport system principal parameters (inlet, outlet tempera-
ture andAT) are evaluated, together with the associated uncertainties. The
results of this study for the heterogeneous core, which comprised a Monte
Carlo type analysis, are reported in Table 4.4-28. some significant features
are: 1) the consideration of the progressive fouling of the heat exchangers
during the plant 30-year lifetime, which affects the predicted values of the
plant operating conditions (rather than conservatively assuming end-of-life
fouling, I.e., after thirty years operation); and 2) a comprehensive account-
Ing of all uncertainties affecting plant operation. Plant expected operating

C, I conditions are adopted in core thermoflulds analyses of replaceable compo-
nents, such as the core assemblies, chiefly in determining the fuel rod para-
meters (cladding temperature, fission gas pressure) which are the basis for
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evaluating the structur:al behavior and for assessing whether lifetime/burnup (
objectives are.actually met.

Plant expected operating conditions and associated uncertainties adoptedA i
the thermal performance analyses are reported In Table 4.4-29. Following Is a
brief discussion of the rationale In determining the values reported In Table
4.4-29 from the ones In Table 4.4-28.

First, the mean values of Table 4.4-28 are chosen as the nominal values of
Table 4.4-29, thus, conservatively including the blas factor directly Into the
nomina:l values. Since the most critical time for core

4
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assemblies is at the end-of-life, when cladding strain and damage func-
tion are maximuim. second core values have been selected as corresponding
to four-year foul inl conditions. [Due to the fact that four-year. fouling
conditionIs were not evaluated, it was assumed that the same difference in
plant parameters between year two and year zero repeats between year four
and year two. Aqain, the selected approach is conservative for two
reasons: 1) plant conditions have been considered constant over the
two-year span and equal to the worst end-of-span conditions, thus neg-
lecting the more favorable coiiditions which exist throughout the core
lifetime. and 2) the effect of fouling is not linear with time, but it
is rather pronounced at the beginning and then tapers off during the plant
lifetime, as can be seen by comparing plant parameters in Table 4.4-28
for 0. 2. and 30 years. Thus, the assumption that the same degradation
of plant conditions which occurs in the first two years (first core)*
also occurs during the third and fourth year (second core) is conserva-
tive.

While the mean values of plant parameters are consistent (j.e.,
outlet temperature equals inlet temperature plus AT), the same is not
true when uncertainties are included. In fact, uncertainties quoted in
Table 4.4-28 are for each parameter independently; thus if the inlet tem-
perature and the AT at the 97.7 confidence level (e.g., for the two year
fouling) are added, the outlet temperature is equal to 9990 F, signifi-

(jP cantly higher than the 9760 reported. Actually, 976 0F represents the 2U
.. outlet temperature, while 999OF is, roughly, a 4a value.

Because the inlet temperature and AT are defined, while the
outlet temperature is derived, the following procedure is used:

@ The uncertainty in the AT is calculated as a dimensionless
factor and is combined statistically with other engineering
and nuclear uncertainties.

* The uncertainty on the inlet temperature (which is due to all
effects related to plant operating conditions) is combined
statistically with the loop-to-loop imbalance effect and the
combined uncertainty is directly added to the nominal value.
The loop-to-loop imbalance effect was evaluated from experi-
mental data obtained in the CRBR inlet plenum feature test
conducted at HEDL where different values were obtained for
each inlet module ranging from practically zero near the re-
actor center to a maximum value of 4.60 F at the core peri-
phery (see Section 4.4.2.4.1). Because such variation was min-
inial, compared with the much greater plant uncertainty with
which the imbalance effect is combined, for simplicity the
maximum value is conservatively used for all assemblies.

*45 Amnd 5
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( This approach is still conservative, since the loop'to-loop im--
balance effect is much smaller than the inlet temperature uncertainty.
Therefore, if there were no other uncertainties, the outlet temperature
would be at approximately the 4a level, as previously mentioned. How-
ever, other uncertainties, engineering and nuclear, do affect the re-
actor AT, and therefore, when combined statistically with the plant
conditions uncertainty on AT, will actually decrease its effective value.

Finally with regard to the uncertainties on plant operation
conditions reported in Table 4.4-29, it must be noted that the power
level measurement/control dead band uncertainty (which is used for THDV
conditions) is not considered as aseparate hot channel factor., since.
it is already included in the Monte Carlo evaluation of plant operating
conditions- uncertainties.

4.4.3.3.2 Linear Power

Linear power ratings over a 600 core sector (fuel, inner and
outer blanket assemblies) have been calculated at beginning and end of.
each of the initial five years of operation. Complete results are re-
ported in Section 4 of Reference 3. As an example, core-wide linear
power mappings at beginning-of-cycle 1 (when the maximum fuel linear

551 power is attained .- 15.8 kw/ft in assemblies 101 and 68) and at end-of-cycle
4 (maximum value in inner blanket-20.6 kw/ft in assembly 99) are reported
in Figures 4.4-32 and 4.4-33, respectively.

Average, peak, 3a and 3a plusoverpower linear ratings are re-
port ed. To clarify the adoptednomenclature, "average" represents an,:
arithmetilc average over the 217 (61) rods of the fuel (inner/outer blan-
ket) assembly. Therefore, it generally represents a fictitious rod .not
exactly corresponding to any physical rod in the assembly. "Peak" re-
fers to the rod in the assembly having the highest power; i.e., noun-.
certainty factors are applied in the evaluation of the peak power rat-
ing. "3o" power rating refers to the value resulting from applying to
the peak rod both the uncertainties on the nuclear peaking factors
radal and axial) and the engineering uncertainty factorR, both at the
3a level of confidence. The "36 plus overpower" values are derived
from the 3a linear power ratings by applying an additional 15% over the
CRBR rated nominal full (975MWt) power.

4.4.3.3.3 Assemblies Mixed Mean Temperatures

Assemblies mixed mean temperatures were calculated for beginning
and end of each of the first four (fivefor second row radial blanket
assemblies) cycles... Typical examples are reported in Figure 4.4-34

51 Cbeginning-of-cycle i) and 4.4-35 (end-of-cycle 4). Plant THDV condi-
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tions were adopted since calculated values ofý the mixed mean temperatures,.
specifically maximum temperatures and temperature: gradients, betweenad-
jacent assemblies, are an important input to the upper internals struc-.
ture design.

Nominal'(no uncertainty factors applied)., Od (only direct un-
.certainty factors are applied), 2a and 3a (direct plus statistical un-
certainty *factors at the.2o and 3y level of confidence are applied) are
reported i~n Figures 4.4-34 and 4.4-35.

First core conditions are the worst for, the UIS from the point-.
of-view of both maximum temperatures and temperature gradients. The
maximum temperature(*) is 1123 F in assembly 45 at BOC1, with a maximum
gradient (273°'.) between assembly 52 and 302. Mixed mean temperatures
follow the same lifetime pattern as the power generation, thus, inner
blanket assemblies which start very.cold at beginning-of-life ('b850OF
atBOCl) attain temperatures comparable with those of the fuel assem-
blies at EQC2. The same pattern repeats in the second core., cycles
3 and 4. The radial blanket assemblies, start at approximately the
same temperature as the inner blanket a~t BOCI, bu~t it is not. until
cyc~le 4 or 5, which is the end of their life, that thei.r temperatures
are comparable with those of other assemblies. The maximum mixed mean
temperature for the'second.core occups at BOC3 in. assembly 45,,(11150°F)..
Whizle first and second cores are quite similar in terms% of maximum
mixed mean temperature, they show a markedly different behavior asfar
as maximum gradients are concerned. During the first core, the maximum
temperature difference between adjacent assemblies occurs at the fuel/radial
blanket'interface: in cycleT 1:between assembl~ies 52 and 302 (2703F at BOCl,
225.F at EOCl), in cycle. 2 between, assemblies 24 and 202 (2270 F at BOC2,
1630'F at EOC2). In the sec6nd:,corey,, the maximum gradient.position moves ,to the
fuel/inner blanketinterface: betweenassemblies.37 and 99 at.BOC3 (2390F),
assemblies 2 and 128 at EOC3.(l.36 0F),.assemblies:4 and-62 at BOC4 (1499F).
At end-of-cycle 4,'the mixed'mean' temperatures of fuel and inner blanket
assemblies are quite close, so that themaximum gradient occurs between
two radial blanket assemblies,-i.e.,.assemblies 206 and 213 (969F).

Mixed mean temperatures reported in this section are calculated
assuming adiabatic boundaries at the assemblies interface. Thus, the
beneficial effect of inter-assembly heat transfer-in flattening the high
temperature gradients is not taken into account

Mixed mean temperatures accounting for inter-assembly heat
transfer are calculated by' TRITON. Core-wide TRITPN calculations were

551 performed for BOCI and EOC4, as reported in' Section 4.4.3.3.5. A compari-
son of mixed mean temperatures under adiabatic conditions and more
realistically accounting for inter-assembly heat transfer (Figures
4.4751 and 4.4-52)'is discussed'in that section.

51 (*1 All temperature values reported in this discussion are nominal.
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C 4.4..3.3.4 Rod Lifetime.Cladding Temperature/Pressure Histories
All fuel, inner blanket and outer blanket assemblies in a 60°

core symmetry sector were followed during their lifetime (i.e., first
and.second cores for fuel and inner, blanket assemblies;..row.1 outer blan-
ket assemblies over cycles 1 through. 4 and row. 2 .radial blanket assembllies
over cycles 1 through 5). The maximum cladding temperature and fission
gas pressure in the hot rod at the 2 a level of confidence for plant
expected operating conditions were predicted for each assembly. Life-
time profiles for all .the limi'ting assemblies are reported in Section 4.
of. Reference '3. Typical examples. are shown here in Figures 4.4-36 through
4.4-44. The following combinations are possible in orificing.zone.6,.
where fuel and inner bl.anket assemblies are alternating:, innerblianket
assembly remaining in the same location in the first two cycles .(e.g..,
#98, Figure 4.4-40), inner blanket assembly in the odd cycle followed..
by.a fuel assembly in the even cycle (e.g., #62, cycles 3 and 4, Figure
4.4*41.). As a general...trend, fuel:.'assemblies'in the inner-region of. the
core (see, e.g.,Figure.4.4-38), experience a cladding temperature jump
from the odd to the even cycle, while the fuel assemblies. in.theouterý.
region (see, e.g.,, Figure 4.4-39), experience a drop. The-fuel cladding
temperature generally.decreases during a given..cycle. .. The cladding tem-

551 perature, however, increases during the even cycle (see, e..g., Figure 4.4-36)
in those fuel assemblies adjacent to the Row 7 corner control assemblies.
Blanket assemblies obviously have,a continuously increasingtemperature
during their lifetime, a direct consequence of the increase in power.
The lifetime behavior of a given assembly during the first and second
cores is quite similar, both qualitatively and quantitatively. The onloy
major difference is that a higher fission gas pressure' is attained in
the.second core,.due to the longer residence ,time and burnup.

As an overall summary, the highest cladding ID temperature at-
tained-in each assembly in the first and second core is reported in
Figures 4.4-45 and. 4..4-46, respectively, together, wth the time of oc-
currence. As shown in the figures, the maximum cladding temperature
varies significantly from assembly to assembly, a direct consequence
of the orificing philosophy, where assemblies were orificed to satisfy
burnup/lifetime goals and transient limitations, rather than equalizing
cladding temperature. It can be noted for examrple.thait fuel assemblies
in.the inner core region, which are CDF limi-ted,, require lower'tempera-
tures than assemblies in the outer,region, which are transient limited..
Blanket assemblies,. when starting from the same steady state temperature,
attain a higher transient, temperature than fuel assemblies.. Thus, the
steady state maximum cladding temperature in blanket assemblies is lower

551 than for the-transient limited fuel assemblies, a direct reflection of the
adoption of the same transient limit for all'core assemblies.

Structural analyses performed utilizing the core- assemblies
thermal performance data reported.here verified that indeed the burnup/-

51 lifetime goals are satisfied in al-l assemblies. during the first, and,'.
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second cores.

Similarly, transient anailyses were performedifor the worst
assemblies, starting.,from the steady state conditions reported here,
and, the transient limitations are met.

4.4.-3.3.5 Core Assemblies. Duct Temperatures

Detailed three-dimensional'duct.temperature distributions (ax-
ially, radially and circumferentially) were predictedin support of the
core, restraint design, and -related (duct"bowing,.dilation, reactivity
coefficilent) analyses. A 601 core: symmetry sector wasanalyzed at plant'
THDVT.conditions at BOCI and EOC4, thus bracketing 'the entire`lifetime'cons•id ered. ,

.The current version of the TRITON code which models a cluster
of iseven adjacent assemblies was used.'. The outer boundaries of the

cluster are assumed to be adiabatic, while heat is transferred across.the
.internal interfaces (i,.e., ducts and interstitial sodium flow gap). The
CRBRP core:600 symmetry sector, plus one row of assemblies at'each of the
boundaries to provide the necessary boundary conditions to -the assemblfes
wi~thin .the sector, was analyzed in groups of seven assemblies at one time
and, changig.each.time to a different central assembly,. which is:"dumped"
to output. The TR!T0N model,, based on the subchannel analysis code WC•EC,
explitcit:ly solves the thermal-hydraulics of wire wrapped assemblies (by,
consclering turbulent mixing, .weeping,-pumping: and swi~rl flow). In
addition, it accounts for the exchange of heat between adjacent assem-
blies. The code fs able' to mo~del all' types of core assemblies, includ-
ing the radial shield., which were analyzed to provide the proper boundary
to the second row radial blanket assemblies.

Gamma-heating in the ducts is 'Considered in TRITON by includi'nq
551 it in the total assembly power.- For the control assemblies case,.the

gamma-heating is split between the absorber bundle and the bypass. There-
fore gamma-heating is a.counted for in a global fashion when calculating
duct temperatures, rather than as a localized effect.

Typical results of duct temperatures calculated by TRITON under
nominal conditions are reported in Figures 4.4-47'through 4.4-50. Much
more comprehensive results can be found in Section 4 of Reference 3.
M idwall duct temperatures reported.for each face are-the average ovei the

face: of thedetailed temperature profile calculated by TRITON (TRITON
calculates local duct temperatures circumferential:ly.Aalong the face at-
each peripheral subchannel).- In additipen, the direction"'(with arrow)
and:magnitude of the maximum cross-duct (midwall) temperature gradient
in each assembly is shown:. 'GenerallyI 'the largest: gradients-,occur at
the fuel/radial" blanket'interface, which'is-therefore a very Icritica:l:

51 region for the core restraint design. The-typical mappings shOwn'here -
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are for two axial elevations; i.e., 60" (approximately the above-core
load-pad location),and 112" (top of the rod bundle).. TRITON calcula.teS s
core-wide duct.temperatures at 0.5•. intervals and all these data were.,:"
transmitted, via computer tapes,.to the core restraint designers.

Calculations of assemblies mixed mean temperatures have also
been performed'by TRITON; the results are reported in Figures 4.4-51
and 4.4-52 for BOCI and.EOC4, respectively, which compare TRITON calcu-.
lated temperatures with the corresponding temperatures obtained for
adiabatic conditions in'Section 4.4.3.3.3. (and. reported in Figures
4.4-34 and 4.4"35), thus showing the effect'of inter-assembly heat.
transfer. As expected at BOClwhere the fuel assemblies.have the maxi-
mum power in life and the, blanket assemblies the minimum, heat is trans-
*ferred from the fuel 'to the blanket assemblies and mixed mean tempera-*
tures are higher in the blanket and lower in. the fuel than otherwise.
calculated under adiabatic conditions. The maximum'temperature differ-*
ence between adjacent assemblies, which occured between assemblies 52
and 302 was 273 0 F under. adiabatic conditions and is reduced to 261°F
when considering inter-assembly heat transfer, a reduction of .4%. Re-
ductions in adjacent assemblies gradients are greatest at the core cen-
ter (where the power production in the fuel is maximum):; for example,.
between assemblies 34 and.59, the gradient of 227°F. calculated under
adiýabatic conditions, is reduced by .10% to 2050 F when accounting for
inter ?assembly heat transfer.' It should also be pointed out that the
coolant does not exit from the assembly with a uniform temperature equal
to the mixed mean, but a radial temperature. gradient exists within the.
assembly.exit. TRITON'.divides the assembly exit.area into%'6 sectors'
and calculates the.local' 'temperature in-.each of these sectors;'thus',
this detailed. information is availabl-e. to the, structuraldesigners for,,.'
refined analyses.

4.4.3.3.6 Power-to-Melt Analyses

Analyses for the worst fuel and blanket assemblies'were performed'
to assure that the criterion of no-incipient melting at.115% rated power
and accounting for .uncertainties-at the 3al'evel of confidence is"actualiy
met. These-are reported in Section:5 of Reference 3, while the princi-
pal -results are summar-ized here.: Fuel'assemblies 101 and 14 were inves-"
itigated using the LIFE-IIl Code. Assembly 101, was selected as the one...
with the maximum power rating at 3c overpower-condition, while assembly
14 has the highest peak power pin (see Figure 4.4-32). The programmed..'
startup used in these studies is shown in Figure 4.4-53. Since BOL is
the time when the power is maximum, and since the power decreases with".
life due to the depletion effects, power-to-melt analyses for the fue.l
assemblies were not conducted beyond the programmed startup'.

The LIFEi-II code used in this study has been calibrated and
51 verified primarily against the HEML P-19 (Ref. 37):and P-20'(Ref. 38)
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tests,.in addition to a-number.of intermediate and high burnup pins.
In fact, P-19 and P-20 conditions are most representative of actual
CRBRP fuel operating conditions at beginning-of,-life... Table .4.4-30
shows the very good.agreement of LIFE-IlI predictions with P-19 and
P-20 data.

The results of these power-to-melt analyses are summarized in
Table. 4.4-31. Satisfaction of the no-melting'criterion requires that,
throughout life, the fuel:.linear power, rating, is at least three standard
deviations below melting power, when the reactor poweriis 15% above nom-
inal conditions, i.e.:

" K * REPOW(t).• REPOWM(t.. REPOWM(t) (4.4.3.3-1)"

where REPOW(t) is the steady state reactor power.as a function of time:

REP0OWM(t) is.the mean reactor .power-to-melt.for the considered
pin (at nominal orQ.0a conditions) as a function of
t.ime;

• REPOWM(t) is the standard-deviation about the mean REPOWM;

K is,.the .overpower factor.

if .nominal condititons.,areused as.the pi~n. operatinng- conditions in- deter "
ming .. W•,.it• .is . .=1.5... However, if the :pin isýý analyzed At 0o, i .e,
the t uncertainty on reactor power levellii (1.03, see Tabl~e :4.4-18.A) is
aliredy "accounted for in the'operating conditions representing the .start.-!
ing point for power-to-melt analysis, as in the present case K is then
equal to 1.15/1.03, in order not to consider thel.'03 factor. twice.

As. shown by.-Table 4.4-31,.substantial margin exists. When
fu.ll power is first reached. (1QShrs.). greater than 6%.margin..occurs.
This is .the time when the marginn is the least; in fact, analyses per-
form'ed at 158 hrs. indicated.20% increase in power-to-melt margin over the
value. at J.Q8 brs. A programmed startup for the fuel rods can:thus be
i dentified which en sures.. that :the no-melting, criterion can be satisfied.ý
The program•med startup .used waS not an optimum one and further work .will,
•e performed in this areaý for FSAR. analyses. An experimental program
has been identified to characterize the startup procedure, namely dur-
ation of initial-period:.during which power:,isheld below the rated level
andmagni.tude, of the hold ppwer as percentage of the.ra-ted full power,as well as to determine the.corresponding power-to-melt. This pro-
gram will help i'h defining the optimum startup procedure to be recom-

51 mended for CRBRP. .
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For the blanket assemblIes, Inner blanket assembly 99 was Investigated as the
blanket assembly havingý the highest power in the first five years of .CRBRP
operation. Assembly 99 reaches Its maximum power In the second core, at end-
of-cycle 4 (see Figure 4.4-33). Inner blanket assemblies envelope with
respect to power-to-melt conditions the longer residence time radial blprket
assemblies.

Both the hot and the peak rods were investigated, since the peak pin has the
highest linear power, while the hot pin has the highest cladding temperature.
The cladding temperature has, .in fact, a very slgnificant effect on cladding
swelling, hence on fuel/cladding gap size, hence gap conductance, fuel temp-
erature and finally on power-to-melt. Thus, both the hot pin and-the'peak pin
need to be Investigated. Analysis of the hot pin~was obviously not necessary
for the fuel assemblies, since their- critical time In life Is atbeginning-of-
life, rather than end-of-life as for the'blanket assemblies. Finally because

the maximum power In blanket assemblies occur: at end-of-life, the- programmed
start-up cannot, affect the power-to-melt in the blanket.

The axial positions where the cladding temperature and the linear power rating.
are maximum were investigated In addition to intermediate positions between
the two above. Also considered were: a) when the blanket pins go through a
full overpower factor of 1.15 at EOL; and b) when the reactor power is
Increased to 115% of rated power from the top of the allowed variation, I.e.,
with an overpower factor of 1.15/1.03.

It was found that the no-melting criterion Is fully satisfied in the wor'st:.
case. The peak pin has 0.4% less margin than the hot pin. When thle overpower
excursion is a ful 15% the margin is 0.4% less than for the case when the

C/ reactor power Is ramped from 1.03% of the rated power. Substantlal conser- ,
vatism was i'mpliclt in'the analyses (e.g., in cladding swel-Ilng evaluation,
adopting a, direct combination of nuclear uncertal,ntiles:) thus,- remva l ofthe
implicit conservatism and factoring of experimental data when av'aiable, would
substantial ly Improve the power-to-meltinmargin,

4.4.3.3.7 Control Assemblies Thermal-Hydraulic Performance

The CRBRP has two control systems: primary and secondary control rod system:
(PCRS and SCRS) with nine (9) and six (6) control assemblies, respectively.
Detailed design features of the systems are provided In Section 4,2.3
(Reactivity Control Systems).

The bases and methodology of the thermal-hydraulic analysis of the'primary
control assemblies followed that used In the homogeneous core design, reported
In Reference 13. A summary of the principal operating parameter for the
primary and secondary control assemblies are presented In Tables 4.4-32a andL
4.4-32b, respectively. Values reported In Table 4.4-32 are for the row 7
corner assembly, which Is the thermally limiting PCA.

Key hydraul Ic performance assessments, relate to the assembly flow margin: tod
control rod flotation and control rod scram dynamics. The PCA E-Spec. re-
quires that the control assembly design shal I assure that the :corntrol rod
cannot be lifted (or floated) from the fully' Inserted position, under maxl:mumv
assembly flowrate (and pressure drop) conditions, more than the' distance:!

causing a reduction in shutdown reactivity margin equal to the stuck rod
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margin. This requirement shall apply to all 9 rods, either with the driveline
connected to the control rod or to refueling conditions for which the drive-
line is disconnected and withdrawn to its refueling position.

Both experimental and analytical investigations were conducted to assure the
PCA will not float under the worst possible conditions; the results of these
investigations are summarized In Table 4.4-33. Data, analytical results and
margi n-to-flotation were expressed in terms of both assembly flowrate and
pressure drop across the absorber bundle. Prototypic testing of the CRBR PCA
provided experImental measurements of the PCA flotation characteristIcs;
experimental uncertainties were directly superimposed over the observed
values. On the other hand, the maximum flow through the PCA was calculated
wIth the CATFISH code accounting for all the various effects causing a flow
variation in the PCA. Specifically, the hydraulic resistance uncertainties In
all core components were varied by their maximum value. and, conservatively,
the absolute varIatIon In the PCA flow andAP was taken as increasing the
design value. the three leading causes for an increase In the PCA flow were
found to be: primary pumps at their maximum speed resulting In a maximum
reactor flow equal to 115% of the rated THDV value; PCA orifice resistance at
its minimum; and LIM cofitaIning the PCA at is minimum resistance allowable.

As reported in Table 4.4-33, the individually induced variations in the PCA
flowrate and4P were combined at various levels of conservatism, rang. ng from
2a-and root sum of the squares to 3o'and absolute sum combination. Cor-
respondingly, the flotation margin ranged from 15% to 3% In-terms ofAPanrd
from 9.5% to 5.5% In terms of flowrate. In all cases a large amount of con-
servatism was included, for example: a) by comparing the minimum experimental
with. the maximum predicted flotation characteristics, analytical and experi- K.
mental uncerta-intIes :were superimposed rather than combined statistically; II
bL use, of absolute rathEr than, relative values of the PCA flow (andAP)
variations does not take Into account the variations causing decrease, rather
than increase of the PCA flowrate andAP. In spite of this conservatism, a
positive margin to flotation resulted under the worst conditions, as shown In
Table 4.4-33.

The secondary control rod system uses the concept of hydraulic scram-assist
design with a net hydraulic force in the 150-250 lbs. range on the control rod
when fully withdrawn from the core. The same magnitude of downward hydraulic
force (in addition to the weight of the assembly); Is also available under the
abovementioned design conditions. Thus, It is concluded that the secondary
control rods do not float at 100% flow (even when disconnected).

Predicted control rod scram performance of the primary control rod system Is
reported in Section 4.2.3 (Reactivity Control Systems).

Figures 4.4-54 and 4.4-55 show typical PCA absorber region temperature dlstri-
butions under the minimum withdrawal and full withdrawal control rod condi-
tions, respectively.

Figure.4.4-55a shows the maximum SGA absorber region axial temper-ature
distributions at fully withdrawn position.under ýthe1THDV conditions. _The4*:
maximum absorber centerline temperatures were calculated based on the required
115% overpower with design uncertainties at 3o- confidence level. The h i ghest "
absorber pin centerline temperature calculated in SCA is 15000 F.
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4.4.3.3.8 RRS Thermal-Hydraulic Analyses

The steady-state duct temperatures at PEOV conditions were calculated for a
300 sector of the RRS.

The region analyzed is partially shown in Figure 4.4-56. The model consists
of all 29 RRSA's in a 300 sector, plus a corresponding section of fixed radial
shielding (FRS), core barrel (CB) and core barrel/reactor vessel annulus
(CB/RVA).

I
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Radial blanket boundary temperatures were obtained from TRITON analyses
summarized In Section 4.4.3.3.5. Assembly interstitial flow was
conservatively not modeled.

There are two orificing zones in the RRS, with the zone arrangement and

nominal flow rates shown In Figure 4.4-56. This zoning utilizes 1.3% of
58 reactor flow for the RRS.

The analyses showed that the highest RRS duct temperatures and cross duct
temperature gradients occur when the outer row radial blanket-boundary is at
end-of-life conditions with plus 2cruncertainties on radial blanket
temperatures.

Uncertainties In'RRS temperatures are given In Table 4.4-34. Results of the
analysis at core midplane, ACLP and TLP at EOC5 with +2 uncertainties applied

581 to RRS Input data are shown In Figures 4.4-57 through 4.4-59. The maximum RRS
duct midwall temperature is 1052OF and occurs at the TLP at a RRSA duct wall
adjacent to a radial blanket assembly.

Results of the analysis at EOC5 with -2a uncertainties applied to RRS Input
data are shown in Figures 4.4-60 through 4.4-62. The maximum RRS cross-duct

58 AT Is 207OF and occurs at the TLP for a first row RRSA.

4 .4.3.4 Analytical Techniques

-' The reactor design presented In this PSAR represents the latest In a series of
design Iterations performed to optimize the CRBR design. Computerized
techniques have been developed to expeditiously supply the Information needs
of designand analysis groups. The step-by-step flow of core thermal-
hydraulic Information and the computer codes used for the routine analyses in
each step are outlined in Figures 4.4-63.and 4.4-64. .

A brief description of the main features of the computer codes used in
thermal-hydraulic analyses Is presented In Appendix A. A comprehensive
discussion of the analytical techniques used In evaluating the core thermal-
hydraulics follows.

4.4.3.4.1 Fuel and Blanket Assemblies

The fuel and blanket assemblies thermal-hydraulIc performance
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predictions begin with the determination of the optimum orificing scheme
using the OCTOPUS code, as discussed in Section 4.4.2.5.

The OCTOPUS code determines the optimum flow' distribution among
orificing zones' in the core of a reactor. The optimization-is based on
establishing the minimum possible flow rate in each orificing zone that
does not cause the maximum cladding temperature in that zone-to'exceed
a specified temperature limit (i.e.,'the most restrictive of the-tempera-
ture constraints: SELT, DELT, TELT, see Section 4.4.2.5.1) while-simul-
taneously minimizing the gradient between the outlet mixed mean coolant
temperature of each flow zone. 'The first part.of the solutiontis achieved
through characterizing each core assembly', for which input-is supplied by
a subchannel analysis code (e.g., COTEC).*.By this means, 'thetcode can
handle the proper axial power distributio-s in the assemblies and also
indirectly account for the. effects of interchannel heat and mass transfer
on the coolant and' cladding temperatures. Minimization of the outlet
temperature gradients is obtained through theuse of a least-squares
optimization method on the exit coolant temperature utilizing'previously
calculated results. Grouping of the assemblies in a given number of
orificing zones is done by choosing among all the variouspossible
combinations the one yielding the mimimum value of total core flow,
thereby assuring optimum utilization of the allocated flow.

Using the required flow ratios among ori-ficing-zones deter-'
mined through OCTOPUS as input condition to be satisfied, the CATFISH
code determines the individual assemblies flow by considering 'alj the
parallel flow paths in the reactor and the. pump head as boundary con- (
dition. The effect of the LIM, which causes'assemblies-belonging .to
the same orificing zone, but to ;different LIMS to have slightly' differ-.".
ent flow rates,.a's discussed in Sectibri4i4L2.71, is 'properýly accounted-
for. CATFISH'thus 'calculates the orificing resistance required'tOiyi.eld
the design flow.'rates'in each orificing'zone". Additionally,.CATFI.SH

551 calculates the pressure drop in each component and'in, each flow pa-th: of the"
reactor. Individual flows and pressure drops are calculated under
nominal conditions or accounting for uncertainties (root-mean square,
at various levels of.confidence; systematic superimposition of uncer-.
tainties in selected flow paths, etc.).

Predictions of assembly flow rates and subchannel flow and
temperature distributions at flow rates less'than full flow, incl1uding
natural circulation are performed with the. CORINTH code and through sequential

L use of the COBRA-WC/FORE-2M codes as discussed'in'Section'4.4.2.6..2 CORINTH:
58 includes the capability to model the branched network of the lower inlet modules,

the different transient power decay rates of fuel, blanket and structure and
detailed assembly component hydraulic characteristics. As a transient code, the

51
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• particular transient event of interest may be analyzed, thus avoiding the
581 ambiguities inherent in quasi-steady state analyses as conducted in past studies.

The total assembly flow rates calculated by CATFISH and hard-
ware and physics design information are input to the subchannel analysis
codes. The subchann.el analysis codes are used to predict the coolant flow
and temperature distributions in the core assemblies. Of particular
interest are the peripheral subchannel temperatures and, flow rates which
are used for duct temperature predictions and the peak subchannel cool-
ant temperature which is used for hot channel/spot temperature predic-
tions of the hot rod. The subchannel analysis codes all calculate solu-
tions to the mass, momentum and energy transport equations describing
heat and mass transfer in turbulent fluid flow. Since the governing
systems of equations are very complicated, each code makes simplifying
assumptions to expedite solutions.

The, C0TEC and COBRA-subchannel analysis codes were used for
fuel and blanket assemblies thermal-hydraulic performance predictions.
The'COTEC code was routinely adopted for design since it features phen-
omenological models for sweeping (fluid following the wire under the pro-
jection of the wire wrap) and pumping (.fluid forced from channel to
channel by subchannel area changes due to wire wrap rotation), thus
greatly simplifying the energy and momentum equations with very
substantial savings in required computation time. The axial
coolant flow distribution is calculated from either the equal
velocity or from the subchannel hydraulic diameter flow split op-
tion as specified by the user; turbulent mixing and thermal conduction
are included in the energy transport model. COTEC assumes an adiabatic
duct and does not include a density body force term in the momentum equa-
tion. Comparison and calibration of COTEC with experimental data was
discussed i-n Section 4.4.3.2.1. The COBRA computer program computes
the flow and enthalpy in rod bundle subchannels during both steady
state and transient conditions. It uses a mathematical model that con-
siders.both. turbulent and diversion cross flow mixing between adjacent
subchannels. The equations of the mathematical model.are solved using
a semi-explicit finite difference scheme which gives a boundary-value
flow solution for both steady state and transients where the boundary
conditions.are the inlet enthalpy, inlet mass velocityand exit pressure.
An extended version of the COBRA code is COBRA-WC (COBRA-Whole Core) which
predicts the detailed dynamic core-wide performance including inter- and

5 intra-assembly flow and heat redistribution effects.

For detailed rod temperature distribution, the FATHVM-360 code
is employed. A two-dimensional (radial and circumferential) analysis. of
the heat transfer between the rod and surrounding coolant and within
the rod itself is performed, accounting for the proper boundary condi-
tions around the entire rod circumference (as provided by the subchannel
analysis codesi, Performing these calculations at different axial levels
(-subchannel analysis codes calculate rod bundle lumped subchannel coolant
temperatures over the whole length) provides the designer with the desired
detailed three-dimensional mapping of rod temperatures throughout the core.

51 The code has the capability of analyzing wire wrapped as well as bare rods.
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Starting from the bulk velocity and temperature provided-by the sub-
channel analysis codes as boundary conditions, FATHVM-360 solves the
momentum and energy equations to calculate in detail the coolant velo-
city and temperature distribution, radially and circumferentially, around
the rod. The fundamental equations are solved via the finite difference
technique through adoption of the Buleev (Ref. 48) formulation of. the
momentum eddy diffusivity and of a fixed ratio between the eddy dif-
fusivities of heat and momentum, which is a function of channel geometry,
Prandtl and Reynolds numbers (Ref. 49). While FATHYM-360 performs the
above calculations for an inboard rod, the companion code FATHWM-360S
analyzes side rods.- FATHVM-360 S adds to the features of FATHbM-360
the capability of accounting for heat transfer across the duct wall into
or from the side channel, with boundary conditions provided by the TRITON
code.

Following calculation of the detailed coolant temperature profile,
the rod temperature profile is calculated (with particular emphasis in
detailling the cladding temperature distribution) by solving the energy
conservation equations in the cladding, wire wrap, pellet/cladding gap
and pellet (Ref. 50). Comparison (Ref. 51) between FATHOM and bare
rod analyses performed by Nijsing and Eifler'(Ref. 52) and by Dwyer and

58:1 Berry (Ref. 53) s'howed excellent agreement. A comparison (Ref. 71) between pre-
dictions by FATHOM-360/360S and wire wrapped rods velocity distribution
obtained in the inboard (Ref. 54)/side (Ref. 55) channels of a large
scale model of CRBRP fuel assembly showed good agreement,, both qualita-
tively and quantitatively. A similar comparison against experimental S
data recently obtained for the large scale model of CRBRP blanket assembly

IRef. 72) will be performed. FATHOM-360 and -360S predictions have also-been
favorably compared with experimental data obtained in the CRBRP prototypic

581 blanket heat transfer tests conducted at ARD.

Duct temperature calculations are performed using the TRITON
code which solves the thermal-hydraulics of a cluster.of seven adjacent
assemblies. TRIT6N usesas a basic block the subchannel analysis code
COTEC and simultaneously solves for the thermal-hydraulic field in the
seven individual assemblies and for the inter-assemblý heat transfer
effect. Therefore, use of TRITMN allows proper consideration of the
two most important physical phenomena affecting the duct temperatures,
i,.e., wire wrappedassemblies hydraulics, especially at the periphery
where swirl flow occurs, and interassembly heat transfer. All types
of core assemblies, fuel, blanket, control and radial shield, are an-
alyzed in TRITbN. Effects1 of interstitial flow and gamma-heating
in the ducts can be included. Even though emphasis is on calculation
of duct temperatures, TRIT(N can provide assembly mixed mean. tempera-
ture and individual subchannel/rod temperatures as modified from adiabatic
conditions by the effect of inter-assembly heat transfer. TRITAN has the
capability.to calculate temperatures under nominal conditions and to
account for uncertainties.

51
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It should *be noted that effect of uncertainties is not superimposed on
calculations; thus, TRITMN accounts simultaneously for uncertainties
and interassembly.heat transfer effects, providing the most realistic
calculation of assembly temperatures to be adopted in design. TRITON
predictions have shown good agreement with the first set of-data obtained
in the ARD blanket heat transfer test in sodium (auxiliary ducts were

5. located in the test on two sides of the blanket assembly to simulate
inter-assembly heat transfer).

The fuel and blanket rod temperatures and fission gas plenum
pressures are calculated in the NICER code. Uncertainties can be in-
cluded to calculate component temperature distributions at different
levels of confidence. NICER accepts input from OCTOPUS, CATFISH, CVTEC,
FATHOM-360 and FATHIM-360S and reproduces the results from these codes
to present a comprehensive picture of the axial and radial temperature
distributions in the fuel/blanket rod. The NICER calculations begin
with the axial coolant-temperature distribution predicted for any rod
by the subchannel analysis codes. The code uses the assembly hardware
geometry to calculate the subchannel hydraulic parameters and the
resultant subchannel average flow rates and velocities by splitting
the total assembly flow rate calculated in OCTOPUS and CATFISH. The
circumferential average coolant to cladding film coefficient is calcu-
lated from the Nusselt number correlation (discussed in Section 4.4.2.8.2),.
using the subchannel geometric and hydraulic parameters calculated above.
Direct and statistical hot channel factors are input for off-normal
calculations. Local coolant and cladding temperatures under the wire
wrap are calculated on the basis of results obtained from FATHOM-360
and FATH0•M-360S. A discussion of the analytical approach to rod temper-
ature calculations is reported in Section 4.4.2.2.

Fission gas plenum pressure calculations reported in Section
4.3.3,3.4 are performed by NICER on the basis of the correlations dis-
cussed in Section 4.4.2.8.16 andaccounting for uncertainties as out-
lined in Section 4.4.3.2.4.

Rod bundle coolant pressure drops are estimated by NICER, at user's
option, on thebasis of the-Novendstern correlation (Ref. 56), which provides
a quick realistic estimate valuable in scoping analyses, or on the basis of

58 the rod friction correlations reported in Tables 4.4-6 and 4.4-7. More detailec
calculations of the pressure drops in the *rod bundle and in every assembly com-
ponent are performed by the CATFISH code, using the correlations reported in
Section 4.4.2.7.2.

Transient core thermal-hydraulic performance predictions are
carried out by the FVRE-2M computer code. FVRE-2M calculates detailed,
transient, peak coolant, cladding and fuel temperatures using the same
hot spot and uncertainty factors used in NICER. In fact, one of the ver-
ifications of FORE.2M predictions is comparison of initial conditions
with peak operating conditions predicted by NICER. FORE-2M uses addi-
tiona! transient input and uncertainties specified by Plant Performance
Analysis. Time varying coolant flow rates and reactor inlet tempera-

51 tures are specified from the DEMO code for the transient being analyzed.
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The basic heat transfer model considers one-dimensional radial heat
conduction, convection and-radiation through the fuel and cladding to
the coolant. Axial heat convection in the coolant is accounted.for.
The nuclear feedback model is of the point-kinetics type.. A-single
fuel, pin is divided into a maximum of seven axial nodes. .Each axial
node is divided into radial rings consisting of coolant, cladding, gap
and fuel, with a maximum of ten fuel rings.

Finite difference techniques are used in FORE-2M to calculate
the temperature profile in the cladding and fuel for both steady state
and transient predictions. A heat balance is set up for each node and
the new temperature at the end of a time step is solved for in terms of
the old temperature plus the energy change due to heat transfer and power
generation. .All of the temperature -dependent property values and tem-
perature differences which establish the heat transfer rate are based
on the known temperature profiles at the beginning of the time step.
Node by node the new temperatures for the first step are calculated by
using the property values and temperature differences that existed in
steady state until a completely new temperature distribution .is deter-
mined. This process is repeated for each time step using the property
values and temperature difference from the previous step.

Uncertainty limits on FORE-2M are based upon. comparison with

NICER steady state predictions and conservative evaluations. .

4.4.3.4.,2. Primary Control Assemblies

The steady state and transient T&H analyses for the Primary
Control *Assemblies parallel 'that for the fuel and blanket assemblies,
particularly as regards the methods for assembly subchannel and uncer-
tainty analyses. The uniqueness of the control assemblies as compared
to the other core assemblies lies with their special design functions
(reactor reactivity control by neutron absorber) and their operational
capability (rate of inserting negative reactivity). These unique
characteristics call-for special computer programs to account for such
design features as the presence of the bypass channels, withdrawn posi-
.tion of the control rod bundle as well as.the control rod scram dynamics
analysis. Discussions provided herein are*for each of the nine PCA's
which as a group, is called the Primary Control Rod System. The six
control assemblies of the Secondary Control Rod System follow a similar
analytical procedure.

Figure 4.4-64 illustrates the flow diagram for the steady state
T&H analysis of the PCA. Compared to the flow diagram for the fuel and
blanket assemblies, the functions of 6CT2PUS and NICER are replaced by
the CRSSA code, and the usual subchannel analysis codes are replaced by

51 a version .of COBRA and THI-3D. with bypass channels. THI-3D accounts
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for the conservation.of mass, energy and momentum subject to pressure
drop boundary conditions and leads to a non-linear multi-point:boundaryC value problem. The turbulent interchange, radial thermal conduction
and forced flow due to the spacer system between the channels are ex-
plicitly taken into account. The computer program CRAB is used to pre-
dict the scram dynamics of a control -rod from any parked position. The
CATFISH code is still used to provide the control assembly flow rateand
orificing pressure drop compatible with the reactor pump head and flow
rates in other reactor components. This information when used with the

58 CRAB code calculations will provide the margin to floatation.

The T&H conditions for .each location of the primary control
system are different due to combinations of conditions such as B4 C
enrichment, time in core life, control rod parked position, heat trans-.
fer.rate from *the surrounding core assemblies, etc. Figure .4.4-64'il-
lustrates how a limiting analysis to determine the design assembly flow
rate is an iterative process as described in the following,,steps:

1. Based on initial assembly flow rate, the CRSSA code calcu-
lates the important nominal T&H conditions for the subse-
quent steps of the analytical process, e.g., bypass/
pin bundle flow split, pin bundle-pressure drop, average
assembly coolant temperatures, etc.

2. Scram dynamics of the control rod as well as marg~in to
flotation of a control rod with di.sconnected driveline
is performed by the CRAB code. The subchannel flow and

" temperature distribution is.performed by COBRA or THI-3D.

3. Nominal bypass channel conditions are fed to TRITON'to cal-.
culate theassembly outer duct temperatures considering-
heat transfer with the adjacent fuel assemblies. COBRA
or THI-3D subchannel T&H data are used ,Jin FATHOM-'360.:.andý
FATHPM-360S for the determination of hot spot factors for
calculating absorber pin peak cladding temperatures due
to. wire wrap.

4..The absorber pin temperatures and plenum pressures with and
without uncertainties are calculated by CRSSA.

5. The beginning of core cycle absorber pin cladding midwall tem-
perature (from step #4 based on 2uhot channel/spot fac-
tors) are now compared to the maximum allowable to remain
within structural limitations. If the limiting temperature
exceeds the maximum allowable temperature, the assembly
flow rate must be increased in order to lower this limiting
T&H hot channel/spot temperature, and thus, resulting in
repeating steps 1 through 5 overagain until acceptableJfows

51 and temperatures are obtained.. .
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As discussed in Appendix A, the thermal section of the CRSSA code is an V
adaption of the NICER thermal model, and hence, the discussions on
calculations and uncertainties in NICER apply to CRSSA. Comparison between
CRAB predictions and experimental data for the FFTF control assembly mockup
showed very satisfactory agreement (References 57, 58). Transient T&H
predictions for the PCA are performed with F0RE-2M and DEM0 as discussed for
fuel and blanket assemblies.

4.4.3.4.3 Secondary Control Assemblies

The steady state and transient T&H analyses for the Secondary Control
Assemblies use similar analytical procedures as that for the Primary Control
Rod System. However, there are some differences in hydraulic design between
the two systems. The Secondary Control Rod System utilizes hydraullic f~orces
to assist scram action. To accomodate this. unique feature a-three-way flow
split, In the Secondary: Control AssemblIes Is provIded. The total cool, ant: flow
In a secondary *control assembly first splits into upf low: to the upper .outlet
plenum and downflow to the low pressure plenum. The upflow further splits
Into absorber pin bundle flow and bypass flow In the annulus between the pin
bundle and guide tube. Discussions that follow• ar-e for each of the six SCA's.

Figure 4.4-64A illustrates the flow diagram for the thermal-hydraulic analysis
of the SCA. The SCA thermal-hydraulic performance predicitlons begin with the
determination of the control assembly flow rate, flow spliit, pre-scram
hydraulic scram assist force, and pressure drops In the SCA compatible with
the reactor pump head and flow rates in other reactor components. The a
computer program *STALSS Is developed specifically to provide this Information
in detail. The DYNALSS:code Is used to predict the scran dynamics of the
movable control rod from the fully withdrawn parked position. The control rod
i-nserts into the reactor core by its own weight with the aid of hydraulic

scram-assist force at the beginning of--the stroke. DYN-ALSS also provides
steady,:state total flow rate, flow split,: hydraulic screan assist force, and
pressure droops In :the SCA, from pre,-scram hydrauli.1.c calculation, but In a les~s
detaIled; fashjion compared to that. computed by the STALSS code. The results
from both codes are compared for verifIcation ;purposes.

The pin bundle flow, by-pass flow, and down flow calculated by STALSS and
physics design Informations are input to the CORTEM code. CORTEM consists of
a unique module of three-way flow split including down flow in the SCA. The
code treats steady state Intra-assembly and interassembly heat transfer in a
full 30-degree sector of the core. The i ntra-assembly heat transfer inside.
core assemblies •is modeled based on application of the subchannel concept
together with the use of bulk parameters for coolant velocity and coolant
temperature within a subchannel. The inter-assembly heat transfer between
assemblies is determined by heat transfer coefficlent In the assembly gaps
which is a function of interstitial flow and Peclet number. In the coolant.
The result:from CORTEM provides two important data for other thermal-hydraulic
analyses: I) SCA duct wall •temperature distrlbution. for core-restraint
analysis, and 2) surrounding assembl les duct wall temperature distribution to
be used as boundary conditions In detailed SCA pin bundle subchannel analysis.-.
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Based on the SCA surrounding assemblies duct wall temperature distribution,
the subchannel flow and temperature distribution is calculated by FULMIX which
models the circular bundle of the SCA. The flow split uncertainties which are
the major hot channel factors in the SCA are generated by STALSS and DYNALSS.
Hot spot factors calculated by FATHOM based on secondary pin pitch/dI ameter
ratio are used to calculate absorber pin peak cladding temperatures due to
wire wrap. The absorber pin temperatures and plenum pressure with and without
uncertainties are calculated by CONROD.

Transient thermal-hydraulic performance predicitions for the SCA are performed.
with COBRA based on the reactor thermal-hydraulic transient data calculated by
DEMO.

4.4.3.5 Hydraulic Instability Analysis

To have a situation where hydraulic Instability could occur generally requires
the phenomenon of two-phase flow. Since two-phase flow Is not permitted in
CRBRP (sodium boiling is precluded, see Section 4.4.1) during normal operation
or anticipated operating transients, hydraulic instability cannot be caused by
this phenomenon. Therefore, no further evaluation of two-phase hydraulic
instability will be included. No instability was observed to exist through
the laminar to turbulent transition range in water tests on FFTF and CRBR fuel
assemblies and in water and sodium tests on the CRBRP blanket assembly (Ref.
9).

4.4.3.6 Temperature Transient Effects Analysis

C The quantitative limit for evaluation of cladding Integrity due to the effect
of normal operation and reactor transients Is given in Section 15.1.2. A
discussion of the basis of these limits Is also given in Section 15.1.2.1. In
determining the allowable transients, the variation In the cladding effectyive
thickness with lifetime, the loading mechanism acting on the cladding and the
stress/strain properties are all important parameters. With respect to the
variation of the cladding effective thickness, such effects as cladding
defects, sodium corrosion and depletion effects, fission product chemical
attack, fretting wear and manufacturing tolerances are all considered as
discussed in Section 4.2.1.1. With respect to the various transient loading
mechanisms and irradiated material properties, experimental programs are being
heavily relied upon for information.

One of the principal loading components on the cladding is due to the Internal
gas pressure that develops in the rods due to gaseous fission products being
released with irradiation exposure. This is discussed in Section 4.2.1.3.

The integrity limits specified in Table 15.1.2-2 represent the best current
estimate by which the cladding performance potential can be evaluated and are
largely based on data and/or extrapolations of data that are currently
avail able.

C'
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wc The above discussion .refers to demonstrating the ability of the rods to meet
their design requirements when subjected to the various categories of desigýn
transients. Such topics as transient effects due to rod failures and
continued operations with failed rods are presented In Section 15.4.

4.4.3.7 Potentially Damaging Temperature Effects During Transients

In general, a single anticipated event Is not damaging to the reactor
structures; it Is the total sum of all the occurrences (in this event
classification) over the particular lifetime that may cause the structure to
approach Its design limit. As mentioned In Section 4.4.2.9, the current
cladding requirement for fuel pins Is that considering all normal and
anticipated events, the cumulative cladding damage must not preclude the
capabilIty to survive at least one of the worst unlikely events without loss
of cladding Integrity.

Maximum 3d fuel and blanket hot rod temperatures during various limiting core
design events of the plant duty cycle which are described In Appendix B have
been analyzed. Detailed temperatures for various axial and radial positions
along the rods have been evaluated In determining the core design adequacy as
described In Section 4.2.1. Conservative assumptions used in calculating
these temperatures are described In Section 15.1.4. These assumptions
include: full power operation, hot rod analyzed In highest power and
temperature fuel assembly of all core conditions, worst case Doppler
coefficient with uncertainties Included, a 200 millisecond delay:between trip
signal and the start of control rod Insertion, 30hot channel factors, the-
single most reactive control rod assumed to be stuck In the withdrawn position
for both sets of control rods, highest core pressure drop,,and the most •r:apid
flow coastdown of the primary pumps following pump trip. In addition, Section
15.1.4 shows that of the safety related events:-, both of the overpower and....
undercooling type, the Safe Shutdown Earthquake :SSE) event (60:.step
reactivity insertion occurring under SSE conditions)' results In-the highest'
core temperatures. The 'conclusio hof the-Chapter 15;.0safety evaluations and
the Section 4.2.1 design evaluations Is that the design changes incurred "in'•f
going from the homogeneous to'the heterogeneous scheme are nof expected-to'0
significantly change the design or'safety capabilltyof the core.

An evaluation has also been made to determine If expected levels of gas
entrained In the sodium could Impair heat transfer in the reactor. .It was::%
found that at the limiting value of one volume percent established for reactor:
neutronics effects (Section 4.3,2.3.2) there Is no sIgnifIcant effect on heat
transfer.% The expected entrainment level (Section 4.4.4.1) Is much lower"'than
this limiting value.

4.4.3.8 Thermal Description of the Direct Heat Removal Service (WIDRS)

The thermal description of the Direct Heat Removal Service will be found In
Section 5.6.2.

4.4.4 Testing and Verification

At the present state-of-the-art In reactor design, scale model tests of
reactor flow systems provide the most useful tool for studying reactor
hydraulics. Pressure drop through complicated flow paths, thermal striping,
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gas entrainment and flow Induced vibration of reactor components are not
amenable to analytical solution, and must be studied experimentally using
scale models. Analytical methods are beingdeveloped to study mixing and Q
transport time In plena; these methods require experimental verification.

In general, there are usually three types of model flow studies. The simplest
tests are two-dimensional water table model tests. These types of tests are
generally qualitative screening studies that look for potential problems and
possible solutions, .and are useful for the planning of three-dimensional
tests. The second type of test deals with specific regions of the reactor,
and are called feature model tests. These tests are three-dimensional, and
provide qualitative design data. The third type of model *s more
comprehensive, and Includes a hydraulic simulation of the entire reactor..
This type of model is more complex, and provides more quantitative Information
useful In the reactor design. This type of model also provides Information on
the Interaction of different regions of the reactor.

In each of the model studies, careful attention must be given to satisfying
similitude requirements. A comprehensive study of the effects of geometric
scale, fluid parameters, etc., was conducted In the FFTF program, and is
directly applicable to CRBRP. The results of this study are presented In
Reference 59.

4.4.4.1 Feature Model Tests

The follow ing provides a listing of the-major tests planned or completed in
the CRBRP. reactor development program, and the purpose of each test.

InletPlenum Feature Model, Test (1/4. Scale).(

Th IS test ýddeterm I ned the -hyd.raulic characteri1stics of.a water _f I ow- model,.'
which. simulates the. Inlet plenum. The major, area s, that. were i. nvestigated,.
usi~ng the model Included: . 1) mlxlng;' .2) core f l ow distr I bution;. 3) ,pressure
drop.;- 4) -InIet plenum transport time; 5) Inl et:'p lenum fl~ow patterns; 6)
particle mobility In the. plenum; and 7) inlet.:plenum ..gas dispersion.
Geometric..parameters vartled were: '1) plenum height; 2) inlet nozzle angle;.
and 3) location of the elevation of the nozzles relative to the core-support
structure.

Inlet, Plenum Model Flow Test (1/21 Scale)

A .1/21-scale Inlet Plenum Model (.IPM) flow test simulati.ng various plenum
geometry and Inlet nozzle concepts has, been, completed. The purpose of the IPM
test was to visually observe and obtain qualitative information of the flow

51 patterns and mixing of fluid in the Inlet plenum as a function of the plenum
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-7.7'7 height, Inlet nozzle discharge angle, and the elevation of. the nozzles:.( •: relative to the Core Support Structure. The test served a scopin-ipurpose for

use in designing the 1/4-scale IPFM test previously described.

The gross flow patterns were predictable and produced no unusual or unexpected
resu Its.

integral Reactor Flow Model, Phase I Testing - Outlet Plenum Feature
.Flow and Vibration Test

This test: 1) measured the velocity pattern In the outlet plenum and in the
vi cinity of the major outlet plenum structures; 2) determined the pressure
drop characteristics of the outlet plenum and major outlet plenum structures;
3) determined the mixing characteristics and transport times In the outlet
plenum and at Iocations of probable. hot/cold. Interfaces; 4) eval'uated flo w
Induced v Ibration character I st i cs of sei eacted outlet plenum structures;- and 5)
evaluated the gas entrainment characteristics of the suppressor plate.

The gas.entrainment tests were performed to determine the amount of cover gas
that might be entrained at the free surface Inside the CRBRP reactor vessel.
Using conservative Weber Number modeling of the entralnment. process,: the
average reactor vessel outlet void fraction when at normal, liquid level and
scaled to 115 percent of CRBRP average full flow is 1.25 x 10-4. The.maximum
void fraction measured at any reactor vessel outlet nnozzle for thi•S samef-case
and extrapolated to 115 percent flow was 3.0 x 10-4

In addition to determining primary entrainment phenomena within the rea6jtor
vessel, tests were run to determine the equi ibrium PHTS void fraction that
resul~ts f.or a given gas entra[nment rate.In the reactor vessel. The•setests
were based on the conservative assumptibn that all gas remova occurs,-inh
outet. plenum of the reactor. aThis-ssumption results in the hhigest
equilIbrium void fraction In the PHTS.

Based on the entrainment rate that. gave the void fraction of 1.25 x"iO 4 and
-Weber. Number model I ng of the entr ai nment process, the equil brium vOi d,

fraction in the PHTS at 115 percent of rated flow is 2.0x Ii'3-. Gas removal
by the IHX vent and the primary pump standpipe bubbler will reduce this level.

The test results, as well as a. complete description of the subject testIng,
are presented in Reference 76.
Integral Reactor Flow Model. Phase II Testing

The purpose of thiss test which Is In progress, I s. to ver Ify the" f Ina liAdleslgign
for hydraulic and vibration performance usin'g the" integrai -'reactor fl Iw model.
Those components used In the Phase I testi ng, whose design has changed" o the
extent that hydraulic and vibration performance Is influenced, will be.
modified in:a subsequent Phase 11.

Outlet:Plenum Flow Stratification Test

The Outlet Plenum Flow Stratification Teit w's perf ormed i1na mode of 0.55
W scale simulating a 1200 sector of the CRBRP reactor'vessel outle num

containing a portion of the UI'S, and an outlet main coolant pi, pe.
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Sane Important concluslons and observations derived from the.evaluation of th 8

test data (Ref. 60) are: (
1) The transient temperature response at the outlet nozzle Is less severe

than that predicted by the plant simulation model, in. the DEM0 code,
thus demonstrating that this UIS design goal Is satisfied.

2) The standard height UIS chimneys resulted in less severe transient,
temperature ramp rates at the outlet'nozzle thanf shorter chimneys.

3) The nominal-prototypic gap beneath the UIS sklrt of 1.0 Inch resulted
In less severe outlet nozzle transient temperatures than either larger
or smaller gaps.

4) Stratification definitely occur rs in the outlet .plenum folIOwlng a
reactor trIp but does not cause sIgnifIcant design problems.

5) Large amplitude, low frequency oscillations were observed during the
reactor.trip transients at the hot/cold fluid Interface, which Is
established above the UIS. These oscillations do not cause a fatigue
problem due to the low range of temperature change .and moderate number
of total -cycles.

ANt 1/10 Sca:le Outlet Plenum Tests

These tests have Investigated conditions In the outlet plenum during ste:ady-
state,.and transient operation. The steady state tests (Refs. 61 and 62)
measured the mixed mean temperatures and temperature fltuctuations throughout
the. p'lenum.. The transient tests (Ref s. ,63 and 64) measurements include the
temper~ature response in the plenum to reactor transirents' and the teperature
fluctuations as the hot/cold Inte face advanced fol lowing:f flow str6ati tVf i'ca tion.

ANL 1/15 Scale Outlet Plenum Tests

These tests (Ref.'65) Investigated the transient behavior In the outlet plenum
and compared results obtained using both water and sodium. . Using both FFTF
and .CIBRP geometries,. it was shown that water and sodium transients were in
fairly good agreement; thus, water can be used to adequately simulate Sodium.

Orifice Feature Tests

The purpose of this test, which Is In progress, is to calibrate aal ' types of
orifices to be used in the CRBRP reactor. These may -Include orlf l.cng.
requiredfor the module, fuel assembly, .control assembly, radlaI shield
assembly :and bl anket assembi y.

4.4.4.2 ReaCtor Assemblies T&HTest ig

Several exper.iments have been conducted to characterlze•the thermal-hydraul ic
behavior of wire wrapped assemblies; the resul of fthese t6st s hav e bee"'n ýused
in calibrating the subchannel analysis codes.. For example, tests, performed at
ORNL (19-pin bundle), ANL (91-pin bundle), HEDL (217-Lpi'n bundle) and .•", (a1nd
scaled sector of a 217-pin bundle) were reviewed, and the C0TECcode was
calibrated accordingly. A sfmilar analysis and calibration was performed"by
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PNL and ANL for the C0BRA and THI-3D codes, respectively. Tests' on a 5:1
scaled sector of a 61-pin blanket assembly have been.concluded at kRL, and are

K bei ng factored I nto .subchannel analysis codes cal Ibratlon.

Further I nformatIon on temperature dIstrIbutIon i n w ire wrapped assemblIes
I were obtained from In-sodium tests on the THORS factl Ity at ORNL, which are

also intended to gather data for selected transient conditions, Including
initlation of boll Ing. Calibration of COTEC against61-rOd bundle--steady-
state heat transfer data has been accomplished.

Low flow heat transfer tests In sodium have been completed at HEDLI in a full
217-pin fuel assembly (Ref. 66). The results from these tests have been used
to calibrate analytical codes and to ver.ify performance predictionsin the
natural circulation range of flow rates.

Blanket heat transfer tests using sodium on a ful . scale 61-rod assembly are
be I ng conducted at ARD, to Invest i gate the thermal:-hydrau lic beh av Ior.of
blanket assemblies, with particular emphasis on conditions unique to blanket
assembl Ies, such as low flow, high power skew, reduced pitch/diameter, large
rod diameter, etc. Over 90% of the scheduled tests have been completed,
coveri ng unI form to 3:1 power skew across the assembly and fflow ranges .between
3 andr40% of prototyplc radIal blanket values (Refs. 73 to 75), Test results
have been employed In prelIml:nary calilbration of the COTEC, TRITON, FATHOM-360
and FATHOM-360S codes. In addition to .these steady-state -tests, ,the, natural
circulation and transient tests have also :been completed. .

Extensive prototypic testing of components pressure drops in fuel, blanket and
control assemblies have been concluded or are currently underway., Available

results from these testsrhave been factored linto, a:re-evaluatlon.of assembly
components pressure drops as di scussed In Secti on. 4.4.2.7.2.

The fuel pe llet power-to-melt and -thermal parameters (restructuring)
characteristics, gap conductance and corresponding uncertalntlies) were
determined at BOL condi.tions on the basis of the P-19 (Ref.,-37)• and P-20 (Ref.
38) irradlation tests In EBR-lI.

The anal ytl ca l correlation between fisslon gas release and fuel pin. operating
parameters (burnup, power, rating, temperature)IutIlLized in the NICER code for
cal-culatfing the fission gas :pressure has ,been compared w.ith favorable resul ts
agai nst a large amount of experimental data. from mixed oxide Irradiation;tests
In EBR-1I .(Refs. 39, 40, 41).

Steady-state hydraulic. and scram dynamics behavior of control assembl:ies 7-are
predlicted using the' CRAB_ code. :CRAB pred.I ctions. were found :izn excellent
agreement, both with HEDL steady-state tests (Ref. 57) and ARD scram dynamics
tests (Ref, 58) performed for the FFTF control assembly., Tests are underway
to characterize the. CRBRP.,primary- control-rod scram-performance., HydraullIc
tests of the CRBRP primary control: assembly have:recently been completed.
These tests i ncluded or..if icing ncharacterizat ion,. flow. spl, tdetermination,
deta iIed component pressure-drop and Inception. of flotationmmeasurements.
Comparlson of these data against CRAB predl ctions .has 'been I ntiated. ..
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A Natural Circulation VerlIficatIon Progr am Is underway to develop and val idat *
computer codes capable of core-wide T&H transient analysis through the descent
and during natural circulation operation, ,Validation will be accomplished by
comparison to low flow steady state and transient test data, Including the
EBR-II natural circulation and FFTF Acceptance Test Phase startup testing.

A test of the performance of the fuel transfer and storage assembly Is
underway to verify the performance of that component.

As more data from the experimental efforts become available, the analytical
techniques and computer codes (see Section 4.4.3.4) wIll be calibrated
accordingly and the uncertainty analyses (see Section 4.4.3.2) revised to
reflect such additional Information.

4.4.5 Core Instrumentation

The core instrumentation for the CRBR Is core exit thermocouples. The bases
for ,this selection are provided in Reference 67.

In-core Instrumentation, specifically designed to monitor the detailed core
power distribution, is not provided in CRBRP. Liquid Metal Fast Breeder
Reactors have ,inherent differences relative to LWR's that perm It operation
withOut In-core.power monitoring. In addition, selective CRBRP design
features have been incorporated to ellminate possible perturbations caused by
complicated fuel management schemes and control and movement. The rationale
supporting this decision Is provided below.

cRBRP, like FFTF, Is Instrumented with assembly-outlet thermocouples to
monitor the coolant :temperatures and to detect gross asymmetrIes In the: radIal
or azimuthal power dlstributi'on.'. Nuclear- control Is provded'by ex-Vessel
neutron detectors which view ,the core as a whole. The batch fuel management
scheme incorporates a single .fuel enrichment, and, sincethere Is no .scatter
refuel ing or: assembly -shuff I ing, ,there Is therefore. m InImal potentI al for
refuel'ing or loading errors to lead, to unpl anned power peaks. In addition,
the power distribution Is relatively flat, symmetric, and predictable lnh:a
fast neutron spectrum reactor like CRBRP. This power distribution has been
thoroughly characterized .in the ZPPR (Engineerilng Mockup Critical) program
where extensive Isotopic fission and capture rate distributions have been
analyzed with :RBRP design calculational methodology and cross section data.
The power shape, ::is accurately predicted with an uncertainty In the fission
rates of approximately ±2% (10).

Unlike an LWR, there'is no power peaking caused by:local moderating regions.
Sodium Is a relatively weak moderator, so the power shape is relatively
Insensitive to sodium channels and sodium density variations. In a lIght
water reactor, the-extremely high thermal absorption cross section for fission
product daughters, ,(particularly-Xel 3 5 ) can lead to-power oscllati6ns. -
However, in a .fast reactor system,:such as CRBRP,- the fission product cross
secti ons are -rel atively- Ilow so 'that Xe- Induced ;powerý osci llations wi I not be
present. To mi nlmize azimuthal power perturbatilons,r -.the ,CRBRP-coontrol rods
are operated 'in a uniformly-inserted bank. The rcontro'l 1rod,.bank posltion is
monitored by two Independent systems, and Interlocks maintain relatively close
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tolerances on the control rod.banklng. .Selection of the R7C operating. control
rod bank location In the core was designed to minimize adverse global[power
peaking, and, In fact, the BOL control insertion tends to suppress the power
peak in CRBRP. Because .of the relatively long. neutron mean free path In a.
fast reactor, the presence of this uniform absorber material does not cause
severe local perturbations in the neutron flux (power)..-

As noted above, potential mechanisms for producing significant power.
perturbations, as in a l ight water reactor, do not exist. In a fast reactor
system. In addition, CRBRP has a well characterized flat, unperturbed power
distribution which is the result of a simpli iled fuel, management scheme. In
addition, tight controls are exercised on control rod movement to Insure
symmetric control rod operation. Based on these observ.ations and des ign
features, It has been concluded that there is no need for in-core power
monitoring in CRBRP.

4.4.5.1 Dg Bases

The functions Identified for the core exit thermocouples located above the
selected core assemblies are:

o reactor control;

" surveillance (primarily for assessment of cladding cumulative damage
function);

o design verification (verification of design margins, power
( distribution, symmetry, operational slow transients, assessment of

uncertainty factors).

Core instrumentation (i.e., core exit thermocouples) Is-not required.to.

perform any PPS function.

4.4.5.2 Design Description

To provide these functions a single thermocouple Is provided above each of, the
selected core assemblies as follows:

o Fuel Assemblies: 148 positions out of a total of 156 are
Instrumented;

o Inner Blanket Assembliles: 72 positions out of a total of. .76.are
I nstrumented;

o Alternating Fuel/Inner Blanket Assemblies: all 6 positions are
'Instrumented;.

o Radial Blanket Assemblies: 79 positions out of a total of 132 are
Instrumented. Almost the total.ity of radial blanket thermocouples are
concentrated in the, first row.
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o Control Assembl les: No thermocouples are provided for any control

assemb1i les. (
o All thermocouples will be .of the'dry-we!l type;

o 30 selected assemblies have one thermocouple each for control
purposes;

o Almost full coverage of fuel, inner blanket and first row radial
blanket assembl ies-are provided for surveillance and' design
verif ication purposes. It should be noted that the thermocouples
providing a signal to the reactor control system are/also used for
surveillance and design verification. Only a few thermocouples were
selected for the second row blanket assemblies due to the very high
measurement uncertainties in the core outermost periphery.

For the thermocouples selected for reactor control, a preset limit on the
number of out-of-limit reading thermocouples will be established. It will be
annunclated in the main control room in the event this preset limit is
exceeded. For the CDF surveillance, a simplified and conservative trend
calculation capability will be provided on the on-site computer for the
determination of temperature trend and CDF history of assembl les experiencing
a temperature higher than a preset value. This Information will aid In
enhancing optimum operation of the reactor core.

The thermocouple coverage is shown in Figure 4.4-65. Reference 67 contains a
detailed discussion of the rationale leading to selection of the thermocouples
coverage along with a comparison of measurement and design uncertainties In
each position, and how the selected coverage satisfies the required functions.
Even though the discussion In Reference 67 appl ies to the CRBRP homogeneous
core, the'O phi•losophy and methodolbgy do not depend on, the partic:Ul ar cor°e
configuration and are still valid for the heterogeneous design. The onIy
significant difference is In the selection of the positions used for reactor
control purposes. This will be discussed In the followIng. A detailed,
discussion of the overall rationale and justification can be found in
Reference 67.

4.4.5.3 Design Evaluation of Reactor Control Thermocouples

In the selection of the assemblies monitored with thermocouples feeding the
reactor control system, the optimum arrangement Is reached when the following
objectives are*satlsfled:

1) The arithmetic average of the thermocouple readings should remain
constant as much as possible: a) throughout the cycle; and b) from
cycle-to-cycle. Requirement (a) is more Important;than requirement
(b), since at each refueling, the thermocouples can be recallbrated
against the hot leg RTDs. It is not required-that the average reading

" of the thermocoUpl'es be the same as (or. close '.to) ý-the :icore: average
temperature since such difference is removed by the calibratilon
against the RTDs.
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2) Assemblies which are limiting from the point of view of thermofluids
and structural performance should be covered by control thermocouples.
These assemblies are the ones with highest coolant temperature
(transient limiting), highest cladding temperature and CDF (lifetime
limiting), and highest power (power-to-melt limiting). Even though
these assemblies will be monitored with surveillance thermocouples,
it is highly desirable that their monitoring be directly fed into
the control system. By doing so, the peak assemblies are automatically
controlled.

3) Different types of assemblies should be monitored. This means
assemblies belonging to different orificing zones and, in the case of
the heterogeneous core, both fuel and blanket (inner and radial)
assemblies. For a heterogeneous configuration, blanket assemblies
are an integral part of the overall core performance. In fact, some
blanket assemblies are even more limiting than the fuel assemblies
from the point of view of thermofluids and structural performance.
Also, in the heterogeneous core, almost all the fuel assemblies are
decreasing in temperature as the residence time increases. Thus,
temperature readings, from blanket assemblies, which are continuously
increasing with time, are necessary to minimize fluctuations in the
average temperature.

4) Coverage should be scattered through a 600 symmetry sector as uniformly
as possible; i.e., control thermocouples should not be clustered in one
region of the reactor so that they will not all be affected by localized

C• flow and/or power disturbances.

5) More than one symmetry sector should be monitored% again to avoid
localized effects. Three symmetrical sectors 120 apart is a logical
compromise between this requirement and the following.

6) The number of control thermocouples should be practical (the CRBRP
homogeneous core adopted 27 control thermocouple positions).

Selected positions of thermocouples to be input to the reactor
control system are shown in Figure 4.4-65. Table 4.4-35 reports the
nominal outlet temperature of each of the 10 chosen assemblies in one of
the three core symmetrical sectors throughout the first four cycles (first
and second cores) which are the ones considered in CRBRP core thermal-
hydraulics design. The arithmetic average of the 10 readings is also
shown in Table 4.4-35. The overall deviation between the mgnimum and
maximum is 5 F. The maximum over any given cycle is only 2 F. Thus,
recalibration against the RTDs after each refueling can be avoided.
Deviations are minimal during cycles 3 and 4 which can be construed as
being representative of equilibrium conditions.

The recommended locations represent, for the heterogeneous
configuration, the optimum arrangement from both the control and core
performance monitoring standpoints.
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TABLE 4.4-1

CRBRP CORE LOADING DURING CYCLES 1 THROUGH 5

CYCL E
NUMBER

TOTAL NUMBER
OF ASSEMBLIES REMARKS

I

2

3

ASSEMBLY TYPE

Fuel

Inner Blanket

Radial Blanket

Fuel

Inner Blanket

Radial Blanket

Fuel

Inner Blanket

Radial Blanket

Fuel

Inner Blanket

Radial Blanket

Fuel

Inner Blanket

Radial Blanket

156

82

126

159

79

1.26

156

82

126

162

76

126

156

82

126

All Fresh Assemblies

3 Fresh Fuel Assemblies

All Fresh Fuel and Inner
Blanket Assemblies

6 Fresh Fuel Assemblies

All Fresh Fuel and Inner
Blanket Assemblies plus
60 Fresh Row 1 Radial
Blanket Assemblies

C,

4

5

C;
4.4-87
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TABLE. 4.4-2

SUMMARY OF STRAIN EOUIVALENT LIMITING TEMPEPATURE

CALCULATIONS FOR SECOND CORE FUEL ASSEMBLIES-

ASSEMBLY EOL STRAIN (%) EOL PRESSURE (psi) SELT (OF) SET (OF)

2 .003 816 1264 1180
3 .007 845 1260 1192

13 .068 875 1258 1232
15 .031 891 1254 .1211
24 .037 781 1270 1227
25 .D39 861 1258 1220
26 .025 725 1281 1235
27 .057 748 1277 1247
28 .13 771 1272 1264
29 .003 , 815 1265 1181
30 .004 828 1262. 1184
33 .001 855 1259 1194
34 .0086 862 1258 1193
37 .096 921 1249 1233
43 .015 892 1254 1197
44 .18 930 1248 1247
45 .034 876 1256 1217
47 .13 914 1251 1241
48 .12 773 1272 1261
49 .06 750 1276 1249
50 .023 726 1281 1232
51 .04 862 1258 .1221
10 .19 920 1250 1250
11 .34 941 1247. 1259
14 .36 928 1249 1263
36 .33 943 1247 1259
68 1.37 966 1243 "-1295

101 1., 43 970 1242 -,1295
51 62 .02.9 529 not a limit

98 .018 488 not a limit
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0

TIBLE 4.4-3

rOLN LIMITING TEMPERATURES FOR TELT CALCULATIONS
(TEMPEATI• :I .!Y-l

HETEROGENEOUS
ODRE: MAXIMUM
TRANSlENT TEMP.
(FIRE-21 CALCULATED)

STEADY STATE TEMP.
OGRRESPOINDI N TO
HETEROGENEOUS OGRE
MAXIMUM TRANSIENT
TEMP. (FiRE-2H)

STEADY STATE: TEMP.
OGRRESPONDI NG TO
1550°F MAXIRU
TRANSIENT TEMP.

TYPICAL WORST CASE
FOR ASSEMBLY TYPE

T
M

Fuel Assembly

Inner eBlanket Assembly

Radial Blanket, .Assembly

1571

14980

1580

1331

1247

1331

1316

1282

1310

1252 First Core
1261 Second Core

1198 First Core
1207 Second Core

1232

• • . q.; i

Temperatures at THDV,. 3 7500 F I ni et Temperatures for
PEOV, 20"r



TABLE4.4-4

CORE ORIFICING ZONES FLOW ALLOCATION

FLOW (Ib/hr)
NO. ASSYS/ CYCLES CYCLE CYCLES

ZONE TYPE ZONE 1,3,5,.. 2 4,6,8,..

1 Fuel 39 189,990 (201,900) 188,520 (200,340) 187,050 (198,780)
2 Fuel 54 176,790 (187,870) 175,420 (186,420) 174,060 (184,970)
3 Fuel 21 166,900 (177,360) 165,610 (175,990) 164,320 (174,620)
4 Fuel 18 153,400 (163,020) 152,220 (161,760) 151,030 (160,500)
5 Fuel 24 149,480 (158,850) 148,330 (157,630) 147,170 (156,400)

Fuel 0,3 or 6 178,590 (189,780) 177,190 (188,300)
Inner Blanket 6,3 or 0 68,790 (73,1,00) 69,330 (73,680)

7 Inner Blanket 57 88,790 (94,360) 88,110 (93,630) 87,420 (92,900)
8 Inner Blanket 19 78,030 (82,920) 77,420 (82,270) 76,810 (81,620)
9 Radial Blanket 12 62,300 (66,210) 61,820 (65,700) 61,340 (65,190)

10 Radial Blanket 36 48,300 (5.1,330) 47,930 (50,930) 47,550 (50,530)
11 Radial Blanket 48 35,090 (37,290) 34,820 (37,000) 34,540 (36,710)
12 Radial Blanket 30 25,740 (27,350) 25,540 (27,140) 25,330 (26,920)

ENMI: Flows are for THDV (PEOC) conditions.

CORE REGION FLOW FRACTIONS0

CYCLES CYCLE CYCLES
REGION. 1,3,5... 2 .4,6,8...

Fuel 0.65 0.66 0.66
Inner Blanket 0.17 0.16 0.16
Radial Blanket 0.12 0.12• 0.12
Total 0.94 0.94 0.94

0.
I-.'
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TABLE 4.4-5

FUEL ASSEMBLY COMPONENT PRESSURE DROP DATA LINEAR REGRESSION APALYSIS"

NO. OF
DATA

LINEAR REGRESSION FUNCTION POINTS

MEAN
OF

ln(Re)

STANDARD
DEV IAT ION
ABOUT MEAN
OF ln(Re)

MEAN
OF

ln(D)

STANDARD
DEV IAT ION
ABOUT MEAN
OF 1n(D) *

STANDARD
ERROR
OF

ESTIMATECOMPONENT

Inlet Nlozzle
Inlet f1ozzle-
Or ffice-Shield:

:4=

10

1
2
3
4
5

Plate
Plates
Plates
Plates
Plates

ln(K) = 0.9177 - .05289 ln(Re)

In(K)=2.352-.092111n(Re )-. 4521n(D)
In(K)=1.708-.050221n(Re)-3.2931n(D)
1n(K)=2.240-.082261n(Re )-3.8911n(D)
ln(K)=2.293-.071411n(Re)-4.0321 n(D)
ln(k)=2.225-.030721n(Re)-3.6511n(D)

ln(K)=O.3988-.03879ln(Re)

K= 0.370

see Table 4.4-6

K = 0.178

222 13.64 0.3560

41
7360
43
42

13.95
13.73
13.61
13.52
13.45

0.3763
0.3684
0,3560
0.2982
0.2589

-. 1845
-. 3528
-. 4064
-. 4454
-. 4484

0.1256
0.1057
0.1165
0.1040
0.0997

Shield

Rod Bundle:
-- Inlet

Rod Friction

-- Outlet

0.0841

17 13.82 0.3768

0.0170
0.0472
0.0207
0.0136
0.0165

0.0966

o.21"1
0.0524

+0.0312.-0.0262
0.2(*)

0.0450

161
46

entire range.
full flow

Outlet Nozzle ln(K) - .00495 - .04902 ln(Re) 16 13.67 0.7483

(*)A 20% uncertainty was selected as a bounding value (not standard error), since no test data are
available. This uncertainty is much greater than thevaluesdetermined for other components, but
the effect on flow rate calculations Is negligible since the untested components account for only
1 to 2 psi of the 100 psi total assembly pressure drop.

SDis the hydraulic diameter of the plate flow area.
%0 (D

C)0)

51



TABLE 4,4-6

FUEL ASSEMBLY COMPONENT HYDRAULIC CORRELATIONS

:COMPONENT CORRELATION
REFERENCE
AREA (IN2 )

REFERENCE
HYDRAULIC
DIAMETER (IN) REFERENCES

REFRECE

.51'

Inlet Nozzle
Inlet Niozzle-Orifice-Shield:
-- I Plate

--. 2 Plates

-- 3 Plates

- 4 Plates

-- 5 Plates

Shield
Rod Bundle:

-- Inlet.

-- Rod Friction

Outlet

Outlet Nozzle

K w 2.504Re"0"0529 3.976

3.976

2.250

2.250K

K
K

K
K

K

a1

a

U,

10.50 Re" 0 ,09 21

5.519 Re" 0 "0 502

9.396 Re 0 .082 3

9.909 Re-0"0714

9.253Re
1.490 Re"0"0388

D-3.293

D-4 .0 32

D-3.*651

7

7

Ka 0.370

f - 84/Re for Re < 1000
f - l.080+0.0927*(lOOO/Re) 2+.1694.

(1.000Re) 4) fc
where f(*) 4LOgo 51/Re/n.

Log10 (2 .5/ ef
K - 0.178

K 1.005 Re" 0 "0 4 9 0

3.976

6.724
6.724

6.724

5.899

2.250

0.1281
0.1281

7

11:

'4 - 6

0.1281

2.116

*11
7

()f is the Colebrook friction factor correlation[ 12 1 for a smooth tube.

r7ý 0
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TABLE 4.4-7
BLANKET ASSEMBLIES COMPONENT HYDRAULIC CORRELATIONS

REFERENCE
REFERENCE m, HYDRAULIC (,)
AREA (IN ) DIAMETER (IN)flnMPnlNFNT CORRELATION REFERENCES

COMPONEN

4•

!
•0
GO

Inlet Nozzle

Inlet Nozzle Orifice Shield

Shield

Rod Bundle:
-- Inlet

-- Rod Friction

Ku

Ku
K•

2.504 Re"0"0529

C Re" 0 .0 5

2.0

3.976 (1.767)

3.976 (1 .767)

2.405

2.250 (1.500)

2.250 (1.500)

1.750

0.1338

0.1338

7
7,8

11

11

9
K - 0.427 3.95
f - 110/Re for Re < 400 3.9,
f - (llO/Re)A-* 47(.55/Re' 2 5 )r"

where ' = (Re-400)/4600 for 400 < Re < 5000
f - .55/Re' 2 5 for Re > 5000

6
6

-- Outlet

Outlet Nozzle

K - 0.290

K - 1.005 Re"0"0490

3.956

3.976

0.1338

2,250

11
7

-o ( 51 (*)Number outside parentheses refers to inner blanket assemblies; Inside parenthesis refers to radial blanket,



TABLE 4.4-8
BASES FOR REACTOR INTERNALS PRESSURE DROPS

NOMINAL
PRESSURE LOSS(psi) LOSS

COEFFICIENT
'FLOW 6

(lb/hr)10
FLOW ýREA

COMPONENT BASIS - LIMITATIONS

1) Reactor
Vessel
Inlet
Plenum

2) Lower
Inlet
Module

4.25 K=l .19 41.446 8.655 Loss coefficient obtained from the
inlet plenum feature model test.
+9% uncertainty used in design.

(AP = K W2/2gpAf 2 )

8.66 (KI6!L)= 2J.3
'.0

1.096

33.986(*)

0.214 Calculated; to be confirmed by radial
blanket orificing test. +20% uncer-
tainty used in dsign

(AP = (K+?i) 92/2gpAf 2 )

3) Reactor Vessel Outlet Plenum:

a) UIS 1.78 fL 14.51 Loss coefficient obtained from the
integral reactor feature model test.
+3% uncertainty used in design,

fL -- 2gf 2
(AP - (K+&-) w /2gpAf )

Loss coefficient obtained from the
integral reactor feature model test.
+7%luncertainty used in design.

(AP = K 92 /2qpAf 2 )

.b) Exit
Nozzle

0.43 K=O.29 41.446 13,77

1 iBased on a total reactor flow of 41.446 x 106 lb/hr with 82% flowing up the
Af - flow area

f = friction factor

UIS chimneys.

51 1 p- density (c-

(7,
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TABLE 4.4-9

DETAILED PRESSURE DROP BREAKDOWN FOR PLANT THDV
CONDITIONS (41.446 x 10 b lb/hr) AND MAXIMUM UNCERTAINTIES

(.1

Orificing Zone

Average Zone Flow
Component AP (psi)
Inlet Nozzle
Assembly Orifice
Shield
Rod Bundle Inlet
Rod Bundle
Rod Bundle Outlet.
Outlet Nozzle
Total Assembly
LIM, Upper Portion

and Orifice
LIM, Lower Portion
Inlet Plenum
Outlet Plenum
Vessel Nozzle-to-

Nozzle
Prim.ary Loop
Pump Head

1 2 3 4

187130 174130 164400 151090

5 6 F/A

147240 177270

6 IB/A' 7 8 9 IOC lOP

69070 87450 76850 61360 47570 47570

8.7 7.6
40.0 48.6
6.4 5.5
1.1 1.0

51.5 45.3
0.6 0.5
1.6 1.4

109.9 109.9

2.9 2.5

5.6' 6.0

6.8

55.3

5.0

0.9

40.8

0.4.
..1.3

110.5

5.:8
63,*5

4.2
0.7

35.1
0.4

1.1
110.8

5.5
66.9

4.0
0.7

33.6

0.3
1.0

112.0

7.9

46.5
5.7
1.0

46.7

0.5
1.5

109.8

1.3
69.9

5.6
0.5

35.9
0.4

0.5

114.1

2.0

44.9

8.9
0.8

54.3
0.6
0.8

112.3

1.6
60.5

6.9

0.6
43.3
0.4

0.6
113,9

4.9
69.6

4.4
0.4

29.3
0.3

0.4

109.3

3.0
42.2

2.6

0.2
18.7

0.2

.0.2
67.1

47.3
4.0

3.0 1.6
42.2 22.5

2.6 1.4
0.2 0.1

18.7 10.7
0.2. 0.1
0.2. 0.1

67..1 36.5

48.8 79.6

2.5 2.3

0.9
12.2
0.7
0.1
6.2
0.1

0.1

20.3

95.5
2.6

11 12

34560 25360

2.3 1.9 1.8 2.6 0.4 0.6 0.5 5.7
5.6 5.7 4.6 6.0 4.8 5.5 4.0'. 3.4

5.8
2.2

126.4

p7.1
163.5

51

NOTES:

-- All flows for cycle 4, except zone 6 lB/A which is for cycle 2;.-All flow resistance uncertainties at+3i or maximum bounding value, whichever appropriate;
S--. rlinimum pump head curve;
,-20e I through 0 and lOC are' fed by central imodules, zones 9, lOP, 11 and 12 by perifjheral modules.
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TABLE 4.4-10.

MELTING TEMPERATURES FOR

UNIRRADIATED MIXED URANIA-PLUTONIA

(from Nuclear Systems Materials Handbook)

:51

Mole FractionPuO?

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6
.0.8
1.0"

Sol Idus
0c

2875
.2787

2685

.25 80
2505
244'5

LUqui dus
oc

2875

2855
2745
2627

2545

2445

ec

(4.4-96
Amend. 51
Sept. 1979
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TABLE 4.4-11

EFFECT OF BURNUP ON MELTING POINT OF MIXED URANIUM-PLUTONIAN

(from Nuclear Systems Materials Handbook)

Decrease in
Observed

Burnup Melting Point
MWD/MTM _ 0°c

C
15,000
25,000

50,000
75,000

100,000

62

64

69

74
s0

51 *Applicable in the composition range of 20 to 25% PuO2

4.4-97
Amend. 51
Sept. 1979



TABLE 4.4-12

PRINCIPAL PARAMETERS OF EBR-I1 IRRADIATED-PINS
- ii I I I

USED TO CALIBRATE FISSION GAS-RELEASE MODEL

Io

PEAK
PEAK LINEAR FUEL COLD DIAMIETRAL PERCENT GAS RELEASE
BURNUP POWER PELLET DENSITY GAP THICKNESS

PIN (a/o) (kwlft) (% THEORETICAL) (mils.). M4EASURED PREDICTED

tE-F2-A 4.9 15.6 95.6 2.2 76.2 73.6

GE-F2.B 5.0 16.0 95.2 2.2 75.0 75.1

GE-FZ-U 5.3 .15.9. 89.6 3.8 86.0 82.0

PNL-!-3 0.90 10.7 93.0 5.0, 14.6 13.1

PHL-1-6 0.87 10.5 89.5 5.0 13.5 14.0

PNL-1-14 0.87 10.3 90.0 5.0 8.6 11.0

PiIL-1-19 0.98 10.7 90.1 7.0 30.8 ..21.9

PtIL-4-1 5.07 10.0 95.1 6.0 63.1 58.7

P"IL-4-26 4.93 9.4 92.4 6.0 66.4 56.1

PIIL-4-34 4.77 8.9 91.3 8.0 68.7 51.1

PUL-5-31 5.8 13.95 92.7 5.9 86.7 78.7

PiL-88-38 3.4 12.7 93.5 5.6 57.5 60.1

P:aL-17-6 .3.89 11.5 94.2 6.0 60.5 58.1:51



TABLE 4.4-13

PRINCIPAL PARAMETERS OF EBR-II IRRADIATED HIGH-BURNUP PINS
USED tO VERIXPY PISSION GAS RELEASE MODEL

SOL PEAK PELLET COLD DIAMETRAL PERCENT GAS RELEASED
• PEAK DURNUP LINEAR P WER IbENSITY GAP THICKNESS PREDICTED.PIN (a/) (kw/ft) (% T,o.) (MIs)' MEASURE

GE-F2-C 7.2 16.2 94.7 3.2 78.0 84.2

GE-F2-R 7.1 16.2 95.4 1.5 70.1 82.6
GE-F2-H 7.3 16.9 96.1 3.3 80.7 85.4

GE-F2-T 7.4. .17.0 96.1 3.0 70.0 84.6
GE-F2-G 12.7 16.3 95.6 3.5 100 91.451

(D "
r" CD

• . .

'.,



TABLE 494-14

PRINCIPAL PARA4ETERS OF EBR-II IRRADIATED PINS AT HIGH

CLADDING TEMPERATURE USED TO VERIFY FISSION GAS RELEASE MODEL

I

5

51

PIN

GE-VS-P

GE-PS-Il

GE-F5-Q

PEAK
BURNUP
(0/0)

6.23

6.34

6.21

DOL PEAK
LINEAR.
POWER
(kw/ft)

16.1
• 16.3

16.1.

1

PELLET.
DENSITY
(% T•.)

94.0

94.1

94.3

.. • II I

AVERAGE COLD
DIAMETRAL GAP

.THICKNESS
(mils)

OL PEAK
CLADDING
IDVTEMP.

(*F)

PERCENT GAS RELEASED

MEASURED PREDICTED

7

I r -4

4.1

6.0

6.0

1165

•1168

S116.•

95.8

'l00

91.7

86.8

89.0

88.7

.. ... _,_

C/)

Mt

0 0



TABLE 4.4-15

ENDF/B-IV FISSION YIELDS (GASEOUS _e + Kr)
(Number of rare gas atoms per 100 fissions)

U-235 Fission U-238 Fission Pu-239 Fission

Kr 3.791 2.486 1.879
Xe 21.732 21.351 23.165

Total 25.523 23.837 25.044CC' 51

4.4-101
Amend. 51
Sept. 1979



TABLE 4.4-16

EVENT CLASSIFICATION AND CLADDING DAMAGE SEVERITY LIMIT (

Event Classification Severity Level
ASME Code Section III .
(Article NR-3113) ROT Standard C-,6-1 RDT Standard C-16-1

" Normal :

Any con.ditlon of system startup.
design range operations, not
itandby. or shutdown other than
an. upset. emergency, faulted or
testing conditions.

Upset:

Miy abnormal incident not
causing a forced outage or
caus.inga forced outage. for
whlchýthe corrective action
does'not: Include any repair
of mechanical damage.

Emergency:

. Infrequent incident requirlng
shutdowni for correction of
the condition or repair of
damarge in the System. No
lossof structural integrity.

Faulted:

Postulated event and conse-
quences where integrity and
,operability may be impaired

Stothe.extent that consid-
erations of public health
and safety are involved.

Normal Operation:

;Iormal oweration includes
steady power operations and
those departures from. steady
operation which are expected
frequently or regularly in
the course of power operations.
refuelIng, maintenance, or
maneuvering of the plant.

Anticipated Faulted:

An off-normal condition which
individually may be expected
to occur once or more during
the plant lifetime.

Ulnlikely Faulted:

An off-normal condition which
individually is not expected
to occur during the plant life-
time; however, when integrated
over all plant components,
events in this category may be

.expected to occur a number of
times.

Extremely Unlikely Faulted:

An off-normal condition of
such extremely low proba-
bility that no events in this
category are expected to occur
during the plant lifetime, but
which nevertheless represents
extreme or limiting cases of
failures which are identified
as design bases.

No Damage:

No damageais defined as I) no
significant Ioss of effective
fuel lifetime; 2) accosm-dations
oithin the fuel and plant oper-
ating margins without requiring
automatic or manual protective
action; and 3) no planned release
of radioactivity.

Operational Incident:

An operational Incident is defined
as an occurrence which results in
1) no reduction of effective fuel
lifetime below the design values;
2) accosmodation with. at most, a
reactor trip that assures the plant
will be capable of returning to
operition..after corrective action
to clear~the trip cause;.and/or"3)
plant radioactivity releases that.
may'approach the lOCFRZOguidelines.

Minor Incident:

A minor incident is defined as an
occurrence which results in 1) a
general reduction in the fuel burn-

" up capability and. at most, a small
fraction of fuel rod cladding faitl-
ures; 2) sufficient plant or fuel
rod damage that could preclude re-
sumption of operation for a consid-
erable time and/or. 3) plant radio-
activity releases that may exceed
IOCFR20 guidelines, but does not.
result in interruption or restric-
tion of public use of areas beyond
the exclusion boundary.

Major Incident:

A major incident is defined as-an
occurrence which results in I)
Substantial fuel and/or cladding
melting or distortion in individual
fuel rods, but the configuration
remains coolable; 2) plant damage
that may preclude resumption plant
Operations, but no loss of safety
functions necessary to cope with
the occurrence; and/or. 3) radio
activity, release that may exceed
the IOCFR20 guidelines but are
well within the IOCFRIOO guidelines.

C

51 )ASsE code and RDT Standard ci':--_n below define events scmewhat

differently. Equivalent event, classifications are shown here, 0
4.4-102

Amend. 51
Sept. 1979



TABLE 4.4-17

I SUMMARY OF PRELIMINARY DESIGN CRITERIA

Event Classification Severity Level

Minor Incident

Criterion**

Emergency

(Unlikely Faults)

The total cumulative damage
function Is to be less than
1.0.

The accumulated plastic and
thermal creep strain is to
be less than 0.3%.

No cladding melting
(tem8erature less than
2475 F) and

Faulted Major Incident

(Extremely Unlikely

*Sodium boiling temperature Is quoted
cladding melting can occur.

*No sodium boiling
(temperature less than
saturation temperature at
the existing pressure).

as a guideline to establish that no

(9

I**The emergency criteria are limits .
The faulted criteria are guidelines.

(
4.4-103

Amend. 69



TABLE 4.4-18.A

CRBR FUEL ASSEMBLIES ROD TEIIPERATURE ENGINEERING.UNCERTAINTY FACTORS
L:::,

COOLANT FILM CLADDING GAP FUEL 11EAT FLUX

DIRECTI(o)

Power Level Measurement and
Control System Dead Band

Inlet Flow Maldistributlon
Flow Distribution Calculational

Uncertainty (Simulation Bias)
Cladding Circumferential Tem-

perature Variation

11.03(1.0)

1*.0(t)

1.03

STATISISCALI3,)_(o)

Reactor IT Variation
Wire Wrap Orientation
Subchannel Flow Area
F1Im Heat Transfer Coefficient
Pellet-Cladding Eccentricity'
Cladding Thickness and Conductivity
6ap Conductdnce
Fuel Co'iductivity
Coolant Properties
Flouv Distribution Calculatlonal

Uncertainty (Calibration) :.

10(1 .144)
1.;01
1.028

1.01

1.0
1.12
1.15 1.15

1.12
11.48(+)

1.10

1.054 -------- 1.015

U).

n)

(') For cladding midwall temperature calculations. Applies to the nominal temperature drop
between cladding midwall ahd bulk coolant.

(t) For fuel temperature calculiations.ý
(€) Applies to BOL conditions.."
(o) Iluclear Uncertainty Factors are given on Table 4.4-18.B.
NOTE: Same values of subfactors,.- apply, t6 both Plant T&II and Expected Operating conditions

except when two values are given,; inthils case, the parenthesized values apply to
Plant.Exp•cted Operating conditions while the non-parenthesized values apply to
I&Il Operating conditions.:

51

0
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TABLE 4.4-18.B

CROR FUEL ASSEMBLIES ROD TEMPERATURE NUCLEAR UNCERTAINTY FACTORS

'.WITH AND WITHOUT CONTROL ASSEMBLY INFLUENCE

0I RECT(o)

Physics ;4odeling

Control Rod Banking
ZPPR-7 Flux Tilt

STATISTICAL (3a)(°)

Nuclear Data

Criticality

Fissile Fuel Maldistribution

If assembly is influenced by adjacent

COOLANT

1.o2()
1.02.(2)
1.0 (4)

1.07

1.010)

1.03

HEAT FLUX

(*)NI. 02 ) (o1)

1.0 (4)

1.07

1.010)

1.03

control rod, replace with:

C
0,

COOLANT HEAT FLUX

POSITION""PEAK POWER "TOP OF CORE"
.... IUL LUL . UL LUL J UUL LUL

Adjacent 1.04 1.02 1.03 1.02 1.15 1.15
1) Physics Modeling

Far Side 1.01 1.0? .95 1.02 1.30 1.15
Adjacent 1.04 1.02 1.04 1.02 1.01 1.022) Control Rod Banking- I

) Far Side 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02 i.01 1.02

Adjacent 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.04 1.0 1.0
3) Criticalitya .Far Side 1.01 i.0i 1 _i 0 1 1.01 1.03 1.0 .4

,581

co0

4) ZPPR-7 Flux Tilt - Assy's. 9, 10 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 23, 25, 37,.38, 41. 42, 43, 44, 45, 51, 53 (0.97 @
BOL, 1.0 @ EOL). Assy's 8,11,9,36,39,47,65,68,101,104 (0.99 @ BOL, 1.0 @ EOL). Assys. 62,
98 (0.99 @ BOL, 1.0 @ EOLS.
(*Non-parenthesized value applies at the peak power position (i.e., core midplane). Parenthesized value

applies at the core lower/upper axial blanket interface except as superseded by note (1).
(°O)Engineering Uncertainty Factors are given on Table 4.4-18.A.51



TABLE 4.4-19.A

CRBR FUEL ASSEMBLIES MIXED MEAN EXIT TEIPERATURE

ENGINEERING UNCERTAINTY FACTORS

DIRECT(°)

Power Level Measurement and Control
System Dead Band

Inlet Flow Maldistributlon

ASSEMBLY EXIT

1.03(1.5)
1 .05

:1ý
4I

0

STATISTICAL (30)(0)

Reactor AT Variation

Coolant Properties

1.0(1.144)
1.01

c-l>-
(D~

'40

51

(o)Nuclear Uncertainty Factors are given on Table 4.4-19.B.

NOTE: Same values of subfactors apply to both plant T&H and expected operating
'conditions except when two values are given; in this case, the parenthesized

values apply to plant expected operating conditions while the non-parenthesized
values apply to T&IH operating conditions.



TABLE 4:4-19.B

CRBR FUEL ASSEMBLIES MIXED MEAN EXIT TEMPERATURE NUCLEAR UNCERTAINTY FACTORS

ASSEMBLY EXIT

DIRECT(O)

Physics .odeling 02 @ BOL, 1.01 @ EOL)
Control Rod Banking (*)1 02(1.03 @ BOL, 1.02 @ EOL)
ZPPR-7 Flux Tilt 1.0 (4)

' " l (3 0)!

STATISTICAL (3q)

Nuclear Data .1.07
Critical ity (*)i .01 (1.02)
Fissile Fuel Maldistribution 1.03
(4) ZPPR-7 Flux Tilt -,Assy"'s. 9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 23, 25, 37, 38,.41, 42, 43, 44,

45, 51, 53 (0.97 @ BOL, 1.0 @ EOL). Assy's.8,11,19,36,39,47,65j68,101,104 (0.99 @ BOL,
1.0 @ EOL). Assy's. 62,98 (0.99 @ BOL; 1.0 @ EOL).

(*)Non-parenthesized values are applied for assemblies not adjacent to
control a'se'mblies. Parenthesized values are applied for the control
assembly effect for assemblies adjacent to control assemblies.

(-I- = • . . - ."

,^0 'UEng5ineering uncertainty f f s are gi:Ven- on Table 4:,4-19.A,
541 ,,,
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TABLE 4.4-20.A

CRBR, FUEL:ASSEMBLIES PLENUM PRESSURE

ENG.INEER4ING UNCERTAINTYý FACTORS..

PLENUM TEMPERATURE BURNUP

DIRECT(O).

Power Level Measurement and, Control
System Dead Band 1.03(1.0) 1.02

Inlet Flow Maldistrlbutlon 1.05

Flow Distribution Calculatlonal
Uncertainty (Simulation Bias) 1.03

STAISTICAL (3q)(0)

Reactor AT Variation 1.0(1.144)

Wire Wrap Orientation- 1.01
Coolant Properties 1.01
Flow Distribution Calculational

Uncertainty (Calibration) 1.085

(M)juclear Uncertainty Factors are.given on Table 4.4-20.B.

NOTE': SamIe values. of subfactors apply t6 both-plant T&H andexpected. operating conditions except
when two values are given; .in this case, the-parenthesized values apply to plant expected51- operating conditions while ,"1tfhe-'n-fimn-pairenthelsized values apply to T&H operating conditions.

- .0.



C TABLE 4.4-20B

CRBRP FUEL ASSEMBLIES PLENUM PRESSURE NUCLEAR UNCERTAINTY FACTORS
WITH AND 'ITHOUT CONTROL ASSEMBLY INFLUENCE

DIRECT (o)

Physics liodelingi
Control Hod Banking
ZPPR-7 Flux Tilt

STAT I.STCAL. ',1(o)

PLENUM TEMPERATURE

1 020
I b02(2)
1.0 (4)

1.07

1.0131
1.03

BURNUP

1.02(1)
1 .02t2)1l .0* 4

1.07

1.01(3)
.1.03

Nuclear Data

Criticality

Fissile Fuel Haildilstribution

If asseiibly is influenced by adjacent control rod, replace with:

C I 1101 £01

Adjacent 1.04 1.02
I) Physics Modeling -.

Far Side •1.01 1.02

Adjacent 1.04 1.02
2) Control Rod Banking

Far-Side 1.02 1.02

Adjacent 1.04 1.04
3) Criticality

Far Side 1.01 1.01

51

t )ZPPR-7 Flux Tilt - Assy's. 9, 10. 13, 14, 15. 16. 17. 23. 25, 37, 38. 41, 42. 43, 44,
45, 51. 53 (0.97 @OOL, 1.00 @ EOL). Assy's. 8,I1,19,36,39,47,65,68,101,104 (0.99.@ BOL,
1.0 @ EOL). Assy's. 62,98 (0.49 @ BOL; 1.0 @ EOL)

(O)[ngineering Uncertainty Factors are given on Table 4.4-20.A.

4.4-109
Amend. 51 -
Sept. 1979
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TABLE 4.4-21.A

CRBR INNER/RADIAL BLANKET ASSEIIBLIES ROD TEMPERATURES ENGINEERING UNCERTAINTY FACTORS

COOLANT FILM CLADDING GAP FUEL HEAT FLUX

I DIRECT(°)

Power Level Measurement and
..Control System Dead Band
Inlet Flow lialdistribution..
Flow Distribution Calculational

Uncertainty (Simulation Bias)
Cladding Circumferential Tem-

perature Variation

STATISTICAL_(3)(O)

Reactor AT Variation
Wire Wrap Orientation
Subchiannel Flow Area
Film Heat Transfer Coefficient
Pellet-Cladding Eccentricity.
Cladding Thickness:and Con.-

ductivity
Gap. Conductance
Fuel"Conductivity
Coolant Properties
Flow Distribution Calculatlonal

Uncertainty (Calibration):

1.03(.0
1.07)

1.0(t' 2.2(') 1.0(t)

1.03

1.0(1.144)
1.01
1.035 1.0

1.21
1.15 1.15

1.12 C*1.4W
1AO

1.01

1.199/1.1(0) 1.056

(*)

(t)
(G,)
(0)
(0.)

For cladding midwall temperature calculations. Applies to the.nominal temperature drop.
between cladding midwall and bulk coolant.
For fuel tedperature calculations
Applies to VOL conditions.
Nluclear Uncertainty Factors are given on Table .4.4-21.B.

Inner/radial blanket.
i

51

orE: Same values of subfactors apply to both Plant T&II and Expected Operating conditions
except when two.values are ,given; in this case. the parenthesized values. apply :.to Plant
Expected Operating conditions while the non-parenthesized values apply to TIO
Operating conditions. .

4.4-110
Amend. 51
Sept. 1979

Q
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TABLE 4.4-21.B

CROR INNER/RADIAL BLANKET ASSE-iBLIES.ROD .TEMPERATURE NUCLEAR UNCERTAINTY FACTORS

INNER BLANKET RADIAL BLANKET

Row 1
COOLANT COOLANT

COOLANT HEAT FLUX HEAT FLUX

I
581

DI..RECT (~. (0)

Physics Mlodeling
Control Rod Banking
?!,clear Data
Criticality
lkeovy Metal
U-235

DlIRLCT_ E0_}.)

Physics M.odeling
Control Rod Banking
Nluclear Data
Criticality
Ul-?vy l3leta-U-235

1.06
1.02
1.12
1.02
1.01
1.01

1.02
1.02
1 .03
1.01ý 0

(*)1.07(l.11), 1.0Z
S1.1001.17)
1.02
1.01
1.01

(*)1.04(1.12)

( 1.00(1.07)
1.01

*1.01

1 .03
1.02
1.13

1 .01
1.01

1.01
1.02
1 .05

1.01

(*)1.07(1.02)(, 1.02

N1 .II(I.18)
1.01

1.01

. 01.05)

(*) 1.03(1.10)

'1.01

1.021 .27

1.01
1.01

1.15

1.01

Row 2
HEAT FLUX

('11.07(0.991
..1.02

()11.24(1.32)

1 .01
1 .01

1")1.07(1.02)'
1.02

• 1.13(1.21)

1.01

0-

%.0

(twon-parenthesized values apply at the peak power position (i.e., near core midplane). Parenthesized
values apply atcore upper/lower axial extension interface.

(°)Engineering Uncertainty Factors are given on Table 4,4-21.A.51
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TABLE 4.4-22.A

,CRBRINNER/RADIAL BLANKETASSEMBLIES MIXED MEAN EXIT TEMPERATURE
ENGINEERING UNCERTAINTY 'FACTORS

DIRECT(0)

Power Level Measurement and Control
System Dead-Band

Inlet Flow Maldistributlon

ASSEMBLY EXIT

1. 03(1.0)
1.07 .

STATISTICAL .(3,.)(o)

Reactor AT Variation

Coolant Properties

I.0(1.144)
1.01

51.

*(0)Nuclear Uncertainty Factors are given on'Table 4.4422.B.

NOTE: Same values of subfactors apply to both plant T&H and expected operating
conditions except when two values are given; in this case, the paren-
thesized values apply to plant expected operating conditions while the
non-parenthesized values apply to T&H operating conditions.

(I"
4.4-112 Amend. 51

Sept. 1979
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TABLE 4;4-22.B

CRBR INNER/RADIAL BLANKET ASSEMBLIES MIXED MEAN EXIT TEMPERATURE NUCLEAR UNCERTAINTY FACTORS

INNER BLANKET RADIAL BLANKET

Row I Row 2

ASSEMBLY EXIT. ASSEMBLY EXIT ASSEMBLY EXIT

DIRECT (BOL)_(O)

Physics Modeling .I1.01. 1.02 1.02
Control Rod Banking 1.'02 1.02 1.02-r Nuclear Data 1.12 1.13 l.27.
Cri t.i cal i ty 1.02
Heavy Mletal 1.01 1.01 1.01
U-235 1.01 1.01 1.01

DIRECT (E6L)(0)
Physics Modeling 1.01 1.02 1.02
Control Rod Banking 1.02 1.02 1.02

Nuclear.Data 1.03 1.05 1.15

Criticality 
11.01

Hleavy Metal. 1.01 1.01 1.01u- j::i - ---

51 (oko Engineering uncertainty factors are given on, Table 4.4-22.A..,; . u



TABLE 4.41 23.A
CRBR INNER/RADIAL BLANKET ASSEMBLIES PLENUM PRESSURE

ENGINEERING UNCERTAINTY FACTORS

DIRECT(O)

-Povwer Level Measuremant and Control
System Dead Band

Inlet Flow Maldistribution

RFow Distribution Calculational
Uncertainty (Simulation' Bias)

PLENUM TEMPERATURE BURNUP

1.03(1.0)
1.07

1.02

1.03
P,=

STATISTICAL (3a)(°)

Reactor AT Variation

Wire Wrap Orientation

Coolant Properties

'Flow Distribution Calculational
Uncertainty (Calibration).-

1.0(1.144)
1.01

1.01

1.299/1.1 (0)

Un D>

-m

(°)Nuclear Uncertainty Factors are given on Table -4.4-23.B,"
(M)Inner/radlal blanket
NJOTE: Same values of subfactors apply to both plant T&H and expected operatinrg conditions except

when two values are given; in this case, the.parenthesized values apply to plant expected
operatingl condi.tions hil:e thbe. non-parenthesi-zed• values apply.to T&Ff operating"conditions.51



TABLE 4.4-23.B

CRBR INNER/RADIAL BLANKET ASSEMBLIES PLENUM PRESSURE NUCLEAR UNCERTAINTY FACTORS

INNER BLANKET RADIAL BLANKET

Row 1 Row_ 2

PLENUM TEMPERATURE BURNUP PLENUM TEMPERATURE BURNUP PLENUM TEMPERATURE BURfUP

DIRECT (BOL)(O)

Physics IModeling " 1.06 1.06 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03
Control Rod Banking 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02
hiuclear Data 1.12 1.12 1.13 1.13 1.27 1.27
cri Li cality 1.02 1.02 ----
I leaivy iletal 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01
U-235 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01o 1.01

DIRECT_.(EOL)(o)

Physics •Iode1 ing 1.02 1. 02 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01
Control Rod Banking 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.02, 1.02 1.02
NIuclear Data O1.03 15.03 1. 1.05 1.15 1.15> Cri ti~cality _ 1.01 1.01. ...--
lleavy. letal 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01
U-235

51 (o)Engineering uncertainty factors are gi1ven, on Table 4.4-23.A,



TABLE 4,4,,24

CRBRP PRIMARY CONTROL ASSEMBLIES PIN TEMPERATURES HOT CHANNEL/SPOT FACTORS

Coolant

MERCT(''
. ti " 0l4dfne GUI Absorber Absorbe CadlUo.e

4:=
I

--. 4

Pover.tevel Measurement and
'Control System Dead Band
Inlet Flow HaldIstrIbution
Sýt..:sse,,Iy Flow Maldistribsutoan
Cilcul-ational Uncertainties
•.Ilelfij)pajss.:Flow. Split

Clad-Jing Circumferentlal
7te.Perature Variation

.SWIST s!CAL ( 3 a)(01

Inlet Tt:;,erature Variation
Rzactor AT Variation
Afsor.er -ljldistribution
and Con.,tif ivity

Wire 'risp. Orientation
Sutchanttul Flow Area
filin H~eatTransfer Coefficient
.PeelleL-CljdJinq Eccentricity
Cladding Itickness and
.Conductivity.

.ap lhicIness and Conductivity
Coolant Properties

TOTAL . 0
30

1.03
.1.075

-.o(o) 1),, (Note 1)

1.03

1.o01

1.03 l.03

1.04 02 .0

1.02
1.01
1.09

1.10 1.03 .

1.0 .
1.21 9
1.37(*.

1.0

1.01. 1.10

1 :45 () .w :44 t .1 06*5 :1, 4

1.13

1.09 1.07
1.13 1.10

0 1 1 054 10

-.061 1 .'7 1b

C_

k-o

'.0

51

(4) Uncertainties due to'physics analysis calculational methods (15 on coolant entlyrise and on absorbtr, cladding and
coolant heat generat'lon) are.applied directly on nuclear radial. peaking factors,.,

(*)For local cladding temperature calculations.

(0)Foraverage cladding, absorber.temperature calculations.
(o) In addition, the assembly inlet'temperature will be Increased by 16"F, to account for primary loop teperature coolant

uncertainties.
.(4) Applies to Plant Expected Operating..Conditions..
(t'): Appiis to Plant T&jOtesgn.'Co•ndiVtfo•s•-

(Mote 1) Under. the wire wrap local hot spot factors are 3.17, 1.40 and 1.20, for the claddin' OD,
" midwall and 1D, respectively.



C
TABLE 4.4-25

CRBRP PRIMARY CONTROL ASSEMBLIES MIXED MEAN EXIT TEMPERATURE HOT

CHANNEL FACTORS

Assembly Exit Chimney E.x•

DIRECT(+)

Power Level Measurement and
Control System Dead Band 1.03 1.02

inlet Flow Maldistribution 1.08 1.07

STATISTICAL (3")(o)

Inlet Temperature Variation* 103().0(t)

Reactor AT Variation 1.04(0)1.0(t)

Absorber Maldistributicn 1.02 1.02

Cladding Thickness 1.01 1.

Coolant Properties 1 01

TOTAL 2a 1.154 (4)l.130 (-) 1.111".

3a L.175 (0).140 (t) 1.116

(+) Uncertainties due to physics analysis calculational methods (,15. for both
assembly and chimney exit) are applied directly on nuclear radial peaking

factors.
(W)Applies to Plant Expected Conditiions.
(t) Applies to Plant T&H Design Conditions.
(o) In addition, the assembly -inlet temperature will be increased by 16°F

(assembly exit) or lOF (chimney exit), to account for primary loop tern-
51 perature control uncertainties.

4.4-117
Amend. 51
Sept. 1979



TABLE 4.4-26

CRBRP PRIMARY CONTROL ASSEMBLIES PLENUM PRESSURE
HOT CHANNEL F8CTORS

Plenum Temperature

C

DIRECT~~

Burnup

1.02Power Level Measurement

Inlet Flow Maldistribution

Subassembly Flow Maldistribution
falculational Uncertainties

Bundle/Bypass Flow Split

STATISTICAL (3o)()

Inlet Temperature Variation

Reactor 6T Variation

Absorber Maldistribution

Cladding. Thickness

Wire Wrap Orientation

Coolant Properties

TOTAL 20-
*3a

1.02

1.08

1.08

1.10

1. 02(0)I1. 0(.t).

1.0 4 (o)l.O(t)

1.02

1.01

1.01

.3 4(o) ,332 kt)
1. 376 .01:356(t

C1.02

L 034
1.040

H+) Uncertainties due to physics analysis calculational methods (15% on ,both
plenum temperature and burnup) are applied directly on.nuclear peaking I
factors.

(s) Applies to-Plant Expected Operating Conditions.
(t) Applies to Plant T&H Oesign. Conditions. "
(o)"In addition, the assembly inlet temperature will be increased by 1,6F

to account for primary loop temperature control uncertairti es.
51

Q4.4-118

Amend. 51
Sept. 1979



TABLE 4.4-27
CONTROL ASSEMBLIES PIN 7CRBRP SECONDARY TEtMPERATURES HOT CHANNEL/SPOT FACTORS

Coolant Film CIa ddinq
HIeat Generation

G a_ . Abso r -be Absorbe C --dd i Coo Iant

'...

4:b

D RECT(*)

Power Level Measurement and
Control System Dead Band

Inlet Flow Haldistribution
Subassembly Flow Maldistribution
Cailculational Uncertainties

Bundle/lypass. Flow Split
Cladding. Circumferential

Temperature Variation

STATISTICAL (3)0(O)

Absorber Maidistribution and
Conduct ivi ty

S'bchannel Flow Area
FiMr Heat Transfer
Cue fficient

rellet-Cladding Eccentricity
Cladding Thickness and
Ccnductivity

G2p Trtickness and Conductivity
Ccooant Properties

TOTAL 2a
3o

1.03
1.05

1.10
1.06.

1.58 2.S3(*1

1.03 1.03 1.03

1.02
1.08

1.10 1.03
1.0

1.40 1.37(
.1 &38 N

1.01 1.10 1.13

1.01

1.54
1.58

1.04

1.06
1.07

2.25 3.85
2.48 4.36

1.07 1.261.10 1.39( ) 1.13 1.10
1.05
1.06

1.03
1.03

(t) Uncertainties due to physics analysis calculational methods (15% on coolant enthalpy rise and on absorber, cladding
and coolant heat generation) are applied directly-.on nuclear radial peaking factors.

(o) in addition, the assembly inlet temperature will be, increased by 16*F, to account for primary loop temperature con--
trol uncertainties.

(N For maximum local cladding midwall temperature calculations only.
51



TABLE 4.4-28

CRBR EXPECTED OPERATING CONDITIONS DURING PLANT .LIFETIME

C:)

Clean & Unplugged Heat
Exchangers

(New Plant)Parameter Estimated (2 Year

Fouled & Plug-ed Heat
Exchangers

(30 Year Foulirq)Foul inQ)
Nomi.nal 0 T97 . 7 Nominal Mean D T97.7 Nominal Mean a T

Primary'11ot Leg 943 946 13 968 950 954 13 976 960 964 13 937
Tepnoerature (*F)

Primary Cold Leg 698 697 13 722 705 704 11 725 714 714 12 735
TerperatuLre (cF)

Primary AT (OF). .245 249 12 273 245 250 12 274 246 250 12 275

Power (MtVI 975 975 1004 975 975 1004 975 975 1004

51

= 56

=o
1o.0
•O*)

NOTE: Design and control uncertainties are included.

(77h@



C
TABLE 4.4-29

PLANT EXPECTED CONDITIONS AND ASSOCIATED-UNCERTAINTIES

CONSIDERED ON CRBRP CORE THERMOFLUIDS ANALYSES

tgominal Inlet Temperature (OF)

Nominal Reactor AT (°F),

Reactor AT Uncertainty Factor (3o)(*)

Inlet Temperature Ulncertainty (3a) (LF)

Loop-to-Loop Imbalance (3a) (OF)

Combined Uncertainty on Inlet Temperature

(2c;) (OF). - (Additive to Nominal)

First-Core

704

250

1.144

33

4.6

22.2

Second Core

711

250

1.144

36 .

.4. 6

24.6
C,

(*)

( be combined with other uncertainties on F

NOTE: Power Level Measurement/Con rol Dead Band Uncertainty is

Already Included in Above Uncertainties51

(3 4.4-121 Amend. 51
Sept. 1979



TABLE 4.4-30

CENTER TEMPEPATURES AND POWERS-TO-MELT OF INCIPIENT

MELT SECTIONS AS COMPUTED BY LIFE-3

Pin No.

P19-35

P19-02

P19-24R

P!9-27R

P19-28

P19-30

P19-08

P20-07

P20- 30

P20-33

Calculated T
OF (°C)max

Calculated
Power- to-Mel t
kW/ft. (kw/m)

.Observed
Power-to-Melt
kW/ft (k../m)

5009
4978

5024

4990

4966

5070

5006

5004

4985

4982

(2765)

(2748)

(2773)

(2754)

(2741)
(2799)

(2763)
(2762)

J(2752)

(2750)

16.62

16.04

15.44

19.23

19.02

17.22

15.36
15.72

16.82

19.07

(54.5)
(52.6)

(50.6)

(63.1)

(62.4)

(56.5)

(50.4)
(51.7)

(55.2)
(62.5)ý:

16.69

15.89

15.59

19J16

18.82.

15.40'

15. 75

16,70

18*98.;

(54.6)
(52.1)

(51.1)
(62.8)

(61.8)

(58.-3).

(z{54.8).
i(62,2) (I

Average T = 5001 + 280F

(2761 + 160C)

r.m.s error
0 .21 kw/ft (.69 k W."/ m

std. dev.

.0.24 kw/ft (.77 kw/m)

Two •degrees of freedom lost in calibrating LIFE-Ill parameters.51

4.4-122
("

Amend. 51
Sept. 1979



TABLE 4.4-31

COMPARISON OF 3a MINIMUM POWER-TO-MELT TO POWER AT 15% OVERPOWER

Q, MARGIN
POWER AT 1 15

START OF JUMP .15 1.17
ASSEMBLY t(hrs) TP* :03 Q2 n - M Q3- Q3 REPOWM 42 Q4 " Q1

F/A 101 0 0.70 0.782 1.111 0.234 0.877 0.095

F/A 101 58 0.90 1.005 1.315 0.180 1.135 0.130

F/A 101 108 1.00 1,1l7, 1.390 0.210 1.180 0.063

F/A 14 8 0.70 0,782 1.172 0.234 0.938 0.156

F/A 14 58 0.90 1.005 1.350 0.180 1.170 0.165

F/A 14 108 1.00 1,117 1.442 0.210 1.232 0.115

'')NFP ' Nominal full power.

-0(D~- CD
0•
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TABLE 4.4-32a

PRIMARY CONTROL ASSEMBLY OPERATING PARAMETERS

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Number of orifIcing zones 1

PCA's total flow allocation (fraction reactor flow) 0.01

Flowrate (PEOC, lb/hr) 49,500

Flow split (bundle/total assembly flow) 0.62

Maximum bundle flow velocity (ft/sec) 8

Maximum hot rod midwal I cladding temperature 1006
(PEOC, 20", OF)

Maximum fission gas pressure (20, psla) 3600 @ 275 fpd

Maximum linear power rating (3(x+ overpower, Kw/ft) 16 Bottom
1.4 Top

Maximum absorber temperature (THDV nominal, OF) 3367

Maximum mixed mean exit temperature (THDV nominal, OF) 853

Maximum exit gradient (nominal, OF) 246

C

.1

4.4-124
Amcnd AO



TABLE 4.4-32b

SECONDARY CONTROL ASSEMBLY OPERATING PARAMETERS

Flow Rate (THDV, lb/hr)

Control Rod Flow

Bypass Flow

Total'Upflow

Downflow

Total Assembly

Hydraulic Scram Assist Force at Full Flow (lbs)

Peak Linear Power (kw/ft)

Outlet Temperature (THDV, Nominal, OF)

Control Rod Bundle

Assembly

Maximum Cladding Midwall Temperature (OF)

Nominal, THDV

Hot Spot (THDV, 2a)

Maximum Absorber Temperature (OF)

Nominal, THDV

Hot Spot (THDV, 30)

9,130

9,330

18,460

50,710

69,170

148 - 248

4.0

829

854

C
853

895

1054

1188

,C
4.4-124a Amend. 69



TABLE 4.4-33

SUMMARY OF FLOTATION EVALUAT19N

Rod Bundle
Pressure Drop

(Psi)

1. Test observed flotation conditions

2. Above, accounting for test uncertainties

3. PCA operaflon .conditions, nominal, PEOC

4. Total effect of core components hydraulic
resistance uncertal nties:

o r.s.s. combination 20/3c

o Absolute sum combination 2I/3iT

5. Maximum design conditions (3+4):

o r.s.s. combination 2a/3c"

o Absolute sum combination 25/36

6. Margin-to-flotation (2-5):

o r.s.s. combination 2q/3•y

o Absolute sum combination 2T/3cr

7.5

7.2

5.94

(

0.35/0.52

0.73/1 .06

6.29/6.46

.6.67/7.0

0.91/0.74
(15/12)*

0.53/0.2
(9/3)*

Flow Rate
(Lb/Hr)

57,500

55,000

49,600

687/976

1932/2696

50287/50576

51532/52296

4713/4424
(9.5/9)*

3468/2704
(7/5.5)*

*In percentage of nominal conditions.

C
4.4-125



TABLE 4.4-34

RRSA POWER AND FLOW UNCERTAINTY FACTORS

HEAT GENERATION(C)

DIRECT

Bias(a)(b)
Non-Statistical
SOC-to-EOC and Assembly-to-Assembly

Cycle-to-Cycle Bias(a)

Power Level Measurement and Control
System Dead Band

0.8731
1.,08

1.02
0.88,(Cycle 1)
1.05 (Cycle 5)

1. 03'(d)(g)

STATISTICAL (3W)

Statistical 1.1.2

FLOW(c)

DIRECT
C

Inlet Flow MlI!istribution
BPFM Leakage e

1.02
1.069

STATISTICAL (3a)

Inlet Flow Maldistribution
Loop Temperature Imbalance
Coolant Properties
Reactor AT and Inlet Temperature

Variation

1.122
1.030 (for AT = 250'F)

1.156(f)(g) (for AT = 250 0F).

(a) Biases are always in direction indicated. Remaining factors are +.

(b) Bias on stainless steel heating is weighted for combined stainless steel
andsodium heating, and applied to unbiased heating rates.

(c) A factor greater than unity increases-temperatures; i.e., heat generation
rate is multiplied by the factor and flow rate is divided by the factor.

(d) THDV conditions.
(e) For RRSAs in BPFM.
(f) PEOV conditions.
(g) Affects all RRSA and core assemblies in same direction.

Amend.-58 (
Nov. 1980

4.4-126
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TABLE 4.4-35

LIFETIME VARIATION OF NOMINAL MIXED MEAN TEMPERATURE OF SELECTED

ASSEMBLIES AND AVERAGE TEMPERATURE USED FOR REACTOR CONTROL

ASSEMBLY ASSEMBLY
NO. TYPE BOCI EOCl BOC2 EOC2 BOC3 EOC3 BOC4 EOC4

101 Fuel 1104 1081 1076 1041 1091 1048 1047 1010

99 Inner Blanket 842 893 887 956 834 928 946 1030

201 Radial Blanket 848 874 877 914 926 965 953 982

14 Fuel 1092 1077 1081 1063 1069 1045 1021 1010

24 Fuel 1095 1073 1078 1050 1093 1050 1032 1008

2 Fuel 1057 1059 1075 1068 1040 1045 1067 1054

44 Fuel 1120 1103 1064 1056 1094 1068 1043 1030

50 Fuel 1073 1051 1029 1008 1076 1032 1020 992

12 Inner Blanket 896 938 939 990 894 972 967 1021

34 Fuel 1067 1062 1074 1058 1048 1042 1061 1040

Average of above* 1019 1021 1018 1020 1017 1019 1016 1018

54 NOTE: All temperatures in OF.
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TABLE 4.4-36 W

EXPERIMENTAL DATA REFERENCES FOR FLOCV DISTRIBUTION
C~ALCULATIONS AT LOW. FLW (SECTION 4.4.2.6)

I. PRESSURE DROP DATA - FLO.V REDISTRIBUTION FOR FIGURES 4.4-66 & 67

1. "Covered Pressure Drop Flow Test/Cross Flow Mixing Test", HEDL-TI-76049,
November 1976. (Availability: US/DOE Technical Information Center).

2. W. L. Thorne, "Pressure Drop Measurements In FFTF Fuel Vibration Tests",
HEDL-TC-812, April 1977. (Availability: US/DOE Technical Information
Center).

3., W. L. Thorne, "Pressure Drop Measurements from Fuel Assembly Vibration
Test II", HEDL-TC-824, April 1977. (Availability: US/DOE Technical
Information Center).

4. P. M McConnell, "Clinch River Breeder Reactor Fuel Assembly Inlet/Outlet
Nozzle Flow Tests", HEDL-TME-77-8, February 1977. (AvallabilIty: US/DOE
Technical Information Center).

5. H. M. Geiger, D. C. Meess and D. K. Schmidt, "Radial Blanket Flow
Orificing Testing: Cal ibration Tests", WARD-RB-3045-18, April 1977.
(Availability: US/DOE Technical Information Center).

6. F. C. Engel, R. A. Markley and A. A. Bishop, "Laminar, Transition and. -
Turbul ent Parallel Flow Pressure Drop Across W ire Wrap Spaced Rod
Bundles", Nucl. Scl. Eng., L2, pp. 290-296 (1979); 7A, p. 226 (1980).

7. I. E. ldel'chik,, "Handbook of Hydraulic Resistance - Coefficients of-
Local Resistance and of Friction,, AECTR-6630, 1960.

8. L. F. Moody, "Friction Factors for Pipe Flow", Trans. Amer. Soc. Mech.
Eng..5, 66, pp. 671-684 (1944).

9. R. G. White and M. D. Simmons, "1CRBRP Fuel Assembly Flow and Vibration
Tests in Water", HEDL-TME-78-106, October 1979.

10. P. M. McConnell, "Interim Report on CRBRP Fuel Assembly Cavitation Tests
in Water", HEDL-TC-967, October 1977.

11. C. Chlu, et al., "Pressure Drop Measurements in LMFBR Wire Wrapped
:Blanket Assembl ies", MIT COO-2245-42TR Report (1977).

12. "Radial Blanket Design and Development Quarterly Progress Report for
Period Ending August 31, 1977", WARD-RB-3045-21 (1977).

13. J.. G. Akey and H. 0. Lagally, "Primary Control Assembly Hydraulic Test",
WARD-D-0263, July .1980.
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TABLE 4.4-36 (Cont'd)

14. D. R. Dickinson and F. H. Nunamaker, "Measurement of Outlet Plenum
Vel ocity Profile s, Pressure Drops and Flow Spl its In the IRFM of CRBRP",
HEDL-TC-1015, December 1979.

15. P. M. McConnell, et al., "Inlet Plenum Feature Model Fiow Tests of the
CRBRP; Addendum V-Resul ts", HEDL-TME-76-33, March 1976.

16. P. M. McConnell, "CRBRP Removable Radial Shielding Orifice Pressure Drop
Test Results, DRS 31.14.37", HEDL-TC-958, September 1977.

II. HEAT TRANSFER AND OTHER DATA USED FOR VALIDATION OF COBRA-WC (PNL-4128)
AND FORE-2M (Nucl. Eng. & Des.. 68. No. 3. pp. 323-336. April 1982) CODES
FOR FIGURE 4.4-68

I. Bates, J. M., and E. U. Khan. 1980. "Investigation of Combined Free and
Forced Convection In a 2 x 6 Rod Bundle During controlled Flow
Transients." AIChE Symposium Series: Heat Transfer - Orlando. 1980,
American Institute of Chemical Engineers, New York, New York, Series No.
199, Vol. 76, pp. 215-230.

2. Bates, J. M., and E. U. Khan. 1980.- Investigation of Combi~ned Free and
Forced Convectlon In a 2 x 6 Rod Bundle During controlled Flow
Transients. PNL-3135, Pacific Northwest Laboratory, Richland,
W ash i ngton.

3. Chen, Y. B., K. Ip and N. E. Todreas. 1974. Velocity Measurements in
Edge Subchannels of Wire-Wrapped LMFBR Fuel Assembl ies. CO0..2245-11TR,
Department of Nuclear Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Massachusetts.

4.: Chiu, C., et al. 1978. Flow Split Measurements In LMFBR Blanket
Assemblies. COO-2245-41TR, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Massachusetts.

5. Engel, F. C., R. A. Markley, and B. Minushkin, 1978. "Buoyancy Effects
on Sodium coolant Temperature Profiles Measured. in an Electrically Heated
Mockup of a 61-Rod Breeder Reactor Blanket Assembly." ASME paper
.78-WA/HT-25, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, New York, New
York.

6. Fontana, M. H. 1973. Temperature Distribution in the Duct Wall and at
the Exit of a 19-Rod Simulated LMFBR Fuel Assembly (FFM Bundle 2A).
ORNL-4852, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee.

7. Gillette, J. L., R. M. Singer, J. V. Tokar and J. W. Sullivan.. 1979.
"Experimental Study of the Transition from Forced to Natural Circulation
in EBR-11 at Low Power and Flow." Paper No. 79-HT-10, American SocietyCi of Mechanical Engineers, New York, New York.
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8. C. W. Hoth. 1981. "Fuel Open Test Assembly (FOTA). Data Obtained During
the FFTF, 75% and 100% Natural Circulation Tests." HEDL-TC-1940, Hanford
Engineering Devel opment Laboratory, Richl and, Washington.

9. Juneau, J., and E. U. Khan. 1979. Analysis of Steady-State Combined
Forced and Free Convection Data In Rod Bundles. FRA-TM-116, Argonne
National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois.

10. Lafay, J., B. Menant and.J. Barrols. 1975. "Influence of Hel Ical
Wire-Wrap Spacer System In a 19-Rod Bundle." Presented to the 1975. Heat
Transfer Conference, April 1975, San Francisco, California.

11. Lorenz, J. J.,, T. Ginsberg and R. A. Morris. 1974. Experimental Mixing
Studies and Velocity Measurements with a Simulated 91-Element' LMFBR Fuel
AssembIy. ANL-CT-74-09, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois.

12. Lorenz, J. J., D. R. Pedersen and R. D. Pierce. 1973. Peripheral Flow
V-isualization Studies In a 91-Element Bundle. ANL-RAS-73-14, Argonne
National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois.

13. Milburg, M. L., J. A. Hassberger and C. J. Boasso. 1977. Natural.
Circulation Heat Transfer Testing with a Simulated Full-Scale: LMFBR
217-Pin El ectr.ical I y Heated Fuel Assembl y. HEDL-TME-77-3, Hanford

'Engineerihg Development Laboratory, Richl and, Washington.

14. Morris, R. H. et al. 1980. Single-Phase Sodium Tests in 61aPIin Full-
Length Simulated LMFBR Fuel Assembly-Record of Phase 1 ExperimentalD'ata
for' THORS Bundl-e 9. ORNL/TM-7313, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, ý. Oak
Ridgpe, Tennessee.

15. Novendstern, E. H. 1972a. Mixing Model for WIre-Wrapped Fuel:' Asembl les.
WARD-5915, Westinghouse Advanced Reactor Division, Madison, Pennsylvani a.

16. Novendstern, E. H. 1972b. "Turbulent Flow Pressure Drop Model for Rod
Assembl ies Util izing a Helical Wire-Wrap Spacer System." Nuclear
Engineering and Design. 22:19-27.

17. Wang, S. and N. E. Todreas. 1981. "Computer Model for MIT Correlations
for Friction Factors, Flow Splits and. Mixing Parameters In LMFBR Wire-
Wrapped Rod Assembl ies." DOE/ET/37240-87TR, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

18. Cheung, A. C., et al., "Verification of the CRBRP Natural Circulation
Core Analyses. Methodology with Data from FFTF Natural Ci rculation. Tests",
CRBRP-ARD-0310, June 1982.

19. Coffleld, R. D., R. A. Markley: and E. U. Khan, "Natural Circulation
Analyses and Verlficationfor LMFBR Cores", Nucl. Engrg.. Des., 62,. (1980)
pp. 181-198.
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20. Billone, M. C., et al., "LIFE-Ill Fuel Element Performance Code User's
Manual", ERDA-77-56, July. 1977.

21. Henderson, J. M., S. A. Wood and D. D. Knight, "Sodium Boiling and Mixed
Oxide Fuel Thermal Behavior In FBR Undercool ing Transient", W-1 SLSF
experlemnts results.

22. Freeman, D. D., "SEFOR Experimental Results and Appl Ications to LMFBRs",
GEAP-13929, January 1979.

23. Bishop, A. A., R.
Thermal -Hydraul ic
AIChE Symaposi urn,

D. Coffleld and R. A. Markley, "Review of Pertinent
Data for LMFBR Core Natural Circulation Analyses",
Series 76, (1980), pp. 193-204.

24. Coffield, R. D., et al., "Buoyancy-induced Flow and Heat Redistributi:on
During LMFBR Core Decay Heat Removal", Proc. of Special Ists Meeting on
Decay Heat Removal and Natural Convection In FBRs., Brookhaven National
Laboratory, New York, February 1980.

25. Gillette, J. L., D. Mohr, R. Singer and R. Smith, "A Flow Coastdown to
Natural Convection Conditions In EBR-IlI", ANS Trans. 22 (1975) p. 394.

26. Singer, R4 M. and J. L. Gillette, "Measurements of Subassembly and Core
Temperature Distribution In an LMFBR", AIChE Symposium, Series 73,
(1977), p, 97..

27. Stover, R. L., et al., "FFTF Natural Circulation Tests", Presented at ANS
Winter Meeting at San Francisco, California, 1981.
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Figure 4.4-58 Removable Radial Shield Duct Midwall Temperatures at Above
Core Load Pad 1+20 RRS Uncertainties)
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EOC5, 714OF INLET TEMPERATURE
+2o UNCERTAINTIES ON RADIAL BLANKET BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES
+2o UNCERTAINTIES ON REMOVABLE RADIAL SHIELD TEMPERATURES

0o0

Figure 4.4-59 Removable Radial Shield Duct Midwall Temperatures at Top

Core Load Pad (+2u RRS Uncertainties)
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Figure 4.4-60 Removable Radial Shield Duct Midwall Temperatures at Core
Midplane (-20 RRS Uncertainties)
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Figure 4.4-6 1 Removable Radial Shield Duct Midwall Temperatures at Above Core
Load Pad 1-2a RRS Uncertainties)
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Figure 4.4-62 Removable Radial. Shield Duct Midwall Temperatures atTop Core Load Pad (-2a RRS Uncertainties)
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